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Sewanee Purple

In Sewanee's opener against the Hampden Sydney
Tigers, freshman James Fulcher (above) kicked a

field goal with less than three minutes left to give the

Sewanee Tigers a 9-7 win. See page 16 for a review

of the Tigers celebrated 1899 12-0 season.

Vol CM Ho* I
With this revision in the Purple's format from

weekly newspaper to a monthly newsmagazine, the
thinking is that not only will the general appearance
be more pleasing, but the artists and writers here at

Sewanee will have a better forum in which to present
their work.

The remaining three issues will be out around the
fifteenth of the next three months. Letters and other
contributions are encouraged, either to the Purple
office located on the second floor of the Bishop's

Common or via SPO.
Any opinions expressed herein do not necessarily

reflect those of the Purple staff nor of the University.

Heliotropity
On some issues, Sewanee students exemplify the worst of stud-

ent behavior. We appear too often static and reluctant to experi-

ence anything new. Afraid of changes maybe.
What brings this last minute tirade on? A petition circulated the

campus last week calling for a return to the old unstructured struct-

ure of the student run radio WUTS. WUTS is student controlled.

responsible to the Radio Board comprised of n

stration, the faculty and student representath

antly, under the terms of the Federal Commu
license, the radio is responsible to the entire <

ening audience.

nbe s of the admin-

it more import-

ins Commission

inity of its list-

; the cont-This responsibility to the community appears to when
troversy originates. Apparently those who have signed the petition

, including some of the student disc jockeys, are not fully aware of

the intent of this year's manager and his programming director,

Mark Andrews and Gerry Masterson respectively. Faced with the

challenge of professionalizing WUTS by upgrading (yes, changing)

its format, (not unlike the change in format you are holding in

your hands now) they organized the station like it never had been

before.

Under formatted programming, WUTS is broadcasting to approx-

ing, hit songs are played under a careful formula. In the bulk of re-

maining time, album oriented rock is aired, which still allows for

play of most any song recorded since 1970.

Some listeners are unsympathetic to this improvement (change),

and I dare say more are listening more consisently to WUTS now,
or else they are airing opinions strictly for peer pressure oriented

The station manager told the 60 original d.j.s who signed up for

)ws that they would have to work harder in order to make this

rk. The itringent guideline

are necessary for a couple of i

been in existence, just hardly e'

sidering applying for a new In

frequency, up substantially froi

jump is necessary to avoid a Ic

put from a bigger station that i

uency. Higher wattage
change is planned to stere*

that) and with that, many i

Another reason for fori

major recording companie
records to WUTS this sum
Under the new organizatii

lposed by WUTS this semester

ins. First of all, they have always

ly ever enforced. Secon y, WUTS is con-

/v license to broadcast at the 100 watt
from the current 10 watt output. This

a loss of frequency at the current out-

tat might want to take over WUTS freq-

vould bring improved reception and a

broadcastingfwho could be opposed to

latted programming is that several of the

stopped sending promotional copies of

ner due to the old unstructured format.
n, however, the companies have agreed

to reinstitute this vital source of promos.
So that is the dilemma. Now it would follow for a petition to

circulate asking for a return to the weekly newspaper. It might be
expected, as WUTS' Andrews said he was not surprised by this re-
action of the student body. I guess that students here are just a
little less progressive than they would like to think of themselves.
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"Epistle to Og"

Yet once more, o thou loathed Undertoad
Hast thou raised thy warty visage from the

Stagnant black waters of thy diseased rot

And croaked malodorously thy newest wisdom.
Thy festering pus-crown of absurdity

And thy oozing scepter of self-righteousness

(Clutched most tightly in thy gangrenous death

grip)

Serve only thy cankerous self, vile creature.

Beware, greengills, for outside thy miry pothole
The Mountain breathes visions of sugar plums
And Springtime giving birth in flowery fields.

Keep the foulness of thy wet dreams to thy self.

Conceited leper, gasp not of thy beauty.

Thy glazed eyes weld themselves shut as the

Death knell sounds. Draw near, toad. I will

help thee.

—Rathshoon, The Midnight Wailer

When Rathshoon wrote the "Epistle to Og,"
he was in the throes of an existential crisis result-

ing from his grievous encounter with the exclu-

sive Tophat Social Club, one of the more promi-

nent organizations on the Alligator Farm.
To many, the Tophat Social Club was mor

than just a "Guardian of Tradition," "Trustee of

Ideals," and "Purveyor of Fine Goods" (the club

ran a small prophylactic company on the side);

ed debating society with a

keen for uld e -for-

get the time it was proved conclusively that

37528 angels could dance on the head of a pin.

Rathshoon, however, saw beyond the regur-

gitated rhetoric spilling over their silly grins,

looked through the "See Rock City" signs in

their eyes, and realized the awful truth about the

Tophat Social Club: his, and everyone else's,

sexual expressiveness was under their control.

Rathshoon had a vision, novel in his time, of the

dangerous idiocy embodied in the club's strange

powers, it was they who declared who, when,

where, and in what position. Sexual freedom
Mas a privilege reserved only for club membeis,
it seemed. Fool that he was, Rathshoon accosted
the next Tophatters he saw and attempted to

deal rationally with their irrationality.

"What gives you the right to control my
sexuality?" demanded Rathshoon.

The two Tophatters, beaming, drooled, "It's

in our Constitution, dummy, and besides . .
."

"Well I didn't vote for it," interrupted

Rathshoon. He was rather impatient. He was
rather impotent.

"Besides," continued the two, wagging their

fingers as they spoke "wp Tophatters are

theoretically (and just between us, actually)

more responsible people than you riff-raff. We
score higher on MCATs and LSATs and can fit

square pegs into most of the orifices on our body
(Just check with the Registrar). I mean, we
couldn't let everyone go around indulging in

free love, now could we?" As they mentioned
free love, the two giggled like young boys looking

at the lingerie section of the JC Penney
catalogue.

"But what kind of a life does that leave the

rest of us? This Farm was created in order to

. .
." Rathshoon's voice was drowned in their

wet laughter.

"Life?" screamed one. "What's life?"

"A magazine," yelled the other.

"Where can I get it?"

"Down at the market."

"How much does it cost?"

"A dollar-fifty." They were rolling on the

ground by now.
"But I've only got a dollar."

"Well, that's tough."

"What's tough?"

"Life." They were howling like rabid wolves.

"What's life?" Both lost control of their

bladders.

Rathshoon backed slowly away and left the

two in their foaming hysteria.

Purple Format Questione

Dear Editor:

As a former writer on the Purple staff, I

was most displeased to hear of your format

change. For four years, I covered the Tigers'

football games—both home and away-(how many

students see the away games?). I am proud to

say that my articles were widely read and well

received. They not only offered a perhaps clearer

perspective to those who may not have watched

closely, but they also gave credit to those out-

standing performers who, without newspaper

coverage, would remain unsung heroes.

Another point: the Purple provided an out-

standing testing ground for budding journalists-

both as a forum for polishing skills and as a

chance to weed out the hopeful but inept writer.

I'm sorry you are eliminating this opportunity

for others.

I will admit that the weekly format of the

Purple does lend itself to the feature type art-

icles—but so many in the college and com-

munity need the paper for so many reasons.

The feature stories you mentioned in your

letter sound exciting, but perhaps more suited

to the Mountain Goat (if it still exists?) or

another literary review type periodical.

The Purple, for all its faults, had a place in

the Sewanee community and with the Sewanee

news!). I feel that to end such a tried and true

tradition of the University is quite a bold and

impudent act, no matter what the motive.

However, you've made your move and I wish

you the best. I hope only that Sewanee find

the time, money, and talent to support both a

newspaper and feature periodical.

Sincerely,

Gregg Robertson '78

: he Honor Code

q Joke?
Dear Editor:

The following statement is in regard to a pro-
blem that is neither new nor easily resolved.

This statement is meant simply to express my
opinions on a subject I believe has been
overlooked.

"Sewanee's Honor Code works". This phrase,
and all that it entails, is a standard part of the
"Sewanee Experience". In actuality, the Honor
System is a travesty. It is hypocritical in that
it states a concept of honor but fails to live up to

Examine the Honor Code booklet which is

distributed to ali students. The opening para-

graphs state the lofty and worthy aims of the
Honor System while the remaining seven pages
are devoted solely to cheating. As we are all

aware, cheating primarily hurts oneself. Lying
and stealing go further and do harm to others.

Which is a greater breach of honor, one in which
you personally are comprimised or one in which
you infringe on others as well? If honor can
be scaled then surely the latter is the greater

offense.

Why then in almost every matter of honor,
outside of cheating, is the Honor Code a joke?

Witness:

1) Your word of Honor is not accepted
at the University Book Store. "When 1 return-

ing a book (probably ridiculously over priced,

i.e. a rip-off) you are required to present slips,

notes, dropcards and other paraphenalia which
insult a student's word of honor.

2) If sick, you are required to present Doc-
tor's notes. Deans' O.K.'s and other evidence

which preclude your word of honor.

3) If you give a party you are now required

to demand I.D.s as proof of age. Why not
simply post a sign over the beverages stating

"Those under 1 9 are on their honor not to drink

alcohol". Surely this would be better than de-

basing the Honor System by assuming s student

will lie simply to get a beer.

4) It is an Honor Code offense to get two
steaks at Gailor on steak night. (Regardless of

who pays for them). This practice of using the

Honor System to prohibit selected petty acts

is truly hypocrisy to the n-th degree. In this

regard the Honor Council is simply a "rubber

stamp" for whatever activities " the powers that

be" wish to curb.

Granted, Sewanee is not an ideal community
and a true honor system would be under constant

strain. But until one's word of honor is accepted,

and until selected petty offenses are dropped,

then this narrow-minded statement that

"Sewanee's Honor Code works" is a lie.

If you're still reading. Thank You. Now for

an encouraging word. The SAGA manager of the

I

pub attempted- to instate a rule that students

must give him their I.D.s before taking mugs of

beer to the outside terrace. (Regardless of who
pays for them). When informed of this practice

I was justifiably insulted. The manager was then

subjected to the above harangue - - read the riot

act, as it were - -
. He then graciously declined

to demand I.D.s from students going outside.

Surely a gain for the Honor System at Sewanee.

Thank you.
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Provost Arthur Schaefer

In this decade of soaring inflation

and decreasing family size, some small

private colleges are being forced to close

their doors and send faculty and students

home forever. According to sources in

the July 16,1979 issue of Newsweek
magazine^or many prospective students,

the liberal arts education is too general

for today's highly specialized job market.

As Sewanee's Provost Arthur Schaefer

was quoted inWie Newsweek article, "I

don't think there's an educator in any

private college who feels secure."

What does this statement mean for

Sewar.ee? According to Dr. Schaefer a

10% to 20% drop in student enrollment

or a gross mismanagement of funds could

hurt the school tremendously.

Still, however, because of Sewanee's

outstanding reputation, Dr.Schaeferdoesn't

foresee such a drop. He is managing his

funds carefully. And he is optimistic about

Sewanee's future as a private liberal arts

institution: to him,the liberal arts educa-

tion at Sewanee gives the student the

power to articulate and analyze situa-

tions. For this reason, as long as standards

remain high, Sewanee will always survive

according to the Provost.

Theatre Major under

Homan Envisioned

A positive addition to the Theatre Depart-

ment this fall is Richard Homan, hired for trie

position as chairman of the Hp^artment

Dr. Homan received a BA in English at Notre

Dame, and both a MA and a PHD in Theatri-

cal Arts at the University of Minnesota. He

then taught for a short while at St. Thomas

College in St. Paul, Minnesota, followed by a

teaching position at Warren Wilson College in

Ashville, North Carolina. Homan's wife, Ann
Galvin Homan, has her Masters in the Theatre

Arts, and is the new chorus director for St.

Andrew's.

Homan certainly does not lack initiative,

or energy, in implementing some new ideas for

the Theatre Department. By the second week
of September Homan had submitted a propo-

sal for a Theatre Major to the Dean of the

College. His belief is that a liberal arts insti-

tution, in the true tradition, should provide

students with a fundamental background in

all of the arts. Homan's main objective is to

offer Theatre courses which complement every

field of study, be it Chemistry of Economics.

Homan is also eager to establish a standard

of high quality in the plays produced at

Sewanee; making them beneficial to both the

participants and the audience.

In light of these goals, the fall Purple Mas-

que production, under the direction of Homan,
shall be The Importance of Being Earnest, a

comedy by Oscar Wilde. One point of in-

terest for the community is that this produc-

tion shall use the proscenium stage offering

the Technical Director, John Piccard, a chance
to display his true talents in set design.

The Importance of Being Earnest promises
to be Sewanee theatre at its best, and a good
beninning for a new phase in the Theatrical

i at 1 jUnh sity.

O'Connor Studies Thai Markets

Dr. Richard O'Connor, chairman of the

University's Anthropology Department,

spent his summer studying the markets of

Bankok, Thailand. O'Connor, playing the

role of participant-observor, wandered the

marketplace to understand the mechanics

of Thailand's merchant economy. Un-

like American markets where one pays

what the prce mark indicates, Bankok's

market is a personal exchange between

two people: customer and merchant.

Says O'Connor, "One cannot expect

simply to pay and run. You must talk to

them. If they like you, you pay less."

O'Connor found it difficult to adjust

to the generosity of Thailand's people.

As an American he was used to having

the books balanced,"We give appropriate
gifts which suit the occasion oi our obli-

gation to someone else." inappropriate
gifts (those which are too expensive or
given for no reason) are declined re-

spectfully. O'Connor compares Thai

and American attitudes as being "a

difference between generosity and ob-

ligation.

Upon leaving Thailand, a Chinese

friend gave O'Connor an amulet of

Buddha encrusted in gold, telling him,

"It is for your son and will bring him
good luck." O'Connor replied, "I can

not accept this! It is too expensive, you
must keep it." To which his friend an-

swered, "I am not giving you the gold.

I give you the image (of Buddha)."

Judy O'Brien ventured into the "big
time" news scene as a freelance reporter

this summer for the News Free Press in

Chattanooga. The Sewanee junior wrote
several articles, including a human interest

portrait of a Cuban guitarist. O'Brien is

now planning a feature for the metro-
politan paper on Rebel's Rest or the

Sewanee Fire Department, among other
possibilities.

Reporter Judy O'Brien
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Consulting Firms Switched
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This summer the University replaced

the consulting firm of Ferner and Asso-

ciates with the Community Services

Bureau to continue its investigation in-

to the feasibility of a major capital

funds campaign.
The change, which was made around

June 30, was decided by the Board of
Regents, according to Vice-President
for Development William Whipple.
He cited a "lack of professionalism"
in Ferner and Associates' work as
the reason for the switch. "We
weren 't satisfied with their work
so far", Whipple stated.

He went on to explain that the Fer-
ner firm "never truly grasped the true
spirit and mission at Sewanee." He
said that they failed to see the educa-
tional aspect of the University as part
of Sewanee 's Christian mission, tend-
ing rather to view education in a more
isolated, strictly business-like way.

The new firm, which is based in Dal-
las, has picked up where the old firm
left off, with no loss of revenue to the

University. Whipple said that Ferner
and Associates was simply paid for the
three months of work it completed,
so that there was no pre-set fee lost
when the firm was dismissed.

The Community Services Bureau be-
gan its work by re-writing the case
statement prepared by the old consul-
tants. The case statement is essentially
adescriptionof Sewanee to be presented
to potential donors to the capital funds
drive in order to acquaint them with the
institution to which they would be con-
tributing. Whipple said that the revised
statement "simplified the old one and
brought out the strengths of Sewanee,"
placing much greater emphasis on the
"mission of the University."

The new consultants have also com-
piled a roster of about 150 people in

the dioceses which own the University
who would be able to identify sources
of revenue if the funds drive were con-
ducted. These people, many of whom
are alumni, will answer a quest ionaire
asking about such things as their own

Mrs. Yates stuffing SPOs

Local Postal Service Cutback
On August 20, 1979 the U.S. Postal

Service conducted an untimely inspec-
tion of the Sewanee post office and cut
down its staff by 3000 man-hours. Un-
fortunately, the inspectors had picked
the post office's slowest month of the
year.

The effect of this policy on the Stu-
dent Post Office, so far, has been slow
service. Therefore, students cannot al-
ways expect to receive mail by 11:00a.m.

Other effects, however, are not readily
seen by the students. Instead of several
daily pick-ups and deliveries from de-
partments and drop-boxes, now there is
only one pick-up between the hours of
1:30 p.m. and 3:00p.m. ivionday through
Friday. Also, the University's mail is

received unsorted, creating extra work

for Mrs. Yates and other workers at the

S.P.O.

According to Mr. Cardwell, the Se-

wanee postmaster, there is some hope
in reversing the over-extreme policy.

The postal worker's union could take

some interest in the problem, thus

effecting a more rapid change.

Meanwhile, in an effort to relieve the
S.P.O. staff, organizations and depart-

ments are requested to be more con-
servative in sending out S.P.O. stuffings

and notices for each box. These notices,

if necessary, should be accompanied by
a helper to put them in the boxes during
the afternoon. The mornings are often
too hectic to have extra people in the

small area of the S.P.O. service room.

experiences at Sewanee and the
strengths and weaknesses which they
perceive in the University.

According to Whippie, this informa-
tion will be used "to find out our weak-
nesses before starting a funds drive,"
to determine when such a campaign
should be held, to arrive at a reasonable
goal for the campaign, and to sound out
regional leadership for the drive. He
said that a report to the administration
on the results of these questions was
expected in 8-10 weeks.

According to Whipple, the funds
generated from a major capital funds
drive would go primarily toward the
endowment (approximately 90%) and
also toward the renovation of buildings
(tthe remaining 10%). He cited such
specific uses of endowment funds as
faculty development, financial aid, and
such scholorships, stressing that the
funds are meant to augment the opera-
ting budget rather than to help liquidate
the University's debt. "These funds are
intended to help assure the health now
and in the future of Sewanee," he con-
cluded.

Outsiders to

Adm ini stra te

Hospital

On July 16 the University signed a

management contract with Southern
Health Services Inc. of Atlanta. Under
the terms of this contact, Southern
Health Services will provide the Admi-
nistrative staff for Emerald-Hodgson
Hospital, and will assume all admini-
strative responsibilities.

The administrator will also report
all hospital business to the Trustees of
the University. The interim administra-
tor is Mr. Henry Swicegood who will

remain at Emerald-Hodgson until a

new administrator is recruited.

The position of Director of nursing,

which has been vacant since last March,
remains vacant. A faculty member from
the University of Tennessee at Chatta-
nooga has been acting as a consultant
in this area.

Recent additions to the staff of
Emerald-Hodgson Hospital are Dr. G.
David Hopkins, a specialist in internal

medicine and graduate of the Medical
College of Charleston, and Dr. Richard
Bagby, specialist in orthopedics, and
graduate of the Medical School of
Emory University in Atlanta. No staff

members have left since school ended
last May.
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Drinking Age
Raised to 19

by Tucker Eskew

The current controversy over the

change in the legal age for drinking in Ten-

nessee has created a certain dichotomy be-

tween the feelings of students and those of

University officials. Students contend that

the new law, which makes it illegal for 18

year olds to consume alcoholic beverages,

will cause more problems than it solves,

while spokesmen for the University feel

that the revision is good for the school and

the state of Tennessee

Many freshmen who are affected by

the law were not aware of the change until

they arrived here for Orientation. In fact,

one 18 year old went so far as to say, "I

wouldn't be here if I had known (about

the new law). I mean, I could legally drink

in high school but I can't in college. I

should have gone somewhere else."

Other students do not place quite so

much importance on the issue, but feel

they were being deprived of a freedom

allowed them in othei states. "In

Virginia," said one angry student, "I can

legally buy beer and I don't abuse the

privilege. Here, I don't even have the

privilege."

Doug Seiters, Sewanee Dean of Men,

has spearheaded the effort on campus to

keep problems at a minimum. He too feels

that, in principle, the 18 year olds have lost

a freedom, but he does not regret that the

loss is one of alcohol. "In the past," said

Dean Seiters, "excessive drinking has be-

come part of the Sewanee tradition. We
want to change that. College freshmen are

faced with a lot of responsibility when

they first get here. They've just left home.

They want to do well in their grades. The

Sewanee Purple

Tucker Eskew, a freshman, can not legally

do so with a drink in hand. Neither can

his roommate Dennis Johnson.

FratejmiiesServe

ahy
ir backs, 'cause

themselves smart
Behind
They thi,

War at eighteen,

Before I'm nineteen, I

I'm legally adult

The Tennessean Senators thi

get a drink;

thing that stinks

home for the summer.
but I think it's a bu

ik they owe me no respect!

/'m glad, at least, I still r

'Cause now sonte legislator'.

pressu re freshmen face ha used some of

them to abuse alcoho the past."

Ch ef Paul Waggoner a twenty year

veteran of the Sewanee Police Department,

has seen few problems w ith 18 year olds

drinki ig in the past. "N o more," he

says, 'than with any of the older kids."

Waggc tier supports the law, but says he

gal

up
right to cote,

thnut a boat!

X^"
i twnkthat we're linpek ^j

the threat of experiencing-
the downfall of ome of
SfeWANEE'S LCN6EST STANP1NG,

TRADITIONS.
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REFUSING Tt> WEAK.
THEKZ. GCfcoNS*

By Dennis F. Johnson

would not have voted for the measure had

he been a member of the state legislature.

"I'm sworn to uphold the law, and this

change is the law."

Regardless of tension over the merits of

the law, few disagree on one thing-whether

18 year olds will still drink. Seiters says

that he is a realist. "Sure they'll still drink,

see Drinking, p. 8 __

NO, \ MEAN CWE -TO THE
STATE LEGISLATURE
RAVSING THE DKJNWNfe Ate'.
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Beef. Not Beer

Rush
by Jill Gallon:

"Oh Lord, I think I just blew it. A
freshman wanted to see what the dorm
looked like, so I showed him my room;
then I remembered I'm a frat member - -

I think I violated Rush rules!"

Yes, the season is upon Sewanee with

fraternity "Rush" formally opening Sep-

tember 28 and lasting until the third

of October.
And this year's rush could be one of

the more difficult ones with all eleven

fraternities operating under a strict, newly

revised set of guidelines for 1979.

"If the rush rules don't allow us to do
any crap already, the drinking age kills

any chance of meeting guys altogether,"

stated one Sewanee fraternity member
in a recent discussion.

Doug Seiters, Dean of Men, who also

oversees the Inter-Fraternity Council

(IFC), requested a revision of the 1978
rush rules to eliminate rush traffic in the

dormitories and more importantly, the

past emphasis on "consuming too much
quantities of alchohol" during the pre-

rush period.

"What I really asked for was a second

semester rush, but it could be that they

(IFC) felt that changes could be made
to improve first semester rush," the dean

explained.

He also noted that "it (second semes-

ter rush) would be a hardship during the

transition, but it stands still in my mind
as the route to go."

With each rush becoming somewhat
of a trial period for the dean, rush chair-

men from certain fraternities interviewed

are finding themselves under a new kind

of pressure, especially with the pending

drinking age legislation.

All of the chairmen agreed (however,

one chairman fefused to be quoted) that

drinking would not, or rather, should not

be a major contributing factor in select-

ing a. fraternity.

Key Coleman, rush chairman for the

FIJI'S, commented that the "rule that

you can't buy beer for freshmen in the

Pub was made last year (before the new
law) and all fraternities try to avoid (vio-

lating) this because it fines. . . in frat

houses, the hard core drinkers will sneak

a drink outside but the emphasis is not
on drinking."
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Rules Altered

He added that most freshmen will

either turn 19 before spring or wilt be
considered of legal age.

Seiters stated that "in some ways,
the coincidence with the changes in rush

rules (no purchasing of beer for fresh-

men) and the drinking age legislation has
cut freshmen off from the social outlets

but I think the changes could be posi-

tive and show the lack of imagination
about entertainment at Sewanee."

As for enforcing the rules, especially

the drinking age, the dean feels the com-
petitiveness of the fraternities will be
the "chief policeman" as proven by two
cases of rush violations for serving beer

two weeks ago.

However, one male student noted
that fraternity houses could become the

only place a new pledge or associate

(freshmen member until intiation) may
drink sans the pressure of police.

Most rush chairmen interviewed cited

several reasons against a second semes-

ter rush including Vern Anderson, chair-

man for the DKE fraternity, who favors

a spring rush.

"It (second semester rush) would be

better but the smaller frats would go

down the tubes," he said. "It's an idea

but the ones (frats) who have more money
would walk all over the small groups."

And money seems to be the primary
complaint. When a later rush period is

mentioned, the main argument is usu-

ally money.
Lawson Glenn, rush chairman for the

second largest fraternity on the moun-
tain, Lambdi Chi's, explained that most
fraternities base their budget on an anti-

cipated number of pledges and this money
is a necessary source of revenue for the

fall term.
He added that "as it stands now, most

frats initiate second semester and for

it to be meaningful for the freshmen,

they have to have a close association

with the other members, and they get

this during the fall semester as asso-

ciates."

Coleman stressed that although formal
rush lasts only three days, the pre-rush
period consumes a large portion of the
active fraternity member and the fresh-

The Sewanee Recycling Center will

open for business on Saturday, October 6
at 10:30 a.m. The center is located behind
the Sewanee Market in a building next to

the old University laundry. Aluminum
cans, paper and glass will be collected at

the center from 10:30 a.m.- 1:30p.m. on
Saturdays and in the early evening on two
weekdays.

Professors are urged to recycle at home;

students are encouragea to use tne collec-

tion barrells that will be placed in the

dorms, fraternity houses and other Uni-

versity buildings. The students who are

operating the business plan to invest

their profits back into the Recycling

Center. It the venture is profitable, they

will encourage University administrations

to adopt the center as a University ser-

vice. For more information, contact

Laurie Fowler or Boyd Gibbs.

man's time. Especially with a popular
freshman, "the time is to do it now and
not spread it (the rush process) out over
an entire semester."

In spite of the somewhat "prudent"
rush rules, which include such items as

prohibiting freshmen in active member's
rooms and visa-versa and also il ruining
my whole social life for a month " (as

one freshman exclaimed), the true spirit

of rush persists.

Glenn noted that a poor associate

class can hamper a fraternity for the
next four years (as long as the associates,

competitiveness exists. Nevertheless, he
said that Sewanee is one of the few schools
to retain the "open -party " atmosphere
and "frat against frat" attitude lasts only
for a short period of time.

With 60 percent of the Sewanee males
joining fraternities and a larger percen-
tage going through formal Rush, frater-

nities appear to be a popular item. As
Anderson stated, "In a school this size,

you need smaller groups to be closer to
and associate with, and fraternities allow

this not only among themselves but also
with each other."

Since the female population has ini-

tiated two more sororities just last year
to raise the number to four local groups,
sororities, too, are becoming an integral

part of the Sewanee social scene. Next
month the Purple will investigate women's
rush, a process commented favorably upon
by Dean Seiters and which occurs in

January (second semester).

Studen t

Busted
Eleven and one-half ounzes of mari-

jauna were confiscated from a university

student's dorm room Sept. 15 in one of the

first major busts of its kind at Sewanee.

Officials from the Winchester and
Sewanee police departments were

summoned following a complaint that

"someone has massive quantities of dope in

their room" the Friday evening before the

arrest.

Responding to the call, six officials dis-

covered the substance estimated at a

$385 street-value, in plastic containers in

the student's room at approximately 1:30

a.m. Saturday. Other drugs involved were
three bottles of prescription drugs, two of

which were from a local physician. Two
marajuana pipes were also confiscated by
the police.

Charged with possession with intent to

sale, the student will stand trial in Win-

chester Sept. 26. Due to the pending trial,

names of persons involved will not be

printed.

According to the student, he was one of

the first offenders to be "caught" by the

newly imposed university law to call in

officials whenever a student is suspected

of selling any form of drugs. He added

that while in the police station, a Sewanee

administrative official told him that "You
know we're on your side."
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Vol unteer Fire

Department

Imp roves
Newcomers to Sewanee as

the Old Guard may have noticed th(

newest addition to the Sewanee Volun
teer Fire Department, th

colored van. It was bought th

for the sum of $18,000.
Its purpose is to safely transport the

firemen to and from the scene of the

fire. Before the van was acquired, fire-

men would ride the firefighting engines

to the fire, haphazardly donning their

gear as the truck roared along. Now the

firefighters can dress in the van and be

ready when the new van arrives at the

fire; the new van also allows the fire

trucks to leave as soon as a driver is

ready. To those who fight the fires, the
new van has been a much awaited addi-

tion to the Sewanee Fire Department.
For its size the Sewanee Fire Depart-

ment has some top notch fire fighting

equipment. The department owns two
class A pumper-trucks. One, bought
in 1975, has a 700 gallon capacity; the
other which is about twenty years old

has a 500 gallon capacity.

The department is continually upgrad-
ing its equipment to keep abreast of
fires. Over the next couple of yeart

the department will be looking into the
possibility of purchasing an aerial lad-

der to replace the manually operated
ladder the department currently uses.

The aerial ladder which is mounted and
operated from its own truck body will

allow quick evacuation of two and three
story buildings and will allow the fire-

men to fight the blaze from above the
flames.

Drinking

cont. from p. 6

but there is one benefit for those people.

This law will make them think twice before

they drink the liquor. And if they think a-

bout it, maybe they'll cut down on it."

Many freshmen know firsthand about

getting around the law. "I haven't had
any problem getting beer. I'm having a

good time on Saturday nights." Others are

more cautious. "My friends and I are

taking a wait and see attitude. We sure

don't want to get put on probation just for

drinking a beer."

One of the primary concerns of the

University, according to Setters, is to

"channel the energy that would go into

drinking into other activities, such as

community work, and of course, studying."

Also, the Dean is afraid that freshmen will

let themselves get too self-pitying. "If

that happens,"he said, "then the 18-year-
olds will let that get in the way of other
intellectual processes."

Another of Setters worries is that stud-

ents will leave Sewanee because of the new
law, but a concern which precedes Setters'

is that expressed by Albert Gooch, Direct-

Sewanee Purple

Another possible addition might be

another pumper truck, to replace the old

model which will cease to be an A-class

truck in a few years. The cost of such

a venture is none too small as the price

tag on the aerial ladder is around

$120,000. A new pumper truck will

cost in the area of $190,000.
Significantly, this year marks an in-

crease in the fire insurance for the com-
munity. The insurance companies base

their rates on a complex system in which

the University is evaluated. Such factors

as response time to fires, the quality of

training given the firemen, the availa-

bility of water, and the quality of equip-

ment go into the analysis of an institu-

tion.

On each of the above criteria Sewanee
rates very well. The response times to

fires is very quick. In a recent call at the

Sewanee Academy the department re-

sponded in under three minutes.

As for the training of firemen. Fire

Chief Doug Cameron is confident that

the training is both rigorous and thor-

ough. In recent years the entire water

system of Sewanee lias been rebuilt to

increase the availability if water.

All in all Sewanee has a good fire

department with a record to match.

Said Chief Cameron, "For our size we

have one of the best departments in

Tennessee. I'd match our firemen tc

any in the country." The company which

insures the University uses a rating sys-

tem from one to ten. According to

this year's rating, Sewanee ranks a strong

seven. The next rating, which will be

equated in 1983, undoubtedly will im-

prove with the addition of an aerial

ladder and a new pumper truck. The

increase in insurance rates is bolstered

by a number of conditions: the switch

to a new insurance company, inflation,

and the aging of equipment. The per-

formance of the department has had

nothing to do with the increased

The Sewanee Fire Department has

come a long way since its origin some

twenty years ago. There was a time

when the entire town came out to fight

a fire. With the formation of a depart-

ment, Sewanee has built up a record

of top rate performance. The forty mem-
ber department, composed of towns-

people as well as students, is an essen-

tial and much respected part of the

Sewanee community.

or of Admissions. Gooch feels that, while

the law won't keep a definite Sewanee
prospect from coming, it is the borderline

prospect who worries the Admissions
Department. Said Gooch, "if a high school
senior is thinking seriously about Sewanee
along with Washington & Lee, then that

person will probably choose W & L since

Virginia's drinking laws are set at 18."

Gooch noted that the colleges which give

Sewanee the most competition are located
in North Carolina and Virginia. Both are

states which allow the purchase of beer
by 18 year olds.

Fraternities may well be the organi-

zations most affected by the law. Said

one fraternity member, "this is gonna fry

us during Rush." A concern expressed by

many people is that beer will be served by

one fraternity and the others will follow

suit in order to compete, thereby defeating

the purpose of the law.

But Dean Setters doesn't feel this will

be a problem. "I've talked to the fratern-

ity presidents and found them all very

cooperative. We
/
do not anticipate

problems with them.

And if problems do come up, Seiters

expects them to be handled by the Univer-

sity. "We are largely autonomous here, so

I don't expect any outside authorities

coming into Sewanee. We want to stop

that kind of thing from happening by

dealing with difficulties outselves." If a

raid did occur on campus, it would be

perpetrated by one of the following

all of which have jurisdiction over the

matter: the State Highway Department,

the Franklin County Sheriffs Department,

the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, or

the state Alcoholic Beverage Commission.

It remains to be seen just how much
cracking down on infractions there will be.

So far, there have been few instances of

trouble. The manager for SAGA Food
Services in the Bishop's Common, David

Claibourne, says that his workers in the

Pub are spot-checking ID's of beer pur-

chasers of questionable age. "There were
a few people caught the first week of
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schooi," he says, "but we haven't had any

trouble since then."

Many students are up in arms. Offic-
ials are cautiously optimistic. And there
are no easy solutions to the problem. Or
are there? As one 20 year old put it, "why

don't they just change it back to 18? We
never had many problems when I was 18."

But no one foresees that any time soon.

And as Dean Seiters said, "I enjoy a party

as much as anyone.'

olds, and they still

legally do so with a c

So do many 18 ye

an. But they cann

PARENTS VISITING?
Ask about InnStead Cottage for them.

Sleeps six, kitchen facilities, conveniently located in town

reasonable weekend or weekly rates

See Albert Gooch, Office of Admissions,
or telephone 598-5982 (after 5 p.m.)

SANDWICHES

KEG BEER AVAILABLE 598 - 5774

DELICATESSEN ITEMS

look for RECORD SALE

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

Sewanee Cups Are Back!

ASK ANY MEMBER FROM PHI DELTA THETA
FRATERNITY

$.50 PER CUP

Matador Steak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester, Tenn.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar $2.45

Tuesday through Saturday

SPECIAL THROUGH SEPTEMBER

6 oz. Top Sirloin, potato > P'us Salad Bar $3.95

Steak and Shrimp Platter S5.80

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY FOR
PARENTS and PARTY WEEKENDS

967-4535 closed Monday/ open 4p.m. Sat.

tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

ST. LUKE'S ROOKSTORE fwatch fot 60* book sale
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Aesthet \c Improvements Needed

Sewanee Land Use

by Andy Kegley

Imagine leaving Gailor after breakfast

one foggy morning, heading up the road

towards a class in Walsh-Ellett. Instead of

having to dodge the cars of the many
employees arriving to work in the central

office area of the University, the path

would be a landscaped mall, complete

with trees, benches, and the only traffic

would be the hourly rushes of students

and the aimless Sewanee dogs roaming

for a better tree. The same would be

true for the asphalt by Guerry and in

front of DuPont Library.

Anyone who has been to Thompson
Union to see a movie or visit the re-

modeled offices of Alumni and Develop-

ment will surely have noticed the absense

of the asphalt parking lot which, until

this summer, sprawled beneath the flag

pole. The meandering sidewalks and soon

to be planted landscaped plots were the

work during the summer of the Bishop's

Crew, the annual summer work program

at Sewanee for students in the college.

But more importantly, this aesthetic im-

provement was the first step towards the

realization of a definite central campus

plan worked up and presented to the

public in the Land Use Study.

Potential Studied
The study was a year long under-

taking which had its origin in former

Vice-Chanellor J.J. Bennett's office in

1972, yet it was not until 1977 and

V.C. Robert Ayres' prodding, did the

study come to fruition. Dr. Charles

Baird, chairman of the Department of

Forestry and Geology, took a leave of

absence in Spring, 1978 in order to

coordinate the work of as many as 100

local residents and employees of the

University plus the outside aid from the

Tennessee Valley Authority, state and

federal government officials and other

consultants.

The comprehensive study was re-

leased in May, 1979 and offers, in the

words of its introduction, "...an attempt

to evaluate existing and potential uses of

the land with respect to needs, values,

costs, opportunities and conflicts. ..This

information will provide the basis for more

informed decisions with respect to future

uses of the corporation's land resources."

In other words, there was no detailed study

on paper on which to fall back in regards

to the growing competitive uses for the

land and its resources on the nearly 8800
acres of the Domain.

SOUTH

The management of the land resources

at Sewanee is currently shared by both

faculty and staff members of the Univer-

sity. However, the annual expediture

for outside professional managements of the

University's endowment portfolio of $23

million is some $50,000. One ultimate

aim of the study is the recommended

staffing of an authority to implement

policy made by the Natural Res-

ources Advisory Committee, authorized

this past summer by the Regents and

chaired by Dr. Arthur Shaefer, University

Provost.

Other goals of the study are outlined

in each of the 20 chapters written by

their respective advisory groups. Two of

the more significant reports are that of

the Business-Commercial and of the

Campus Planning groups. Robert Keele

and Albert Gooch, Admissions Director,

were respective heads of the groups.

Interestingly enough, the only other

action the Regents took this summer on
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this dynamic and much needed report

was the authorization for the Vice-

Chancellor to appoint a Campus Planning

Commission and also a committee to

oversee improvements in the downtown
business-commercial area.

These two reports require closer scru-

tiny in order to realize their potential.

The Business-Commercial report makes

several definite recommendations with the

twofold aim of improving the general

appearance of the area and of attracting

more businesses and shoppers to the

Sewanee metropolitan area rather than

losing important tax-consumer dollars

to other centers, such as Winchester ,

Landscaping, with trees and shrubbery

along U.S. 64, the development of mini

park in front of the American Legion

Building and the improvement of Shenan-
igan's corner with improved walkways and

parking areas are suggested. Also, improv-

ments to existing structures and a standard-

ization of commercial signs, which, as the

report says "could be brough into closer

harmony with the prevailing character of

the community."

One of the more controversial areas

of the whole study is contained in this

same group's report. A recommendation

is made for the establishment of a new
street west of University Avenue to

alleviate traffic and provide room for

commercial expansion. Along this

street, a full service supermarket and

multi-family apartment housing complex,

particularly for the elderly are seriously

considered.

As Dr. Baird said though, on the
subject of the study's controversy,
"No one wants to change the general
character of the community." That
appears to be one of the two main
problems confronting the realization
of the recommendations. The other
is a question of the source of finan
cing the plan. The work at Thomp
son Union cost approximately $15
000, and a rough estimate for land
scaping the central campus (as ill

ustrated in the accompanying map)
is placed at not less than a half a mil-

lion dollars.

In 1858, the first map of the cam-
pus had plans for a large scale Uni-

versity Avenue, some 182 feet wide
and running from the present site

of Benedict dormitory to the cross
site at University View. The reasons
that idealistic plan never came to life

as imagined on paper are not evident.
Perhaps the maps were destroyed
during the Civil War, or the money
was used for more important needs.

Whatever the case may have been
then, the same result could happen
muc too easily today. The current
study is too great an opportunity
for a lasting improvement to be lost

in committee paper shufflings. Mon-
ey from an upcoming capital funds
drive, for example, should be design-

ated specifically for the recommen-
dations outlined in the study.
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Quire Tour

'Bonnie'
by Mike Albert

"If I were to say

it was uplifting, it was melodious, transcen-

dent, spiritual, harmonious,
might blush; so, I shall limil

tion to a single word which
land for such occasions. It

That was the opinion of the ;

at Bridlington Priory in r

University Quire's (yes, Marti

to his beautiful North Sea
And such was generally the

tion as it toured England. In a nation

known for its excellent choirs and its

understatement, this is certainly high

praise.

Thirty-four Sewaneestudents joined by
Mrs. E. M. Chitty, Mr. Robbie Delcamp,
their director, and his wife, Ms. S. K.

Rupert, saw their way through the affair.

Such a tour offers many levels of fascina-

tion but is hardly comparable to a tourist's

binge. Many hours are spent in rehearsals,

in performances, and simply in travel to

the next destination. As a result, the

greatest discoveries are in connection with
those of other people
to know them better, I

with or, at least, aroi

context of English history, ;

English church history.

At each stop, adjustments had to be
made in performance, what is said or sung,

how and when. At one point, one sacristan

who had difficulty accepting women in a

choir, was shown that not only are there
women in "this man's world" but that they
perform equally valuable roles in a mixed
quire to those of men. In addition, the
size and acoustical- properties of the
individual buildings had to be adjusted to
and appraised quickly to produce the best

choral effect*
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tour, getting

nd the

ad specifically,

Descending en masse this summer on the quaint university town of Oxford, Eng-
land were fifty Sewanee students, participating in a program known as British Stud-
ies at Oxford. Participants in the program indulged themselves in studies of
England during the Renaissance, learning about its art, literature and history.

Along with students from Millsaps, Vanderbilt, V. Va. and a variety of other
schools, Sewaneeites attended lectures in the mornings given by such esteemed
British scholars as Hugh Trevor-Roper, A.L. Rowse and Christopher Ricks. The
afternoons were spent in smaller tutorial groups where more specialized study
was facilitated. Sewanee professors Joseph Cushman, William Cocke and Doug
Paschall were three of the American professors at Oxford, teaching history English
and English respectively.

Of course, not all of one's time was spent over esoteric 15th century
manuscripts. There were plenty of opportunities for excursions into the English
countryside, and of course, local pubs offered unmatchable educations in them-
selves. Sewanee students scored highly in this field of study

And what a range! From the acousti-

cally flat ambience of St. Philip's Parish

Church in London, reminiscent of so many
American churches, to the cavernous
Liverpool Anglican Cathedral which had a
seven second reverberation, a delightfully

ungainly problem if one can imagine the
choir singing, hearing themselves several

seconds later, and then trying to stay in

time.

To be fair, I must mention the most
perfect acoustics. The chapel of Keble
College in Oxford is built in a rather

grotesque Victorian imitation Byzantine
style, which I can only describe as encap-
sulating every church from the monastery
at Mt. Sinai to Hagia Sophia into one
Victorian over-kill with proper corrections
made. Much of the rehearsal preceeding

see Quire y p. 13

Summer Scholars Survive Camp
The Sews

Camp—pardo

iing in late July, and le;

ek break before fall sessio What is it

like University Avenue collects dust.
Sewanee Market isn't open 'ti! 12:00,
Gailor doesn't serve biscuits, and finishing

a keg is an effort.

The Administration does, however,
offer several programs to entertain the
summer scholars. We might have suffered
excessive silence had not 200 delightful

cheerleaders been vying to outpep each
other 24 hours a day. The Tuckaway
residents may have enjoyed all that youth-
ful vigor poured into slumpy frocks with
elastic pants, but the Hoffman girls could
have done without the whole she-bang
(pun intended).

Another addition to the Sewanee
sights is the annual summer music camp.

Approximately 300 would-be virtuosos
lugging around instruments twice their
size and sporting ID bracelets twice
their weight with newly-found sweet-
hearts' initials engraved on them. These
hard-working little lovers provided
numerous concerts to the delight of sum-
mer residents on the Mountain.

The most beguiling, and perhaps most
boisterous, of the summer groups was
without a doubt, the Chattanooga Boys
Choir. For one hectic week, these little

cherubs blessed Gailor with their regi-

ments of doughnut snatchers and mixed
drink champions (Coke, Fresca, orange,
Mr. Pibb and chocolate milk mixed tastes
"just like whiskey!")

Honorable mentions go to the ballet
camp (twenty some odd dancing machines
with choreographical walks and taut faces)
and the athletic camps who were forced to
take back court in lieu of all the
performers.

Though it would appear with this large

crowd that the summer school students
were lost in the shuffle, we did manage to
generate a little excitement of our own.
The two most newsworthy events were
surely the apprehension by the Sewanee
Police Force of an unruly seminarian who
temporarily terrorized Hoffman Dorm
and a mysterious unsolved art theft in
Tucka /ay.

The entertainment feature was a Fourth
of July Bacchanalia and Pig Roast at which
students drank up and porked out to their
hearts' content. Last, but certainly not
least, classes were small, intimate, and
interesting. Students and professors were
able to get acquainted at weekly Friday
afternoon "teas" on Tuckaway porch.

The group was small, the courses were
good, the atmosphere was pleasant and for
those who doubt the credibility of the
Sewanee Summer-in the words of our
fearless leader-"it's valid because it
happened."
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the performance was interrupted by dis-

tracted gawking at our surroundings; but
come time for the performance, the
acoustics were found to be most gratifying.

Then there were the organs: too far
from the choir, too close, too soft, too
loud; and at least one chanter who
managed to lose his pitch, catapulting the
quire from a bright mixolydian mode to a
darker phrygian region. But the response
of the quire was with its director all the
way. The generally business-like attitude
of the quiresters was certainly a model
of self-discipline. Who wouldn't be faced
with a tinge of quandry on whether to
stand by Thomas' tomb or work at Canter-
bury? The quire worked.

Crowds were large and small. By all

means, Bridlington was the largest and
most appreciative. The smallest was
amusingly so. A complete concert at
King Edward the Confessor Church in

Cambridge, across the street and down the
alley from the much larger King's College,
attracted only a few passersby, Mrs. Chitty
and Mary (our ever-faithful claque), and
a curious middle-aged fellow, dressed in

walking shorts and camera, who must
have imagined we were practicing. As
his leather shoes squeaked around the
church and the choir, seemingly impossibly
oblivious to our presence and our pur-
pose, I felt like asking him, kindly though
not tactfully, if we were disturbing him.

My notebooks are almost exclusively
full of notes of people from these visits.

The prudish sacrist at Ely. The friendly
Priest-cum-Father at Bridlington. That
beautiful woman with the transparent

complexion and sterling blue eyes who
is now eighty and who housed George and
me at Bridlington, suggesting that we walk
by the sea late at night and filling our ears

with stories of her life.

The obnoxious American woman
attacking her proper Cambridge tutor in an
Indian restaurant in Cambridge with popu-
larist psychology, ending her tirade with
the absurd comment, "And just exactly
how do you personally justify your exist-

ence?" I left.

The personelle of the Russian bookshop
in Oxford: "Pasternak? Oh yes , his sis-

ter lives here."

The hilarious grafitti in York: Tolkein
can be hobbit forming; he may be bad for

your health. In walked a native scholar,

chuckled, and, extracting a pen, corrected
health to elf.

The person who needed to change his

clothes on a busy London street in front of

my bus and the two old women behind us

looking on. "There's a young man up
there taking his clothes off." "Oh really?

Where?" "Up there." "You don't say . I'll

bet it's a wager." As the bus went by, he

was greeted with general applause. He
flexed back. I turned to the ladies behind

us and told them that I was shocked.

And finally, a face from Canterbury,

last year when I was there, the gentleman

who read the lesson. After praising us

highly, he commented, "I don't know why
you would spend a week in Conventry

when you could have spent a fortnight

here." We were all stunned. He continued,
"When will you be coming back?" "Ten
years." "I shall be dead," he replied, and
putting on his can. he turned smartly and
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left. We queued out.

ON
THURS.
NOV.
15™
NOIFS,
ANDS
OR

Give up cigarettes

for just one day. You
lust might give em up
for good
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.
American Cancer Society

The Lemon Fail
NEW INDIA CLOTHING ROOM

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts $5 to $18

Bedspreads $6 SECONDS ON CLOSE-OUTS

Plants Candles Pottery Toys

Needlework Gourmet Kitchen Utensils Stained Glass

University of the South Seal in Needlepoint

MONDAY through SATURDAY 10 a.m. - 5p.m.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING
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A Summer with
Eudora Welty

Sewanee Purple

m

by Ramona Doyle

In a recently published book of her collected

letters, Flannery O'Connor described her first

meeting with Eudora Welty by saying that "I

really like Eudora Welty-no presence whatsoever,

just a real nice woman." Well, leave it to

Flannery O'Connor to spare no one her sharp cri-

tical eye. Yet in another letter she writes, "I am

not one of the subtle sensitive writers like Eudora

Welty."

Though I like to think that Miss O'Connor

was not altogether correct in her first estimation

of Miss Welty's lack of presence I believe she

realized and recognized a special quality all the

I first met Eudora Welty this past summer in

Oxford, England on a six week summer studies

program. I must say that at our fi

was astonishingly aware of her

though in retrospect I think it \

excitement which colored the mon

gain, as I got to know her better I

something she herself had written d

presence I felt in Eudora Welty: "...Beauty is n

blatant or promiscuous or obvious qualii

indeed, it is associated with reticence..."

The subtlety and the sensitivity which M

quency," and Miss Wei

ty agreed with me tha

schooling can interfere

with one's education

We talked about fam

meeting I

presence"

t. Then a-

ilized that

ribed that

O'Con

subtle

pen

associated \

nd sensitivity which

of Eudora Welty

the

She i i pen
- atti the

nhei

! beauty
written or spoken word, bu

achieves it. The beauty of her art is

of her person, and having the opportunity to be

acquainted with both, I can only submit my own

impressions of a very unique experience. I do

not presume my account to be anything less than

a personal display of affection for a great lady

who I had the good chance of getting to know.

The program at Oxford ran on a tight sched-

ule with lectures in the morning and tutorials

each afternoon. Miss Welty had teas twice a

week where a small number of students had the

chance to talk with her. She told me she was as

nervous about meeting us as we were about meet-

ing her. During one talk, several students were

seated on the floor because the room was

crowded. Miss Welty leaned over to them and

said that she should be sitting on the floor and

they should hav

ones paying for i

One day I w
in" by our tigh

taken lightly. I

because they The

ted i

afteri

for reading.

She old

was a reading family

and how as a child

she had always been

surrounded by books.

The conversation

drifted on-of late nights

stolen away, reading i

the of

the morning, and of hei

basic optimism regard

ing people, and human

mately pervades her v

acters are not to be judged she told me. In a

story, judgement is left to the reader though the

author must always understand his own

intentions "for characters are conceived from

within, and they have their own interior life."

The afternoon reminded me of the times I

sat curled up with one of her stories, feeling

touched in a special way by a wonderful, if some-

Miss Eudora Welty, seated, center, and the Deans of

British Studies at Oxford, Julia Allen, Yerger Clifton

and Mary Ross Burkhart.

jre-a belief which ulti-

ng. But people, char- duties

aln

of well-beina. "A sens*

posil

jalked back To my roo

ghtened, uphfted-but I

One of my favorite a

d the

ften

and

:mg

i in Oxford was

jith Miss Welty

Even as she was plagued with book signing

duties. Miss Welty maintained her usual good

humour and kindness. Several times I was sitting

with her when students approached to have

books autographed. Any that were nervous were

immediately disarmed by her demeanor. She

talked to them relaxedly meanwhile signing book

after book. She told us that while autographing

at her home in Jackson, Miss, during the Water-

gate hearings she had become so absorbed in the

whole episode on TV that before she realized

what she was doing she had neatly penned David

Brinkley's name in ten of her books.

see Welty, p. 19

few ends

gargoyles cha

viewing the mumerable Ramona Doyle, junior English major, be-

ic of the older buildings.
came intimate wjtn Miss Welty this summer

comments kept us all quite
h ffrf|ftft Swdies at Oxford program.

i afternoon. All the t ,motime I

ware of he

and humoui
the whole v

ck wit

irld. An a-

of de-

tails and little things

which perhaps escapes

the eye of anyone less

is feeling particularly "hemmed
schedule and I decided to skip

u torial --an offense not to be

wandered over to Miss Welty's

find her at home. She was, and

n and we sppnt the rest of the

J. I never reqretted my "delin-

intn

Mis

/ith her there was nev

question of a gener-

tion gap.

(30LFSHOP5NMkBAft
PANCAKE BREAKFASTm8:00 'til 11:00 a.m. <

SATURDAY ONLY *

p^l _ |

1

ssional Dry Cleaning ServiceProfe

PHONE 615/S9e-5"703
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:
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•COUNTRY (3oy

AntiQuc shop
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{2iM BooTiQue

'Tkap'M6 Po^t
^|FT Sr*°P

< VILLAGE W/«£

ON SfcWMte fct>. MoNTE^LE 7 T^nn.
'SPECIALIZING in SMOKED COUNTRY HAM & BISCUITS,

FRESH TENNESSEE CATFISH. CHARCOAL STEAKS.
and a LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING OVER 20 ITEMS!

'PRIVATE DINING ROOM WITH A SEATING CAPACITY OF 100 !

*OUR GIFT SHOP AREA HAS BEEN REMODELED TO OFFER GREATER VARIETY AND CONVENIENCE!
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80th An niv ersary of 1 2 - Team

Championship of the South

A decisive advantage enjoyed by the

Tigers was, strangely enough, the vacation

schedule of Sewanee. Summer vacation

by Guy Lyman

Eighty twenty-five

es and reported
i for the start of
8 season ended

ted Vanderbilt,

ago today
lished classes

to the football locker roc

the day's practice. The 1

with a victory over top

and with seven lettermen having returned

to join the 1899 team, Sewanee looked
forward to a winning year on the gridiron.

Winning is a vast understatement.

In what was to become the greatest

athletic performance by any team in

Sewanee's history, and a shining star
- in the

history of college football, the Tigers

ch rushed twelve of the most powerful
Southern teams to become undefeated and
undisputed Champions of the South,
despite an inconceivably demanding
schedule booked by manager Luke Lea. In

six days, between November 9th and 14th,

they felled Texas, Texas A&M, Tulane,

L.S.U., and Mississippi; each failed to score

a single point against the Purple and White!

A proper history of the Tigers of 1899
must begin with a look at the formation of

the team, which was headed by Luke Lea,

a pretentious young man determined to

build the Sewanee team in the tradition of

such schools as Yale, Harvard and
Princeton.

The Tiger quarterback, William Wilson,

was recruited from a South Carolina law
office after being offered a full scholarship

at Sewanee. Lea chose Herman Suter from
Princeton tto coach the team, a football

man with knowledge of the winning ways
of the Eastern teams. Captain Henry
"Diddy" Seibels and the other six Sewanee
lettermen formed the heart of the Sewanee
1899 team.

The Tigers established themselves as

"the team to beat" after opening the

season with high scoring wins against

Georgia, Georgia Tech, Tennessee, and
Southwestern. It was at this point that

Luke Lea booked an outrageous schedule

against five potent Southern teams within

a six-day period. (The An
Lea would later lead a sr

officers in his own crazy t

the Kaiser soon after the «

I - at least he v

On November 7, Lea
with two
Mountain

Won in 1899
Early in the game, Texas drove 80 yards

to the Sewanee 15 yard line. Unable to

restrain himself, Pop Atkins, a Sewanee
alumnus, waved $250.00 in the air and
offered to bet anyone in the stands that

Texas would not score a point in the game.
The bet was covered, and Pop became a

richer man when Sewanee won 12-0.

Following £

lives tell us that

all squadron of

heme to kidnap
id of World War
is consistent!)

and the Tigers,

rrels of spring water from the

warded a train for Austin. The
Miracle Week bega
at Austin.

'ith ; Texas

1899 Varsity Schedule

Oct. 21, Georgia at Atlanta 12

Oct. 23, Georgia Tech at Atlanta 32

Oct. 28, Tennessee at Sewanee 46
Nov. 3, Southwestern at Sewanee 54

Nov. 9, Texas at Austin 12

Nov. 10, Texas A&M at Houston 10
Nov. 11, Tulane at New Orleans 23
Nov. 13, LSV at Baton Rouge 34
Nov. 14, Mississippi at Memphis 12 U
Nov. 20, Cumberland at Sewanee 71 U
Nov. 30, Auburn at Montgomery 11 10
Dec. 2, North Carolina at Atlanta 5 U

proceeded to Houston, where A&M fell

10-0. Next was Tulane in fabulous New
Orleans, resulting in a 23-0 victory over the
Green Wave. On Monday, November 13,
the Tigers gave L.S.U. an embarrassing 34-

game, and the week ended with a 1 2-0

win over Mississippi

,

that night, the Tigers was not he [d in Sewanee in days of old;

rather, classes met throughout the summer^
and the cold winter months were

reserved for vacation. This allowed the

team three months of extra practice before
the football season

The last surviving member of the 1899
team, Diddy Seibels, died ten years ago.

embers of the undefeated team of 1899

team returned to the Mountain
lidst great celebration. Four days passed

Cumberla
Sewanee. On Thanksc
with the help of
some uncanny calls

bv the referees, slid

by Auburn 11-10,

creating the oppor-
tunity for the Tigers

to meet North Car-

olina in Atlanta for

the Championship of
the South. The 5-0

score, resulting from
O. Simkins' field

goal {5 points in

those days), left

Sewanee in absolute

domination.

crushed 71-0
'ing Day, Sewane

The glory of the year 1899 at Sewanee did
not. It remains and will continue to serve
as a light for present and future teams here
on the Mountain.

.

)

k

Un

COME IN AND BROWSE

IN THE CARD & GIFT SHOP

AT

iv. Supply St
*&r£l

ore

University Market
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

Munchies -K(2Q-8kieR AVAlL^rHe-
»^>chool supplies • Kitchen items

-

•dicvefm food s • checks cashed*

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CMZb
^welcomed >

—

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.
The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.
If we don't have it, we will get it for you!"
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Vintage Year Due for KA's
by Hank Simpson

After disappointing IM football

this year KA
finally have its act together. Through three

years of hetl-raising on and off the field,

the KA's have finally become a consistent,

potentially champion team.

Robert E. Lee would have been proud

if he had been to the IM field for the first

two games of the year. A screaming, hol-

lering, hard-nosed bunch of guys just went
out and took apart the Delt's and SAE's

to start the season, winning both games by

two touchdowns. Although a long season

is ahead of them, there is a general feeling

among everyone involved that this just

might be the year the KA's go all the way
to the IM finals.

Things have not always been so bright

where KA football is concerned. One of

this year's seniors readily admitted that the

first team he played on "really sucked

wind." That is probably a fair description.

Who can forget Ed Benchoff, with bare

feet, oxford clothed, wearing a panama
nose, quarterbacking the

of people obviously c

time, has the distinct

power. Three years

countless beers have

Moser,

Bob

a football field."

although it's made up
out to have a good

of being an IM

experience and

)lded the KA's
in every sense of the word.
Chappy Hollis, Tom Macfie,

nd John Hungerpiller are

the four year players that form the nucleus
of this year's team. Moser's play is an

important aspect of the team's play both
on offense and defense. In the past Chris

has occasionally been considered "slack"

from time to time, which is nothing
unusual for IM sports. This year, however,
he and the whole defense seem to be
playing with a new enthusiasm.

If that is true then the KA's will be hard
to beat. The entire pledge class of three
years ago is still intact, and partying hard.
Sometimes excessively, as in the case of
middle linebacker Chappy Hollis, who
wound up in the Monteagle jail after the
last post-game get together.

These things have to be expected
though, on a team with so much enthu-
siasm and high expectations. The KA's
generally take things on at full speed,
whether it be football, beer drinking, or
poker playing. It should certainly lead
them to a good year in all IM sports, some-
thing that the KA's haven't done

'

for a

ugn it

team,...Figh

amongst the elves tha the

thing, more
r opponents.

ning and curs-

ing, and on one occasion, an angry Tommy
Johnson decked his own teammate -during

a practice game! According to Tom Macfie

lots of the players "didn't know north

blessed with juniors such as Hugh Sharber
at quarterback, Glenn Goodwin and John
Blincow. John Cappleman at blocking
back is the league's fastest bear, with lots

of previous experience playing for the
Independents. He and Moser are probably
the best pair of blockers in the league.

Probably the best thing that the KA's
have going for them is the fact that they
have al I known each other for so long,

"going out and getting drunk together
means something" one KA senior said.

4. DTD
5. PDT
6. ATO
7. Fiji

8. SAE
9. UCA
10 Chi Psi

11 DKE

ote: Last fall Simpson picked eight

ectly in his preseason predictions, the
nd the last four.

J
UPy'S HAIRSTyUNGr
CUTS and STYLING for MEN and WOMEN

Permanents * Coloring 'Tints * Hair removal

Manicure by appointment

Specializing in

LAMAR NATURAL WOMAN COSMETICS

relocated from St. Andrews

to the trailor at Midway

I!,[ I, Slljiph Sliilv
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

" Our people make the difference.
"

FRANKLIN COUNTY BANK
Sewanee Branch

Member FDIC all BANKING SER VICES

COWAN
20% off Spring and Summer Merchandise

*fans *air-conditioners *lawn furniture

COME CHECK OUR FALL SPORTING VALUES

SHOP'S COMMON

SERVING: 9:00am— 4:00pm

9:00pm— 11:00pm

announcing NEW MENU including '.

SOUP and SALAD BAR CHICKEN SPECIAL

$1.65 $1-69

. . . and we now have BAGELS!
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Division of the Body
by Will Ferguson

As many articles do, problems that

affect Sewanee students will be considered

here. I will be, however, quite unashamed-

ly biased in my views on subjects since I

plan to consider topics that are problems

only to a small segment of the population.

The source of my bias is that I am a

Christian, claiming no particular religious

affiliation, only claiming that Jesus Christ

is my Lord and Savior. I hope that what I

have to say will not be overlooked by those

who would say they are not Christians. I

hope you might give me a chance to show

that Christians as a group and individually

have problems that must be dealt with.

Christians are not perfect, just forgiven.

This phrase is far from original, but I think

it will be appropriate for this article. I

also hope that those who think that this

article could not apply to them will give

me a chance to show that some Christians

have some very special ways to deal with

problems.

A problem that I see on this campus

among Christians, including myself, is one

of a separation of fellowship. What I am

referring to is a division or several divisions

of the Body of Christ on this campus. I

Corinthians, Chapter 12,

Verse 12 says that "The body is a unit,

though it is made up of many parts; and

though all its parts are many, they form

one body, so it is with Christ."

As Christians we are all members of

the same body though each part, or person,

may be very different. I think that this is

the case here at Sewanee. So many of us

are so different in what we believe, how we

worship, and how we discern God's will

that our individuality tends, at times, to

overcome the reality of our relation to

each other ,

Further in the same chapter of Corin-

thians Paul says in verse 18 "But in fact

God has arranged the parts in the body,

every one of them, just as He wanted them

to be." This seems to say that God has a

purpose in how each of us are different yet

related in the Body of Christ. I am

thankful that we are different but Paul

says in verse 25 "...that there should be no

division in the body,..."

So how can we, as Christians, avoid

division of the Body of Christ. I think

Paul answers this question in chapter 13 of

I Corinthians. The entire chapter is devot-

ed to explaining what love is. Isn't Paul

telling us that love is the only means of

overcoming division that results from our

being different. I believe the love that Paul

is writing about can be shown by forgiving

others, having patience, and accepting the

differences between each other. I am

prayerful that this can be the means of

sealing the divisions that frequently oc-

cur among Christians here at Sewanee.

The Sewanee Student Christian

Fellowship is, I believe, a group of people

dedicated to worshipping God and making

Him known on this campus. The "Fel-

lowship" is certainly not the only group

of this type on campus. I invite you to

join us each Wednesday night at 8:30 in

the Bishop's Common lounge when we

come together as a Body in Christ.

Remember the name, Amy Grant,

you will hear it again.

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

Cowan, Tenn.

Phone 967-7602

HmihW MM POUJTOUE
located next to Smokehouse Restaurant - U. S. Highway 64

MONTEAGLE, Tennessee 37356

JACKIE WAKEFIELD, Owner phone: 924-2267

'FASHIONABLE CLOTHING
. DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY ...

CREATIVE GIFTS

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOK MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 6:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

XET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE

IEE MARKiT SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SE

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MAR

1ARJXEXSEWANEEMftRKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWAN

NEEiMARKET STo^^**AaiiEXSEWANEE MARKET S
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E" fVr/t IZT
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WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION
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"Country House Shuffle," a rocking, rhythmV blues cut from their current LP, "Night of the

Living Dregs," opened an incredible seventy-
minute show by the Dixie Dregs, a show which
drew more energy out of a Sewanee audience
than anyone could remember a Sewanee concert
having done before. The Dregs' audience
was, a dramatic contrast to last spring's Guy
Clark gathering, a fairly laid-back crowd enjoying
a fairly laid-back show.

The Dregs in concert are almost never
laid back. For the most part, they play
fast and furious jazz -rock , with scheduled
diversions into art-rock, blues, and "LSD-
influenced bluegrass," as bassist Andy West

September 1979 19

to the
ago tha We

srthe

Mo

) though the act-

ently being hand-
ist suburb of At-

West, along with drummer Rod
Morgenstern were the rhythmic nucleus of the
University of Miami's jazz program. They added
keyboardist Mark Parrish, and a rock-influenced
violinist, Allen Sloan, and began performing
as the Dixie Dregs.

This Spring, shortly after "Living Dregs"
was recorded, Parrish left the band and
was replaced By T. Lavitz. Whenever the spot-

light was on Lavitz, I tried to decide which key-

boardist was more talented. He blazed through
the complex solos of the title track from "Living
Dregs" as if he'd been performing it for years.

I never did make a decision.

The Dregs' precise

laced with cuts fron

"Freefall" and "Wha

twelve song set was also

their first two albums,

If " a new unrecorded
blues number, a few crowd-pleasing bars of

Dixie, and West's even more crowd-pleasing ex-

clamation of "Disco sucks!" during the band's
rendition of the Mother's Finest song, "Disco
Dis-way, Disco Dat-way."

An extended version of "Cruise Control"
concluded the pre-encore performance, featuring

excellent solo work from each band member,
with Morse's work on the guitar synthesizer

having a particularly captivating effect upon the
audience,. The evening climaxed towards the end
of "Cruise Control" with a blinding smoke-flare
which couldn't have been more than three yards
away from the other stage-rushers and myself.

My first thoughts were that an amp head had
exploded on stage because I was blinded for a

few onds.

The udience was immediately psyched-up
for the show when side three of Little Feat's

"Waiting for Columbus" LP came over the loud-

speakers at 7:45, but the design of Guerry Audi-
torium makes the room particularly bad for

any highly amplified sound. West introduced
"Night Meets Light," from the "What If" LP, by
commenting the the spaciness of the cut would
"probably sound real good" in the bounciness
of Guerry. Despite the auditorium's sound, the
Dregs' mix was perfectly controlled.

Outside of a slight equipment failure in the

keyboard area during "The Bash", the

performance was flawless. And even though
an unidentified roudy had to be escorted off

stage by a roadie, Sewanee loved every minute of

the Dixie Dregs. We can only hope the feeling

Welty

cont. from p. 14

Though she was always quick to play down
her many talents. Miss Welty has a good sense of
the business of writing and what it takes to be a

successful writer. Her recently published
collection of essays and reviews, The Eye of the
Story, speaks for itself. Early in her career, she
told me, she wrote for herself because she "liked
to." But now she is more conscious of crafting a

work, a polished labor that others can enjoy and
that she can be satisfied with. This quiet deter-
mination to record and celebrate the life she
loves and understands so well is part of the magic
of Eudora Welty.

"To write honestly and with all our powers is

the least we can do, and the most." There is no
doubt that in her life Miss Welty pursues such a

total commitment to write and to feel honestly.

Laurel Point
RUSTIC COTTAGE

located 3% mi. from the

University of the South

Sherwood Road Rt. 56

Furnished/ Kitchen/ Fireplace

Sleeps 4

Daily/ Weekly Rates

no pets or small children

ESSIG Sherwood Rd.
598 - 0855 Sewanee, Tennessee

MILLER BREWING COMPANY
MID SOUTH DISTRIBUTING

is pleased to announce
fhe appointment of

the Miller Representative for

SEWANEE

ERLING RMS
McCrady 103 598-0169

For a really great time, call your Miller Campus
representative. Find out what important ser-

vices, equipment, and ideas can help make
your event a very successful one. When you've
got the time we ve got...
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calendar
(ENFC) Entertainment Film Club, admission $1:00

to $1.50, Blackman Auditorium, 7:30 and 10:00

for most shows.

(EXFC) Experimental Film Club, admission free,

Blackman, Mondays at 4:00 and 7:00.

(CS) Concert Series, admission free to students,

check for times, Guerry Auditorium.

(GSC) Guild of St. Cecilia, admission and times to

be announced, Guerry.

(SOC) Sewanee Outing Club.

September 20 - October 21

Sept. 20 - (GSC) George Mann, pianist
Sept. 24 - (EXFC) Steamboat Bill, Jr. (Buster Keat-
on)

Sept. 28, 29 - (ENFC) The Way We Were
Sept. 29-30- (SOC) Triathalon - swim, run, paddle
Oct. 1 - (EXFC) The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
(Larry Jordan) Cosmic Zoom
Oct. 2 - (ENFC) Everything You Always Wanted to

Know About Sex *But Were Afraid to Ask (Woody
Allen)

Oct. 3 - (SOC) Jack Daniels Bike Trip
Oct. 6 - 7 -(SOC) Southeastern Intercollegiate

Canoe Championships
Oct. 8 (EXFC) Coonskin (Ralph Bakshi)
Oct. 9 - (CS) Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble
(modem dance)

Oct. 11-14 (ENFC) The Grapes of Wrath, 7:30 only
Oct. 11-14 (SOC) Chattanooga River Trip, experi-i

enced paddlers

Oct. 12-14 - Mid-Term Break
Oct. 15 - (EXFC) The Other Half of the Sky (Shir-

ley McClaine)

Oct. 19 - 21 - Homecoming, Fall Party Weekend

Eas t meets West :

Spirit of Sewanee Present, Absent
My preoccupation' with transitions is not

merely a hooby, an infatuation with the interest-

ing, but a journey into the engulfing. Quite
simply, transitions are mindblowing proposi-

tions. This is the way we should greet them;
for only after staggering back, senses reeling,

the mind fully blown apart with its

misconceptions and prejudgements aside - -

only then can one gather together his mind and
truly get the most out of every unique
transition. We can practice questioning,
accepting, discarding, judging, feeling, groping
to sense all things, and to fully absorb all the
swirls in the surrounding flux. Oh, elusive goal,

for to fully absorb is to reach the heights of
experience.

Most of my dealings with transitions involve
travellingfrom one spot to another, or meeting
new people. It can occur from an episode as

basic as hearing new music, encountering a

strange bar or plunging a fork into an untested
foreign dish. Or perhaps swinging off a frayed
rope into dark, foreboding waters. Once again
that bedraggled euphemism "Go for it," if

frequently used, will pay off in delightful
dividends when handling transitions.

I think the greatest and most boggling of
all transitions I've had the privilege to endure
has been the move from southeast sedate suburbs
to an intense southwestern existence.

I can
narrow this to a basic change from green grasses
of Georg,a to the dry sage of southern
California. A more eventful, fun, confusing
outrageous happening could not have been
dreamed of.

People expound that all.er, unstable indivi-
duals have a tendency to move further west
whether this is a magnetic perversion or
whatever, there are a high percentage of nuts

on the West coast. Jack Kerouac empathizes

partly along this line when he writes of being

a madman under sad, expansive skies, and sighs,

"whoo, Frisco nights, end of the continent and

the end of all doubt and tomfoolery, goodby."

Even if I possessed the impressionistic genius

of Kerouac, et. al. , I could not begin to

effectively describe the miniscule portion of

California I have seen. However, I've conscious-

ly tried to absorb every iota of my surroundings

lately. It is a good practice. Being a hard-core

pure bred mongrel southerner all my waking

life, there existed a perplexing enigma surround-

ing the concept of the West, that vast land

past the ambiguously brown Mississippi, beyond

:rease of the front range of the

east

Most of my dealings with transitions in-

volve travelling from one spot to another,
or meeting new people.. ..Once again that
bedraggled euphemism "Go for it," if fre-
quently used, will pay off in delightful
dividends when handling transitions.

Rockies, clean past Great Plain and Great De-
sert alike somewhere between Nevada and Japan.
What doe<. it all mean? Illusions of an intan-
gible territory that evades concise definitions
haunt me.

California's trump card is the

to be the last person in the co
States to see the fiery sun extinguished beneath
waves. Whoa.

I notice the abundance of poorly sorted sand-
stone here, i.e., the sand grain sizes are incon-
sistent. This is a telltale sign of geologic imma-
turity; this leads to the more difficult
discernment between East and West, a difference

I
ability

in mood, atmosphere, etc. Califo
to reek with an irrepressible youth, a
fidence, a noticeable self-reliance t

;

well-founded to dwell in "immatur
a place possessing bold forwardness

of 'new' and better.' Walt Whitrc

"A promise to California.. Sojourn

a while longer, soon I travel toward you, to

remain, to teach robust American love, For
I know very well that I and robust love belong
among you, inland, and along the western sea;"

This notion typifies a West of old more so
than present day ideology; somehow the splendor
of Tew-mness is being blown into a high speed,

overly capitalistic reproduction. The underlying
madness here is impossible to explain. I keep
expecting Wavy Gravy to fly skateboarding out
of a Chinatown deli with a dead chicken bet-

ween his teeth, staring and giggling maniacly.

The issue of West versus East, if there ever was
one, is probably more muddled now than when
I began this essay. In a beautifully funky song
the late great Lowell George wailed,". ..Oh

Colorado- Texas, she's nice but Georgia's Oh
so sweet...'. There is so much between me and
back there and me out here; so much that is

vague and unexplored, I need to experience

scratch-feel it all, inside, where it counts
Reflecting on what Lowell George felt, ifd like tc

think that my heart lies deep in the southeast

while my soul itches for the spirit of the West.
vhen the wind blows again

Richard Hill, author of the above essay, is

an expatriot Sewanee junior, currently t'ak

ing courses near home at Cal State-Fuller-
ton and writing for the Daily Titan, the
school paper. Rumors of his return east
with the fourth moon are abstractly true.
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Heliotropity
Note: Heliotropity arrived on the scene after an exhaustive search o

evening for synonyms of the overused word purple. A Heliotrope i

purple flower...Heliotropium arborescens, that orients itself tow;

the sun. Other possibilities were: Mauve, Gridelin, Damson and S

ferino. The Sewanee Gridelin?

A certain fear, way beyond respect, exists of the press and its pow-

ers. This fear is not unfounded though, as it results from the tension

that exists between the authority, those who hold power, and those

who accept and believe the voice of authority.

Such a dichotomy created the niche filled by the EourthEstate, the

description Edmund Burke coined for the reporters gallery in the 18th

century British Parliament. The press -exists to report the happenings

of the times, and as a sign of the times postulates renewed vigor of the

press in times when "the concept of revealed truth declines," as Henry

Grunwald, editor-in-chief of Time magazine stated recently.

Thus the question of what role should the press, i.e. the Purple fill

here at Sewanee. Certainly there are truths to be revealed and certainly

some fear the power with which words can be aligned on any one of

these pages. So it seems the criteria for journalism in this community
are justified. And there are at least four media of journalism on our

little mountain—top, the Siren, the Sewanee News, WUTS and the

Purple.

Problems have arisen not surprisingly in the day-by^ay administra-

tion of the Purple. But the surprise has been the various reactions to

reporting in the last few years. One instance in particular stands out.

A former high administrator in the University confronted the Purple

with a story that was to have been published. In this case, the Purple

capitulated and the story's release was delayed.

Another more recent example of the public's naivete toward the

press involved a newcomer in the area who holds a position of some
responsibility. He asked this editor who holds the final editorial

power. Appearing surprised at the roply of the Purple's self-sovereignty,
he expressed hope that we wouia not be staging any vindictive cam-
paigns this semester. That supposition itself shows the speaker's own
fear of the truth-revealing powers of journalism. It also connotes an-

other greater problem than a tack of respect for the press; it implies
some belief that the press should be under restraints

Judicial or other constraints on the Fourth Estate are on the rise,

that all journalists were protected under the

: become frighteningly

eroded under judicial

uer courts. A form o
/e delved into the prev

>lh,.

dividual i on the surfa

nspicu

As .

in the past few

A journalist'?

m the Suprerr

nths

ighl

observed, the courts and press "sha
sustain democracy." Neither are d
to the government, and yet they
sponsibility of those in power."

;m that the press mic
of the

-bu
impl.c

:iety. of

3 handful of reporters in Washington
Mould there have even been a story for E

investigate if the courts had been closed
under today's conditions. The atmosph

ty supports this paradox. It only remaii
jm of communication is headed.

s future in light

nodern techno-
press through
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The first Purple newsmagazine was the trial bal-

loon, an experiment to see if thin mountain air could

support an albatross of a different color, so to speak.

With success lurking somewhere between that which
the Wright brothers and the builders of the Titanic

achieved, this second issue continues the old premise:

the Purple has yet to realize its full potential.

In this particular issue, number two in the one
hundred and second volume running back through
1893, the Purple takes a look at the Admissions Of-
fice and its two assistants, Bebe Vann and Jim Hill.

Their vitality, perception of the school and proximity
to the student body are perhaps why now, more than
before, the Admissions office is more in contact than
some thought it was. Bruce Dobie reports on page
10.

Also last month's Business Career Symposium,
sponsored by the Career Placements Office and fea-

turing several Sewanee graduates of the class of 1960
who have found their places in the business world is

reviewed on page 12.

The usual disclaimer is thrown in here, about how
words expressed in the Purple do not reflect the opin-
ions of the entire staff, student body or University.
And again, letters, stories, pictures and art, while oc-
casional solicited, are gratefully accepted in the
Purple offices high in the Bishop's Common complex.
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letter/

Kudos

Dear Editor,

To Sue DeWalt and all who contributed t

the 1979 Cap and Gown: Congratulation

I have had a small part in Sewanee's life sin<

1938 and your Cap and Gownhas emerged

the finest one that I have seen in all this time.

Bronx Cheer

Dear Editor:

The administration has frequently exhorted

the students to be more conscientious about

energy conservation in the dorms and has insti-

tuted reasonable rules, such as the ban on hot

plates in dorm rooms, toward that end. How-

ever, it is very difficult for the students to use

energy efficiently when the University itself

persists in using it prodigally.

I live in a dormitory in which residents do

not have individual control over the heat in

their rooms. Our heat has already been turned

on, and as, I write this letter, I am practically

suffocating from the unnecessary heat, even

though I have my window open. I realize that

opening windows in a heated room does not

do much for energy conservation, but neither

does turning on the heat when it is not yet

cold enough to do so. The university could

make considerable progress in reducing its energy

bill (and thereby preventingrmaybe:further raises

in our tuition) if it would use the heat when it

is cold instead of turning it on all over campus

at the first chilly autumn breeze.

Emily F uhrer

Christy-anity as a fad
Dear Mr. Eddie Tore,

I dunno if I gots any count a-wricin' to yore
new-fangled monthly magazine 'cuz I aint no
student or nothin' (I lives in the valley), but t

been around a bit and I done been a-keepin'

up with the goin's on up there on that there
mountain, an' I done accumylated some things in

my ole head that I gots to get out.

I done seen alot of changes up there in my
time, alot of 'ems been good, but I been a-won-
derin' 'bout this here Christy-anity fad that's

been a-pervadin' the Sewanee scene. Seems like

ever-body's all hung up on worshippin' ole

Jesus these days. (Personally I thinks he was
jus' a hippy before his time, runnin' around in

sandals with that long straggly hair an' beard,

spoutin' off 'bout love and peace an' all). Now
don't get me wrong now, 'cuz I thinks Jesus

was a good ole boy an' all, but seems to me
ever-body's a-missin' what he done had to ^ay by
a long shot. But I reckon it jus' makes 'em feel

good inside 'cuz they thinks theys a-doin' right

bein ri-cheeous, dontcha know.

See now I thought that way back when,
when they was decidin' whether or not to tar

an' feather the ole boy an' run him outa town
on a dumb ole cross (woulda been much ea-

sier in a wheelbarrow seems to me— but I rec-

kon they was jus' bein' hard on him), now
didn't they ask him if he was the Son of God
an' didn't he say, "Don't go to worshippin'

me ya dummies, that's what you call me,
I aint no more the son of God than anybody"
or somethin' like that? Now wasn't that it?

An' didn't he also say, "I'm just tryin' to git

y'all to look beyond me. Look 'round 'cuz

God is ever-where-in me, sure, an' in all o'

y'all too." Now correct me if I'm wrong but
I thought that was what they told me in Sun-
dyschool.

So what's ever-body so gol-dernned fired

up 'bout worshipoin' Mr. Christ for? Y'all

got the wrong man. God's the one you're a-

lookin' for. An' I don't thinks ya have to hole-

up in that musty ole All Saints to find him
neither. How self-centered can ya git callin'

that roomy ole man-made heap of sandstone

the House of the Lord? (personally I thinks

that those stones looked alot better the way
God done had 'em in the first place- as

our beloved ole Cumberland Plateau-but now
there's jus' a big hole in the side of the moun-
tain somewheres an' there aint no sign at all

that good ole God ever was tnere no more).
An' another thing-- ya got alot of damn gall

callin' sundy the Lord's Day an the other six

your days. Ever-day is the Lord's Day, not
jus' sundy.

Seems to me lots of y'all are wastin' a

heap of time readin' those 2000-year-old
books an' mumblin' all that junk 'bout the
Saveyer in that stuffy ole church- he's

hidin' out in those ole oak trees outside-

an' in ever-thing. Can't ya see him makin'

the leaves dance when he blows on the leaves,

an' can't ya see him changin' the colors, an'

push in' up all them perty wildflowers, an'

can't ya see him when he sends those clouds

a-bumpin' into the side of the mountain, an'

then he'll go to paintin' the sky all blue agin,

an' can't ya see him a-winkin' at ya on those

starry nights an' smilin' at ya when the moon
a-rises, an can't ya feel him touch ya when those

raindrops and snowflakes go to hittin' ya on

the face, an' ooh-whee don't it feel so good

on your insides? He's a-talkin' right at ya.

Ever-day all the time. He's in ever-thing.

Can't ya even feel him rumblin' 'round inside

of ya sometimes?

Well I hope y'all can kinda understand my
point here 'cuz I thinks God woulda wanted

us to be a little more appree-she-ative of his

works than most of us seems to be these days.

An' so don't be in too gol-dernned much of a

hurry dressin' up an' tryin' to get to church

on time so nobody'll frown on ya for being

late jus' 'cuz it aint socially acceptible. That

kinda nonsense is hogwash. An' so I hope
maybe you'll stop an' thinks 'bout what I done
said here 'cuz it comes from way down deep

lonely my ole buddy God must git when
ever-body's inside lookin' for him in the wrong

place. He's jus' right outside in front of y'all

if ya look hard enough.

Well if ya could read my writin' this far then

you're perty good an' I thanks ya for a-hear-

ing me out. An' try to make sure that that

new Vice Chancy-lore Ayres gits a holt of this

'cuz sometimes he seems kinda confused 'bout

it all an' 1 reckon we need to help him out.

Thanks agin, y'all-like Jesus done said. Peace,

Love, and Joy. . .

Johnny Acorn 'C -7 6

Confessions of a Rush Violator
I was told that I could not go to fraternity p

that I could not leave th domain with a fraterni

were a lot of things that I was told I coul

course, I did not listen.

t was a rush rule violator, and I broke every i

I just a rebel who delights in defying authority?

I am proud of it, but I just do not break rules

I frght for a cause. I am an idealistic rebel.

me II you f

o freshmen

the i rt that I consider the new rush rules

I proceeded to break them. I found

) be a farce. I racked up over two dozen violations and wit-

nany more and was caught once; a fraternity member asked

;ave the party. I did not mind; it was extremely dull anyway.

Ray Vaughan, author of the above essay, is an
unrepentant freshman and totally responsible

for his well-being.

We ha

Sure, a few fraternities got caught. The following te:

of my exploits and the reasoning that goes with them.

From the beginning I hated the new rules, but

started because a friend of mine is in

each other for three years and have spent time working together.

We and some other friends of ours enjoy doing things together;

that's a part of friendship. We enjoy drinking beer, so I have had

beer in the Pub many times.

I do not want to
v
*get into*the stupidity of Tennessee state law;

that has already been argued. I guess if
'
have to

- '
wi " ' ust 9° to

war sober. By buying beer for me, my friend did not influence me
toward his frat. Wewere just drinking together - no harm in that. In

fact, several members of a couple of fraternities made it a daily

practice to buy beer for freshmen in order to influence them;

if any frat hoped to persuade my by giving me beer, they were

fooling themselves. 1 was there for the beer. I aman incurable

independent.
see Confessions, p.18
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People around the Domain

Barbara Hall recently joined the University

Chaplain's staff. She fulfills certain respon

sibihties left open by the departure of the Rev

Carlyle Gill.. Mrs. Hall, however is not a priest

and has no intention of becoming one in the

future. She is part of All Saints' new lay

ministry. She works as a administrative aid to

the Rev. Charles Kiblinger and as a counselor

for the University community.
Having received her master's degree at Har-

vard Business School, she is a well-trained

administrator. However, it is her role as coun-

selor which she finds the most rewarding.

Recently she began visiting the women's
npus "Hu

Sexuality." Accompanied by a registered

nurse, she openly discusses the sexual options

confronting young women. Mrs. Hall believes

the college years are "very important years in

the development of a person." Before coming
to college a person's sexual education is "deter-

mined largely by their parents." Hall believes

men are given a "less thorough education than

women" in sexual matters. And though young

mythologized.

help dispel

women see tl

to make."

Hall beli.

of the myths
'they have choices of the

He
wak the gir

She belie the gn

n in the dorm talks is to

ie responsibilities of these

s the need for women to

sn to their personal values.

est psychological damage
occurs when a person's actions do not corres-

pond to his or her values.

Critics of Mrs. Hall claim she has no business
working under the auspices of the church. Since
she does not stress Christian morality, they find

her work to be further testament to the weaken-
ing of the church. However, Mrs. Hall claims
they "ha

their critii

directly rith

nplete her dorm visits this

to hold similar discussion

es. However, she says Wei

Freshman Kevin King, from Vienna

Virginia, saw a poster about Student As-

sembly appointments to committees, and

although not on the S. A., was elected by

the S.A. as a result of his enthusiasm,to the

student seat on the Community Council.

From his first meeting. King came away

impressed with the strength of the stud-

ent voice. One of the major issues con-

fronting the Council, chaired by the Vice-

Chancellor, concerns the local bottle bill,

and King's view, based on personal exper-

ience at his home with a similar law, is that

more time ought to be put into its affect.

"I hate litter as much as anyone else. It

should be recycled, but we are just going

about it wrong." The council is waiting for

further action.

His first vote was on a motion to have

traffic lines painted down University Ave-

nue to increase visibility during the many
foggy days and nights at Sewanee.

Nashville

Bell T-K
Septembe
he 6.2 mil

22. 1000

the Parthenon and back.
iners were Sewanee students

Libby Black, Caroline Clark,

ucy Paul and Alethea Swann.
x young women all completed the

r secret? Legpower and good vocal

it in order to break the monotony
musical hits such as "Build Me Up

Buttercup" and Sewanee's "Alma Mater."

Members of the Sewanee Cross Country
Team also participated in the race. Though not
as musical, Bambi Downs finished 11th, Jacki
Scott finished 14th and Suzanne Phelps came
in 28th.

Among these (

Deborah Balfou

Nan Fullerton,

chords. Fi

they sang
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Note: Even though St. Luke's is an
integral part of the Sewanee com-
munity, it is also one of the most
overlooked and misunderstood by
undergraduates. In this, the first of
several articles on seminarians, the

Purple hopes to begin bridging the

gap that exists between the College
and the Seminary.

Photos and story by Jonathan
Clemmer

Born and raised in Ireland, James
Tuohy graduated from a Dublin high

school in 1955 and immediately entered

Catholic Seminary. After six years of

training Tuohy came to Alabama where

he served several urban parishes.

In 1970 he had no choice but to resign

his ministry upon his decision to marry.

His love of the ministry was certainly as

great as his love of family , for even though

he was technically out of the Church, he

was functionally never very far removed.

From 1970 to 1978 Tuohy served in

the Interfaith Mission Service programs,

among them a regional transportation

service for the elderly and handicapped,

one of the first of its kind. Tuohy en-

rolled in 1975 in the three year Doctor
of Ministry program at Vanderbilt, for

advanced study in the practical applica-

tion of ministerial skills. His desire to

serve within the Church brought about his

transferral to the Episcopal Church. His

bishop urged him to enroll in St. Luke's

as a special one year student. Upon the

completion of this year, Tuohy will be ready

to serve as an ordained Episcopal priest.

Tuohy lives off Alto Road with his

wife and two children, ages 7 and 1. They
very much enjoy the Sewanee environ-

ment. He particularly enjoys the nume-
rous films shown on campus.

"People should not believe that since they aren't as good as a

priest, they don't have the same obligation to live a good life,"

Tuohy said. "The priest is no better than anyone else. The oblig-

ation to live a good life rests equally on everyone.
"

Forty girls from Alpha Delta Theta, Theta
Kappa Phi, Theta Pi and Gamma Tau Up-
silon met on a recent Saturday to clean up
and improve the Sewanee Public School's

playground. Many improvements were
made, such as the painting of basketball

hopscotch.four square courts and benches.

Basketball nets were hung and a trench was
dug to drain the trough around the merry-
go-round. Dr. George Ramseur came to

help the girls blaze a nature trail in the

wooded area around the back of the play-

ground. Dr. Gerry Smith and Dr. Francis

Hart represented the P.T.A. which funded
the project.
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RECYCLING

PROJECT

UNDERWAY

Some concerned students, members of
the Sewanee Environmental Group, have
made an admirable effort to tackle Sewa-
nee 's conservation problems.

Laurie Fowler and Boyd Gibbs opened
a recycling center Saturday, October 6.

With the help of Bill Kubberly, they have
turned a small building behind the Sewanee
Market and next to the old laundry into a
suitable location.

The project will be collecting alumi-
num, glass, and paper which will be sorted
and taken to a Chattanooga recycling
plant. Special collection cans will be
placed in each dorm and a dorm represen-
tative will be appointed to be in charge
of the collection in his or her dorm. The
recyclable items can also be taken to the
project which will be open a few hours
during the afternoon Monday-Saturday.
Specific times will be posted. Volunteers
to work at the project are sorely needed.

The type of glass which can be used

Also, only 100% aluminum cans without
a metal strip can be used. For paper,
generally only magazines or newspapers
are acceptable.

The primary goal of the project is to
clean up Sewanee and help conservation
by recycling these items.

The group hopes to turn enough of a
profit to pay for gas for the trip to Chat-
tanooga, pay any other bills, and perhaps
have a little left over. If they are success-
ful, it is possible that in the future the
University could take over the project and
add it to the work-study program.

COUNSELOR HIRING IMMINENT

The University of the South has decided
to find a psychiatrist for the students of
the College of Arts and Sciences, the
School of Theology and the Sewanee Acad-
emy.

A committee consisting of Doug Seiters,

Dean of Men; Mary S. Cushman, Dean of
Women; Charles Kiblinger, Chaplain; Eliz-

abeth Chitty, Director of Financial Aid and
Career Services; and Rod Welles, Head-
master of the Sewanee Academy was made
to consider hiring a psychiatrist.

Vice-Chancellor Robert M. Ayres, Jr.

asked each committee member to put in

writing opinions regarding the duties and
qualifications required of a University
psychiatrist. The results will be compiled
into one job description. A file contain-
ing several applicants' names has already
been made and the University will "prob-
ably advertise," Ayres added.

According to Ayres, the decision to

hire a psychiatrist was made because

"...people need it. Students have emotional

problems and a counselor could help be-

fore they (the students) get into serious

trouble." "Trouble" can include poor g

grades or withdrawal from the University.

fsychiatric fees are so far undetermined,,

Office space is also indefinite. Location

suggestions include tBishop's Common

In the past , the chaplains have been the

counselors, but "their work load is heavy,"

says Ayres. He adds that some students a-

void chaplain's counseling and, therefore,

do not get the help they need.

"We hope we'll be able to broaden our

services by hiring a counselor, "declares the

Vice-Chancellor. "We want a healthy com-
munity and hope to enable our students to

find help without leaving the University."

by Ginger Bowling

EPISCOPAL CONVENTION AVOIDS
CONTROVERSY

"Whereas God loves everybody, and
whereas we don't want to step on any toes,

we will proceed to study the issue." This
attitude is typically Episcopalian and the
Episcopal Church in convention was typi-
cal in Denver last month. Although a few
toes were left smarting over the declara-
tion of the Proposed Book of Common
Prayer as the Church's official Prayer
Book and the re-affirmation of the decision

> priests, the convention

On the night of October 1, poet Richard

Tillinghast gave a poetry reading in Covocation
Hall- Sponsored by the Student Forum, the

reading was open to all members of the commu-
nity. Tillinghast read selections largely from his

just completed volume. The Knife and Other
Poems. Between poems, he mused about the

context in which they were written and also

recalled his days as a student here at Sewanee.

Tillinghast was graduated from the University

of the South m 1962 with honors in English liter-

ature. He received his Master's degree from the

Harvard Graduate School. Later, while living in

California, he taught in the California Community
Colleges system and at San Quentin prison.

This year Tillinghast is teaching English

courses at the University. He also offers a

non-credit course in creative writing which is

open to the entire community.

The Outside Inn's management has been
turned inside out. Sophomore Jumana
Ateyeh has assumed the responsibility of
this alternative social and entertainment
center. She plans to "create a coffee house
atmosphere" and other physical renova-
tions.

delegates made every effort toward recon-

_ ciliation. Only
one controversial issue challenged the con-
vention: sexuality. The convention ap-

proved some "recommended considera-

tions" concerning sexuality and the issue

of ordination in addition to asking for fur-

ther study.

The Prayer Book issue passed easily

with little discussion. There was, however,
debate centered on what to do about the
1928 book after the adoption of the 1979
book. The Episcopal Church-in-Conven-
tion moved to allow the use of liturgical

texts from the 1928 prayer book under
certain guidelines which include regular
and frequent use of the 1979 prayer book.

To most persons the issue of sexuality
implies homosexuality. Included in the
Convention's considerations is a state-
ment which distinguishes between homo-
sexual behavior and homosexual orienta-
tion. The church took a stand against the
ordination of persons with homosexual be-
havior, but not homosexual orientation.
The final statement of the document pro-
hibits the ordination of those who have
any type of sexual relations outside Chris-
tian marriage.

Most of the legislation has loopholes so
many interpretations can, and will, be
made. Therefore, as in the past, the final

word concerning the use of the Prayer
Book and the ordination of homosexuals
comes from diocesan Bishops. In fact,
the legislation concerning sexuality does
not legally change anything.
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FOUR DIVERSE' SORORITIES
VIE IN 2ND SEMESTER RUSH Laurel Point

RUSTIC COTTAGE

located 314 mi. from

University of the South

Sherwood Road Rt. 56

Furnished/ Kitchen/ Fireplace

Sleeps 4

Daily/ Weekly Rates

no pets or small children

ESSIG Sherwood Rd
598 - 0855 Sewanee, Tennessee

by Jill Gallon!

"Hey, are you going to join a sorority?

"I really don't know yet, they seem okay,

but I don't want to be in any cliques."

This seems to be the plight of most fresh-

men girls awaiting the southern co-ed's ultimate

decision: joining a sorority.

With two more sororities presently

active on the mountain, freshman girls

are facing the question of not only whe-
ther to join a sorority, but which of the

four to choose.

"Last year, the decision was simple,"

commented a new Gamma Tau Upsilon

active. "I didn't ask myself which one
(sorority) to join but whether I wanted
to get involved in the whole sorority

mess at all. I didn't really understand

what 'local' meant."
As local sororities, each of the four

groups (GTU, Theta Kappa Phi, Alpha
Delta Theta, and Theta Pi) eliminated

escalating national dues and regulations,

house notes, and permit a "non-compe-
titive" second semester rush.

According to Mary Susan Cushman,
Dean of Women and Inter-SororityCoun-

cil overseer, the only concern over soro-

rity rush is the girl who gets left out.

However, she added that "the sororities

have taken a mature attitiude in rush

and I especially like the idea of a second

semester rush."
Dean Douglas Seiters also commented

favorably on the sorority rush in a re-

cent interview, particularly praising the

January rush. \Vith strict rules recently

imposed on the fraternities, many women
are predicting severe rush regulations for

the sororities.

Mrs. Cushman noted that, while no
rules have been established yet, some
rules "to develop a clear understanding
between the groups" will probably be
initiated this January.

But more important than the rules

themselves are the problems of competi-
tion among the four sororities and the

lack of formal rush experience for ADT
and Theta Pi, both formed just last

spring.

"The ISC and other sororities have
helped us by explaining what they did."
stated Cacky Sullivan, Theta Pi Presi-

dent, referring to her sorority's first

rushing endeavor. "It's not as if anyone's
keeping anything from us and since rush
is in the second semester, everyone will

know us well."

Mary Queitzch
,

president of ADT,
commented that her group's first rush
will definitely be "surprising" and a

learning experience, but ADT is also

receiving advice and help from the old-

er sororities.

As Sanford Mitchell, rush chairman for

Theta Kappa Phi (formed in 1977), said,

"We (sororities) all need to help out and
not say 'each man for himself.'"

Both Miss Mitchell and Alex Colahan,

rush chairman for GTU (formed in 1978)
agreed that previous rush experience will

definitely be an asset for the older soro-

rities.

In comparison to the highly competi-

tive air surrounding fraternity rush, most
of the sorority members interviewed re-

marked that the four groups are suffi-

ciently diversified to prevent intense com-
oetition -

see Sorority, p. 9

DUE TO PROBLEMS
RUSH THIS YEAR.,

BEEN MADE
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SAGA'S QUANDRY:

QUALITY PITTED AGAINST QUANTITY

by Tucker Eskew

The perennial spate of complaints about the

food service at Sewanee has given rise to a new

interest in the way Saga, Inc. operates on our

campus and around the country.

When considering the relationships between

Saga, the University,and its students, one imme-

diately notices the number of compromises

which characterizes the way food service is han-

dled at Sewanee. It is obvious that a balance has

to be struck between conflicting desires.

Saga wants to make money. The University

wants to break even, at least, while satisfying

the college community. The students,of course,

want good food for a reasonable amount of mo-

ney. Somebody just has to lose.

Saga Inc. is a publily owned corporation

with 100,000 shares of stock represented on the

New York Stock Exchange. The fourteenth largest

food service operator, Saga is made up of five

divisions: Restuarants, Hospital Foods, Business

and Industry Foods, and Colleges and School

Systems. The corporation does most of its busi-

ness in the last category. Last year contract food

services provider! 72.3% of its net revenues

In fact, Saga is the r

feeder of college students

tutions under contract to

tion's net revenue for the

S557 ,006,000, while the i

than $8 million. Cash dtv

$2 million were paid to sto<

According to Ed Smith,

tor at Sewanee, Saga tries

to the school. "In parts

tance, we work on a cash

many of the students es

school. Here, that isn't feas

Smith says that Saga t

to student wishes, but thi

sible. "Let's face it," he

make money, but at the s

satisfy those students who ;

ation's largest single

with 458 such insti-

Saga. The corpora-

1978 fiscal year was

dends totaling nearly

kholders.

, Food Service Direc-

to gear the program

of Florida, for ins-

per

elsewhere than at

be responsive

ot always pos-

; shelling out S380

CORPORATION
Education I)i\ isio

The figure paid by

every October when the University sits down

and negotiates its contract with Saga, accord-

ing to Marcia Clarkson, Director of University

Services. "We should sit down with them any

day now and make terms for the '80-'81 fiscal

year." The terms agreed to will then apply to

the student fees for next year.

The signed i

alk

Neither Smith n<

t happening, but

"The Uni\

of the com

;h year inch

which alio

ntract after

>r Clarkson

as Clarksc

»t hesitate t

Saga wants to make money. The
University wants to break even at

least, and the students, of course,

want good food for a reasonable

amount of money. Somebody
just has to lose.

Is the University pleased with Saga now?

"Yes," says Clarkson. "We've had problems

arise where students would complain in such

great numbers that we felt that we had to go to

Saga and tell them about it. In each instance

the problem was cleared up."

Smith defends Saga against claims that it is

a monopoly in Sewanee. "We do allow inde-

pendent food operators into the area Look

at Shenanigan's, for example. It's just the

large-scale operations we

the nlikely tha

McDonald's wo

on campus, "0 1

would protect

operate under ar

ild to build a franchi;

t with the Universit

wouldn't be able t

is either

90 day
Saga Food Service Director Ed Smith

In the event that Saga did leave Sewanee,

the University is protected from an equipment

standpoint; all facilities other than incidentals

such as soft-drink dispensers are owned by the

school. Some equipment is financed by Saga

and is turned over to the University possession

after a certain amount of time. For example,

the deli in Gailor Hall was purchased by Saga

at a cost of over $5000. At a reduction rate of

25%, the deli was owned by the University

Since the Bishop's Common is fully owned

and operated by the school. Saga pays a 10%

rebate on its gross in order to cover the utili-

ties used by the Snack Bar and Tiger Bay

.

Clarkson emphasizes that Saga's status with

the University is never definite. "We want to

be sure they know we will change food service

any time we feel it necessary. Just so long as

we keep a balance between cost and quality/'

"We have to watch them.too. Our contract

stipulates that their profit rate is very limited."

Any profit over the allowed 5% rate is split

between the University and Saga, but that

doesn't prevent the school from keeping Saga's

Stadium Cushions
Blankets
Pennants

at

Univ. Supply Store

^
Professional Dry Cleaning Service

E 61

E

/598-5V03

JOHN MCPHERSON - Owner
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WORLD'S SMALLEST AEROBATIC SCHOOL

WATCHING MAKES KERSHER NERVOUS
by Ruth Cardinal

the Si Airport probably

uld xpect find a for. uthority Perfo

by. This authority, the author of many flight

manuals and periodicals does, however, live here

in Sewanee. Bill Kersher, one might say, adds a

certain 'height' to the community,

A native of Clarksville, Tennessee, IVlr. Kersher

has lived in Sewanee since 1964. He was

graduated from Iowa State University in 1960

with a degree in technical journalism after an

interuption of five years in the navy and three

years as an executive pilot.

Kersher nber

fly". He started at fifteen when he earned

his first four hours of flight time in a high school

aviation program. He then got a job as a line boy

and worked through private ,
commercial and

flight instructor's certificates by washing, fueling,

and'propping'airplanes at forty cents an hour.

His navy career ranged from flying VC-3's,

a composite squadron which furnished night

fighter teams to carriers in the Pacific Fleet to

duty as a chase pilot in F9F-6 Cougars.

His first book, Student Pilot's Flight Manual
developed while he was an executive pilot for

Texas Gas Transmission Corporation. Then, after

graduation, the first edition of his most popular

flight manual was published and Kersher began

working for Piper Aircraft Corporation. The

success in Kershei'swork is evidenced by the

numerous printings of his books. The Student

Pilot's Flight Manual is also used as the Air

Force Flight Instruction Program text and the

Advanced Pilot's Flight Manual' has been

translated into Portugese.

The years that followed graduation lead

Kersher to various experiences. At Piper he

was assistant to Mr. W.T. Piper, one of the great

men he had always wanted to meet, along with

James Doolittle and Charles Lindbergh. He then

started the "world's smallest aerobatic school"

here in Sewanee and a career of full-time writing,

including an upcoming novel. He is currently

working with the University of Tennessee Space

One of l\

students in this program

Armstrong in 1972.

Kersher's decision to m
his wife and two childri

comvined love of the moi
South, and the life a ur

doing 15 i

previously

Kersher'!

walking in

around Sev.

Cessna Aerobat 150 wh
ne only 5y,| and

ch has

making

Jusi ntly, he

theNestled back

Kersher is busy

"spins", (including

ither

irwood Road,

, researching

made of him

the first Annual Eastern Aviation Associati

Convention and Sport Aviation Exhibition

lahoma. "I'd much rather fly than watch,'

eludes Kersher. "Watching makes

SORORITIES RUSH IN SPRING

cont. from p. 7

"We are four very separate groups,

and there are about 125 freshmen women.
It is impossible to give out the 75 bids

required to 'cross rush'," explained Miss

Queitzsch. "With each sorosrity handing
out 20 bids, that's only 80 total bids."

However, as Miss Colahan stated,

"Rush is always competitive because

many people are involved and new soro-

rities are trying hard to make themselves

work. Basically, when you have a bunch
of girls working towards the same end,

there will always be competition."

But all the girls interviewed agreed that

the sorority rush's emphasis is not on
financial needs (met by active and pledge

dues), but on meeting the freshmen and

helping them to adjust u> the rigors of

college life.

Although some sorority actives com-
plain of being "bored with the pre-rush

crap", each of the sororities still plans

first semester functions promoting its

own interests.

Becoming national sororities is a

question plaguing each of the four groups.

Dean Cushman noted that nationals have

approached the school to colonize the

local groups, but, so far, none have been
interested enough to seriously affiliate.

As national dues are significantly higher

than local, most girls interviewed feel

certain that lack of national affiliation

with sororities will not hamper 1980's

rush season.

With pre-rush underway and formal

rush approaching, freshmen women are

facing the question now with all due
skepticism. They must decide whether

or not to accept Alex Coiahan's offer:

"We're giving them a chance to be in-

volved."

|l/Dy'S HAIRSTyUNCr
\J CUTS and STYLING for MEN and WOMEN

*Permanents * Coloring *Tints * Hair removal

Manicure by appointment

Specializing in

LAMAR NATURAL WOMAN COSMETICS

relocated from St. Andrews
to the trailor at Midway

T erri BEST BEER PRICES IN TOWN

S&SSipflfSkif
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN, TENNESSEE 373 18

" Our people make the difference.
"

FRANKLIN COUNTY BANK
Sewanee Branch

Member FDIC ALL BANKING SERVICES
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Director of Admissions Albert Gooch,

above; Associate Director Paul Engs-

berg, right.

ON THE ADMISSIONS TRAIL

WITH JIM AND BEBE
by D. Brewster Dobie

SEWANEE ADMISSIONS: HONEST, RE/
It is early afternoon. As I walk into the admission office to

research the facts and figures of Sewanee's admissions process, I

find that Jim Hill and Bebe Van, the Assistant Directors of Admis-
sions, are the only two people there. Mr. Gooch is in South
Carolina spreading the University's gospel, and Mr. Engsberg is run-

ning errands. The karma in the admissions office today is certainly

Plopping myself int

any things unrelatabl

powered adi

student body
Dean Seit

appeal

it chair I talk with Jim andBebeof
jobs on the Mountain before the

i material fit for print. As the afternoon pro-

link that Gooch has really scored with these

gent, well-liked, broad-minded, and so easy to

like I'm in a Bleeker Street Cafe than a high

office responsible for shaping Sewanee's

in for

the nether

talk about what her

do because the admii

it and Ji

j-babble. Beb

i procedun
ithe

mysteriously dis-

o say exactly what

ths I'm traveling to
high s rage of schools. I'll spend

' Bebe notes that she'll go i

states in her journeys, in addition t

Ohio. Her northern trek involves c

schools. That is to say, the Exel

Cape Cod summer homes and Ch
made famous.

Jim returns and I ask him if Sewanee is r

to attract northern students. "We defin

interest in expanding our demographic dh
reverting to his Phi Beta Kappa days of ai

that Sewanee is not differentiating among
where they come from, or on their ethnic

ekse the

Englafar north as the Ne
New Jersey. Penns\

ite an impressive array of high

/Choate/Groton scenario that

e -Manhattan funds have

of an effort

ave an expressed

on," he responds,

ion. But he adds

al background for

D. Brewster Dobie is a senior English
major with some intentions of attend-
ing graduate school in journalism in New
York City.

that matter. Jim explains that some schools i

blocks, according to where they are from or wha
notes that Sewanee takes them as they come,

fashion.

The phone rings for about the fifth time in

Bebe makes an appointment for

boom ha

applicant

trying to

nsider students in

ace they are. Hill

i an open, equal

n minutes, and as

explains the prob-

acing. "The baby
:h a lesser pool of

n is becoming keenei

vn among all schools."

Louisiana, Mississippi,

They are intelligent, well-liked, broad-

minded, and so easy to talk to. I feel

more like I'm in a Sleeker Street cafe

than a high powered admissions office

responsible for shaping Sewanee's stu-

dent body.

! like selling plastic

proach, but Bebi

:e to ask. "Alber

I want to find out if admissions wor
ware door-to-door or an honest, si'

launches into this point before I have

insists that we be honest with every applicant, and explain tha
Sewanee is small, isolated, and may not be the place for him." Bu
Bebe very pointedly adds, "Albert also insists that every candidate
whether an idiot or a genius, be treated in a nice and polite way.'
Hill agrees: "We don't try to hide things about Sewanee. If i

person isn't going to get along with this place after he gets here
he ought to know about it."

Bebe notes that being an admissions officer requires knot
everything about Sewanee: its history, its academic progi

ng
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Assistant Bebe
Vann, left, inter-

viewing a prospec-

tive student; Jim
Hill, below, survey-

ing another com-
puter print out.

JSTIC WITH A SENSE OF POTENTIAL
and anythin else som e inquisiti e father might demand. I a

what Sewan e's endowment is. 'Twenty-fou million dollars

replies. Mr Gooch se ems to h ve trained h s workers well

smiles.

Bebe has worked i the adm ssions office onger than Jim
just began last August So Jim t Iks about hoiv he is getting u

his job. "It involves a good deal of learning a nd getting used

takes a while to learn how to do it. My first interview was a week
before I started work and Mr. Gooch just sat me down and told me
what to do. After a while you grow accustomed to it. It just so

happened that this prospective student was outstanding and a great

deal of fun to talk to."

Throughout this conversation I've been wondering why Bebe
isn't selling art work in New York City and Jim isn't somewhere
scheming his first million. Both are very capable people. Bebe
says that "this job is a great training ground for lots of things.

You learn how to work and deal with people, and learn what
administration is all about. The main thing is I enjoy it very much."
She notes that of those who have held her position in the past, John
Allin is a psychologist, David Walters is working for a construction

firm, and Ed Harrison is going to divinity school at Yale. Not all

of them become Dean of Men as did Doug Seiters.

Two answers that Bebe and Jim volleyed forth that afternoon

best illustrate what our Assistant Directors of Admissions are like.

First of all, when Jim is asked if he feels committed to Sewanee,
he answers, "Sort of, yeah, really. I fell out of thinking that this

place was a Utopia about two years ago." In other words, honesty,

"We definitely have an expressed in-

terest in expanding our demographic
distribution," Hill responds, but Se-

wanee is not differentiating among
students on the basis of their ethnic

or racial background...

I for. Without a dout

mprove.

he second illustration of Bebe
i I ask them if they like having

Greek chorus, they chime/'lt's

ill of us, working hard at their joi

id Jim's working character is

i dress up all the time. As if

i drag." They're people just
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Business Career Symposium

Seven Alumni Offer Insights
by Elizabeth Brailsford

The University of the South hosted its

second annual Business Career Symposium Sun-

day and Monday, September 23 and 24. Seven

college alumni with varied business back-

grounds conducted the Symposium which

opened with the speakers offering their indi-

vidual career histories, information on their

own positions and companies, and general

advice for students seeking jobs.

Mr. Steve Pensinger, director of the Sym-
posium, began the Symposium discussions with

a description of his position as Director of

Marketing and Sales with Random House Pub-

lishing Company. He noted the three basic

positions available within a publishing com-
pany: editorial assistance, art and design, and
sales and marketing, and continued describing

the functions of a publishing company. The
company does not manufacture books. Rather

it purchases manuscripts and puts them
through the editorial process.

Mr. Bob O'Neil is the head of his own
company, Bob O'Neil Business Systems. "I

was tired of corporate red tape; so I decided
to do my own things my own way," he said.

"Sewanee is well thought of in the business

and the academic world," according to Mr. Bob
Owen. Owen's talk stressed the influence his

Sewanee education has on his business life.

Now Honeywell's Marketing Manager in

Georgia, Owen began his post-graduate life in

the U.S. Navy. After completing his active

duty he received an MBA from Tulane. Owen
lists such fields as "sales and systems" among
entry level jobs available at Honeywell. All

"positions involve intensive training programs.

He LhrH

.or Publicatii

Cash Regis

Mowing an erratic career course. Aftei

e work at Duke University, McKinley':

> was as a researcher for the U.S.Foresi

From there he took a position as i

component and technology tech

vriter with Monsanto. McKinley';

differs from that of a salesman in that

s immediate feedback from selling, bui

; little or no feedback fn

il publications." He agreed with M
n the value of a broad-based liberal an

nq

Mr. Bob Gaines off-handedty described his

position as a marketing executive in the

advertising firm of Avrett, Free and Fuscher,

Inc. "There is a lot of stress and tension, and
little personal reward in the advertising bus-

iness. Now, how many people are interested?"

Gaines has held numerous 'obs since his grad-

Sewanee. He stressed the import-uatu

-mq , <pen

;ider yourself
1

he insisted.

of obtaining another jot

a package you're trying to sell," hi

There are very few entry level positions in th

advertising field. According to Gaines, paralli

route is the best method of eventually obtaii

ing a position in advertising. He cite

publications writing and working as a salesma
as examples of parallel routes.

Mr. Frank Pendleton offered informatio
on a frequently misunderstood profession. H
is an actuary with a consulting firm in Nashvill

His path to his profession was one of the moi

direct among the men at the Symposium. He

worked during his undergraduate summers in

an insurance company where he was exposed

to the actuary's work in calculating probab-

ilities and statistics related to such affairs as

retirement pensions and insurance fees. Mr.

Pendleton is self-employed and holds the same

view on big corporations opposed to small firms

as does Mr. O'Neil. "Self employment is a one-

to-one correspondence between efforts and re-

turns," he said. "The bigger the company the

less immediate the return is." He, too, stated

that Sewanee had made a difference in his

business life. "It is important," he added, "to

be able to write a good.comprehensible^mean-
ingful letter."

Mr. Bruce Richardson describes himself as

a businessman. He owns his own furniture

business, and adds, "Everything that happens is

The Sunday i

;ith some genei

ncluded

, the

They all encouraged students not to despair.

"There are plenty of jobs for those who really

want them," said Pensinger. All of the men
agreed that personal commitment is the most
important aspect in selecting and maintaining a

position. They advised students to keep an

open mind and to remain aware of the many
and varied opportunities. "We all survived. We
are comfortable and happy with what we are

doing," said Pensinger as he closed the first

The alun met /ith students Monday
ical aspects of obtain-
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ing a job. '"Where do I want to live?' is an im- do things you war t to do."
portant question to ask yourself," stated one Included in the

of the members of the Symposium panel.

Another member encouraged students saying, the individual con

s: "Write specific resumes fo

"Be optimistic. You are young only once, so resume to a specif ic person. In the cover letter

Campus Paperback bestsellers

1. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.

2. The Far Pavilions, by M. M. Kaye. (Bantam, $2.95.) High
adventure and love in the Himalayas: fiction.

3. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett, $3.95.)
Multi-family saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction.

4. Evergreen, by Belva Plain. (Dell, $2.75.) Jewish immi-
grant woman's climb from poverty on lower Manhattan.

5. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket, $2.50.) Housewife's ex-
periences on road to emotional maturity: fiction.

6. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to

riches in the fashion world: fiction.

7. Eye of the Needle, by Ken Follett. (NAL/Signet, $2.95.)
British/Nazi espionage thriller: fiction.

8. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ,
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.

9. Murphy's Law, by Arthur Bloch. (Price/Stern/Sloan,
$2.50.) And other reasons why things go wrong.

10. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon. (Warner, $2.75.) Woman
inherits power and international intrigue: fiction.

Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information

supplied by college stores throughout the country. October 1, 1979.

Association of American Publishers

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOK MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. — 4:00 P.M.

KNDJD,

• Cake \ muffin rvnxes • crackers
<

. rnocija. Pie-5 • co«-o ouic.es •

•v*hole vrtteok Stffcfctt «cnip£^

include an 'attention catcher' or something
specific to the job for which you are applying.

Above all, remember that you must sell your-
self. Use all your past experience as a learning

process." The men concluded the final meeting
by emphasizing that one's first job is generally

The Business Career Symposium was spon-
sored by a committee chaired by William
Ferguson. Student members of thecommittee
were Phil Hejl, Norman Allen, Ramona Doyle,
and Elizabeth Brailsford. Mrs. Dorthea Wolf
and Mrs. Arthur Ben Chitty were commitee

Mrs. Wolf summed up the results of the
Symposium by saying "Hearing these men
speak gave the students more confidence. It

also provided the opportunity for alumni to
offer their services to the University."

The students who attended the Symposium
came away with various impressions. One
student said, "I felt that the men over-

sized money and the financial aspects

of the

Symposiun
jobs.' Anothe

Pendleton (C '61)

ss Career Symposium
'ill chair the 1S

University Market
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

*MUNCHIES *KEG BEER AVAILABLE

"SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS

'DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.
We are here for the students needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

SANDWICHES

KEG BEER AVAILABLE
598 _ 5774 :

DELICATESSEN ITEMS

look for RECORD SALE

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan
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TASK FORCE INVESTIGATING
DEARTH OF WOMEN FACULTY
by Rebecca Newton

At the first faculty meeting of th

University this semester, thirteen men wer
introduced as ne w members of Sewanee'
academic commi nity. Once again, the se

of learneds bene ith flowing black gowns 1

predominantly nale. Perhaps it is no
the

front < lassroom, but.to those

women faculty members dotting the train

the representation of the female sex among
the departments—or the lack thereof—is

striking.

Aware of the new faculty hired and of

the discrepancy between the College's

percentage of women faculty and the

national average, the Order of Gownsmen
has passed a motion to establish a task

force to study the situation. The motion
declares that:

To best serve the interests of the

student body of a co-educational uni-

versity, the faculty should consist of

1) those individuals best qualified to

teach and 2) wherever possible, indivi-

duals who are representative of the

composition (as regards sex, race, etc.)

of the academic world. The fact that

the number of female PhDs is increasing

rapidly makes Sewanee's failure to hire

women faculty more obvious.
The national statistics cited in the

motion originate in a recent study by the
American Association of University
Women reporting on the status of women
in academe. The study found little

progress in the increase of representation

of women on faculties: in 1976 the nation-

al average was identical to the 1970-71
level: 25%. The study noted that
the percentage of
at small colleges.

Often hailed

certainly that,

educators turns

faculty members

faculty is highe

tiiqu

urvey of our roll of

5 full-time women
year, either tenured

or on the tenure tract. In all, full- and
part-time female instructors account for

about 10 per cent of the faculty.

Henrietta Croom, Assistant Professor of
Biology, commented on that number.
According to Mrs. Croom, all but five of
the women teaching at Sewanee "don't
exist" in terms of full responsibilities and
benefits. Moreover, the number of those

nd the

fully employed has decreased from 1

year's total. The Order of Gownsmen 1

declared the situation a problem to

solved.

Barbara Hall, new this

tant Lay Chaplain for the

a concern for the need
models for undergraduate women, a

importance in terms of self-esteem and

aspirations that such examples offer. Mrs.

Croom pointed out the enormous influ-

ence of women on her career, and the obli-

gation the University has to the women
who make up one half of its undergradu-

ate student body.
The situation is convincingly wrong to

many. Reasons for the wrong are not clear

cut. The OG motion appoints the task

force to investigate probable causes, stating

that:

The problem may result from either

failure to attract qualified women
applicants, discrimination in hiring

policy, or qualified women turning

down faculty positions offered them.
The hiring procedure of the Univer-

sity, according to Dean John Webb, ori-

ginates in a search for applicants conduct-

ed by the department concerned and ends
in the submission of three names to the

Dean and Faculty Committee. If possible,

the three are interviewed and the chairman
of the department involved recommends
one name. The Dean has final authority.

There are no written guidelines

for any appointment procedures

other than the issue of reappoint-
ments and tenure. Sewanee does
voluntarily subscribe to the pol-

icies of the federal Affirmative

Action program against discrim-

ination.

Our rural location could offer a deter-

rent to unmarried women applicants. Mrs.

Croom noted, however, that this is not an

undue diffic alty when bringing men to the

year as Assis- Mountain. The sense of community
3ollege, voiced present at Se wanee, she believes, provides a

f female role fulfilling pla ^e for single, as well as married

to nd lb i an :

.id the

ould
"problem
OG task

ided woman can balance research

outine of classes here.

Mrs. Croom does observe, however, "a

fantastic case of inertia" within the Col-

lege's departments. Dean Webb suggested

that a movement toward chai

produce "a run for cover" in

departments." Meanwhile, the

force has begun its investigation.

Solutions? Mrs. Croom i

bit of "bush-beating" by the departments
to insure that the best women found will

be among those considered for faculty

positions. Her comment regarding possible

discrimination within the faculty hiring

comittees: "I don't see enemies. ..just a

lack of vision." Change? The question
returns, as it always does around here.

"What should and should not be different

about us?"

PUT'EM AWAY
If you can live without

your cigarettes tor one
day. you might find you
can live without them
forever So put em away
Just for a day Thursday.
November 15

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.
American Cancer Society.

JUSTFOR A DAY.

HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE
located next to Smokehouse Restaurant - U. S. Highway 64

MONTEAGLE, Tennessee 37356

JACKIE WAKEFIELD, Owner phone: 924-2267

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING
. DISTINCTIVE JtWELRY ...

CREATIVE GIFTS

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORALNEEDS
FREE DELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

Cowan, Tenn.

Phone 967-7602
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happy hour
WED. 4-6

tiger bay
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

ST. LUKE'S BOOKSTORE says, "Happy Halloween!"

COWAN

Come by and save on your BICYCLE

also LAYAWAYS FOR CHRISTMAS

Matador Steak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester, Tenn.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet
including Salad Bar S2.45

Tuesday through Friday / 1 1 :00 - 2:30

SPECIAL THROUGH OCTOBER

lOoz. Ribeye, Potato, and Salad Bar $5.80

6oz. Top Sirloin, Potato, and Salad Bar $4.35

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY FOR
PARENTS and PARTY WEEKENDS 967-4535

OPEN:

Tues. - Fri. 11:00am - 10:00pm

Sat; 4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Sun. 1 1 :00am - 9:00pm

CLOSED MONDAY

NEW INDIAN CL0MW6 ROOM
3)rcsses,Blouses,Skirts *S-18>

"Bedspreads %

* Seconds on close-outs p-

plants * cdftdfos ^qtoicrtmcit Kitch&n otcnstls * toys

Umvwsity cf {fae Smith Zk&l'H&p&po/w
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Deceptive ball handling and enthusiastic

team work characterize Coach Leonard

Pogue's Johnson-McCrady offense.

WOMEN'S I'M FOOTBALL:
FASCINATING
by Hank Simpson

High-spirited play, startling new forma-

tions, and complete chaos have so far mar

ed the beginning of this year's women's

Intra mural football season in Sewanee.

Despite some talented coaches on the side-

lines, the girls have consistently made one

thing clear—they really don't exactly know
what's going on out there.

Confusion about the rules though, has

not prevented the ladies from playing a tre-

mendously exciting brand of football. Even

with the limitations of a six girl team, in

one game last week a team ran double re-

verses, a Green Bay Packer sweep, and even

the legendary Statue of Liberty play.

(Probably the first time that play has been
unearthed since 1954.)

Sewanee's own Coach Moore could

ly make use of some the girl's innovations

to help his varsity team dazzle CAC opp-

onents. The blockers, also, have done

things never before seen on the football

field. One observer compared their tech-

niques to those of midget wrestlers. The
most obvious aspect of the girl's sport is

that they are not out to kill each other,

but just to have a good time.

As always, there are a few exceptional

players that dominate the game. Mary

B. Cox, Johnson-McCrady quarterback,

is the fastest qirhrrthe league. Her running

along with the clutch pass catching of

Betsy Veovich made the Sewanee Academy
team defense look like a special Olympics

team. (It is a rebuilding year for the Acad-

emy girls, now they at least get physical

education credit.)

Sue DeWalt and Tracy "Too Tall"

Feamster are devastating blocking backs.

Johnson-McCrady and Cleveland are the

two powerhouses this year. In their first

meeting, the teams battled to a 0-0 tie.

The next time the teams squared off, both

tried every trick available, yet Johnson-

McCrady prevailed in the end, 21 to 7.

The upcoming playoffs promise to be

even more exciting, as another Johnson-

McCrady undoubtedly looms ahead. Ben-

edict is a long shot at the finals, and Hunt-

er-Hoffman can barely hope to get six g

girls to show up. One thing is for sure

though, there will be forearms flying, fing-

ernails breaking and one of the most fascin-

ating sporting events on the Mountain tak-

ing place.

' 'Fast " Miry B. Cox demonstrates her
open field maneuvering.
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I M
BEER
CHALLENGE

Intramural sports at Sewanee took an

unprecedented turn with an event at

Selden dormitory pitting man against

vacuum cleaner. On one night late in

September, a group of about 25 converged
on the Dorm (previously known only for

it's studious atmosphere) to witness one
of the toughest competitions of man versus

machine since John Henry challenged the
steam shovel. Sewanee's own Lawrence
Mellinger was to engage in a drinking

battle with Seldon's plump, unspeakable
plain janitor's aide, S.H.E.C.U. (Seldon
Hydroelectric Cleaning Unit.)

That night Mellinger displayed Sewan-
ee's drinking male ego as he challenged S.

H.E.C.U. to a chug-off. For S.H.E.C.U.'s

managers, Simpson and Smith, this was the
moment they had waited for: a chance to

display their protege. Those long nights of

training on bourbon and coke were about
to pay off.

Mel I inger showed up promptly at

10:30 PM, wearing khakis and an inebriat-

ed sneer, "if that sucker can quaff down a

cold one faster than me I'll buy her a pit-

pitcher," slurred the near catatonic Mellin-

ger. AM day long at Gailor. Mellinqer had
made such rash claims. He was, nevertheless,

a 2 to 1 underdog against the fabled

suctioneer from Electrolux.

S.H.E.C.U., clad in a shower wrap-

around and gym shorts appeared ready for

the challenge, as she came out for the

handshake with extended snout. A
standing room only crowd crammed into

the intellectual end of Seldon. Would
Mellinger, unbeaten against 151 human op-

ponents, be able to take on the iron-clad

S.H.E.C.U?

With several photographers prepared to

record history, the adversaries squared-

off: cup to cup, nose to hose. Silence, a

pistol shot,and it was over. Mellinger made
his move but S.H.E.C.U. left him foaming
at the mouth. Lawrence had made an im-

pressive showing but modern technology

proved to be too much. However, one
thing is certain; when the duel was over,

Mellinger wasn't the only contestant suck-

ing wind!

Tell Your
Mother

You're Going
to Study

When (hespiril moves you— and
mother can cough up a couple of

and the Waynesville Country Clul

Inn. During the fall and winter, ou
year-old resort is a great place to

together for fraternities, sororitie

We're specialists at arranging we
day or weekend packages — but y

We can wine you and dine you, se

SUGGESTED CLASS SCHEDULE

Time Aclivllv Place

h
'

'
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—
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100 AM
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College
Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT

• Program approved by American Bar Association.

• Day or Evening classes available.

• Employment assistance.

A Representative from The National Center for Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus
on Tuesday, Nov- 27, from 1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. at the
Placement Office to meet interested students. For more
information contact the Placement Office or The National
Center for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE,
Suite 430, Atlanta. Georgia 30326, (404) 266-1060

w Please send me information about

March 18 - Sept 20 Oct 21 - May 9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING

3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326

404/266-1060

PARENTS VISITING?
Ask about InnStead Cottage for them.

Sleeps six, kitchen facilities, conveniently located in town

reasonable weekend or weekly rates

See Albert Gooch, Office of Admissions,

or telephone 598-5982 (after 5 p.m.)

XET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE I

IEE MAMtCT SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SE'

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MAN
1ARKET.SEWANEEMARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWAN
NEBiMAftKET S^T^MAaK££SEWANEE MARKET S

T SEWANEE MAV. * °*T/l iS*^1 SEWANEE MA
MARKET SEWANEtm » ...»Z^_^X MARKET SEWAJ

WANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKE
IKETSEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE

E MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEW

CONFESSIONS
cord, from p. 3

To get back to

girlfri

for sure, I feel

dropped by for

nd hi;

t putting

guilty about those timeshe

talk or just to say hello. I my:

on. The three of us also went t

Chattanooga to pick up her car; I left the Domain in the presenc

of a fraternity member. I hope my parents do not find out; the

would be disappointed that I let friendship come before school n

gulations about nonacademic areas.

Now, let us consider the plight of the freshman who planned t

joining a fraternity. Did the rush rules giue him a fair deal? <

course not, one can not form a true opinion about a fraternity fro

two nicely staged freshman parties and forty minutes of rush tim

The frats were putting forththeir best face which in many cases w

afalse, phony mask.

To get an idea of how a fraternity behaves in its usual mann

one must see its house and members when they i

on a show for the prospective pledges. Parties are a goodtime to

witness a frat in action or inaction as the case may be. I went

to parties to seefor myself what the particular fraternities do when

they go wild.Some do not go wild, as ldiscovered,Others shocked

me with examples of excessive permissiveness - - openly displayed

drugs for example. That particular frat seemed so docile during the

alloted freshman periods.

There will be a lot of pledges regretting their decisions once they

get a full picture of their chosen frat. I , however, was able to dispel

any illusions, and I promise you that my decision to be an

independent will never be a grief to me.

This is not to say that fraternities are bad or that even the worse

one is bad . M any of them are fine examples of what a united group

of friends can do. I seriously considered a couple of them, but

I am a lover who likes to have a few close friends. Besides, I choked

when I heard how much money it takes to be in a fraternity;

definitely not for me, no way. I'm not paying for other people's

drunks; I have enough trouble paying for my own.

The idea in question here is that rush rules were supposed to give

all fraternities an equal chance at the freshmen and to give the fresh-

men unbiased looks at the fraternities. Rules or no rules, the

wealthier frats still outdid the poorer ones in money spent despite

the limits; they just did it secretly.

So why have the rules if there ispracticallyno enforcement?

Maybe people thought twice before doing something "wrong," but

they did it anyway. I did not even think twice because most

of the rules are ridiculous,! must admit that the rules and rush were

well organized, awell-organizedfarce. Freshmen should have a

chance to see fraternities during parties to get a truly unbiased

view, and the rules should be arranged so they will not interfere

with more important and lasting things- like my friends, like my

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION
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FOR THE SPIRITOFADVENTURE,
IN SOUTH AMERICA
by Mary Lawrence Hicks

A summer in an undeveloped area in

Central or South America among poor, ig-

norant, Spanish-speaking people-- not

everyone's choice for a holiday, but then

"Amigos de los Americas" is hardly con-

cerned with vacationers. The program is a

national organization for the training and
direction of volunteer workers helping to

bring medical assistance and health care to

the underprivileged nations to

the ily

thr Elle Ru ell,

sophomore in the College, has been
involved with "Amigos de los Americas."
A television advertisement sparked her in-

terest in the spring of 1977. She under-
went the latter part of a training session,
and, that summer, spent one month in

Ecuador. The "Amigos" cha]

Russell's hometown, Nashville,

Southern chapter outside Texas
The group requires a six-rr

ing period and then assigns vc

a country for on.

sessions. Voluntee:
They work for th

expected to provide one
$1800.00 necessary to tra

and place him in the field

students unable to train in I

is a "maverick" program based on corres-
pondence work from a basic text provided
by the program. The program is indepen-
dent of the Peace Corps, and differs from
it in the areas of funding, format, and

a six-month train-

;signs volunteers to

f two month -long

re mostly students.
Kperience, and are

third of the
1 a volunteer
For college

calendar
Oct. 11 thru 14- The Grapes of Wrath (ENFC 7:30
only)

Oct. 15- The Other Half of the Sky (EXFC)
Oct. 18- he Bourgeois Gentilhomme (CG)
Oct. 22- Alabama Shakespeare Festival: Twelfth
Night
Oct. 23- Fiddler on the Roof (ENFC)
Oct. 24- Grand Canyon of Tennessee float trip (SOC)
Oct. 25- Padre Padrone (CG)
Oct. 27-28- Parents Weekend Activities, bicycling
Fall Creek Falls (SOC)
Nov. 1 and 2- Psycho/ The Birds (ENFC)
Nov. 3-4- Full Moon exploratory back pack. Longs
Mill to Stone Door (SOC)
Nov. 5- Why Man Creates; The Inner World of Jorge
Luis Borges (EXFC)
Nov. 6- Eugene Fodor, violinist (CS)
Nov. 6- Ice Skating at Choo-Choo (SOC)
Nov. 6- Return of the Pink Panther (ENFC)
Nov. 7- Introductory rock climbing instruction
(SOC)
Nov. 8- Some Like It Hot (CG)
Nov. 11- Introductory rock climbing instruction
(SOC)
Nov. 12- Report on the Party; The Guests (EXFC)
Nov. 16 and 1 7- The Godfather (ENFC)
Nov. 1 7- Savage Gulf Hike (SOC)
Nov. 19- Ameling (soprano) and Dalton Baldwin
(piano) (CS)

(ENFC) Entertainment Film Club, admission $1:00
to $1.50, Blackman Auditorium, 7:30 and 10:00
for most shows.

(EXFC) Experimental Film Club, admission free,

Blackman, Mondays at 4:00 and 7:00.

(CS) Concert Series, admission free to students,

check for times, Guerry Auditorium.
(GSC) Guild of St. Cecilia, admission and times to
be announced, Guerry.

(SOC) Sewanee Outing Club.

Ellen Russell, "Amigos de los Americas'

volunteer compensation. "Amigos de ios

Americas" relies totally on the contribu-
tions collected by volunteers through
speaking engagements and other fund
raising projects. The program's work is

involved essentially with health care and
nutritional programs and operates through
unpaid volunteers.

Why do they do it? "For the spirit of
adventure," says Russell. "You're
out there by yourself, giving of yourself.

It's fun and it feels good." The opposition
can be frustrating, and, at times, harrowing
but "you just 'lay low' when there is

trouble and replan when necessary."
Working around strikes, elections, and holi-

days, the volunteers vaccinate the citizens

of one area and then move on to another.
It is necessary to vaccinate in each area
approximately every five years. In some
areas, the volunteers "can't get there too

Thu Ru and her
group helped to stop a polio epidemic
which had already infected 300 children.
Working with the villagers five days a week,
when things go as planned, and living with
host families, the volunteers are able to
become comfortable in speaking Spanish
and skilled in dealing with the people of
another culture.

Living conditions are grim by ou
standards, and attitud

Russell emphasi
the majority of tho;

"Amigos" programs
prime reasons for returning twice after h
first trip. This summer Ellen spent thr.

months in Bolivia as a staff member ar
hopes to return eventually as a progra
director for a country.

The tales Ellen Russell has i

are endless, suggesting that the summe
experiences are rich and rewarding. A
one interested in learning more abi

"Amigos de los Americas" is urged to c
tact Russell with this subject sh
most generous with her time.

quite different.

le gratitude of
o benifit from

d lists among the

umulated
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See page 14 for details on this seasons football earn.
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Heliotropity
The elimination of study days and Satu

by several faculty members would represen

toward normalizing Sewanee. Sewanee's ch

losing our bastion of uniqueness. Anyone af

some of the finer qualities of the University.

Mr. Scott Bates and the other two co-signers of

asking support for this audacious endeavor, were, in

when the proposal was first offered four years ago.

ay classes being considered

3 final and definite notion

acter would not suffer from

d of that fails to appreciate

hope that "01

fruition. Ess<

and the adopti

Fridays and a \

The suppo
perhaps more

letter to the faculty

tes's words, "busted"

ifi effort's supporters

blood" in the faculty will eventually carry the plan to

:ially the plan involves the discontinuation of study days

of a fifty minute class period on Mondays, Wednesdays and

enty-five minute period on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
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of the proposal feel that the benefits of the system are

ly now than they were four years ago. Of first inmpor-

tance, after improved continuity in the teaching process, is the enrgy savings

to the University. One source claims that the abolition of Saturday classes

(There are eight Saturday class meetings in the 1979 Advent Term) would

allow classes to start a week later in September and January and end a

week earlier in December and May. Also, examination periods would

benefit from re-scheduling to include a one-exam-per-day format preceded

by three reading days. The faculty letter also maintains improved athletics -

Outing Club schedules and extended orientation and Rush weeks.

Language and Mathematics departments might expect the earliest be-

nefits. The elimination of Wednesday's "second weekend" might mir-

aculously improve grades. Perhaps class cuts and transfers would decline.

Most objections are expected from students. Many fear that Sewanee

could become a "suitcase school," weakening our tradition of cohesiveness.

The reply: let them leave. We ought not to be arising barbarically on

Saturday mornings to attend "lackluster classes." Indeed, as one profes-

sor put it, "I would gladly sacrifice days off to see better grades from

Yol Oil flo* III

ALL DUE APOLOGIES TO EVERYONE CONCERNED WITH
the Athletic department or the football team, the scarcity of sports

coverage in the last Purple was not at all deliberate or vindictive.

This year's unusually fine team was scheduled as the subject of a

full-length story. When said story failed to materialize, the tardy

author was banished to another phiefdom.

At any rate, the Purple likes to commend itself, whenever pos-

sible, in its comprehensiveness. Pay particular attention to "Zen
and the Art of Nuclear Maintainance." Its message will be re-echo-

ed in the next decade. Again, opinions expressed in these pages do
not necessarily reflect those of the staff or the University of the

South as a whole.

content/
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Cover photos by Andy Kegley. Tiger gridders and
officials signal another Sewanee touchdown as Tigers
marched to tenth straight victory. D.J. Reina's score
leads way to 30 - 7 triumph over Principia College on
Parents' Weekend.
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Alumna Reacts.

Edit

when
Mo

As an alumna of the University (C '77) and as

an Office Manager of the Alabama Shakespeare

Festival, I would like to thank all of those who

made the ASF performance of TWELFTH
NIGHT so successful. It was a very special even-

ing for me, since I spent many hours on Guerry

stage preparing for shows when I was a student

there. The actors fell in love with our Mountain

and commented on the response they felt during

the performance. They are anxious to return

next year, and we all hope that this will be possi-

ble.

Again, thank you for being such a warm, at-

tentive audience. I was very proud of you all.

Alumnus Reacts...

Dear Editor:

I read the first issue of the new PURPLE, and

enjoyed it for the closeness it brought, though I

found relatively little to distinguish it from the

old PURPLE. Besides the cover.

In reading it, I thought what many have said

before—nothing changes. Except the 18 year old

drinking law. That's a bitch. But the legislature

did it, not Dean Seiters, though he seems to claim —
I'm not an official "Foreign Correspondent,"

but since I am in law school here in the sunny

capital of Florida, I feel that I qualify. Being in

poverty, I was unable to contribute to Sewanee wr jtt«

this year, so this will have to do. what
Law School--a level that many of you are m

striving towards, or at least seriously considering.

I always wondered what it was like when I was at

Sewanee, and I guess I wish that some one had

Silent Majority Speaks

Dear Editor:

We would like to put a word in for the silent

majority of non-sorority women. As members of

the last class who knew Sewanee B.S. (Before

Sororities), we object to the article in the last

PURPLE which proclaimed joining a sorority a

"southern co-ed's ultimate decision." Freshmen

women, it is not an ultimate decision. It may be

important for some people, but we can person-

ally testify that we faced no "ultimacy crisis"

ntroduced the

itair

ore, we remind the aut

co-eds at Sewanee are

rstand it, Sewanee sor

southern co-eds."

t majority has spoken.

Thank you,
Emily Fuhrer
Carolyn Kinman
Sylvia Robertshaw C'80

rhe author of the aforementioned story did not

write the line in question; it was inserted by the

;ditor in jest to see the reaction. Apologies to

:he writer, "southern co-eds," and the silent

najority. AK

letter/
-rid let Im the outside

pect from the next stage of the game.

f you at Sewanee can make it. It is

particularity difficult; the concepts thrown at

see Paper Chase p. 18

O.G.'s Future Debated

Dear Editor:

The latest controversy to infect the Student

Assembly deals with the gownsman requirement

for Student Trustee. I was distressed to see the

Student Assembly and the 270 people who voted

"yes" in the recent poll to be in favor of

removing this requirement. This motion has

more at stake than simply the surface issue of the

Student Trustee gown requirement. It represents

an unfavorable change in attitude toward the Or-

der of Gownsmen.

We have witnessed over the past few years a

steady decline in the power and prestige of the

OG. The Order's future is bleak. This motion is

i actic

of

i the im

If this

People

gownsman statu

; continues, 1 foresee a complete and

ollapse of the Order of Gownsmen.
have said that the problem with the

gownsman requirement for Student Trustee is the

lack of qualified candidates for the job. One
look at a list of junior gownsmen will dispell

those thoughts. The problem lies in undergrad-

fice's responsibilit

We need to sti

have. We need

i campaign and accept the of-

jngthen the high standards we
to re-empower the Order of

tronger OG would provide a

stronger group of candidates for Student Trustee.

Finally, I realize that the issue at hand is the

gownsman requirement for Student Trustee. I do

not claim the passage of this motion will destroy

the OG. I do fear that unless we stop the decline

of power in the OG and begin to utilize the Order's

potential, we will slowly, but surely, lose one of

Sewanee's most cherished, honored, and unique

Thank you,

Brent Minor C'81

The Lame Shall Enter First

Dea Edn

There are some strange people in almost every Fraternity in Sewanee.

The kind of strange | am referring to is the Fraternity man who talks

about Jesus. They are the ones who don't have to get drunk at a party

to have fun or the ones who don't drink at all. Imagine that! But it is

true. There are those strange Fraternity men who don't drink. I refer

to those men as strange but I suppose unique or special is a better way

to describe them. These men are special because they demonstrate their

belief in Jesus Christ as their Savior. Their Fraternal brothers know

who they are, first because they have heard them profess their faith, but

most importantly, because they have seen how they live.

James says in Chapter 1, Verse 22, of his letter in the Bible, 'But

prove yourselves doers of the Word, and not merely hearers who delude

themselves.' I would suggest that the men
as Christians are doers of God's Word. J

Chapter 13, Verse 35, 'By this all mer

disciples, if you have love for one another

for those special brothers to show love to

the love is not returned and they are, t

because of their principles and beliefs

I in the Book of John,

tow that you are My
times it is very difficult

i their Fraternity brothers when
to a certain extent, persecuted

These unique brothers do not

of becau

nuch for then - beliefs

join a Fraternity out of

respect the other member
to be respected?

I am a Christian but I am not in a Fraternity. 1 guess that is why I

have so much respect for my Christian brothers who belong to

fraternities. Most, if not all, really enjoy their fraternity even through

enduring moral dilemmas that most of us cannot comprehend. This is

more or less an appeal to fraternities to recognize the very valuable

members of their fraternities who walk and talk Jesus Christ. I don't

think fraternities realize what an asset these men are.

Matthew, Chapter 23, Verse 8 in part says '...and you are all brothers.'

Here Jesus is referring to His disciples reminding them that they are

'Brothers in Christ.' Let's remember that each of these special fratern-

ity men also belong to another Brotherhood that they would more than

likely say takes precedence over their Greek Fraternity. These men must

have a great deal of love to spread among a spiritual and a worldly

Brotherhood.

The Sewanee Student Christian Fellowship is a meeting of brothers

and sisters in Christ who want to know God and help others know Him.

Join us Wednesday nights at 8:30 in the B.C. Lounge. Amy Grant is

a very special Christian singer who it is hoped will soon come to Sewanee
to perform. Her music can be heard on WUTS, Mon., Wed., and Thurs.

from 6:30 to 8:00 a.m.

Will Ferguson C'80

And Second

» letter. Now, ; ever, cbrist-

But the suf-

nforts of the

not law. Any
ontrary to the

ny of law that

It is difficult to respond to Will Fergu

ians are persecuted and christians are special,

tering of the church is a broader thing than the petty di

present moment. The suffering of the church is the n

death in the world. Our weapon against sin and death is k

narrowly applicable or chiefly physical plan of salvation

spirit of the gospels. Christ came to free us from the tyi

we might love one another and the Father. To make abstinence from

alcohol a badge of "suffering Christianity" is as pharasitical as linking one's

relationship to God with the particular form of meat one eats. No thing is

evil in and of itself; only the human heart can make an evil of some thing.

And of this, St. Mark says: "Do ye not perceive, that whatsoever thing

from without entereth into a man, it cannot defile him; Because it entereth

not into his heart, but into the belly..." It is works of the spirit which

make us christians, not the amount of bourbon whiskey drunk or left in

the bottle. If a wrong spirit accompanies our eating and drinking, we do

stand condemned. But if a spirit of love and community accompany our

eating and drinking, are we not then like the joyful wedding guests at Cana

for whom Christ made not just wine but the best wine?

Mark Lewis C'82
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People around the Domain

Fowlie: "A Rehearsal of Sorts"

"Teaching is an evolutionary experience in

which the teacher must project himself and his

knowledge into the actual moment. Only then

does the moment become memorable."

Wallace Fowlie frequently uses theatrical anal-

ogies to explain various relationships in the class-

room or in conversation. The title of his mem-
oirs. Journal of Rehearsals, reveals the dramatic

nature of his view of life wherein each memory
from the past recalls a dramatic moment of

rehearsal. In the foreword he writes: "It is not

unusual for a memory to bring me back to myself

in one of the various roles I have played-not

characters in plays-but my own self in life..."

Thus, during the course of the interview, he drew

attention to the theatricality of conversation,

calling the interview "a rehearsal of sorts."

Not surprisingly, Fowlie has actually been on

the stage as an actor before an audience. During

his Bennington years, he was called upon to play

various male roles. Bennington, a girl's school at

the time, had a shortage of males for theatrical

productions. Under the direction of Benning-

ton's Francis Ferguson, Fowlie played such roles

as Chrysale in Moliere's Les Femmes Savantes

and participated in a dramatic presentation of

Hart Crane's The Bridge.

In his first volume of memoirs. Journal of Re-

hearsals, Wallace Fowlie writes: "At the source

of our being there is not only our self, but there

is the mixture of races, of multiple personalities

of very distant pasts." Over a sandwich at Shen-

anigans during his first visit to Sewanee, Mr.

Fowlie reflected upon his past and the various

roles he has played in life: teacher, actor, writer.

There are multiple Wallace Fowlies, including

what he termed a French Wallace Fowlie and an

American Wallace Fowl

person, develop anothe

speak another language.

A native of B

developed a love

ature. He taught

i become another

ality" when you

College in Vermont for 12 years, and later at

Duke University for 15 years. After having re-

tired recently from his teaching position at Duke

he received a Brown Fellowship to teach at the

University of the South for one year. He was to

have come to Sewanee this Fall, but because of

illness he was unable to come. He will be joining

Sewanee 's French Department in the Spring

Semester.

For Fowlie, teaching is a vital part of being;

"it keeps you human." He plans to teach a

course in French Symbolist poetry which will be

offered in both French and translated English.

Thus, two personalities of Wallace Fowlie will be

performing. Indeed, Fowlie postulated that he

probably would approach the two classes very

differently.

He believes every class is "a kind of rehearsal"

wherein the teacher must perform for and com-

municate to the students. A class is never com-

pletely finished. The teacher as actor is

rehearsing and refining every movement. An in-

dividual class is but a part of the whole move-

His passion for French literature is shown in

his many translations of French poetry, drama,

and prose, and the numerous critical works he

has published. He has translated literary works

of Rimbaud, Moliere, Claudel and Baudelaire. In

literary history he has explored contemporary

French literature, Surrealism and French symbol-

ism. In his memoirs he refers to his relationship

with French literature as "marked by all the

traits that lovers bear: avidity, joy, ecstasy,

jealousy."

His keen ear for the musicality of the language

is evident in his Journal of Rehearsals, for which

he recently received an award for "the quality of

prose style" from the American Academy of Arts

and Letters.

Wallace Fowlie's plans for the future include

teaching at Sewanee and a second volume of

memoirs. Though he has no further plans to

translate French literature, Mr. Fowlie would like

to write about his memorable years in North

Mason Alexander sits beside his uniquely personalized
license plate, U SOUTH.
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"We're just plain old ordinary people. We may seem a

bit crazy because of what we have set out to do in life.

Not everybody decides that. I guess you do have to be

a little crazy; I think you really do.

Seminary Couple Plans Efficiently

by Jonathan Clemmer

The first thing that impresses one visit-

ing John and Bettie Lou (Roo) Grayson is

their apartment. On the third floor of St.

Luke's Hall, their two rooms are a compli-

ment to their efficient planning and good

taste.

"This is not just a place to be for three

years, " John explains. "This is home to

us, everything you see here is all we own.

Not only do we have all our material things

here, this is the only place we have where

we can do what we want. If we don't want

to clean it up, we don't have to."

A college student could easily envy the

Graysons for having so much room, but

consider that they gave up a six room
house and a third of an acre of land in or-

der to come to seminary. This is not to

mention leaving their only other home in

Portsmouth, Virginia and their jobs. John

was a door salesman and Roo a nutritionist.

According to Roo, "John had always

said that when I made more money than he

did, he was going to quit work. And when
the time came, he really did."

John finished up his undergraduate

studies in philosophy before coming to

Sewanee. They both agreed that having

the practice of living on only one income

was a valuable experience in preparing for

seminary life.

"By the time you do the
fieldwork out in a parish, the
academic studies, with the things

you do in the community, a

seminarian has a full time job,"

Roo says. "They're just not

bringing home a paycheck." This

places a great deal of responsibi-

lity on seminarian spouses turned

breadwinners. Roo has taken the

responsibility very seriously, for

in addition to being a senior class

representative in the Spouses

Association, she acts as hostess at

Bairnwick Conference Center,

runs a catering service and sub-

stitute teaches in the Franklin

County School System. Last

year she typed four books, one
a commentary on the Proposed

Book of Common Prayer, and

sewed two complete sets of

vestments for All Saint's.

During our conversation, the

topic of seminary-undergraduate

relations came up. Even though

the Graysons have many close

friends in the college, they still

recognize that there exists a

standoff, "primarily because we
just don't know each other,"

John says. He illustrates this by

relating an event that occurred at

a football game some weeks ago.

"As a student was trying

to sell programs at the game,

one of his pitches was, 'Ah

come on, we're trying to send

a seminarian to camp!'. .. . I

didn't tell him I was the semi-

narian he was trying to send to

camp. It was cute and I did not

take offense, but it made a

statement. What it said was that

we just don't know very much
about one another. That's our

loss, by the way, as much as it

is yours."

Transcendental Meditation Arrives at Sewanee

On November 1 , Mr. Richard Sims, a represen-

tative of the International Meditation Society,

visited Sewanee. Mr. Sims, who learned to teach

the Transcendental Meditation Method from

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, came to Sewanee to

teach this method to students, and members of

the Sewanee community. The TM method is

taught in seven steps, the first two of which took

place on November 1 in the Bishop's Common
Music Lounge, at 1:oo and 7.oo o'clock. These

two free lectures were an introduction to the

origins and purposes of Transcendental Meditat-

The tradition of Transcendental Meditation

is over 5,000 years old. The modern method was

developed by the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi The

Maharishi, born in India, was a physicist, and

later trained in meditation for thirteen years. He
did not essentially change the TM method, but

he systematized it for easier learning.

TM has become very popular, and, of the two

million people in the world who practice it, one

million are in the United States. The method is

easily learned, and is practiced for twenty

minutes, two times a day. The effects of TM are

claimed to be very beneficial. Presumably, if

one meditates regularly, one can enjoy improved

health, less stress and tension, and greater "aware

ness." The benefits of Transcendental Medita-

tion are like those of days of sleep.

To learn the new TM method properly, one

goes through a series of seven steps, c

two free introductory lectures, a short interview

with a TM teacher, a private lesson in TM tech-

nique, and three seminars designed to aid in the

proper use of the technique. The fee for the last

steps is S150 for college students, and $200

idults, with special rates for married couples,

younger students. The last four steps in

„„uUction were offered at Sewanee on

November 3,4,5, and 6. Although the turnout

the lectures on November 1 was not very

_e, everyone who attended seemed to enjoy it.

Anyone who is interested in learning the Trans-

cendental Meditation method may call Chatta-

nooga CAE (A TM organization) at (615) 267-

6462 for information.
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Health Service Reexamined
happening/

by Emily Fuhrer

At last month's Regents' meeting,

some students expressed concern over the
quality of University Health Service. As
usual, there are many circulating rumors
regarding the treatment students have
received at the Health Service.

Some students have indicated dissatis-

faction with the way their orthopaedic
difficulties have been handled bv the

Health Office and the Emerald-Hodge-
son Hospital. One student who worked
in the emergency room of a small hospi-

tal last summer remarked that at that hos-

pital, doctors who were not orthopaedic
surgeons simply were not allowed to set

bones at all; they made the patient as com-
fortable as possible then sent him to a

larger center where specialized ortho-
paedic care was available. The student
believes that Emerald—Hodgson Hospital
should follow the same procedure. Vice-
Chancellor Robert Ayres expressed hope
that the quality of orthopaedic treatment
in Sewanee will improve with the recent
addition of Dr. Richard Bagby, a Win-
chester orthopaedist to the hospital staff.

Other complaints involve Dr. Leonard's
treatment of specific illnesses. One stu-

dent cited a case of strep throat she had
last year. The sufferer said that she went
through two kinds of medicine, high fever,

and a stay in the hospital before another
medicine was tried and the illness cured.
Her essential complaint: no throat cul-

ture was taken.
Dr. Leonard pointed out that strep

throat, without a culture, is indistin-

guishable from a simple sore throat. He
said that the majority of students who
come to his office have simple sore throats
and that taking a throat culture of each
would result in great cost and waste.
The number of cases of strep throat dis-

covered in Sewanee is very small

Malpractice Case Settled

On October 25, a last minute out of-

court settlement was reached in a mal-

practice suit against Dr. Russell Leonard
M.D., University of the South Health
Officer. The suit was filed by Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson of Sewanee against Leonard's
emergency room treatment of a broken
ankle suffered by Mrs. Johnson. Leonard
treated the fracture by placing a cast on the

lower half of the leg, without surgical in-

sertion of screws. The bones in the joint

later had to be fused, resulting in impaired
flexibility in the joint.

The arguments of the case centered on
the question of what type of reduction
should have been performed on such a
break, what type of cast should have been
applied, and what type of follow-up treat-

ment should have been administered. Ques-
tions arose over the degree to which the
ankle would have healed had the treatment
offered by the prosecution as correct been
performed initially.

Objective analysis of the entire case at

present is significantly hindered by the
high level of emotion on both sides.

Another student was dissatisfied with
the treatment she received for a hema-
toma in her leg. She said that Dr. Leo-
nard told her to stay off her leg as much
as possible, but did not give her crutches.

She later went to an out-of-town doctor
who told her she should have been off her

leg entirely and put her on crutches.

Dr. Leonard replied that "different

doctors have different approaches to the
same problem." He continued that hema-
tomas occur very frequently, especially in

athletes, and added that he has never

seen a hematoma here "severe enough
to take one off his feet."

Another complaint concerned the pre-

scription of medicine. Two students
said that Dr. Leonard had prescribed

medicine for them over the phone, without
examining them. Dr. Leonard explained
that it is permissible to prescribe some
drugs over the phone but not others.

Attempts to evaluate the Health Ser-

vice objectively are hindered by the
small Sewanee environment. Gossip and
student excitement both distort stories

in a very short time. Dr. Leonard claims
that during 18 years of practice in Anni-
ston, Alabama, "I was never questioned
by my colleagues nor my practice at any
time questioned--I come up here, and I

don't care what I do, it's questioned."
He added that he very frequently gets
another doctor's opinion on his pati-

ents' cases now because dealing with the
complaints, "just isn't worth it."

The question arises whether medi-
cal care is really worse at the University
Health Office or wheteher one simply
hears more discussion of a doctor's com-

petence here than in a larger community
where doctor's patients do not compare
notes.

Vice-Chancellor Robert Ayres noted

taht dissatisfaction with the Health Ser-

vice has been perennial at Sewanee; he

said that the same sort of talk circulating

here now at present when he was a stu-

dent. This persistency raises the possi-

bility that university health care is just

"one of those things" which hypercri-

tical students (and most students are hy-

percritical) will always complain about.

However, the fact remains that com-

plaints exist and must be investigated and

evaluated. Mr. Ayres insisted, "I'm not

stepping away from this issue. I think

we have to deal with it." He emphasized

"Our primary concern is the health of

our students."

Furthermore, Ayres has been staying

in touch with Dean of Men Douglas
Seiters and Dean of Women Mary Sue
Cushman to keep abreast of specific com-
plaints. However, only two very minor
complaints have been made this semester,

according to Ayres. "I can't go to (Leo-

nard) with generalities," Ayres said. He
stressed the importance of bringing com-
plaints about the Health Service to the
deans instead of allowing them to enter

the unofficial realm of rumor and there
languish. In an address at the November
1 meeting of the Student Assembly, Mr.
Ayres reiterated this point and promised
that the Administration would give the
issue every consideration if disgruntled

students will provide specific details of
their complaints.

Visiting of Professors Revived
Sewanee has recently revived the old custom what time they want them.

of students visiting professor's homes. Though Students then sign-up to visit the professor
the new visits differ slightly from the old, the end of their choice. This year, three such visits are

is the same. Students and faculty are brought planned, and next semester, the OG will send out
closer together. evaluation sheets and try to determine what

In the past, if a professor was prepared to re- direction students and faculty members want the
ceive visitors, he would turn on his front-porch program to take next year.
light. Almost every Sunday, students could walk Critics of the new-kindled custom say that it

by professors' homes and drop in casually. destroys the spontaneity of the visits. Spontan
Under the system organized by the Order of eous or not, these visits add to the small-town

Gownsmen, faculty members decide in advance close-knit atmosphere unique to Sewanee.
how many students they want to receive and

Beepers to Replace Siren for Public Safety Department
The Sewanee Public Safety Departn.eu,

has received approval for the purchase of
twenty "beepers" and a new ambulance
For quite some time the fire department
has been considering the possibility of dis-
carding the present fire siren warning sys-
tem. Thompson Union, du Pont Library
The Pub, as well as many dormitories are
dead spots" on campus where firemen are

often unable to hear the siren. The siren
also, paradoxically, creates a three-minute
communication gap between the dispatcher
and the firemen.

The twenty "beepers," expected to cost
around five thousand dollars, will allow
firemen to be called withou disturbing the

entire community and also permit voice
transmission. With the new system, small
brush-fire warnings will be distinguishable
from quadrangle-fires.

Sewanee Emergency Medical Technic-
ians have long awaited an ambulance on
the mountain. The station wagon now
used by EMT's is not suitable for transport-
ing injured persons and Franklin County
ambulances can take up to twenty min-
utes to arrive. Soon, Sewanee EMT's will
be able to supply transportation for the
salvation of life and limb. New ambulances
are going for around eighteen thousand
dollars nowadays.
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Vandalism Plaguing

University Facilities
by Jill Galloni

"Vandalism costs the University

$25,000--$30,000 a year... I used the figure

$15,000 last year but there's so much (van-

dalism), it's going up," stated Carl Reid,

commissioner of Buildings and Lands in re-

sponse to the escalating problem of vand-
alism to university property.

"The bad part is that there are a 1000
students and maybe 25 are inclined to do
damage-that makes it hard for the 975
(students) left," he continued.

Indeed, vandalism is a word not usually

associated with Sewanee and its somewhat
"docile" environment. Nevertheless,

destruction to dorms, property, academic
buildings exist-especially in the Bishop's

Common, one of the more heavily used
buildings on the domain. Besides damage
to furniture, walls, restrooms (primarily

men's), the SPO, snack bar and St. Luke's
have each been the subject of theft in the

past four years.

Christopher Paine, director of the B.C.,
explained that "there has been a steady in-

crease in the amount of vandalism ever
since I became director three and a half
years ago. ..it's hard to pinpoint why and
who but it (vandalism) peaked last spring
and is still going on."

Paine noted that the vandalism is not
just minor pranks and graffitti but destroy-
ing upholstery, sinks, ceilings, commodes,
bathroom deodorizers, and "unfortunate-
ly, damage and theft of art works on dis-
play."

Other than vases broken, he estimated
that approximately half-a-dozen pieces of
art have been stolen and harmed with
ketchup or other tools.

Costing the B.C. $3,000~$4,000 a year,
vandalism has prompted the Union Adviso-

ry Council to adopt a policy of never open-
ing the building without administrative per-
sonnel on duty. One of the compromises
of this rule has been the 2 p.m. opening of
the Snack Bar on Sundays instead of 12:30
p.m. as in the past.

"We have caught some people since
fall... for minor things (wrenchingalumni
pictures from the main floor wall) but not
enough to get tough enough them," Paine
said, "...I would expell a person (vandaliz-
ing) immediately."

However, Paine and Reid both feel that
vandalism is not always student related.
Paine commented that the theft an
"empty" cash register from the snack shop
was most likely not a University student.

According to the B.C. director, vandals
caught this summer were children of the
administration and faculty "who were
dealt with severely."

Reid, who feels that vandalism has been
prevalent for at least the ten years he has
been a University employee, is the "excep-
tion" who believes students bear the major
brunt of the blame for vandalism-unnece-
ssarily. see Vandalism p. 8

University Cooperates

in Energy Conservation

by Guy Lyman

Three years ago, Sewanee was
faced with the threat of having

her fuel supply cut back if con-

sumption were not reduced. This

fall, not in response to a direct

threat, but to an implicit threat

of worldwide energy shortages,

the Student Housing Committee
of the Student Assembly met to

design a program for reducing

energy consumption on the Moun-
tain.

The chairmen of the Student
Housing Committee, Onie Mac-
kenzie and Dan Roach, met with
Mr. Laurence Alvarez recentlt to

organize an interdormitory con-

test, in which each dorm will

attempt to reduce energy con-

sumption. Energy use will be
measured during November, De-
cember, February and March, and
B.T.U. consumption, weather
conditions, and the number of

students in the dorms will be

taken into account. The mea-
surements for each month will

then be compared to those for

the same months last year and
posted in the dorms. Each
month, the dorm showing the

greatest energy savings will re-

ceive a $25 prize.

Mr. Alvarez commented that,

while the projected savings would
be of some benefit to the Uni-
versity's budget, the primary im-

petus for the energy conserva-

the Unh ersity 's

ith the

energy
Bee

tion attempt
obligation to co-operate

rest of the world in savii

and cutting c

with individual room temperature
controls, he added that individual

efforts on the part of students are

necessary.

Most of Sewanee's buildings,

remarked Alvarez, were con-
structed at a time when energy
was cheap and was not a factor

in structural considerations. Dur-
ing the past few years, however,
insulation has been increased in a

number of buildings.

Onie Mackenzie commented
that a few excellent ways to save
energy included taking shorter
showers and turning off kitchen,
common room and bathroom
lights when not in use.

|

Professional Dry Cleaning Service

SEWANEE. TN.
PHONE 61 5/59S-5703

JOHN MCPHERSON - OWNER

&cr yewt

GIFT SHOP In.m

HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE
located next to Smokehouse Restaurant - U. S. Highway 64

M0NTEAGLE, Tennessee 3/356

JACKIE WAKEFIELD, Owner phone: 924-2267

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING
DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY

CREATIVE GIFTS

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
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Newly elected student trustee Carolyn Hopper

Relinquishing of Trustee Gown Requirement Passes Student Assembly
by Elizabeth Brailsford

The balance of power among the branch-
es of student government, what the differ-

ent branches represent and the tradition in-

volved are all being examined and question-
ed presently.

Bruce Dobie, senior student trustee, in-

itiated a revision in the qualifications re-

quired for student trustee as he proposed
a motion to the Student Assembly.

Tom Macfie, president of the S.A. poll-
ed the student body on the issue and found
288 students for the motion against 177
opposed to it. The S.A. subsequently met
to vote on Dobie's motion on October 25.
Macfie cited the students opposed in the
poll had stated that the gown represents
academic achievement. If a student does
not have a gown by his or her junior year,
these opponents believe, they do not pos-
sess the responsibility to hold the position
of trustee. Other reasons included the be-
lief that the gown represents leadership and
responsibility, and hence, must be a pre-
requisite for the office.

Those in favor of the motion felt that it

is a good idea as academic achieve
not a prequisite for leadership
Dobie defended his motion as he

ibility.

stated

Hopper, the

all favor the

qu

ner trustees, Cathy Potts C'78
Williams, C'77, and Carolyn
newly elected junior trustee,

abolsihment of the gown re-

During the discussion of th<
the power of the Order of the Gownsemen
as a governing body was questioned. Some
opponents stated that taking away the re-
quirement from the office would curtail
the power of the older student govern-

motion,

Th
Macfie addressed the

Th
an invalid arguement.

invalid arguement. Although it

ay seem contradictory, the O.G. is un-
mcerned here. The motion is a recom-
endation. If accepted, nothing concern-
g the O.G. will change."
Sylvia Robertshaw, president of the

. also favors Dobie's motion. "The Order
a more academic body rather than a gov-
ning body at the present. The gown is an

com. from p. 7 Vandalism

Although an alarm system might allevi-
ate the problem, Paine stated that not only
would the cost be exhorbitant, but a 'big
brother' atmosphere is frightening... is one
of the best deterrents."

In other acts of vandalism around cam-
pus, Re>d mentioned damage to doors
light fixtures, clocks, and elevators which
"m a sense seems unintended vandalism
but vandalism, nevertheless."

He noted that repeated destruction of
such items as street lamps make him "at a
loss of whether to spend the $500 to put
them back in."

Charles Kiblinger, University chaplain,
recently described the damage to a brass
candlestick and the alter cloth in All Saints
as a result of the party weekend tradition.
Damage was also done to St. Augustine's
chapel.

The student, who reportedly poured
beer on the altarcloth as a result of his pri-
vate beliefs, was found asleep behind the
altar following the incident.

Kiblinger also commented that car tires
were slashed as a "Halloween prank" at the
recent carnival October 31, at the element-
ary school.

According to Bill Barry, training and
business manager for the Sewanee Tigers,
money was removed from the wallets of
Sewanee football team members during the
first quarter and half-time of the October
27 home game. The police reported $57
missing and are still investigating.

The obvious question "why vandalize?"
arises and as Kiblinger noted, a probable
explanation is that "although vandalism is

a problem prevalent in larger cities, a mo-
tive could be powerless people venting
their rage. ..it is also very common in
middle and upper-class teenagers."

Nevertheless, the problem exists and as
Paine said, in a much more major form
than ordinary pranks "where no one is

harmed. ..people just don't understand the
hidden costs as well as the obvious ones."

important symbol of tradition and acade-

mic distinction." She continued by agree-

ing with Dobie that the gown is not an in-

dication of leadership and responsibility.

"We don't diminish the status of the gown
by taking it away as a prequisite for the of-

fice of student trustee, "she said.

The Order of Gownsmen addressed the
issue by attempting to define the "honor-
ary gown." A motion was passed which li-

mits the number of honorary gowns to five

students per year on the basis of leadership
qualities. Robertshaw supported the mo-
tion as she said, "We can trust the members
of the O.G. to make wise decisions
ing the 'honorary gown.' I don't think t

these gowns will be given out freely."

Following discussion, the S.A. passed
Dobie's motion by a wide majority. Dobie
met with the Board of Regents to present
his motion. Al Roberts, Chairman of the
Board, Bishop John Allin, Vice-Chancellor
Robert Ayres and Thomas Tisdale appear-
ed favorable towards the motion. Dobie
was unexpectedly pleased with the
response and stated, "They were very help-
ful and supportive." He expressed appre-
ciation for the help of Tisdale, the chair-
man of the Constitution and Ordinances
Committee, who worked together with
Dobie to amend the motion for presen-
tation to the Board of Trustees at the
ril meeting.

The amendment to the University's con-
stitution calls for a candidate for the stud-
ent trustee to "have attained a 2.25 G.P.A.
and have completed 60 semester hours. "In

ent to become part
constitution, it must pass the Board

Ap-

Df the

for two consecutive yars. If it passes, the.,
will be only one more student trustee elect-
ed according to the present requirements.

Dobie was encouraged by the enthus-
iasm of the Regents. He emphasized the
support from the majority of the student
body and from the former student trustees.
"The context of the Order of the Gowns-
men and the office has changed, "said
Dobie. In 1969, when the student trustee
position was created, the G.P.A. require-
ment for a junior was 2.25; it has since
risen to 3.0. The motion, if passed, would
do away with the elitist status of the office
of student trustee," he said

"The O.G. h
demic body," h
gown is not the
ship."

changing to a more aca-
added and stressed, "the
snly indication of leader-

Gary Matthews, a Foreign Service Officer in

the Department of State, will speak on "SALT II

and U.S.-Soviet Relations Today" in Convocation
Hall, Monday. November 26 at 8:30 pm. Mr.
Matthews has been involved in Soviet and Eastern

European affairs for over ten years. In his cur-

rent position as Officer-in-Charge of Multilateral

Political Affairs in the Office of Soviet Union
Affairs of the State Department he works on a

wide range of problems, including arms control

negotiations, which involve the United States, the
Soviet Union, and other countries. He has served
abroad in the Soviet Union (Leningrad), Poland
(Warsaw and Poznan), and Germany (Bonnl. A
native of Missouri, Mr. Matthews was graduated
from Drury College. He holds advanced degrees
from Oklahoma State University and Columbia
Unii iity
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Students Blinded by the Mountain

i at the Bishop'seks ago, while v\

i desk, Marie Bonn
phone call from the Space Institute of Tullahoma.

A woman, calling for the lonely men at the Instit-

ute, wanted to know if the women of Sowanee
would like to come to Tullahoma for a party on
the twenty-seventh of October. She told Marie
that the Institute was comprised of approximat-
ely 100 male students and four females. Parties

there inevitably fail; there is dancing, few pick-

ups, and thus the men of the Institute are delight-

ed to make new acquaintances with the lovely

ladies of Sewanee.
What came of this? Well, Marie advertised the

party and received no response at all. The reasons

for this total absence of response are puzzling

in view of the prevailing complaints now circul-

ating among <he Sewanee women. Why- if wo-
men are dissatisified with the social scene, feeling

lonely and rejected by their male counterparts-

did they not respond tn the charms of Tulla-

homa?
Possibly the fact that the Tullahoma party

was scheduled during Parents' Weekend lessened

the chances of romantic stirrings in student
hearts. After all, mom and dad take precedent
over spacemen bearing flowers. But what if it

had not been Parents' Weekend? Would the re-

sponse have been any greater? Probably not.

This student apathy rises from more complex
sources than bad scheduling. In reality, most Se-
wanee women would not descend the mountain

date with a Sewanee male, then they are forced
> spend the weekend walled up in their dormi-

Solving the problem by
rom Vanderbilt, or per-

, is out of the question.

nale would never dream
>le strangers in the flesh

tories crying in shar

importing a gentlem

haps the Space Inst

The average Sewane
of speculating in a\

markets.

Granted, Party Weekend centers on numerous
fraternity parties; but whatever happened to in-

genuity? Surely the supposed dependence on
fraternal events is not so complete as to cripple

the imagination.

Rumour has it that the 'Tri-Delts" of Vander-
bilt University are coming to town to beguile two
Sewanee fraternities ( the KA's and the Phi's)

with their dancing shoes and chatter smiles. And
Sewa
until they \

The used,

for
i Sew

raptured at the Cowan Cafe. Indeed, their devot-
ion to the Sewanee males borders on obsession.

Take, for example. Party Weekend--a notor-

ious time for females. For if they do not receive

were openly rejecting the same feminine charms
which were so appealing to the men of Tulla-

homa.

Of late, Sewanee students seem to be quite

popular. To the girls of Vanderbilt and the men
of Tullahoma, Sewanee holds many alluring pos-

sibihtes. However, the women of Sewanee are

not about to make the trek to Tullahoma, wheras
the Vanderbilt women cannot wait to come to
Sewanee. In conclusion, an objective glance at

ents wear blinders and can see nothing but the

mountain.
^y Lauren Farrington

Bowman New Women's Coach

Nancy Bowman, a physical education
graduate of the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville, is the new assistant women's
basketball coach and the head field hockey
coach. Coach Bowman has no previous
coaching experience. Her experience from
her years as a field hockey and basketball
player at U.T., however, should be valuable
here at Sewanee. While playing basketball
her junior year, U.T.'s women's basketball
team held a position among the top twenty
teams in the nation.

The University of Tennessee is in "Div-
ision 1" of womens' sports. Because Sew-
anee offers no athletic scholarships it is in
Division 3. According to Coach Bowman
this is a major difference between the two
women's athletic departments.

Sewanee 's women's sports do not have
nearly so many participants as larger
schools. Coach Bowman has only twelve
field hockey players and eleven are requir-
ed for a team. In spite of close margin,

in stated, "If these women play
potential, they could win theup to tlv

Regional;

When about this year's eight-

er women's basketball team, Coach
an said, "This year's team is excep-
We have many talented freshmen

vill enable us to develop even better

over the next four years." Last
team record was 3 and 17.
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JUDY'S HAiRSnuNCr
\J CUTS and STYLING for MEN and WOMEN

*Permanents * Coloring *Tints * Hair removal

Manicure by appointment

Specializing in

LAMAR NATURAL WOMAN COSMETICS

relocated from Sf

to the trai 1

<i

• Laurel Point-
-RUSTIC COTTAGE ON THE BLUFF SEWANEE-

Fully furnished, kitchen, fireplace, and screen porch

Daily /Weekly Rates

ESSIG— Sherwood Rd.

Sewanee, Tn. 3737b

NO PETS OR SMALL CHILDREN

Tel. 598 -0855

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 CTANE

I

CALL 967 "148 OR STOP BY
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION
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Life on the Farm:

&»\

Hare Krishna

Commune Visited

by Ruth Cardinal

The ISKCON commune is located th,

the metropolis of Lois.

What does one expect when set-

ing out by pick-up truck across the
rural autumn hills of Tennessee to

find a Hare Krishna commune? For
me, I might admit that my expectat-

ions were tinted by Atlanta airport
confrontations, Bible school in the
fifth grade, and bald-headed images
But whatever expectations-turned-
apprehensions that I had were lost as

I stopped at the Lois general store
near Lynchburg to ask for directions.
If the Norman Rockwell porch whit-
tled of Lois could break the contin-
ual fall of wood shavings long
enough to point down the road with
enthusiasm, what need this liberal

arts college student fear? Still my
nervousness grew as I followed the
pot hole road to the farm of Krishna
Conscious, International Society for

(ISKCON).

side of Lynchburg, near

The truck came to

by
bright
'Ha

The
Krishna

One
thority

stepped out of the t

off to seek a highe
side

ed, be-jeweled girl

ith h

I list

tli

"I

1 chatt
her extre

nted golden lin

ose made m
hat her moth
can say now,
last prejudic

iy

of her." I can say now, though,
that was the la

ment of the afternoon. What I

learned later went beyond all those
Sunday School classes.

The ISKCON is a worldwide com-
munity of devotees practicing bhakti
yoga, "the eternal science of loving

God. The
Tur the irhite

fence, the peaceful signs of simple
farm life began to appear. Passing
an overflowing greenhouse and well
built barn, the valley opened to dis-

play two rolling hills tumbling down
to a building under construction and
another barn. Newly-built cabins sat
high on their stilts and nestled back
into the hill's grooves.

Nrsi

founded in 1966 bv hi.

A.C. Bhaktivedanta i

pada, a pure devotee

Di
ety

elf. Or
ith Lord Kr
of the sev

)f Krishna
the USA, the Lois ISKCON
established in 1976 as a self-s

cient community centered aro

ihi-devi drives the farm's oxen team.

Kr

,nt to 1

Everything

nd spirirtual d
vhere any per
e and work.

n up for God o

tion to
might

ibiti.

substances. "Communism centered
around God can be an effective way
of living," compared to communism
of the state, says Kala, second in

command at the farm.
"Krishna is the eternal, all-know-

ing, omnipresent, all-powerful and
all-attractive Personality of Godhead.
The Absolute Truth is contained in

all the great scriptures of the world,
but the one the devotees acknow-
ledge as the most notable is the
Bkagavad-gita."

When one wants to join the farm
and Krishna consciousness there are
four basic laws he must obey while
present- no meat-eating, no intoxi-

side of marriage (and for the produc-
tion of children only), and no gam-
bling. "Humility is the key to this
spiritual world. Those who come to
the farm Kala says are either looking
for knowledge, curious, frustrated,
or seeking material ease. Everyone
shares and exchanges the various jobs
of the farm.

On the 200 acres of land plus
a neighboring farm, crops of corn,

and vegetables are
and

etable
inta The

daily to
also ru:

ith

:rops are used to subst
mity and livestock. Tv
ounds of milk are s<

nearby dairy. The farrr

a candle making opera

Id

/hich the inc
supplimented.

The life that is described as sim-
ple and pure on this farm might not
appear so simple to the one-hour-a-
week-worshipper. Up at 3:30 every
morning for a service at 4:00, the
community gathers in the temple
room dressed in the traditional
colorful gowns of India to chant and

s and singing. They
have religi

daily, but i

twice.
The tei

only
is six times
ed to attend

iple itself is a gay room
witn a marble floor, ceiling fans
and pastel murals. Two perhaps
over-decorated chairs, reserved for
spiritual masters, dominates one end
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cow and the bull represent the mother and father and the differencebetween them and man is merely alevel of consciousness. The lovingcare they give their
lavished

is greatly

A recent addition to the farm
is a small school. Run by the
Krishna, its teachings, which are
often challenged by Public Laws
is based on the simple fundamentals'
of education like that of the Amish.™1 education is taught in Ave-

rt,

T
£
e

.

V"iou « customs adopted by
the Krishnas, such as shaved heads
painted faces, and nose gems ap-
pear strange to the outside. They
do, however, lose their oddity when
viewed from the inside. When I
saw the young children of Krishna
roaming the farm, playing together
more peacefully than in any neigh-
borhood I lived in, I began to under-
stand the choice people

of the
behinc

>the
ich

Kirtan, Baladev and Symasunadr eating ice cream. Their Sanskrit
names translate to Glory of God, Spiritual Strength and Black
Cloud respectively. Below, the main buildings, including their
temple, forefront.

le an altar hidden Women are fire and men are butt,
I curtain stands

thi g situation
sound, feelings are hurt also,
s often intentional, designed to
down false egos. Also unique

ishna life-style is the absence of
contact between men and wo-
They do not mingle and only

gn marriage and work do they
ally carry on conversation,
s explained by Kala in a story.

in the old language. One kn
what always hppens when a
knife comes in contact with butt

Peacocks and cow are sd
animals on the farm. Both are
garded with special ca re. Cow
particular hold a sac ed role
are never killed for rneat. T

of that are
used to work the land. They are
highly respected bv every person
on the farm. To the Krishnas, the

Brahama-tirtha, one of the commune s

teachers.

snt" such
ct fro the Ki

of the "establish-
people ex-
Mt

=pta

the

there
every man's rights. They h
found so strong a love fo
God, Krishna, that they hav
everything to him.

The winter months are hard
these Appalachain mountain farm
but they stay and spring alw ys

During the forty-minute drive
away from this close community
I had a time to reflect on how they
seemed to survive without any of
the jealousy experienced in Sewa-

clo

that I had sixty people living
under the absolute and dedicated
love of God. They are happy very
happy. It is the kind of happiness
a mother wishes for her child, a
brother for his sister and a lover for
her friend. Go visit and see for
yourself.
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Zen and the Art of Nuclear Maintenance

by D. Brewster Dobie

It could have been 1969. There

were seas of picket signs and endless waves

of college students with Herbal Essence

hairdos and smelly old Earth shoes, thrust-

ing clenched fists into the air and chanting

things like "Hell no, we won't glow!" An
outsider would have thought that Jimmy
Carter had dropped the big one on Mos-

cow.
But the protest several weeks ago on

Wall Street, like the ones before it in Gold-

en, Colorado, Washington, D.C., and on
and on, marks a steadfast determination

on the part of a growing minority of this

country's youth to see the advance of

nuclear technology stopped altogether.

And, thank God, some of us are finally

coming to realize the folly of it all.

The debate over nuclear power is at

best a confounding and perplexing one,

while one nuclear physicist tells us that

nukes will kill us all before the year 2000,
another nuclear engineer, or somebody,
will explain in quite rational terms why he

gave his kid a breeder reactor for Christ-

mas. We, the laymen, are led to ask, as

we are in everything else these days (with

a spectacularized media and attention-

craving politicians), "Wherein lies the

truth?"
The truth of the matter is that nuclear

plants can and do provide us with a means
of manufacturing electricity, and have

heretofore operated without any major
disasters, and considering the amount of

capital and research invested in them,
should economically be the means on
which we base our energy dependence
for the indefinite future.

The truth of the matter is also that,

notwithstanding broad philosophical

arguments on a par with Heilbroner and
the like, the existing technologies dealing

with nuclear power are insufficient. The
capitalistic slant towards the management
of the nuclear industry is improper, and
federal regulations governing the control
of the plants are inadequate. Quite simply,
we're hurting, and it is imperative that we
stop construction of all nuclear facilities

at once.
Ignoring Walter Cronkite for the mom-

ent and the prime time entertainment
Three Mile Island gave us last spring, proof
of the potential for nuclear disaster lies in

our immediate backyard, in Monteagle
Tennessee, and Huntsville, Alabama. Early
last year, a truck carrying radioactive mat-
erials overturned on Interstate 24, and, as

plans were made to evacuate Monteagle,
the Sewanee Fire Department was notified
and asked to stand by. Fortunately the
radioactive count was low, but the incident
should make us aware of the fact that quite

a large number of trucks carrying radio-
active waste pass through Monteagle
because Barnwell, South Carolina is the
only remaining dump site for such
materials in the United States, and 1-24

is the route many states use to ship the
nuclear waste to Barnwell.

In addition to the truck's misfortune, a

serious nuclear plant mishap occurred at

Brown's Ferry outside Huntsville,

in 1975. The plant's structure actually

caught fire, anf radioactive steam was trap-

ped in the building. For two or three re-

pairs were made to restore the site to work-

ing condition, and, again we can only pray

to the cooling towers and give thanks that

they spared us.

In general, human error is one of the

most frequently cited criticisms of nuclear

power. Error was responsible for turning

the truck over on 1-24, and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission has reported that

it caused Three Mile Island (TMI). Indeed,

the Presidential Commission investigating

TMI has proven that the damage there was
caused because an operator mistakenly

turned off the emergency cooling system.

They also have found that a meltdown was

a real possibility, since the core reached the

dangerously high temperature of 4000 de-

grees Fahrenheit, about one thousand de-

grees short of a China syndrome. But even

if nukes became technologically perfect

and could operate on hteir own, sans hu-

man hands, there remain certain problems

with which we really can not cope, and,

perhaps, never can.

Specifically, every nuclear reactor at

full operation produces about thirty tons

of waste per year. Presently there is only

one nuclear dump in the United States

(thank God for Barnwell though it now
takes only solid wastes), and, though we
are told of existing technologies which can

properly deal with disposal, the Barnwell

plant finds it easy and decent to place the

radioactive waste in barrels and cover them

with dirt.

It has been proven that waste from nu-
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ands of years.

eat through the metal ba
l short period >
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kind ntah

failed. Glass
proven ineffecti

and leaked the
geologists suggest

dioactive for thou-
fact, tests with every

: nuclear waste have
:lay containers have

they have all corroded
Engineers and

pump the plants' ex-

fo

bst

cretion into salt domes deep in the earth.

Scientists say that we can propel this un-
natural creation into outer space and let

someone else deal with it. Practicalities

aside, this kind of thinking, this manner of

justifying, is quite amazing. But, consider

ing practicalities, why in the light of these

supposedly feasible options, do we cont-
tinue to let the stuff rot away in Barnwell,
South Carolina?

One bright point in the nuclear question
is that a nuclear plant can only produce
radioacatve waste for a short while. For
after a matter of years, the plant itself

turns to waste and can produce no more
electricity. A nuke has a lifespan of only
forty years, and then another must be built

to replace it. Once dead, a nuclear plant

cannot be dismantled or tinkered with; it

must sit quietly and do nothing until its

radioactive ardor wears away. The sight of
our landscape freckled with these burned-
out shells will be curious. Certainly our
grade school students shall paint murals on
them, with daisies and butterflies, and of
course, a "Keep America Beautiful" in

big bright letters to top it all.

Three Mile Island provides the proto-

typical example of the lack of safety in it

all, although it was the seventh major nu-

clear accident in this country alone since

nukes began. A partial meltdown occurred
at a Detroit plant in 1966. An evacuation
of close to one and a half million people
was considered. Even so, with respect to

actual injuries, proponents of the nuclear
industry point out that there have been no
deaths on a scale with other industries in-

volved in energy production.

Nuclear executives

claim that all energy
production involves acci-

dents, and it is a fact that

27,000 people have died
in coal mining accidents

since 1900. The mining
of uranium may result in

a similar number. Num-
bers of Indians recruited

to mine uranium in the

western states are dying
of urainium poisoning
due to constant contact
with the substance.

In terms of the cre-

ation of electricity with
the mined uranium, the
potential damage due to

a meltdown is always a

real possibility, and TMI,
perhaps fortunately

,

made us aware of that
fact. But, without regard

to the big accident which
has yet to occur, in terms
of low-level radiation
which all nukes involve,

even the National Sci-
ence Foundation has
stated that the effects are

unknown and need to be
reinvestigated.

TVA 's Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, north of Chattanooga, is one of several that th

Regulatory Commission recently denied a full operating license to.

The industry, as now regulated by the Fed- members within the plants is

eral Government, will not guarantee ade- since
quate safety to Americans for the N.R.C. members within the plants
has been found to be incapapble of assur
ing safety in plants by the President's Cc
mmission on Three Mile Island. Specif
cally, the commission has laid ultimat
blame for TMI on the lack of supervisio
and regulatory control by the N.R.C. As
result, the report from the commission ha
suggested that the N.R.C. be abolished an

found that

iderstaffed

is, in fact.

the TMI control rooms were "

and conceptually weak." Thei
no educational requirement at all for con-
trol room operators.

In the short run, therefore, we have no
assurance that mother government will

come to our rescue and keep the nukes in

The construction of all nuclear plants must halt at once,

and it is up to college students across the nation to rise

and confront the issue.

a new regulatory agency be established. To
point out the seriousness of the commis-
sion's findings in their investigation, the
13 member commission voted six to six

(one abstention) to recommend to the Pre-
sident that all construction of new nuclear
facilities be halted.

Regulations on nukes are so poor that
only fourteen states have N.R.C. approved
emergency plans in case of a disaster. The
N.R.C.'s lack of requirements for staff

line, unless the N.R.C. is drastically revised
and establishes stricter guidelines for the
plants, and unless a means of enforcement
can be created by which corporations such
as Consolidated Edison can be controlled.

Indeed, the idea of the production of
nuclear power resting in the private sector
of the economy shows why maximum safe-
ty cannot be realized which is not to say

see Zen p. 18
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Football Season Ends with Best in 15 Years

by Norman Allen

The 1979 Sewanee football squad re-

ported to school two weeks early to begin
twice daily football drills. Opt
bounded as Horace Moore began h
season as head coach at the University _.
the South. Yogi Anderson and Sam Betz
rounded out the coaching staff that had
jelled the Tiger football organization and
secured a College Athletic Conference Co-

Above, D. J. Reina goes around end for
more yardage below, the team warms up.

:hampionship in 1978.
But this season promised to be better,

lue to the dedication and determination of
second coaches and players. Twenty-eight letter-

men returned this year, including six all-

conference performers. Add to that list

what Coach Moore cited as a truly out-
standing crop of newcomers and prospects
for a winning season appeared bright. Most
people believed this grid squad would reach

heights unexperienced by Sewanee football

in fifteen years.

The Tigers opened their season on Sept-
ember 15 against theirtraditional foe Hamp-
den-Sydney College. On that Saturday at

McGee Field the Sewanee Tigers confirmed
two of Moore's beliefs: first, Sewanee
would again be a tough defensive team,
andsecond, a kicking specialist can make a
difference. The Sewanee defensive unit
held the potent visitors to a single touch-
down and withstood a late rally to preserve
a tense 9 - 7 victory. The winning margin
came on a 24 yard field goal by freshman
kicker Jim Fulcher with 2:18 left to play
in the contest. An interception return by
John Hill had staked Sewanee to an ea-ly
lead, but they were forced to come from
behind late in the game to claim the vic-

tory. It was a trait that would soon char-
acterize this thrilling 1979 team.

A week later the Sewanee Tigers were
forced to come from behind once again.
Trailing Millsaps College 10 - 3 at halftime,
the Tigers roared back in the second half
with seventeen points. The defense yielded
a lot of yardage in the middle of the field

but tightened up near the goal line to stifle

another late rally. Final result: a 20 - 17
victory and the first time since 1964 that
Hampden-Sydney and Millsaps had fallen in

the same year-

.

Tired of letting the defense carry the
load, the Tiger offense finally rose up. D.J.
Reina, Mark Lawrence and Ricky Dale
Harper led a vaunted rushing attack that
rolled over visiting St. Leo College 41 -

for Sewanee's third victory of the 1979
campaign. Harper and Lawrence each tall-

ied two touchdowns and Reina scored once
while totalling 135 yards to lead the Se-
wanee victory. Not wanting to argue with
success, Coach Moore kept his offensive
forces on the ground as Sewanee marched
to a 21-7 victory over Centre College in
their first conference encounter. Again
the Sewanee gridders had to overcome
an early deficit, but a tight defense and
a persistent offense brought the ball con-
trol attack another win.

With four straight victories to open
the season, and a seven game winning
streak dating back to 1978, the Sewanee
Tigers were rolling. And looming right

he Tigers was arch-rival Southl-
and its Homecoming crowd on
13. Sewanee was not to be de-
he Sewanee offense moved the
early in the first quarter and

see Football p. 20

before
wester
Octob.
nied.

ball „
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Sewanee's Right: Backed by Muscle and Players

When an editor and I first talked about doing an article on Sewanee's There have been a lot of comp
undefeated football team, we agreed that a few things needed to be qualified team and the heroes of '99, so wh
first. The very nature of Sewanee football must be defined before justice Principia game I was preoccupied

can be done to the present winning team. Football means something differ- comparisons. Athletic Director \A

ent here at Sewanee, and to understand Sewanee football is to learn a lot a- box, and I immediately recognize

W ,i

ons between our presently undefeated

I arrived at the press box to cover the

th deciding on the accuracy of these

ter Bryant welcomed me to the press

e nature of the school. Sewanee football is a microcosm of the en-

onment at the University of the South.

; lived in University towns all my life in Mississippi, Alabama, North

, and now here, and it did not take long for me to realize that one of

: unique elements of Sewanee is the way we play football. This uni-

First, foootball at Sewanee is an

loud red clothes and sitting with

Nebraska fans do. Football

lifference in perspective that the

glass-encased atmosphere creates. The press box gives the observer a

removed look at all the social milling down on the walkway. However, as it

turned out the press box was as laid-back an atmosphere as I could possibly

have wanted: just seven people who happened to have seats a little higher

tha

lifested in several ways

t talking about putting

ud red clothes like Cle

ryone else. I was not in the

ive a warm handshake from

"How's it going, A
Brya

, I think \

iurprised t

going i

! Al Gooch c

Bryant: "We won't have 1

It didn't take me long t

from a reporter sitting ne

talking to several players,

Sewanee team has the best

heralding the Tigers' enti

honored by a standing o

"Tiger Rag" wailing pie

the kickoff, the Ole Mis

at Sewanee is a social event. As Mr. Paschall commented, "Football at

Sewanee is a cross between a cocktail party and a family gathering." If you

have attended even one game and seen the masses of people milling around

on the track, you too have probably wondered if anyone is really watching

the game. Phrases like "carnival atmosphere" are not uncommon as descrip-

tions of the general feeling in the air. Everyone converges on Saturday in the

name of football. In a way, everyone who attends a Sewanee football game
participates in the game. So there is definitely more presence -more

atmosphere- at Sewanee's football games. But then, here at Sewanee every-

thing is on a smaller, yet grander scale. Playing football with class is a spe-

cialty that Sewanee has long considered natural.

And it is the "football with class" that accounts for the second

uniqueness of Sewanee football, which is the attitude. What other school

you know has a battle cry like "Yea, Sewanee's right"? I have always

considered that phrase to be a remarkable encapsulation of the Sewanee Ex-

perience. When Sewanee plays a team, they have a presumption. Beating

Sewanee in a game means proving that Sewanee is "wrong". When a team

plays Sewanee, it is battling a whole philosophy-a whole way of doing

things-and not just a football team. Really, now, any school that calls itself

THE University of the South has to thrive on presumption. Even in years

when Sewanee has had not-so-good teams, Sewanee was still "right", it's just

that nobody out there in the world believed it. This year, Sewanee is not

only right, we have a very forceful presumption backed by the muscle of the

right players. Sewanee was the perfect place for the legacy of the Major

boys and their father to start£ecause part of Sewanee's presumption depends

upon the fact that this is a place of origins. As the football program said

in the little piece entitled "Sewanee's Football History": "Two reasons for

Sewanee's remarkable first decade in football were (1) being early in the

sport, it attracted top talent, and (2) in those days Sewanee opened about

Easter, ran straight through the summer, and closed for a long winter

vacation at Christmas. Thus the Sewanee teams opened the fall season with

far more practice than their opponents."

It was for these reasons that the famous 1899
were more "right" than any other team in Sewan<

Sewanee has ever been wrong since then; it's just th;

hard time convincing people of our presumption,

chance to see the picture of the 1899 team in the gy

i close as long as we have you, Al."

learn of the wealth of talent on Sewanee's team

to me. Professional scouts have already been

everyone in the press box agreed "this

l years." By this time the announcer was

ranee onto the field, which was appropriately

ivation and accompanied by the old traditional

ingly from the pep band. As the teams prepared

md Vanderbilt game was blaring incessantly from a

transistor radio while a man who went to school with Bryant back in '45

(who now has a son in Gailor Hall) asked Bryant to have a chat with his son

and get him inspired in athletics. Down on the field, the Tigers just did their

thing, methodically chewing up Principia with flawless execution. By the

time of their second scoring drive, which consisted of well-placed passes and

doggedly determined runs, I was well convinced that these guys definitely

knew they were right. They have the look of confidence that reminds me of

the expressions on the faces of the heroes of '99 in the old photograph.

Every now and then "Coach" Bryant swatted flies against the glass of the

press box; he became very irate when certain small boys were throwing ice

from the top of the bleachers: "Don't be sitting up there, we're afraid you'll

fall off." All this time Bryant has been commenting on the progress of each

play, speaking with a first-name familiarity that is only possible at small

schools like Sewanee. From the way he speaks, you know he is committed

personally to Sewanee's presumption. At about this time in the game the Ti-

gers scored a safety against Principia-something the Tigers have been doing a

lot of this season. Safeties are an excellent symbol for Sewanee presump-

tion because they are so humiliating to the opposition. To get two points

and then get the football, too, is definitely the Sewanee way to play

football.
' Shortly before the half Al Gooch came into the press box for what must

have been the tenth time and asked about the score of the Ole Miss-Vandy

game. Bryant finally asked him, "Why are you so interested in that game?"

Gooch replied, "I have two favorite teams: Ole Miss and whoever plays

team came about-they

e history. It's not that

t some seasons we had a

,
you will understand

why I say that those guys definitely look right. They aren't p

and there are only a few of them, but the expressions on

everything. They look like they know how to play football the Sewane.

way, with the brutal integrity of gentlemen rugby players. To win was right

and so they won. But aside from the winning is how the game i

played with the conviction and presumption of Sewanee behind you. Th-

1899 team members were and are symbols for the ideals an

Sewanee. It is largely because of men like them that you can put a bumpe
sticker like "Sewanee is THE University of the South" on your car withoi.

feeling like a fool.

Vanderbilt." The half-time festivities convinced

the uniquesness of the spectacle that is Sewanee football. Where

else could you see the Sewanee midget cheerleaders gyrate to

strains of "Pop Music" on the field while Wellingtons, Dubhners,

and Peones roam unrestricted on the track like cosmo-

..... leasts from ancient or defunct cultures? Amazing and

arre are but mild descriptive terms when you are witnessing a

:us like Sewanee halftime.

After the second half began I noticed Gooch and a

High);

ly b'9. cussing potential

of

wide to the

my complin

pass that re

illy-inclined t

36-yard field

itary hot dog when I

Ited in a touchdown.. I

while the Tigers went

But I nearly choked on

.essed the 42-yard halfback

that was a beautiful play

see Sewanee's Right p. 23

A. Brian Cravens, author of the above essay, is a senior
religion major who knows in his heart just how right Se-
wanee really is.
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Mark Varian played the Fool (left) and was interviewed
(below) after the performance of Twelfth Night.

"Infectious" Company Plays Shakespeare
by John Michael Albert

Above all, you must approach this sort of

thing with a very open mind and body; so, leav-

ing my ill-fitting critical armor at the door, I

joined my fellow groundlings for a three hour
romp I must confess, it is very hard to be crit-

ical of something you love so much; and that love
was as much generated by the performance as it

was smuggled in with my body, mind, and spirit.

I was glad to see that we were not going to be
served a modernized version of the play. After
all, I veritably live in the centuries between 1 250
and 1650. so it tends to wreak irreparable havoc
on my constitution to see the "future" forced
into works of my age with an iron crow.

The first two scenes were disappointing, as
they have been in the past. Thev have dragged
every time I've seenTwelfth Nightand I am be-
ginning to imagine that the flaw is not the cast's

need for warm up or indistinct diction but rather,

m Shakespeare himself. But after that... Lord!
the play is swept along in the most pristine pres-

entation of one of these knotted comedies I've

seen. The most important gauge, though, is how
people who have never read it, never seen it be-
fore, and possibly never even had the pleasure of
wrestling with Shakespearian diction, are enjoy-
ing it. Approaching such a "Venus on the

Waves," I was able to extract nothing but inco-

herent sentences and laughter. The verdict, if

I may cite the words of an esteemed professor:

from out of the depths of darkest Alabama,
traveling through the wilds of Tennessee has

come a company that even the bard would find

infectious.

Afterward, I attended the reception. Now
these affairs, as we all know, have as much a

curse hanging over them as a promise. Thanks
be. got Mu Fur

I want to thank you for the play; I enjoyed it

immensely. Yes; well, I did too. What?
Well, it's just so nice to find an audience which
gets the humor throughout. It's really quite

gratifying. Are you kidding? I mean, everyone

doesn't understand this? No. We get a lot of

audiences who sit through Shakespeare stone-

faced, especially in the Bible Belt. It makes you
nervous; but you have to believe what you're

doing is right and let that carry you through by
itself if there's no other incentive. Actually,

sometimes we get three people laughing and

count ourselves lucky. How many plays do you
do in a tour? Oh, just the one. You see, if we
took several plays on the road, not only would

we have the difficulty of carrying all of the at-

tendant machinery for each play with us, we

would also end up doing one or two of them
most often because they'd be the best known.

It usually ends up with us touring what sells, and

that often narrows down to one of the plays in

our repertoire per year. The Taming of thee

Shrewlast year was immensely popular because

people have heard of \X.Twelfth Nigh rthis year,

less so, but still it has the magic name stuck to it,

so people attend. So, comic plays sell best?

Yes; I would like to do some of the tragedies

on tour; but it isn't very sound. It is very

valuable to an actor to change his roles from time

to time, especially with regard to type. This is

my third clown role; I really don't mind it be-

cause it is an immense opportunity to expand my
skills. Shakespeare's fools get characters with

enormous diversity and a great deal of depth, and

in this play. The Fool also sings and plays an

instrument; but I would also like to do a serious

role with a different kind of depth, like Romeo,
or perhaps Hamlet. In somethinq I've enjoyed

so much, it is difficult to remind myself that

there are brutal realities involved, like money and

salability of a play. Yes; that is one of the reas-

ons we're a southern group. In the South there is

less competition and more money: the National

Endowment, the Alabama State Council, and

Southern Arts. Do you tour most of the year?

Well, no. We have a season in Anniston made up

of about five Shakespeare plays and two or three

others. After seven weeks continual rehearsal...

What!? You get eight plays up in seven weeks?
Yes? but you have to remember, we work eight

hours a day every day. It's what we do for a

living and we're all trained to do it. It really isn't

very hard. Then we present the season, which is

about three months long. You can come down
and on a single weekend get your year's supply

of "cul-chuh." Do you only do Shakespeare 7

No; he is of course, our principal focus because
that is how we're all trained- but we have also

done Tartu ffeA Man For All Seasons , Rosen

crantz and Guidestern Are Dead. How do you
recruit for the company? Well, there are try-

outs; and, of course, there is New York. Most
arts cannot live without New York as a source of

grist for their mills. Everyone goes there for jobs

so there is quite a variety of people from which
to choose. Perhaps a solution to your desire

to do something different or modern would be
for you to rotate members of your company with
other companies. That is based on a misconcep-
tion. We are contracted by the season, you see;

and then the tour is a separate contract. Every
new season, you cannot be sure who will be
coming back or not. New needs have to be fil-

led differently. Drama, then, is not like a sym-
phony orchestra, where excellence is achieved by
stability? No. With new people all the time,
new personalities to work from, new talents chal-

lenging you to do better, the dramatic art is con-
tinually sharpened. That isn't as bad on a person
as it sounds, though. Sometimes you need a

breath of fresh air and an audience needs new
faces. Once for instance, my director went to
Alaska and called me up there for a production
in Anchorage. I did it. You see, in drama you
must keep yourself circulating. It is the only
type of stability drama offers: to keep moving.
To become visible to the greatest number of
people possible. That is how success is spelled
in this business and an actor has to reach for it,

no matter what, especially if he has a family to
support. What are your plans? To keep mov-
ing. To become visible. I enjoy working with
Alabama; but if an offer came from New York,
I wouldn't hesitate to accept it; it's what has to
be done.
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Quarter
Noteby Will Cate

The Purple hierarchy has

requested that I dedicate this

month's column to the formatting

attempt at the student-operated

radio station, WUTS (FM-91). lam
more than happy to do this. Why
didn't the format work? The ans-

wer is more complex than it might

seem.

Background: At the end of the

1979 Easter Term, most of the new
WUTS Executive Staff (approxim-

ately twelve college students and

one seminarian) felt that a fairly

strict musical format was necessary

to make the station sound better,

increase the station's listening aud-

ience, and make the station look as

well-run as possible for its upcom-

ing F.C.C. license renewal. When
word got out, opposition was

strong and vocal, even before the

station went on the air. Afterwards

complaints grew even stronger. The

strength of the opposition became

most apparant when WUTS's Gen-

eral Manager was not served in

Shennanigan's sandwich shop until

he had signed a petition denouncing

the format.

Throughout October there were

scores of "no-shows" on the sched-

ule. Many student disc jockeys

who did report to work refused to

follow the format; there were still

others who gladly accepted it. The

majority, however, fell into the

category of those who "sort of"

followed the format. On the after-

noon of Tuesday, Oct. 23, a notice

was posted in WUTS announcing

that the format was no longer in

use. What went wrong?

Cast of characters; Mark An-

drews, General Manager; Gerry

Masterson, Program Director; other

staff members responsible for or.

the-air musical direction include

Stewart Low and Chris Bellows,

Tim Russell, and myself. Low,

along with Business Manager Eden

Thrower and myself opposed the

format from the beginning of the

semester. Thrower had planned to

arrange a time for bluegrass music

(Bobby Jeffs "Front Porch" show
in '78-'79). The format did not

permit this. He gave his show to

another student Annie Armour
had played "alternative" folk music

on Sunday mornings in the previous

year. The format did not allow her

The unrle 'ing

problem with the formatted i

were effectively not taken in

Masterson distributed a si

to the students of all three !

ersity schools and St. Anc
school concerning programme
preferences, particularly in rr

Butch Finale, now a sophomc
a small Northeastern co

remarked to me in May that
'

must have liked what I wrote

the survey). They had me fil

three more of them." I never asked

nor found out who "they" were,

but Butch had quite conservative,

hit-oriented preferences in music.

The survey itself, sad to say, was
very ambiguous in categorizing

types of music, such as Heavy
Metal being described in parenthe-

ses by such noise makers as Kiss

and Ted Nugent. With such de-

scription. Heavy Metal was the

obvious leader of types of music

Sewanee students did not want to

hear on the radio (Disco was a

The results of the survey,

regardless of its faults, eventually

led to the format. Designed chiefly

by Masterson, wtth some input

from Andrews and even less from
the other Executive Staff members,
the format consisted primarily of

top hits mixed with commercial

album rock. The design of the for-

mat was well thought-out and
executed by Masterson, and could

easily have been successful at a

school with a less diverse student

body, but not Sewanee. Announc-
ers were required to play songs

which categorized music into

groups of top hits, popular oldies,

current oldies, and so on. In Sept-

ember, the "jocks" were not

allowed to play any song not found
in this card file. This rule was
slightly altered in October after

an anonymous sabbotage of the

card file, giving the album-rock an-

nouncers about four personal selec-

tions per hour.

The climax, if there is one in

this the

Radney Foster and Charlie Winqard
the early-morning duo on Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday. Foster

and Wingard wanted a totally self-

styled show with original comedy-
news material lightly lampooning
people and places around Sewanee.

Tensions grew between the duo and

Masterson until they were threat-

ened with the loss of their show if

they did not follow the format.

They went on next time, followed

the format, but made on -the-air

comments about the format and its

design. They were immediately

fired by Masterson, only to have

their shows restored a few days

later by Andrews. This was the

first (and so far only) time a de-
ion by Masterson.

If all of this amounts to how
Sewanee 's small campus radio stat-

ion should not be run, what is the

proper way? I can only offer pure

personal opinion here. The mass-

appeal style of radio is easily (and

more effectively ) covered by Chat-

tanooga's WSKZ (KZ-106), and by
WBGY (Boogie 93). By no means

see Quarter p. IS

Tell Your
Mother

You're Going
to Study

When the spirit moves you— or when your

spirit needs moving —move on up to the

mountains and the Waynesville Country Club Inn.

During the winter season our 53 year-old resort

is a fantastic place to get together for fraternities,

sororities, clubs, or just a group of friends.

We'll wine & dine you or just make sure

there's a nice roaring fire in the fireplace.

Or. you can study— if it comes to that

Our daily rates begin as low as $22 per person,

double occupancy. A typical 2 day-2 night package
— including breakfast and dinner-

is just $99 per person, double occupancy.

Call or write our "Dean of Recreational Activities"

today, and let us help you set up a special package.

Extra Groups ol 75 or more receive FREE "stuOv week" tshirls

Phone (704) 452-2258
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Paper Chase
cont. from p. 3

you in Freshman Calculus or definitely m a Clay-

ton course are tougher to follow than anything

here. It's the volume of material that slays you.

Add a chemistry course to the above and you

have an idea of the quantity of your typical

course. If you're organized and have the

discipline to keep abreast of the material, there is

no problem. Just remember that the Sewanee

maxim-Work Hard, Play Hard-is still very much

in effect. Hell, if it weren't for the beer on a

Tuesday night, this might never have been writ-

Yes, there is a lot of intimidation here. The

profs are not your "friends," no porch lights lit

on Sunday night. If they know your name at the

end of the year, allright. But there is a lot of

humor. My Contracts professor, a particularly

troublesome sort who has been watching too

much "Paper Chase," makes us stand up and re-

cite our last name before answering-involuntar-

ily-in class. He asked the class whether justice

had been done in the first case where one

construction company "renigged" on its promise

to another. "Did anyone get screwed?" About

half the class raised their hands, very hesitantly

I thought; he called on me, and while I was fight-

ing gas bubbles in my throat, this 32 year old pa-

role officer next to me stood up and boldly offer-

ed his theory of justice, which the prof quickly

shredded, silencing the fellow.

"Was Best Construction Co. wronged?" he re-

peated to the hushed crowd. "Well, sir..." he

stammered, "I think basically the problem is that

I'm wrong. .."--so it goes. Daily. But you keep on

your toes, realizing it's all part of the game.

From what I can tell, English is a very good

Pre-Law major. Those in accounting are sweating

blood as our first paper called a "Legal Memoran-

dum' approaches. Writing skill is the primary

talent developed here. I feel that I have a real

head start because of Sewanee.

Work hard, but above all, enjoy yourselves.

Mix the two as much as possible. Therein lies the

cont. from p. 17 Quarter

is there a demand for another radio

station that plays popular, mass-

appeal, and (I will go as far as to

say) overplayed music. Sewanee's

campus radio should aim toward

musical alternatives. WUTS should

try to play music that the Sewanee

where else on his FM dial without

an elaborate antenna system.

Announcers must be carefully

picked so that each day a listener

can hear a perfect balance of soft

and loud sounds. The situation has

been better this year than in the

past, but it could be even better.

Finally, a heavy emphasis must be
placed upon specialized music:

Jaz. Ol' in , Blueora

! form ofand New Wave
rock 'n' roll which seems to be

quickly gaining support and approv-

radio and tell WUTS what you like

or dislike. They have a long way to

90.

cont. from p. 13 Zen and the Art

that safety would be achieved under
ment control. If nuclear plants are to be-

come safe, it is mandatory that the oper-

ation of the plants become totally separat-

ed from the utility companies which sell

the electricity produced at the plants. It

is highly idealistic to expect businessmen
who run utility companies to operate their

manufacturing systems in a scientific way.
In dealing with nuclear power, safety

should take predominance over the balance

sheet, and measures should be taken to let

final decisions rest in the hands of qualified

engineers and not holders of Harvard
MBA's. If the industry becomes integrated

in such a way that engineers and scientists

do not have to report to authorities higher

than themselves in making decisions about
the day to day functions of the plant, then
safety and profit will not have to be inter-

dependent goals.

Not a few problems are associated

with nuclear maintenance. With nuclear

waste, the ever-present possibility of a

China Syndrome, an inept Nuclear Reg-

ulatory Commission, and plants that are

run by profit-seeking utility companies,

how can we expect it to work at all?

Well, if we are people who call a

quarter-filled glass of water "largely

full", then it is possible that the nuclear

industry can overcome these pitfalls:

provided we assume a drastic overhaul

in industry as well as industrial regula-

tion, and if we assume certain technolog-
ical breakthroughs that will manifest a

plan for turning radioactive waste to

silly putty. We might call it cosmic
optimism, but there is the chance that

someday, it could all become reality.

In the final analysis of nuclear energy,

however, attachments to specific argu-

ments, facts, investigations, and tech-

nological jargon do not deliver the telling

blow to the further expansion of our
nuclear system. Because if we look at the

long-run picture in a detached way, and
listen to what some major modern inte-

llectuals (Heilbroner, Orwell, Huxley,
Schumacher) have been trying to explain

to us for some time now, we might agree

with W.B. Yeats that as "Things fall

apart," "Surely some revelation is at

hand." The growth of nuclear technology
may mean entry into a highly voatile age.

For the increase of nuclear power in the
United States implies a liberalized and
expanded worldwide use of both nuclear
plants and nuclear armaments.

Seven countries now have nuclear
ribs. The

t thL< ountry as

electricity can only imply an expansion
to other countries of that technology,
for it cannot be kept a domestic secret.

And once the third world and under-
developed countries discover the means
of producing nuclear energy, weapons
are not far behind. The augmentation
of nuclear technology in all its forms
spells danger to the entire world, and
though you might trust Uganda with a
breeder reactor, I would not.

Intellectuals of this age have also been
telling us that we have been moving to-

wards an unnecessary dependance upon
a corporately or governmentally central-
ized system rather than relying on the

autonomous, and independent unit. With

nuclear plants, mankind thrusts itself

yet further into the age of industrial-

ization and must face the resulting

estrangement and isolation which it has

been confronting on increasing levels

for several centuries now. Electricity

derived from nukes points toward a

subjection of the individual to the gen-

eral "system", for proponents of nuclear

reactors are apt to smile and remark

somewhat proudly that the United

States would be energy sufficient on
two-hundred plants. Thus, in some
instances, over one million people would
be deriving their daily electric needs
from the same source, which adds up to

an intolerable centralization of the means
by which our society is organized. The
growth of governmental and corporate

power in this nation has exceeded all

limits of scale already, and if anything
is needed in this modern age, it is a return

to the days of individual self-sufficiency

and responsibility.

E.F. Schumacher said it all when he
entitled his well-known book SMALL
IS BEAUTIFUL. Gargantuan schemes
in which we plan for the millions will

not save us from our worldly troubles,
and when we expect the U.S. to operate
entirely on nuclear plants, we witness
the move towards what Theodore Ros-
zak calls "technocratic totalitarianism."
It is imperative that we return to smaller,
simpler, more basic lifestyles, and be-
come less dependent on massive energy
sources and huge organizational bodies
for our guidance. Big government, and
big corporations are grossly inefficient
machines. It is time for a less central-
ized state, in which people locate them-
selves in semi-autonomous units, indep-
endent of the technocracy, relying more
on individual means of production. Only
then can we be assured of escaping what
Heilbroner describes as "the dangerous
mentality of industrial civilization it-

self." The excesses of electric tooth-
brushes and yachts pretending to be
automobiles have gone too far. Now is

the time of backyard windmills and
wood burning stoves.

The construction of all nuclear plants
must halt at once and it is up to college
students across the nation to rise and
confront the issue. No longer can stu-
dents exempt themselves from charges
of political apathy with the excuse that
there is nothing to complain about. For
the issue of nuclear plants and their long-
term implications of a nuclear world
may have more at stake than Vietnam

did.

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORALNEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

Phone 967-7602
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happy hour
WED. 4-6

tiger bay
Remember ST. LUKE'S for CHRISTMAS!
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COWAN

Come by and save on your BICYCLE

also LAYAWAYS FOR CHRISTMAS

COME CHECK OUR FALL SPORTING VALUES

Matador Steak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester, Term.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet
including Salad Bar S2.45

now SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

SPECIAL THROUGH NOVEMBER

lOoz. Ribeye, Potato, and Salad Bar $5.80

6oz. Top Sirloin, Potato, and Salad Bar S4.35

NEW HOURS:

Mon. - Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

11:00am- 10:00pm

4:00pm- 11:00pm
11 :00 am -3:00pm

Tel. 967-4535

L EMON

,rV

KUDOSES ••» buy one. at the regular

-pvnce (mcLaat a Second at IHAIUF PRICE!

***** <4 tf* UMMJFAtfJ&nmi

-plants « cclndtes ttfpurmt Kitchen atcnsils « toy*

iltiw&rsity cf {he Swih Stat'PS&rpomt

Opt// /{ONDAy througk J/ITI/fWAy pa/K.^fpm.

FfirElE CUfT WfiAPPTtfG
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Homecoming
Weekend
Remembered
by Richard Hill

My 3000 mile journey to Sewanee for

Homecoming Weekend was non-conse-

quential compared to the odyssey I

embarked upon once there.

Logic escaped me as I sought a reason

to return for a fleeting, stolen moment of

merriment. Motivation: Love and Confus-

ion. The only thought close to rationale I

could muster was (sic) missing a semester

is permissible but missing a party weekend

is punishable. Thus, I became resigned to

my most spontaneous surge of emotional-

ism ever...

My mode of transportation was still un-

decided. Something extremely fast and

frugal would be ideal. Alas, the jet I sur-

veyed was not designed to be hopped like

some Woody Qjthriesque boxcar. So I

bought a ticket.

Stepping off the plane was like skydiv-

ing into a void, leaping through a mind

warp. I was pulling myself out of a pile of

leaves; these were atypically stunning

leaves, the first casualties of a Sewanee au-

tumn. I made it. I had come home.

The next few days are indescribable. A
pot-pourii of parties, a blur of beer and

beauty. It was as if all emotion were liqui-

fied in a high-speed blender and frappe"ed

forever. I do distinctly remember a few

frisbee tosses and a memorable stroll down
Thumping Dick Hollow. In these woods, I

was at home.

Somewhere, not so far away, dancing

continued throughout the early morning

hours, ad infinitum. No sanity, albeit, no

desire for sanity here. They shoot horses

yes, but the partyer's pain is strung out un

mercifully until he dances himself into the

ground.

I had returned home.

cont. fron 14

lee was in

d from that

nsi re st uggle.

Sc uthw estern

threater ed to

Footbal

drove deep into Southwestern tei

The drive stalled and Coach Moor
ed on Jim Fulcher who converts
field goal attempt an
front 3-0. What fc

point was a grueling

With two minutes rem;
untracked its offense

pull out a win. They drove inside the
Tiger five yard line where, on fourth
down, their last gasp effort was smother-
ed by the stingy Sewanee defenders. At
5-0 Sewanee returned to McGee Field
to perform before enthusiastic alumni
and an overflowing Homecoming crowd.

The Washington and Lee Homecoming
affair at McGee Field on October 20 per-
haps typified the Sewanee Tigers of 1979.
Approximately 3500 rabid fans were on
hand to witness the unexpected surprise
of an undefeated football team here for
the first time since 1964. The Tigers

scored first, but W & L tied it up 7-7

early in the second quarter. Shortly be-

fore halftime festivities the defense again

came forward, trapping Washington and
Lee for a safety and a 9-7 Sewanee mar-
gin. In the third quarter the visiting

Generals tallied to move in front 14-9.

If the Tigers wanted it they would have
to prove their mettle by coming from
behind once again.

In the fourth quarter Sewanee 's

powerful rushing attack began to move
once again. The offensive line of Joey
Lamonica, David Grooms, Tom Putnam,
Mike Marchetti, John Saclarides and
tight end Mallory Nimocks dominated
their opponents and opened holes for

the running backs. Three times the
Tigers converted
keep the drive air

over two minutes
Harper bulldozed
bodies and Sewant
tory. The defense
as Greg Worsowicz
down pass play, ;

College football's

team in Tenr

Finally, with just

maining, Ricky Dale
through a mass of
owned a 15-14 vic-

nailed down the win
broke up a fourth

nd the Tigers were
only undefeated

Sewanee moved its record to 7-0,
its best start since the undefeated team of
1963, with a 30-7 shellacking of Principia
on Parent's Weekend. It was a team vic-
tory in which Coach Moore unleashed
a rare weapon from the Tiger
arsenal—the pass. And a halfback pass
at that, as D. J. Reina connected with
Jim Fleming on a 42-yard scoring toss.

The good times could not last forever.
Rose-Hulman finally ended the Sewanee
winning streak at ten games with a 28-9
triumph over the Tigers. The loss jeop-
ardizes Sewanee's chance for a claim to
the Conference title, but the Tiger
accomplishments in 1979 overshadow this
lone setback. The victorious campaign of
1979, with one game remaining to be
played, has made great advances for the
Sewanee football program. A winning
attitude has returned, and one cannot
doubt that such success will only lead to
more work from the outstanding coach-
ing staff and team at the University of
the South. This increased effort and
continued support from all can only
lead to future success for Sewanee foot-
ball fortunes.
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AVTIQUS SHOP
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•SPECIALIZING in SMOKED COUNTRY HAM & BISCUITS,

FRESH TENNESSEE CATFISH CHARCOAL STEAKS.
and a LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING OVER 20 ITEMS!

'PRIVATE DINING ROOM WITH A SEATING CAPACITY OF 100 !

"OUR GIFT SHOP AREA HAS BEEN REMODELED TO OFFER GREATER VARIETY AND CONVENIENCE!
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THE HONOR CODE
The PURPLE is requested to print the Honor Code in

its entirety each semester. Please note the addition on

page 23. THE honor system

hundred years, the
most cherished and

,r Code is an attempt
an adequately define

It subsists in the 1

imong human beings.

System ha;

characterist
irmulate the

c institution

System. Bi

i ideal and a

m. Though
:an be mainta
student entt

During or before the third w eek in May, the Honor Council
nd new members) shall convene for the purpose of electing

rs for the forthcoming yeai The positions involved are

of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, and Secretary. All mem-
lew and old, are eligible to vo te.

Violation.

All violations of the Honor Code
Council. If the Honor Council deter
that a student has violated the Hono
missal from the College or Semina:
through the Dean of that School. Withd:
face of an Honor Council trial will be
sion of guilt.

.re presented to the Honor
two-thirds vote

Code, it recommends dis-

/ to the Vice-ChanceUor
a student in the

reated as '.vould an admis-

-IE HONOR CODE

ed by the student body pertaining to that bear the
"THE CONCEPT OF HONOR: One shall

: buildings

lie, cheat

as: We, the students of The University of the South,

lg in the fullest sense the great value of the tradition

handed down to us from the noble past of our Alma

nds; i therefore be it resolved:

eption of Ho dsFIRST: That any adequal
that an honorable person shall not he or cheat or steal.

SECOND: That membership in the student body carries with

it a peculiar responsibility for the punctilious observance of

those standards of conduct which govern an honorable person

in every walk of life.

THIRD: That since the integrity of the degrees granted by
the University must in large measure depend upon the Honor
Code, all students in every class must regard themselves as

particularly bound by their h

likeu
that

fail t

the

a^raph

FOURTH: Plagiarism is a form of cheating because plagiar-

ists copy or imitate the language and thoughts of others and
pass them off as their original work. Plagiarism is the failure

to observe carefully the following standards of literary honesty.
(a) A direct quotation must always be identified by quotation

marks or by indenting and single-spacing or by reduced type-
size of the quoted material. A footnote or citation must be used

e material.

(A quoted passage n

peculiarly pertinent c

series of paragraphs.)
(b) A paraphrase of the work of another must be acknow-

ledged as such by a note stating the source.
(c) Indebtedness to the specific ideas of others, or the summ-

arizing of several pages, even though expressed in different words,
must be acknowledged bv a note specifying the source.

FIFTH: All students upon entrance to The University of the
South are required to sign the foregoing Honor Code as evidence
of their acceptance of the same as binding upon them. Further-
more, thus acceptance specifically implies their obedience to

following resolutions governing the administration of the
Ho System,

(a) That, rice of good faith, every student write
upon every class paper that is to be graded by a professor the
following pledge:

I hereby certify that I have neither given nor received
unauthorized aid on this paper.—(signature)

(b) That an Honor Council consisting of four seniors, three
juniors, two sophmores, and one freshman from College, and
one member from the Theological School be established, to
which committee all infractions of the Code above set forth
shall be referred for action.

(c) That this Honor Council be empowered to demand
the departure from the University of any person convicted of
a violation of the Honor Code.

II. THE HONOR COUNCIL

The Honor Council is nposed of <eleven students: ten
the College and one from the The. School. The
embers firom the Colle four sen mis ..nd three juniors.

three nd three juni ed at th e end of their
to serve for to be elected

at thi ! beginni rve for one year, two
sophnlores ele< ted at the ei of 1 r to serve for

ear, and . elected at the iH-uinnin g of his fresh-
serve for oni The o iber from the

Theol ogical School is elected the end of his
for two years. All .mbers of tl,e Hon.) r Council are
d by the Prio r to each trial. two members

will b voting capacity as prosecutors
for th leaving nine ' ing members on the council. The
prose. ben : of the Executi
or the freshmai 1 members of th : Council.

de.

Ho

a. College
At a designated time during the freshn

fer students' orientation period; the Chairman i

Council shall present a comprehensive address or
and characteristics of the Code. After this address h
the students will be permitted to ask questions, and shall then be
required to affix their signatures to the Code during the registra-
tion period.

b. Seminary

At a designated time during tl

term, the Theological member of the Ho
a comprehensive address on the meanii
the Code to the incoming junior class and all transfer students.
After this address has been made, and the code read in its entirety,
the members of the Council from the Theological School will
open the floor to questions. Students shall then be required to
affix their signatures to the Code.

• applying to yearly i ng with the faculties.

a. College.
The chairman of the Honor Council will make an address

o the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences at its first regu-
ar meeting of each academic year to explain what the Council
xpects from the faculty with respect to Honor Council proce-

Procedure applying he reading of the Code each

ested to print the Code in its

III. FUNCTIONS AND PROCEDURES PERTAINING TO
THE SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF THE

HONOR CODE

The following methods of procedure have
Honor Council from time to time, and co
Operating Procedure to be followed withe
said article is amended or repealed by the Ho

adopted by the
te the Standard
iception, unless

forty-eight (4 8) hours after the observance has been ob-
If school is not in session, the violation should be re-

to the Dean of the College in the event that no member
Honor Council is available.

egardless of the s elapsed after the offense.
i be considered valid

ir knowledge." -- The Co
who fail to report a violation to" which the

e themselves violated the Code.

cheating that
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on and Testing Proc

iibilities of faculty n

•iL'n.ilu

(1 > The Pledge be ; npanied by the student's

(2) The abbreviation "Pledge" is acceptable on tests

other than final examinations, but it is suggested that the pro-

fessor or instructor make it clear to the class from time to time

that the abbreviation carries the fuU meaning and significance of

the longer pledge. The abbreviated form must also be accom-
panied by the signature of the student.

c. Permission will not be given to students to take final

examinations in places other than the regularily designated place

cont. from p. 15
by players in control of their situation

to a good passing attack, so Sewane
change from the drudgery of grinding

thing is, Sewanee also has excellent n
know they me
Second effort sc

won't stop until someone
As the Tigers made

I h Iways been partial

expertise was a pleasant

tut on the ground. The
ng backs who make you

be i

30-yard In

crash through the running line,

natural trait of Sewanee running backs; they
es them wrong by overpowering them.
of their few mistakes by fumbling on their

Dch listened to the latest Ole Miss-Vandy s

istor radio he was holding up to his ear. I could tell he w;

good day if Ole Miss won, too. As the game wore on, I w;
pressed by the unity of the Tigers. On offense, defense i

they have the look of competence that denotes not only tal

for the

Exceptions:

to the discretion of the professor or instructor

student shall be allowed to take the examination.

(2) In the School of Theology, it is left

i of the professor to designate whether final

r be taken in places other than in the regular classr

tho

Responsibilities of Students
(1) The same paper may n

course without the prior
courses.

of the instruc

ndue(2) There shall be no talking, conversatic

or other disturbances among students during any test or examina-
tion when the professor or instructor is out of the classroom.

(3 ) On the day of a test or examination, no student shall

refer to notes or a textbook upon entering the classroom regard-

less of whether the test is on the blackboard, or in the process of

being distributed. Exception: Open-book quiz.

C. Use of Library

Because equal access to scholorly mal
fairness in any academic community, it h

Honor Code knowingly to:

1 . Fail to check out a book;
2. Remove from the building without proper authoriza-

tion, a non-circulating book such as reference books, periodicals,

or reserved books.

of the

pon njoyn

: this

ore in the trans-

; going to have a

id special teams

- the game. It

n comparing

As

i is the reference poin
the '79 Tigers to the '99 Tigers. The modern Tigers have gotten the 80-yea
itch, and it shows in their faces and through their perfo
Principia ran down the clock in the closing seconds of the game, it was c

vious to me why Sewanee is undefeated-it is because they are as good
they are confident, and because of that they are the chosen ones to contin
the legacy of '99 that is Sewanee football.

E& S Supply Store
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOK MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. -4: 00 P. M.

rS> NATURAL

• cake i rnWin rvnxes • orac*Jt.r&,

• mocha pi^-5 • ooi-oouiccs • r»
#v*hole wheat S^eeK • chips »\[ ^

" Our people make the difference.
"

FRANKLIN COUNTY BANK
Sewanee Branch

Member FDIC ALL BANKING SERVICES

T ern BEST BEER PRICES IN TOWN

University Market
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

"MUNCHIES *keg beer available

*SCHOOL SUPPLIES "KITCHEN ITEMS

'DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.
The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.
If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

j DELICATESSEN ITEMS'

look for RECORD SALE

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan
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taste the adventure of the
ferocious academic struggle
For sokvwal! trv sewanee

out-ward sound

/

Sure, it will hurt. Your mind will
turn to mush. Your body will
deteriorate from lack of sleep.
But when it is all over, you will
look back on it as one of the most
unbelievable times of your life.
We will sharpen your skills for four
months, then put them to the ultimate
test: FINAL EXAMS! A week of intense
academic pressure that will leave
you frazzled emotionally, paranoid,
mentally weak, and literally at
death's door. BUT YOU WILL BE A
BETTER PERSON FOR IT! A person
with fewer problems. A person
who can cope.

If this is what you are looking for,
then OUT -WARD BOUND is looking for you!

YOU CAN "ALSO TURN YOUR BODY INTO A

A. Smoochcooch

Sewanee, TN 37375

DO THINGS YOU DID NOT KNOW
YOU COULD DO!

drink gallons of grain alcohol

stay up for days studying for a
microeconomics test

develop orienteering techniques
as you navigate to your eight
o'clock in the fog

survive on horribly grotesque,
nutritionally void food

waste four years on a degree

and much, much more!!

probably meet one of the infamous
local "yokels" face to face,,,

a mind boggling experience in itself

Harold Hardup, '72 says:
"I can think of no better
way to invest $24,000 that
will do as much for you as
Sewanee Out -ward Bound has
done for me .

"

€>JW -TOMaJfott
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on the just completed decade, the sevent es. Perhaps it was

rary sage Tom Wolfe who instigated such retrospective reflec

the one to coin the 'me' decade and con tribute much to 'ne

Now in January we are beginning to read he various prognost

eighties.

Now we are beginning to read the vario us prognostications

ies, fun but risky business. Not that all this is wrong. Indeed, it

peutic, since if everyone knew how the seventies clicked, then tr

a whole lot less confusion about the future. And about the pres
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s on the Eight-
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t it is difficult to make a comment here in these pages without being

tive. Us monkeys on the IBM Selectric Composer can only come up

;o much original material, which explains why we decided to take this
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i decade that has been labelled everything from apathetic to
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METHODIST CHURCH
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A Semi - Serious Note to the Reader

"Red Tape" is a catch - all phrase connoting the tedious routinazation

which delays business action. "Red Tape," associated with big cities, large

private institutions and government would not be thought to exist in the

sprawling megalopolis of Saint Andrews, Tennessee. However, it was recent-

ly encountered in full force at the Saint Andrews Post Office. Upon our ar-

riving, the kind postmaster, Mrs. Cecil Knott, seeming a little embarassed, in-

formed us that we could photograph the grocery which is the SAME ROOM
as the Post Office, but that we would not be able to photograph the Post Of-

fice itself until the project was approved by the district supervisor. Mrs.

Knott, most anxious to alleviate the problem, phoned the appropriate gen-

tleman in Chattanooga, who promptly granted us authorization to photo-

graph any or all of the Saint Andrews Post Office.

The above paragraph was written by Don Pippen for his regular Purple

column On the Road dated October 3, 1974. And as we have seen in review-

ing some 200 Purples, the timelessness of Pippen's subject was what struck

us almost as hard as the shock when the Sewanee Post Office threw a

mess of "Red Tape" at us last month. In a series of events which should

have been read about in a Joseph Heller novel, the Post Office actually

3 bill for $400 plus for mailing our newsmagazines

f that, our postmaster casually informed us that to
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Dean Expounds on the New Decade
by W. Brown Patterson

No one quite knows what the 1980s will bring. Who could

have predicted the "student revolution" of the late 1960s in 1959?

Or the student apathy of the late 1970s in 1969? Yet attempts

to think ahead are not misdirected. Assessing likely developments

and planning ways to deal with them constitute one way of avoid-

ing mistakes. Such actions may also prepare us to recognize op-

portunities for improvement.

Sewanee undergraduates are likely to continue to come for the

most part from the more affluent segments of society, if for no

other reason than because our fees will be higher than those

charged by public institutions. Th?y will probably score higher

than the general college-age population on scholastic aptitude

tests because, by heredity and upbringing, as well as by cultural

orientation, they will be in a more advantageous position than

many of their contemporaries. These probabilities should not

be a source of complacency. Sewanee, like many other private

colleges, needs to intensify its efforts to broaden the social and

economic composition of the student body, for the benefit of the

college community itself as well as society at large. And Sewanee

will need to state its case as cogently as possible, and to as large

an audience as possible, to get our share of intelligent and aca-

demically talented students.

College students in general will be in somewhat shorter supply

in the 1980s than in the recent past because of a significantly

downward trend in the birthrate. As a result, admission to col-

lege will be easier at most places in the 1980s than it has been in

the 70s. Young men and women who are admitted to Sewanee

will also be admitted, in most cases, to colleges and universities

of comparable standing and attractiveness. Not only will all the

Sewanee constituencies— administration, faculty, students, alumni,

friends, churchmen- have to work hard to attract able students,

we will have to work hard to maintain and develop the kind of

college they will want to attend and will profit from attending.

What will the student in the 1980s need from an undergra-

duate college? Most students will undoubtedly feel a need to

prepare for a satisfying and reasonably remunerative career. At

a time when the economic future for the whole industrialized

world is filled with dangers and uncertainties because of the

energy shortage and a continuing "stagflation," many students

will be hoping to enter secure professions, others to obtain jobs

in well established businesses and institutions. But some of the

traditional professions are becoming overcrowded, especially the

ministry and teaching. Others, such as law, medicine, and govern-

ment service, are in danger of becoming so. It will be more dif-

ficult in the 1980s to get started in many traditional careers

than it has been in the '70s. Student demand for vocational train-

ing are likely to be more strident-at Sewanee and elsewhere-

than they are now.

W. Brown Patterson wrote

the above commentary while

completing studies this spring

at the Newberry Library in

Chicago. He will be the new
Dean of the College this fall.

A college of Sewanee's type would, however, be iH-advised to

respond to such demands by altering its curriculum drastically

in order to offer more career-oriented courses. For one thing

it is difficult to compete in this way with larger and more urban
institutions. But a more important reason is that the world of the

1980s is likely to offer career possibilities of a rapidly evolving

kind, for which specific preparation would almost be impossible

to provide. What Sewanee needs to do is what it has always
tried to do, namely, to provide an education which develops
critical and analytical minds and a variety of skills likely to be
of use in many different vocations. In an increasingly technolo-

gical society we need to develop in our students mathematical
and scientific ways of thinking. In a world in which travel is

easier than ever and business and governmental enterprises are

likely to be international in scope we need to teach them to read

and speak foreign languages. In a world in which communications
are increasingly important we need to train students to think and
write clearly. To understand the world in which we live students

need to be well versed in the social sciences. They need to know
how to solve problems, to use books, to raise critical questions.

Liberal arts colleges like Sewanee are already providing a learn-

ing experience which is relevant to the world of the '80s, and we
ought to try to do better what we already are well equipped to

do. It should also be said that Sewanee aspires to make its stu-

dents more creative, sensitive, and morally concerned human
beings by the way all the arts and sciences are taught here. Edu-

cation of this kind might not be materially rewarding, but it is

something infinitely precious in its own right.

That students will nevertheless need expert vocational gui-

dance is an undeniable fact. Colleges like Sewanee will need

to develop their capacity to provide such guidance by utilizing

trained counsellors and by making internships and other learn-

ing experiences in business, industry, and the professions readily

available. Our own alumni can help us here, both by visiting the

college and by directing students to opportunities in their own
communities and vocational circles. Much of this is already going

on at Sewanee and elsewhere. More of it will be needed in the

'80s.

Students will also feel a need for guidance of a more personal

kind. The college years are usually the time of life in which

young people examine critically the ideas and values they have

received from home, church, and school. A great deal of intellec-

tual, moral, and emotional readjustment takes place in a short

period of time. Society's own expectations of young people are

changing; so are the standards they are expected to live up to.

The '80s will probably be a time in which personal development

is difficult-perhaps as much so as in the traumatic years of the

late '60s. Sewanee will need to bring its significant resources

to bear on the personal problems of its students. The chaplain

and other members of the clergy, the deans, faculty members,

and students themselves will all have an important part to play.

Psychological counselling should be available. Fortunately

Sewanee is a relatively small community and a caring one:

this kind of help is something we are in a favorable position to

offer.

The student of the '80s will need a great deal from its stu-

dents-intellectual daring, the courage and stamina to master

fundamental disciplines, seriousness of purpose, a keen interest

in the world at large, and an openness to the insights of religious

faith. The 1980s will be a time of testing, and a crucible from

which a fresh understanding of ourselves and our world may

emerge.



A/ Let Your Hai

Down
And Cr awl

Edit

To the Ed

This is in response to the last issue's Stu

dents Blinded bv the Mountain" One of the

points missed in the article was the basic dif-

ference between the expectations of Sewanee

men and Sewanee women when it comes to

dating. If it is true that the women who do

not receive dates for Party Weekend force them-

selves to be "walled up in their dormitories

crying in shame," then that's their tough luck

They could party at our house for free, but

that's just not socially acceptable. Neither is

it socially acceptable to import someone from

outside the campus. So why not go down to

Tullahoma? Not socially acceptable. Intimacy

on a Party Weekend date? Maybe a little by

Saturday night, but too much is unacceptable.

The women are bastions of social acceptance,

while the men are flesh-seeking hedonists.

Excuse us, we're carnivores. If the women

here would become a little bit less socially

acceptable (by the standards they now em-

ploy) then the men might just find them a

little bit more acceptable by out frenzied

standards. Let your hair down a little.

Four Year Importer

lette r/^
Put Your

Wallet Up

Each year the Federal government literally

gives away millions of dollars to undergraduates

in the form of grants-gifts, no strings attached

Many Sewanee students now take advantage of

the program that each year can provide from

S226 to $1,800 toward University charges.

Depending on factors such as the number of

family dependents in college, the number of

working parents, and a host of other qualify-

ing criteria many more Sewanee students may
find themselves eligible for this give-away under

the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

program (BEOG). All students who apply for

:ial :ted fill

itandardized form to determine eligibility,

lust because one is not currently on financial

nd does not mean one is not eligible for a

The al Aid Committee of the Stu-

dent Assembly feels that there are some stu-

dents who are not taking advantage of the

program simply because they are unaware of

its existence The money is provided by taxes

that our parents pay, this is one of the few
ways that it can be reclaimed for our use.

ney udent
through the BEOG program
tuition charges of the Un

therredited

ity. Provided

eligibility, this money is available to anyone
on request. To determine if a Basic Grant
might help you and your parents cope with the

high and rising cost of "the Sewanee Experi-

ence'; d<-op by and ask Mrs. Chitty for a BEOG
application. Sincerely yours,

Christ in Farrington

Ben Willis

SA Committee on
Financial Aid

I am in an uncomfortable position. Playing

devil's advocate with any subject is not an easy

role. And trying to take the hard line on an

issue as volatile as that of nuclear energy is a

chore I wouldn't wish on my worst enemy.

But please bear with me for a while

The use of nuclear power is not, in and of

itself something which signals the demise of

the entire human race. In the United States.

we have arguably the most advanced nuclear pro-

gram in the world, and the most stringent health

and safety regulations as well. Despite last

spring's fiasco at Three Mile Island, and the

tremendous hue and cry raised by environmen-

talist and other groups, you may be assured

that both industry and government have taken

a long hard look at themselves and are pre-

paring to move forward once again. The simple

fact is that, given the enormous demands for

energy in this country and our determination

to cast off the yoke of dependence on Arab oil,

we cannot do without nuclear energy. For the

short and middle terms at least, that side of US

energy production is here to stay. And we are

in a much more enviable position than that of

the score of other countries that depend on the

Arabs for a much greater proportion of their

energy needs. For an example of what nuclear

energy can do to further a country's energy

independence, look at Brazil: their ministers

expect to supply around 40% of that country's

energy with nuclear power by the year 2000.

We are lucky in that, over the long haul, we may

have a choice between a gargantuan nuclear

industry and the host of other alternatives

(solar, wind, etc.) which are still far from com-

mercial applications.

mg the safety of nuclear power plants: the ave-

rage contribution to radiation exposure from

such plants is something on the order of 0.001

rem/year, while that from cosmic rays, natural

radionuclides m the earth, the air and our own
bodies is around 0.10 rem/year, and even that

may vary by as much as 50% from place to

place If these figures are Greek to you (and

they are, for the most part, to me), the point

is that, under normal operation, nuclear plants

in terms of the possible number of deaths that

may result from their use indicate that they are

no more harmful than oil or coal burning plants.

As a matter of fact, some of the very same radio-

nuclides emitted by nuclear plants which have

caused such concern (thorium and uranium, to be

exact) are also released during the operation of

coal - fired power plants.

As for the coniennon that accidents can

and do happen, it is a point well taken. I would

predict, however, that the effects of the events

at TMI will lessen the likelihood of future mis-

haps. No industry, even the manufacture of

yogart, can be accident-free, and it seems to me
that if the manufacture of Barbe dolls were

half as misunderstood and mysterious as the

nuclear industry, we would see the establish-

ment of a Barbe Regulatory Commission as

well. The vision of Jane Fonda securing the

abolition of Barbis over the tearful protesta-

tions of the nation's little girls is difficult to

Well, enough of mat. The point I am trying

to make, I suppose, is that the above argument,

a fairly typical one, holds as much sway with me
(and I would imagine with many others as well)

as Bruce Dobie's well-conceived article of the

November issue. The character of the nuclear

Sewanee Purple

into Your Shelter

issue is such that the debate becomes polarized

and there doesn't seem to be much middle

ground to tread upon. An avowed centrist.

it disturbs me greatly to see this happen, I am

suspicious of the posturing of the pro-nuke

folks who are probably more than willing to

make a few concessionary gestures to keep the

crowd quiet, then to go on and conduct busi-

ness as usual. I am also wary of those who seem

to have a rather destructive bent to them in their

protest of technological advancement. Small

may be beautiful, but Cambodia under Pol Pot

was a "backward looking" country, and who

wants to be associated with that sort of extre-

mism? It is not time to go charging into the next

century with the blinders on, neither is it time

to subsist on fruits and berries and expect our

lifestyles to become simpler and more basic.

That, as they say, is simply not the nature of

the species.

Finally, I would like to make a few observa-

tions concerning Mr Dobie's expostulations

of last month. I agree whole-heartedly with his

contention that the current regulation of the

nuclear industry is insufficient, but he didn't

go into enough detail in describing the recom-

mendations of the President's Commission on

Three Mile Island The commission did indeed

recommend abolishing the N.R.C, but they pro-

oosed the establishment of a new regulatory

agency with one man to run the whole she-

bang. As capricious as the N.R.C has been, I

have grave reservations about placing such a

great responsibility on the shoulders of a "Nuke

Czar." The five-man board of the N.R.C is

exactly in keeping with the principles by which

this country was founded, and one need only

take a short look at the most "grossly ineffi-

cient" machine the US government has ever pro-

duced, the Department of Energy, to get a good

indication of what thois proposed new fiefdom

would be like.

Also, I certainly would not trust Uganda

with a breeder reactor either, but there are me-

thods currently in use which provide a good

degree of control over the otherwise unfettered

spread of the bomb Specifically, the supplier

nations of nuclear technology are supporters

and signers of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,

and they support, financially and otherwise,

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

The IAEA is empowered to conduct on-site inves-

tigations into countries ' indigenous nuclear po-

wer industries, and any sales to lesser-developed

countries of nuclear technology and materials,

at least from the US and our major allies (and

the USSR, a strong supporter of non-prolifera-

tion), must be accompanied by an agreement on

the part of the recipient to submit to such in-

spection There are still several snags in this

arrangement which hamper its effectiveness,

but it is undoubtedly a step in the right

direction, and there are ongoing discussions

which can only strengthen this procedure.

Finally (and at long last), I would like to say

that, foolish as it may seem, I am what may

be called a "cosmic optimist," that term which

does not seem to set well with Mr. Dobie's

palate That we proceed with extreme caution

with nuclear power is imperative, and we haven't

done so in the past, but I have every confidence

that we will do so in the future. We just might

have caught ourselves in time.

Keep up the good work!

Arch Roberts

C'78,C'79,ad infinitum. . . .
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People around the Domain

"When I retire, I think Vd like to open a used book shop, " Gessell confides.

Jack Gessell is a long time resident of

Sewaneeand a very active member of the

St. Luke's faculty. As professor of Christ-

ian Ethics, Gessell maintains that the study

of ethics is important for anyone going in-

to the priesthood. From his own experi-

ence of being a parish priest, Gessell knows

many of his students will find themselves

going on and how to think about
In order to insure that the seminary

graduate is well equipped to cope with the

problems of parish life, a great deal of Ges-

sell's work has been in theological educa-

tion. He seeks to develop a curriculum

that will enable a seminarian to integrate

traditional learning with personal experi-

ence to the greatest extent possible. " The-

ology in isolation is a thing of the past,
"

Gessell says.

In addition to study of traditional bibli-

cal ethics, some of his major areas of inter-

est are nuclear energy, the arms race, hu-

man sexuality and the Church. He serves

on the nuclear energy committee of the

Diocese of Tennessee and has participated

in the World Council of Churches Confer-

ence on Faith, Science and the Future.

Gessell has served as editor of the St.

Luke's Journal of Theology since 1976.

Working with an editorial board composed
of seminary and college faculty, Gessell

seeks to maintain the Journal's excellence

in relating biblical and theological thinking

to contemporary problems. The Journal is

published four times a year with a circula-

tion of 2600, but since only one other Epis-

copal theological journal exists, Gessell

credits his as a major contributor to the

field.

Gessell came to Sewanee in 1961. Liv-

ing on Carruthers Road, he enjoys the con-

in a small community where they may be stantly changing view of the valley. Work-
the only person with any expertise in ing outside, building things, listening to

talking about ethical problems. '"As the music and collecting old books are what he

resident expert they need to know what's enjoys on the side.

New Bishop's Common director Doug

Cameron's duties have broadened consider-

ably in his move from head of Special Stud-

ent Programs downstairs, effective January

first. In replacing Chris Paine, Cameron is

responsible for managing the B.C., securing

movies in Thompson Union, innumerable

other bureaucratic tasks in addition to his

weekend avocations of running Outing Club

ventures skiing in the Smokies or canoeing

on the Rio Grande.or teaching kayak classes.

But he is a man of other hats. Cameron is

head of the Sewanee Volunteer Fire Depart-

ment and on several occasions in the last few

years has donned his speaking tophat to de-

liver oratory for the sake of various environ-

mental causes. In the spring of 1978, in con-

junction with the Save Our Cumberland

Mountains (SOCIV1) and the Sewanee Envir-

omental Group, he testified at a state hear-

ing in Jasper, Tenn. against the proposed li-

censing of a strip mine operation near Jump-

off. Environmentalists lost that battle.

Last month, Cameron presented testi-

mony on behalf of the S.E.G. in Columbia,

Tenn. against the Tennessee Valley Authori-

ty's last proposed dam, to be built on the

Duck River. The Army Corp of Engineers

hearing on the public's view of the matter is

especially interesting when several of the

facts are considered. As Cameron out

lined, the dam is actually a net - energy ab-

sorber since it will not produce hydro-elec-

tric power and has a government established

0.8 to 1.0 benefit - to - cost ratio ( only an

inflation generator).

The fate of this boondoggle is still up in

the air, and Cameron will undoubtedly be

abreast to the situation. Alumna Cathy

Potts moves into Cameron's old office, both

ruining her image and assuming some of the

student coordination duties Cameron held.
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An early Iskra team, left, and below.

Director of Admissions, Albert Gooch.

The best exemplification of the timelessness of the past decade is

found on the editorial pages of that first semester some 3600 days

ago. It was also the first spring for women on the Mountain, and the

editors spent as much column space on that subject alone as they did

on other Sewanee concerns. Such non secular concerns of that era

keep cropping up in editorials and headlines through out the decade,

from questions on dress code, SAGA, coeducation, open dorms, and

what is most timely at the present, the effectiveness of the Saturday

study day.

But the editors did have a feeling for, if not a foreshadowing of the

issues which have really been of significance these last few years. The

war in Viet Nam', its spilling over to Cambodia with Nixon's covert

bombing, the Kent State massacre ( as described below on the editor-

ial page of May 7) and the issue to which Sewanee students seem to

have been most attuned to consistently - the environmental crisis; all

were subjects of one of the more responsible, albeit conservative ed-

itorial pages.

In setting the pace for the seventies, this first sem

material, and the power, in the press. But somewher

tween 1970 and mid - decade, the editorial voice beca

quagmire of quietude. Mired hopelessly in mediocrity,

attributed to apathy, others cynicism. But then, cynicis
ic put it, is only the disappointed idealism of a movem
movers, the students of the late 1960s - early 1970s. Maybe this ex-
plains why now, 3600 plus days since the height of student activism,

we are again witnessing the rejuvenance of activism and results to our
pleas.

We have seen in the past week a tragic encounter between students and those
supposed to maintain law and order, that resulted in the loss of four innocent
lives. This was not some massacre in a distant Asian country but right here in
the United States, in a community not unlike ours here at Sewanee. It would
not be just to merely place the blame on the few Guardsmen who fired the shots
into the crowd. We must look to the core of the problem. These are troubled times,
and lines of communication must be kept open to forestall another incident of
this type. Although this is a feeble attempt, this newspaper wishes to draw at-
tention to the problem.

ester had the

e roughly be-

me lost in the

which s ->me

m, as one -.rit-

ent, and o fits

Vice - Chancellor Edward McCrady, below,
and Chancellor Girault Jones, right.
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The Sexed L'p. Doped Up, Hedonist

Heaven of the Boom-Boom 70s
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headline?/
Peace Fellowship Sponsors Moratorium March

"A peaceful demonstration, led by 250 300 people bearing candles and crosses fol-

lowing the Festival of Lessons and Carols service in December .... Three crosses stood

in the Quadrangle in cemetery like rows.
"

Spring Marks Coming of the First Teach • In

Co-education: A Look Back and Into the Future

"Girls are just not being integrated into the student life at schools like Princeton and

Dartmouth and Sewaneei"

Faculty Salary Falling Over Past Few Years

New Lottery System Forecasts Disaster for Many Campus Males

Small Quota for New Women Increases Admissions Standards

Open Dorm Proposal Vetoed by Administrative Committee

Regents Meet, Revise Budget of $6.9 Million

Sewanee Ski Club Promotes Other Hobbies

Dr. Hugh Caldwell is in the process of developing a new outing club and has admini-

stration approval-

Mr. Albert Gooch moves from Director of Alumni Relations to Director of Admissions

as John Ransom becomes new registrar

Is the Coat and Tie Regulation Superfluous? A Valid Question

Are Student Decisions Effective?

Study Days: An Effective Solution

Recreation for Sewanee Co-eds

Solution to Sanitation Problem Appears to be in Landfill

Sewanee Wrestlers win CAC Crown

Time to Evaluate SAGA
Is Student Concern Needed?

Question about Dress Code

Legalization of Marijuana: For and Against

During Earth Week, April 22, the frontpage listed the events of the week's activates

under the banner headline: We Have Met the Enemy and He is Us, over a picture of

the Sewanee landfill.

Nixon Orders Draft Reform

An End to Polarization

New Faculty Include Bordley, Clayton, Knoll, Green and Carlson

Allen Tate Given University Doctorate

University Radio Station Planned

Picture caption. "A small Sewanee co-ed takes a big dip during the ice cream excwsio*



Roll down the window
and let the wind blow

back your hair

Tonight's busted open, these two lanes will take us

anywhere Bruce Springsteen, "Thunder Roa

Sewanee by the 1950s had perfected the Ruse .... a visitor invariably

would draw parallels between the University and Oxford, its British

counterpart in more than just academic rigidity. Sewanee's founders

would smile gloatingly to hear an outsider excitedly gasp --- upon spying

robust, khaki-clad, Weejun-wearing gents against an ivy/stone backdrop —
''Didn't Fitzgerald call this place the Ivy League of the South?"

ning the

authenticity of the Sewanee Man, but

simply exagerrating his importance in the

social strata.

All students did not fit into button-

down ideology, however, and by 1971
angry

;

rebelled

newly-appointed
Vice-Chancellor
Bennett

ung men and women alike

against genteel conformism.

Granted, the Sewanee rebellion for individualism had neither the

the immediacy of the real Thing . ... in the 60s, the epicenter

of the Do Your Own Thing quake was located in larger campuses.

The aftershocks had finally hit the Mountain by 1971 ; conforming to the

Sewanee Man ideal lost much of its former vogue.;

Oxfordian image was exemplified by its dominant fraternity

Therefore, the fraternity became a scapegoat in the revolt against

lity. No longer was the quintessential question which fraternity to

ther, it became whether or not to join any fraternity. A 1971

itted that "frat membership has fallen in recent years from

of the male student body to about 50% today.";

Although 1971 hardly signified th

that many students had alternat

f fraternity life,

f equal valu

e trademark

typical

conformity.

Over the years,

the Purple

itinued to

fled this

novement.

headline?/

Mountain Goat Makes Its Last Run

i Champ Mary Jane Donnalley Becomes New
Dean of Women

James Jefferson Bennett Twelfth V-C
James Jefferson Bennett Twelfth V-C

Regents Meet
Nothing Done

I Off, G-Men Investigate

Mingus Plays Jazz on December 3
Purple Co mputes With IBM Unit
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A decade of decadence? Surely

not, but at least it is a good synonym

for that thrice annual weekend of de-

bauchery that the fraternity system

thrives on, the Fall, Mid Winter and

Spring Party Weekends.

Before women arrived as legiti-

mate residents on campus and not

just a bused in import, these week-

ends were, by most reports. Mean.

A mellowing of spirit has undermin-

ed the participants, so that now just

plain fun can be had by all, be it

playing with soap suds in a fountain

or shooting tequila and eating wormt
at Lake Cheston.

The formal aspect of the weekend
revolves around this or that dance.

One year, the German Club sponsor-

ed the Tains. Usually though, such

hit name attractions as the Soul In-

vaders, The Whole Damn Family,

Brownwood and Maurice Williams

and the Zodiacs just played loud

background for kegs and the omni-
present traditional grain punch.

heciclliner/
Tennessee Authorities Arrest 17 in Marijuana

Drug Raid

KA House Destroyed by Fire

Power, Apathy and Idiocy

Two cliches, student power and student apathy,

have infected the imagination of Sewanee stud-

ents. The terms are slung back and forth among
the student body members with the result that

neither term has retained any meaning except as

as epitaph. The Apathy Committee of the D.A.

breached the pinnacle of absurdity, exemplifying

the fascination people can reach with terms.

Mid Winters: A Smash
D. A. Fails at Petty Things

Radio Station WUTS Switched On
Bennett Installed as New V.C.

Trezevant Dedicated

Picture caption: Dr. Cocke's VW in Gailor

Garth Gathering Protests Escalation in Viet Nam
250 Gather in War Protest

Student Held 7 Hours by Masked Vigilante

Sewanee Housing Problem Arises

KAs Begin Rebuilding

Alvarez Named Budget Coordinator

Mrs. Cushman Becomes New Dean

University Finishes Year with Balanced Budget

New Ideas About Rush
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All - Americans of the Seventies

Kevin Harper, 1973

Mike Lumpkin, 1973

Scott Ferguson, 1976

William Keeler, 1976

Nino Austin, 1977

John Hill, 1979

cross country

football

swimming

swimming

football

football

sports at

ntinued to

provide a much-needed escape

from academia.
"...Sewanee cannot draw

the top athlete", wrote Kyle

Rote, Jr. in a 1970 column.
Despite this fact, both intra-

Is an

have flourished.

Besides top competition
in the IM leagues, 14 CAC
championship cups have
made their home in Juhan's
trophy cabinet this decade.

Although the University
has offered no athletic

scholarships since 1946,
many fine prospects come
here regardless.

In their brief presence
on the Mountain, women
have fielded eight varsity

teams.
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The

Vice Cha
of J.J, Bennett's administration as twelfth

?llor was that the personnel were here to

manage the University financially, through the Develop-
ment and Budge! offices. Yet by 1977, when Robert
Ayres, C'49, below, was lured away from his successful
Texas business and work with Episcopal relief in Hon-
duras and fund raising for Sewanee, the University had
managed to run up a $1.2 million deficit.

The problem with managing Sewanee financially
rests with its size, isolation and the fact that four sepe-
rate bodies under one roof. In other words, the College,
Seminary, Academy and auxiliary services all operate
under the same budget. Hence the inherent trouble
maintaining at least a break even financial slatus.

Since 1977 though, under Ayres' leadership, the Univ-
ersity has run in the black the past two years. Enroll-
ment is at an equilibrium of just under one thousand,
and the endowment is over $23 million. Sewanee
does an excellent job soliciting gifts from donors, and
raises considerably more than most of its comparable

Former Provost Thad Marsh (left) and Vice Preside

for Development, William Whipple

headline!/
Hospital Plans Take Shape, $1 .4 Million

Tiger Record Goes to 11 -1 , Despite First

Loss at Home
D.A. Plagued by Apathy

Tigers Capture CAC Title, 20 • 5 Season

Tigers Hit Rough Road in NCAA
New Dean of Men: Interview with Seiters

Howard Nemerov at Sewanee
University Enrollment Up Again

Million Dollar Program Meets with First

Success

Mr. Ayres took a year's leave without payl

from his job to raise money for world e-\

mergency relief and Sewanee. Since join-

ing the program, ...he has devoted what
an observer described as 25 hours a day

to phoning, writing and personally exhort-
r~~ ing friends and alumni of Sewanee for

-^w' gifts of $10,000 each ...

._i All Saints Chapel Paid For, Will be Con-

r J. secrated Tomorrow
I Regents Approve No - Growth Policy



The specter haunting Si

schismatic close — Technocracy
in the 70s.

Staunch members of the Sewanee majority , those

upholders of Tradition, undoubtedly scoffed at the prospect

of computers and robots being used here,

"Nonsensical frivolities" they probably exclaimed in

1973 when Dr. Clay Ross was wooed from Emory to head
the new Department of Computer Science. While this

appeared to be a step forward for the University, most
die-hard traditionalists viewed the innovation as an attack

on the concept of liberal arts itself.

However, after the Adn
ization , computer facilities

a "changed computer scienci

Instead of diminishing Sewai

inistrations thorough scrutin-

>ere expanded. The reason —
philosophy," stated Dr. Ross,
ee's tradition, computers have

since enhanced many departments' potential, from
science to natural resources. Thus, this tech

addition has improved the status of liberal arts here.

Another instance which demonstrated the utility of
technocracy occurred in the falll of 1976. Operation Fruit

Fly — the recovery of dangerous radiative cesium in Woods
Lab — was performed by Herman, a robot from Oak Ridge.

headliner/
Dr. Leonard New Health Officer

EPA Orders Sewanee to Improve Sewage Plant

Sewanee Young Democrats Host State Convention

Many Area Dogs Die Mysteriously

Jeff McMahon Awarded Rhodes Scholarship

Grass Endangered at Sewanee
SPMA Signs Weisberg

County Cracks Down on Drug Traffic

Buzz Distracts Carrel Users

Sewanee Young Democrats Host State Convention

Radiation Threatens Woods

Robot Rescues Woods Lab

Yale Libel Suit Settled
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Professional Dry Cleaning Service

PHONE 615/59S-5703

Laurel Point-
-RUSTIC COTTAGE ON THE BLUFF SEWANEE-

Fully furnished, kitchen, fireplace, and screen porch

Daily /Weekly Rates

ESSIG— Sherwood Rd.

Sewanee, Tn. 37375

NO PETS OR SMALL CHILDREN

Tel. 598 -0855

happyhour
WED. 4-6
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Remember BESTSELLERS at ST. LUKES
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttftttttt

( HOMEMADE SOUP | ^33,5774 :

I DELICATESSEN ITEMS!

look for RECORD SALE

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

Matador Steak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester. Tenn.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar $2.45

now SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

^v^
lunu* &**& pSl

NEW HOURS:

Mon. - Fri. 1
1 00am - 10:00pm

Sat. 4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Sun. 1 1 :00 am - 3:00pm

— Tel. 967-4535

—

The first day of Fiona Fairrie's ballet classes is

Tuesday, Jan. 28. She will be offering Thea
ter Movement, Adult Ballet and Dance Exer-

cise. Costs are $54 for one class a week, $90
for two classes per week during the 12 week
session.

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION

University Market
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

"MUNCHIES *KEG BEER AVAILABLE

'SCHOOL SUPPLIES "KITCHEN ITEMS

•DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE
located next to Smokehouse Restaurant - U. S. Highway 64

M0NTEAGLE, Tennessee 3/356

JACKIE WAKEFIELD, Owner phone: 924- 2267

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING
. DISTINCTIVEJEWELRY ...

CREATIVE GIFTS

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORALNEEDS

FREE DELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

van. Tenn.

Phone 967-7602



Speaker Nancy Bell, 1977

Women, more than any other
minority grup in the 70s, became
liberated. The Movement sent

Docile Mothers to the extreme

of Demanding Militants ....
mau-mauing the societal

stalwarts by turning to their own
,,. . careers, their sexuality, their
Virginia Selves

Ennett, 1972

The Sewanee coed experienced a similar

Movement After a half decade of suppressed
scorn, the Mountain admitted that women
were not just part of society . . . they had
redefined society. The Purple reported
a corresponding GPA increase as women
a corresponding GPA increase as female
enrollment soared; 18% of the University
in 19 70 as opposed to 42%. women in 1979.

The obvious positions of student pou
fell each in turn . . . editor of the Purple
1973, DA Speaker and Student Trustee
1977.

Trustee Cathy Potts. 1977

Sewanee Purple

I'd like to thank God, because She makes

everything possible.

it

ii

The shattering blow on the ego of the
Sewanee Man was somewhat if not altogehter
negated by the social' advantages of a coed
college. Perhaps inadvertently, the post-60s
liberalism drifing into Sewanee in the 70s
allowed women to become "more equal"
in a short time.

hecidliner/
Sororities Come To Women

Amid much opposition, a small group of
female students have formed a local

sorority, Theta Kappa Phi.

Cheston To Retire

"I'm a forester in every sense," after 35
years.

SEG Thwarts Strip Mining Proposal

Vincent Bugliosi On Campus

Personnel Shake-Uos Continue
Five women were dismissed.

Cassidy Pressed To Resign

Provost Marsh Resigns Post

Students Seek Answers At Sit-In

Concerned activists were told the Admin-
!^J "*

istrative side of the personnel shake-up
story.
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We H AVE Come A Long Way,

reflection

nd rather

are here,

we came

by Ruth Cardinal

We reflect on the nas' often as an attempt to

discern how we goi to where we are; and it always

seems that the end of a decade is an appropriate

time for such reflection. ( Something about the

roundness of the number ten perhaps? ). So as

we pass into this new decade of the eighties, the

women of Sewanee are naturally drawn to reflect

on their brief heritage of ten years as Sewanee's

first coeds. The speci;

stems from the school

tardy acceptance

have been and always will be. Whei

from, where we are going and who we have

become are thp m-— "eries we hope to uncover

in a reflection such as the one that follows.

The decision to accept women as students

came back in the dark ages of 1968, as a result

of declining enrollment. Considering the di-

lemma, the trustees realized that Sewanee could

not survive financilly and academically without

an added attraction to the admissions program;

that attraction turned out to be the admittance

of women. So it was with this attitude of being

needed more so than wanted that women arrived

on the Mountain with their skirts

With women ready to learn in 1970

questionable if the University was ready t

them. It seems that although the Univen

slow to make the deci

administrators were fast to get them and their

tuition. Planning and providing for

women simply evolved o^sr time out of a need

rather than a properly piepared plan.

According to Dean of Women Mary Sue Cush-

man, simple obstacles such as bathroom facilities

were what faced women in their first years here,

not to mention inadequate physical education

classes, workable dorm situations and conflict-

ing dress codes. Of course, what should one ex-

pect when invading a hundred year old male in-

stitution?

The male students did not protest long, if at

all, the arrival of the 'weaker' sex; who would in

their right mind?
opinionated young gentlemen who e>

their feelings openly. These charming

gentlemen welcomed the ladies with o

verbal abuse and rudely slammed doo

lemmas for policy making. As a I

men also seemed to raise the acad<

of Sewanee's students because of

fac ugh, it did i

used many di-

n pet it ,K-ln

3 of the increased

created by their

is to see that all of

such generally ac-

d English. Instead

briar scratches

though.) Arr

and informa

the types of

enrollment. It was also curi

the women did not escape

cepted female majors as art

they invaded the strong male dominated areas of

math, the sciences and forestry. Dr. Charles

Baird, head of the Forestry department, said that

it was an excellent time for women in his depart-

ment, due to the increased hiring opportunities

of that field. Baird saw many ladies finish side by

side with the men in that male dominated profes-

: I h

iciety I

i lovely

i you ho

school, sweetheart?you go

"My, do they let girls in there?"

"Yes maam, they have for ten years i

"Well you sure are a pretty girl for Si

iut isn't it cold up there, especially f>

but I have a good do

one of the first

as evidenced by

the coeds enter-

)ns and became
life style. Ac-

lly found i

differently

xpressed

g southern

n realized their position as the

only eligible females on the Mountain and thus

soon began to be the ones slamming the doors.

What kind of women would come to an iso-

lated mountain, steeped in tradition, trying to

break the barrier of male eliteness? Were they

dog - faced ladies looking for husbands, or were

they early women's libbers determined to destroy

the traditional structure of Sewanee, perhaps

a pseudo - intellectual seeking refuge in a strong

academic society? Although one might expect

those types, the University realized differently, as

academic standings increased along with the gen-

eral happiness of the students.

The women were a relief and turned out to

actually be good, strong, smart girls. They were

seeking an education not found at large state un-

iversities, they were seeking a social life unheard
of at private women's colleges and they were
seeking a community life not existing at a city

coed college. In other words, they were seeking

the same thing everyone wants when they choose
Sewanee, its individual uniqueness.

The gowning of

challenged traditions of the r

their successful academic end

Slowly, semester by seme;

ed the various student organ

vital contributors to the Si

cording to Cushman, one
running for offices such as secretary of this or

that in the early days. Today women have held

every position available. In ten years, there have

So it was with this attitude of be-

ing NEEDED more so thanWANTED

that women arrived on the Moun-

tain with their skirts and sweaters.

been two female trustees, presidents of the Or-

der of the Gownsmen, the Student Assembly, as

well as the Honor Council. There have been four

female editors of the Purple, several Cap and

Gown editors and presidents of

women organized four local sororities , the first

in 1977. Two ribbon societies and a

ter Dorm Council also are outlets for

Last year, the women stepped up

with the acquisition of their c

Women's sports are now represented by field

hockey, volleyball, basketball, synchronized

"I see. Aren't you cute what is your

"Natural resources."

"What oh, oh.... I see, are you going to

; a park ranger?"

ittering laugh)

"No maam, I thought I'd join the Peace

Drps or go to graduate school."

"Well isn't that a lot of schooling for a little

rl! But tell me, sweetie, they say you have

. do you ever make it to T-townto study

for partie:

d maam, but

forestry cal

"Well that's in

fraternity parti

! have saunas and pig r

and go hiking , clin

ting indeed don't you go

ansferring to Alabama next year,

The conversation then ends and they walk

away shaking their heads — evidently confused.

3ut I don't blame them. For who do
clubs. The

stand the Sewanee coecj? She dresses

full

ing program.

According to Cushrr an, much more needs tc

be done for the women and their programs. She

along with others, con inue to work for the fe

male student. Emphas s has been placed on th

need for hiring more v\ omen professors and im

proving sports offer ngs.

The annual Women s Conference presents

host of various female speakers. This year th

theme of reflection will De

Sewanee female graduates

So, that's our story about who we are. Is

there a stereotype Sewanee female? Is she a

prep or jock or woodsy? No single description

fits, as the Sewanee woman is of a special breed.

Looking at myself, I realize how atypical she

really is. I am now waiting for my debut in

Montgomery and I find

these long white gloves

HI the

(They do hide my

to class, only to change in the afternoon to go

hiking. She usually shuns makeup, only to knock

them out at a dress-up party. She covers the

campus jogging but is known to pig out at

1 1 :30 on popcorn.

We are a bundle of contradictions and

paradoxes hustling to school. There is no

Moreover, these women of Sewanee like each

other regardless if one dresses from Talbots or

L. Bean. They share a very trying and common
bond, being a woman at Sewanee.

Perhaps some day the boys will recognize our

individuality and ask us for dates instead of just

expecting us to be there. Some day, maybe, the

girls who leave Sewanee for the lack of a social

They might leave because the boys import, but I

will just put on my boots and go hiking and say,

"Who needs them anyway?"

Editor's Last Word: Admittedly Ms. Cardinal is

biased on the subject, but calling us "boys" just

will not stand in this magazine.



George Brosie, ecotactician extraordinaire of SOCW1

ty of the South has always been so immersed in

logical ignorance here seems impossible. Even
nain, the 70s helped instill in many what Aldo
an "environmental consciousness". Such a

that of pleasant coexistence with nature, has
blossomed in Sewanee like so many bluebells in spring.

Practicing ecotactics — what John G. Mitchell calls "the
science of arranging and maneuvering all available forces in
action against enemies of the earth" — became crucial in the
70s. Lucrative Cumberland coal beds lured stripminingen masse.
The Sewanee Environmental Group (SEG) and Save Our
Cumberland Mountains (SOCM), two organizations with strong

mbership, have each acted as a neophyte Sierra Club
tactics.

iioring nearby streams, talhing to landou
and organizing public meetings. SEG .

The Enemy gathers its loathsome forces in preparation for strip mining
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The Monthly Newsmagazine Anyone interested in typing or working for

i the Purple this semester, please contact the
editor.

Univ. Supply Store

1

COWAIM

Come by and save on your BICYCLE

CHECK ALL OF WESTERN AUTO'S

NEW YEAR VALUES!

J
UDy's HAiRsryuNOr
CUTS and STYLING for MEN and WOMEN

*Permanents * Coloring 'Tints * Hair removal

Manicure by appointment

Specializing in

LAMAR NATURAL WOMAN COSMETICS

relocated from St. Andrews
Phone: 598-0483 to the trailor at Midway

COWAN CAFE
PLA TE LUNCHES HOMECOOK MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME ,5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

' Family services'

'C*.tS for **£*. o>**4 warned.

OPEN 4 DAYS A UEEK

'/A* Rcienrev* an. J&At 0'to**tUbl
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[ «»i» wom«»*i<
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Waiting for the right wave-

length to surmise the seventies

is like the search for the elu-

sive Brown Buffalo of Dr.

Hunter Thompson. No one
can know the weirdness invol-

ved in that search, nor of con-

sidering a whole decade for

too long.

Yet our search for quietude,

as children of the uptight sev-

enties, has led to our sitting by
a fire in mid January, jogging

on a fire lane, taking a sauna,

many cold beers, reading T.

Wolfe, H. Thompson, even

Thoreau. We yearn for a cer-

tain order, yet at the same
time we are too engulfed to

objectively see where we are.

Last year was no exception.

We co-existed with Sewanee,
the fog, the dogs, the frisbees.

Nothing threw us off our path
and yet our pursuit continues.

u SORORITIES
VIE IN 2ND
SEMESTER

RUSH
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Tell Your
Mother

You're Going
to Study

When the spirit moves you —or when your

spirit needs moving— move on up to the

mountains and the Waynesville Country Club Inn.

During the winter season our 53 year-old resort

is a fantastic place to get together for fraternities.

sororities, clubs, or just a group of friends.

We'll wine & dine you or just make sure

there's a nice roaring fire in the fireplace

Or. you can study — if it comes to that.

Our daily rates begin as low as $22 per person,

double occupancy. A typical 2 day-2 night package
— including breakfast and dinner-

is just $99 per person, double occupancy.

Call or write our "Dean of Recreational Activities"

today, and let us help you set up a special package.

Extra Groups of FREE 'studyweek"

B&6 Supply Store
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

College
Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.

• Program approved by American Bar Association.

• Day or Evening classes available.

• Employment assistance.

A Representative from The National Center for Paralegal

Training's Lawyer's Assistanl Program will be on campus on

Thursday, Jan. 31, from 1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. at the Place-

ment Office to meet interested students. For more information

contact the Placement Office or The National Center for

Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE, Suite 430,

Atlanta, Georgia 30326. (404) 266-1060.

Please send r

assistant.

Name

Address

City

Phone

College

information about ;

/Jtf<*W,
11

.•#; .^' „
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I DSPRINGOAV DSUMMERDAY DFALLDAY™ Feb 11 -May 9 June 12 - Sept. 9 Sept 18 - Dec. 16

DSPRINGEVE FALL EVE

March 18 - Sept 20 Oct 21 - May 9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR" PARALEGAL TRAINING
Kj 3376 Peachtree Rd., NE™ Atlanta, Ga. 30326
^L 404/266-1060
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we lo°k forward to covering the 80s.This past Me decadence must rise above selfishness, soaring to new heights
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Out & About
urse of journalistic events, it becomes inevitable fo

publication, its creators owe the public an explan

lof s

Very simply, the previous Purple was not worth the effort. The amount

of man-hours input did not produce a newspaper that was much better

than mediocre; if converted to a costs-benefits graph, the Purple plight

/would have made the coldest economist weep.

I was there::::: those insufferable, predawn hours of grim humor and

frenzied work to crank out a newspaper that was not a newspaper at all.

The essence of newspaper necessitates that a publication possess impact

and timeliness. As a weak weekly, the old Purple could not claim to be

a newspaper under even the most exaggerated auspices.

The Big Paradox of news in Sewanee had us screaming for change

even the best efforts at hard news, meshing the sweat of editor and flunky

alike with the printer's ink, was diminished by word-of-mouth commun-

This person-to-person communication defines Sewanee; tight-knit, but
lacking the proper awareness. Admittedly, the Purple has rarely been a

major source of enlightenment.

SCUIfinCE PURPIE
voicn no- v

Editor *. H2S
"X.-C .Andy Kegley

J Cover: "The Movie-Goer" by Walter Givhan and Bill Willcox

content/
We Think 3

Happenings 4
People Around the Domain 6
Cinema at Sewanee 8-11
An Open Letter to the College Community 12
Quarter Note 13
Lady Tigers 14
Life with Jumana 1 7
EMTs Serve the Community 18
On Death and Dying 24

So, punting the infuriating greyness of the pseudo-newspaper , the

Purple has jammed down into four-wheel drive :::::;spinning wheels,

wrenching ourselves from the mucky marsh of mediocrity Birth

of a Newsmagazine from rough radical Rag to slick radical Mag.

So here we go for another semester . . . still spinning wheels slightly,

but definitely on steadier ground. Besides the decreased Purple-litter

around campus, the slick format of the new Purple is more challenging

and more satisfying to work with. As Managing Editor, I intend to never

let the newsmagazine slide into the quagmire again. Two observably

improving areas will keep our product exciting th

graphic design and hard news coverage.

Publications everywhere are beginning to rea

importance of providing their readers with visual

well-written article still requires an equally clever headl

reader. To an even greater degree, well-designed graph

grab potential.

A good newsmagazine article should be subjective enough to be in th

realm of persuasive communication ; but how an article looks can be as

influential as what it says. Indeed, publications must develop their visual

appeal in order to stop the regi

gain their worldly consciousnes

rable

The most
to grab the

enhance that

>§^ Richard Hill to explode withManaging Editor..

Editorial Board Walter Givhan, Lindsay Coates,

D. Bruce Dobie

News Mildred Inge

People Lauren Farrington

Photography Margo Johnson

Advertising Shannon Jones

Circulation Mark Clarke

Business Jan Kibler, Kay Geitgey

Production Assistant Chenault McGahee

ubjectivity that ha

arry over to news;

nust 'get Into it' t<

i TV, because of easy access and visual

I its role in competing with TV, the Purple will seem
i\ impact this semester peruse the Chronicle,

ard news story will stage a revival in Sewanee. The
been noticeably injected into Purple features will

instead of the traditionally aloof stance, the writer

ched. tigativ Obje

tivity as a goal for newspapers is unobtainable; for a newsmagazine, that

goal is undesirable. The readers of the Purple will not be hampered by

this subjectivism. Rather, they will judge and assimilate these 'slanted'

articles more stringently, realizing that they are being subject to per-

suasive communication. This quality of selective assimilation is as

important when reading the Post as it is reading Plato Or the Purple.

Is Academic Excellence a Tradition?
Ramona Doyle

T.ad.nnn s a central if somewha ove.e>e.-

s.'d wo.o here at Sewanee but it is somethmg

e all become acquainted with in our years

re. While much discussi an and d bate may
nter on anachronistic so ial tradit ons there

another aspect to Sewan e traditio n, its aca-

mic tradition, which is often overlooked.

recent movement in the U nited States towards

ucational reform reflects he growi ig concernedi

over the decline of the liberal arts education

Questions of academic competence and social

responsibility have been raised. It is difficult

to separate the academic per se from the social/

moral orientation of a liberal arts college like

Sewanee in light of the College's stated purpose

ol i-aining students in "personal initiative,

aesthetic perception, social consciousness and

in intellectual curiousity and integrity " That

ts certainly no small undertaking in a time when

many universities have abandoned such aspira-

tions and have become instruments for securing

a specific job or career, technical training centers,

without regard for developing anything in its

students but a "marketable skill." As we ap-

proach the 1980's it is perhaps important for

Sewanee as an academic institution to re-eva-

luate its stated goals, current practices and any

disparity between the two.

It is difficult to dispute the fact that Sewanee

is a school with a tremendous history,and looking

back on that history we should recognize ihai

the real value of that knowledge is in what ii

moves us to accomplish, now and in the future.

That old image of Sewanee as a repository for

the hopes and dreams of the Old South no longer

serves us and is an image more appropriate for

a decaying southern "Tara" or a faded confe-

derate portrait than for a university of students

approaching the 1980's. But there are some

interesting and vital aspects of our academic

tradition which go unnoticed, forgotten and lost

in the shuffle to remove ourselves from the cob-

webs of the past. Between the years 1892 and

1909 Sewanee supported a thriving medical

school Six-hundred and sixty-one doctors gra-

duated from this school and several distinguished

themselves in their field- one became personal

physician to President Woodrow Wilson. Se-

wanee u'so operated a law department from 1 893

see Tradition, p. 3
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Budgetary dilemmas are the order of the day and deserve

the priority which they have been accorded. However, these

problems should be dealt with so as to afford growth as well

as financial stability. One area of growth which has never received

the attention which it is due is the audiovisual means of artistic

expression through the reproduction of photographic images to

create the illusion of motion on a screen ; that is, F I LM.

Wake up, Sewanee. This is the Twentieth Century. Film is

THE art form of the Twentieth Century, one which is still in

its infancy. It is not a fashionable trend or a fad which will dis-

appear with a few generations of decadent, indulgent, narcissistic

youth as some cloistered academicians would have us believe;

it is a serious, involved means of expression which will survive its

critics and endure as an art form.

This is not to say that society will reach the extremes of totally

visual communication as depicted in the Francois Truffaut film

of Ray Bradbury's FAHRENHtIT 451. However, film will take

its place among the vanguard of art forms if it has not already

achieved that stature.

For Sewanee, an institution devoted to the liberal arts , it

would be educational suicide to continue to relegate film to the

mere position of an extracurricular activity or a source of enter-

tainment. Many members of the student body and faculty have

had the far-sightedness to realize the future implications of film

as a means of communication and expression. In spite of its mon-

etary problems, Sewanee must concede to the vision of active

ndividuals like Scott Bates who realize that the future is pregnant
n the present. The growth of the film community at Sewanee

pite of the reluctance of the administration to support it should
be an indication of that future.

Film will be an important part of that future, and unless

Sewanee supports its film community financially and spiritually,

it will find itself left in the cold, dark recesses of the past.

W.D.G.

The Unive/itu//
Role in the

Community
Indeed , the role is ambiguous, though it need not be. A

dearth of reciprocity exists here at Sewanee, which like any col-

lege community, exhibits both elitism amongst the college per-

sonnel and students, and isolationism by the inhabitants.

Sewanee probably makes as much effort at alleviating this

problem as any other similarly situated community, through

services such as the Volunteer Fire Department, Emergency

Medical Technicians, cultural offerings and the like, but still

gross inequalities and biases exist. This difference between what

could be offered and what is given of us to the community will

be explored in the next issue of the Purple.

G.A.K. Jr.

Tradition—
to 1909 and administered forty seven Bachelor

of Law degrees. A Woman's co lege was char-

tered in 1912 but unfortunately never opened.

A bent for academic excellence was reflected

in Sewanee's rigorous requireme its and its fer-

vent desire to expand its horizons as an academic

institution. Sewanee seemed to be a college in

constant pursuit of excellence and a college

conscious of a duty to serve it students as a

foiward-looking, energetic, progressive place of

How
academic

elt ha kept up tha radii I of

ellenc

especii

s a very interesting

p in a time when the decline

of the liberal arts education and its failure to

respond to the needs and problems of contem-

porary society has become quite a lively issue.

A recent article in Atlantic magazine brings to

light many of the current concerns. Colleges

under fire are those which have "dropped manda-
tory courses in essay writing and foreign lan-

guages and added fashionable or technically

oriented courses." The article cites the giving

of extensions and grade inflation as "national

epidemics." It is obvious that Sewanee has done
very well in holding itself above the milieu of

contemporary liberal arts colleges. There are

few students here today who would challenge

the statement that Sewanee has maintained high ^
academic standards. Our goats and accomplish-

(ess

ments in academics seem sound and fairly consis- achie
tent. Yet Sewanee faces another challenge, an

ideological challenge. Is the purpose of a Se-

wanee education to teach us a technique of

thinking or to give some substance, some value to

our thoughts? The dilemma of more direction-

less colleges seems to be whether or not to re-

main apolitical, amoral schools of technique or

to risk an explicit statement of values that

might, as a recent article in Harper's states,

"smack of Oral Roberts University." Sewanee

has chosen for itself a liberal education method

which goes beyond the "how-to" dimension of

learning and has therefore committed itself to

involvement with social and cultural issues. The

burden of "taking a stand" falls on the college

in the form of a challenge and on the faculty

who want to avoid the image of moral legisla-

tors. Can Sewanee hope to help its students

develop their values and if so, to what extent

should it try? A firm, enlightened, progressive

commitment and achievement may go deeper

in some aspects than in others, but the commit-

ment is there. the liber;

s a commitment which implies affirmative

in faculty hiring practices and student

ng for example but it goes deeper than

t is a day to day proposition. If we pro-

Tradition is no place to bury dedication to

social consciousness and liberal education. If

anything it should represent, at least at Sewanee,

a challenge to consistency, integrity and an en-

lightened pursuit of a liberal (in the root sense)

education Traditions of excellence seem to sub-

stain themselves, those which are lifeless, useless

and suffocating should be allowed to die a

natural death. What we must focus on with this

perspective is the present and the future of a

university approaching the 1980's. Sewanee

is unique but we must not hang on to an elitism

which defeats our own purpose. Sewanee is a

college of Arts and Sciences and within that

framework we should always be aware not only

of our methods, but of our motives as well.

We must stay in touch with the past only to the

extent that it gives us new vision and insight into

the present and the future. We must pursue

excellence in academics and social conscious-

ness, a hand in hand proposition for any col-

lege which claims to offer us knowledge of

I arts.



Capital Funds Goal: $25 M i II ion

Later this year, the University will

begin a $25 million capital funds drive.

The decision to recommend to the Board

of Regents that the University go ahead

with the two-year campaign was based on

the final report of a feasibility study con-

ducted by the Community Services

Bureau of Dallas, Texas.

According to Vice-President for

Development William Whipple, the study,

which was completed in December, 1979,
after three months of work, revealed that

there were "enough people willing to

work on the campaign" and "enough
prospects who we think will give to the

campaign."
The beginning of the campaign is

pending approval of the plan by the

Board of Regents, which is meeting at

the end of February. If the Regents
approve it, it will be sent to the Trustees

for a vote at their April meeting. After

approval, said Whipple, the campaign
would begin.

The feasibility study included inter-

views with 95 people in the 12 states

whose dioceses own the University.

Among the people interviewed were
regents and trustees, former regents and
trustees, alumni, parents, and "friends"

(meaning, for the most part. Episcopalians

who have no association with Sewanee).
They were asked such questions as "Do
you think the University of the South
deserves support?", What do you think
of Sewanee 's academic program?", "If

we conducted a funds drive, would you
contribute?", "What do you think would
be a reasonable goal for the campaign?"

The campaign will largely be con-
ducted by people in the 12 states, although
it will not be run in conjunction with the
Episcopal Church. It will also involve a

".
. . the first thing you do in

any campaign is to go to the

inner family .... to commit

themselves. Then you work

outward.
"

William Whipple

great deal of work and travel by Univ<

sity officials, like Whipple and Vi<

Chancellor Robert Ayres.

According to Whipple, ho
first thing you do in any campaign is to

go to the inner family—regents, trustees,

administration, faculty, and staff—to com-
mit themselves. Then you work outward."
He said that the University would also

like to include students in the campaign;
"It would have a wonderful impact on
prospective donors if the students are

involved in it."

The importance of involvement by
these groups closely associated with the
University, Whipple continued, is to gain

a large percentage of people participating.

The "big money" would come from
outside the University.

Whipple explained that, in major
funds campaigns such as this one, the
institution seeking funds works from a

gift table. The one drawn up by the
Community Services Bureau indicates

that, for Sewanee to collect $25 million,

it must obtain one gift of $5 million, two
of $3 million, four of $1 million, six of
$500,000, and so on down the list.

Whipple added that pledges for the funds
drive would be made over a 3-5 year
period.

E mer a I d - H o d gso n Improves
Jon /Self

Saga Steak Ou t

Rebecca Lau

Wednesday, January 30, Saga Food
Services will begin their campaign to

upgrade the menus at Gailor. In order

to accomplish this feat, they have reduced
"steak night" to once every two weeks
instead of scheduling it once every week.

During the week that steak has been
removed from the menu, Gailor will

serve its more expensive main courses
such as chicken, roast beef, tacos, or
beef stroganoff. According to Saga, the
quality of all other food items will remain
the same.

Still, during the off weeks - that is,

the week when steak is served - Gailor
will continue to turn out its customary
delicacies: fritos/chili pie, hot dog casserole
and other goodies.

Whether or not the idea will work is

uncertain. Nevertheless, students voted
overwhelmingly 5 to 1 in favor of the
plan. It will be given a two month trial

period to test their taste buds.

The Jesse Dupont Charitable and
Educational Fund donated $50,000 to

the Emerald Hodgson Hospital for in-

digent patient care. This donation will

benefit those at or below the poverty level

who are unable to meet the require-

ments which would qualify them for

Medicaid. There are many who fall into

this category in the Cumberland Plateau
Region.

Last year the Dupont Foundation
granted a large sum for the purchase
of new equipment According to Paul
Hagan, the new administrator of
Emerald Hodgson, this grant was used to

upgrade X-Ray procedures and the lab-

oratory. Now, in this lab, not only can
more tests be run, but specimens can
be processed at the hospital rather than
sent off to another lab.

Another step for improvement has
been the declaration of Grundy County
as a medically under-served area. This

means that the National Health
Service Corps will be respon-
sible for appointing physicians to be
employed i n this area. A general
practitioner. Dr. Jim Hanovan, will be
added to the hospital's staff starting
March 1, 1980. Hanovan, who is a
Sewanee graduate, will be joined in July
by Dr. Joe Little, a pediatrician. They

'ill open offices

vention Center in Mc
Hagan is strivi

hospital's active
ical staff. An actn
ber sends all of his

Hodgson, and a c<

member sends som

the Dubo
nteagle.

ig to expand the
ind courtesy med-
e medical staff mem-
patients to Emerald
urtesy medical staff

: of his patients here

though he does most of his work at an-

other hospital. Hagan will also continue
his efforts to recruit physicians for the
doctor's offices at the hospital.

The management company, Southern
Health Services, Inc. of Atlanta, which
took over Emerald Hodgson in July 1979
has done a superior job. The first interrum
administrator, Henry Servicegood, brought
the hospital's finances out of debt. This
past December the hospital had a $21,000
surplus for the year. Previously the hos-
pital was a financial burden on the Univ-
ersity.

The surplus will be re-directed back
into improvements for the hospital. A
physician's assistant will be added to

the medical staff. He will be available

every weekend in the emergency room.
It is hoped that this service will be ex-
tended to seven days a week. This is

one area where the hospital has suffered

the most in the public eye.

The new hospital administration is

not making false promises. The success
which they have had in eliminating debts
and uplifting the morale of the hospital

personnel is quite evident. Hagan, esp-

ecially
,
demonstrates the positive effects

of his management company. Originally

from Chattanooga , he loves th is area
and is pleased to be at a "beautiful

hospital with good equipment and a

tremendous personnel staff." He sees

the purpose of the Emerald Hodgson
Hospital as "striving to deliver good
health care to the people in this area ,"

and he sees great potential in the hos-
pital for meeting this goal.
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Brush Brings Innovation to Alumni Office
D. Brewster Dobie

As I was reading the latest Mountain

Goat, I found cause to wonder several

times in jealous silence whether I was

reading the work of a future Nemerov,

or an Updike, an artist just being brought

to fruition. In all likelihood, most of these

aspiring artists will someday be supporting

themselves as English teachers, editors,

and journalists but as alumni di-

rectors?

Beeler Brush, Sewanee 's new Alumni
Director, graduated from Sewanee in 1968
having just captured the Sewanee Prize

for Creative Literature. His interests at

that time were similar to the interest of

every healthy, normal English major
who has been reading too much iambic in

isolation: "I wanted to be a writer,"

says Beeler. He and I both chuckle a bit,

as we consider the niave optimism of every
graduating senior, and how, when, and
where everyone finally sells out to the

world.
Mr. Brush's (call him Beeler) record

at Sewanee provides perhaps the best

sociological description of him at which
one could arrive. He was a cheerleader
(and asks that I not begrudge him for

being so), a member of Los Peones and
Black Ribbon, Editor of the Cap and
Gown, and contributor to Sopherim (a

former literary magazine). Our bearings

'

are incomplete
, however, unless we

realize that as a fraternity man, Beeler
was none other than a Phi Delta Theta.
Let us give thanks, and pause to con-
sider how many more there are out there.

After graduating from college, Beeler

taught English at Jacksonville Episcopal

High School (in Florida) for several years,

and then opted to take the plunge into

the world of freelance writing. He wrote
for a year (fiction, advertising, a church
history commission) until as he describes

it, "Mr. Lytle always talks about the

'long risk' and I didn't have that."

Beeler got into restaurants, got into

advertising, got back into restaurants, and
then got into the Alumni Director's chair

at Sewanee where we now talked and
where he said he felt most comfortable.
"I plan to stay here more than six months"
Beeler reiterates several times, and it

becomes apparent that one should not
doubt his intention to reverse the trend
of Sewanee's missing in action Alumni
Director for the past two and a half years.

Indeed, this University's alumni
situation since John Bratton's departure
has been less than stellar. Since June of
1978, the office has been occupied by
Jim Bruda for only a very short while;
it has been vacant for the most part since
Bratton left. As a result, alumni giving
has remained constant with its previous
levels, and therefore has declined in real

terms.

Thus, Beeler is entering into a situation
in which the percentage of contributing

alumni is appallingly low (21%), contri-

butions are slowly increasing but not
spectacular, and there has been no
consistent policy since Mr. Bratton left.

The new Alumni Director has some firm

ideas as to improving the current state

of things. Beeler emphasizes that his

major goal, first and foremost, is to aug-
ment Sewanee's contributing base by about
five percentage points this year, for many
grants and other possible contributions to

the University often depend upon the

percentage of contributing alumni. As of
fiscal year 1978-79, Sewanee had one of

the lowest percentages of contributing

alumni among comparable schools, that
figure being 21%. Increasing that figure,

according to Beeler, would probably mean
an increase in the total amount of gifts

from other sources as major donors came
to realize Sewanee's value to the alumni
who have attended it.

Most importantly, Beeler plans to edu-
cate the alumni with respect to the need

and stronger clubs will assist the college's

alumni situation, ancj thus from February
2 to February 16 he is taking a whirlwind
tour of the United States in an effort to

contact every existing Sewanee club. He
shall be poured into a Samsonite bag when
he returns. A second program involves

coordinating the heads of the various

classes into a much more efficient or-

ganization. Allan Wallace, the

President of the classes will work with him
in organizing Operation Task Force, an
effort (which has been going on for several

years now) to increase the percentage of
giving to the University by 5 points per
year. "We're going to preach percentages,
and try to convince people that gifts

can be as small as a dollar if that's all

they're capable of giving."

M.i 01i< -, Director of
Development, feels that with Beeler
behind the wheel, Operation Task Force
is going to result in some real progress.

"Operation Task Force has suffered

Says he:

educated

donations.

University

s for alumni contributions.

I think the alumni are un-

bout the need for their

The church won't bail this

)ut, and the big gifts really

aren't there in abundaance. Sewanee
vitally needs its alumni support, and it's

a matter of informing them of this need."
Beeler stresses that "If your first

contact is, 'Hi ,
how are you, give me

your money,' you've got problems."
He plans to provide a greater number of

services to Sewanee's alumni to assist them
in their search for employment, and to

make them aware of the fact that when
they give money to the University, they get

something out of it.

He is currently developing several new
programs which he feels will give alumn

of

/anee. First of all, he

ngthen the Sewanee clubs

ease the sense of being an alu

local level. Beeler feels that both

ittment to

< trying to

in order to

from the lack of a single, responsible
officer with time to prosecute the program.
Beeler catches on fast, analyzes a situation
well, and is very bright. I think Operation
Task Force is going to have its first real
chance."

Another idea that Beeler is working
on is involving the students currently
enrolled in the college in alumni affairs
A Student Alumni Committee in now
being formed, and Beeler hopes that it

might assist graduating seniors in
contacting alumni for possible work after
college. In addition, the committee
may assist students in finding summer
work in California for the summer, we
might be able to locate an alumnus who
has job openings in that area," notes
Beeler.

The committee will also study some
problems such as the University's low
retention rate, and will also sponsor a
movement among students to assist in the
Capital Funds Drive.



The Monthly Newsmagazine

1
Lauren Farnngton

Alcoholism: a word associated with the

misery of the poor, the failure of the busi-

nessman, and the beautiful grown ugly,

those who discover euphoria in the bottom

of a glass with an empty bottle watching

their desperate renaissance. It is only the

old drunks who seem to merit the diagno-

sis of Alcoholism.
| n tne youthful years

of college we never bother to consider the

pathos of the continually drunk yet funny

guy who cannot remember what he did the

night before.

College is the best place to drink.

Indeed, it is not the drink but the number

of them which testifies to socialbility.

Jim Berry is a senior at this University and

only recently liberated himself from a de-

pendence on drugs. Of Sewanee's attitude

towards drug abuse he said: "It's not use,

it's nurtured as abuse,"

Chemicals: Carefree Fun or Crutch?
Berry is very honest about his own

struggle to face his dependency on drugs:

"I was a joyous drunk. I had a smile tied

to the tips of my ears and it didn't come

off until the next morning. . . it eventually

took over the other aspects of my life."

When the aftermath of one night's drinking

has long term consequences, then one loses

control over his life.

This loss of control eventually can lead

to alcoholism, wherein life becomes in'oi

erable unless punctuated by the fa'se

assurance of liquor. No longer can the

individual find assurance within himself -

for alcoholism ends in the nightmare of

physical dependence rather than personal

choice.

This potential for physical dependency
in alcohol is precisely why alcohol is a

drug. Though our society seldom refers

to it as such, alcohol is a drug, one which
can be abused.

Curiously, drinking is considered a sordid

pastime if done alone and a self-righteous

faux-pas if refused at the cocktail party.

A good drink is expected as proof of social

compatibility.

Unfortunately, the desire for compat-

ibility often results in the transition from

wanting a drink to fit in with the party to

needing a drink to survive the day. It

cannot be argued that students in this

stage of addiction are not in need of a

chemical dependency program.

However, the University has yet to

develop a program to assist drug abusers.

Last semester during exams a workshop

was held to discuss the formation of a

chemical dependency program at this Uni-

versity. The workshop was funded by a

$30,000.00 giant from the Lindhurst

Foundation in Chattanooga. Jim Berry

attended the workshopand was disappoint-

ed by the low ievei or attendance among
faculty members.

°eople avoid facing their dependency

with any number of rationalizations, from

"Compared to everyone else, I really

wasn't that drunk" to "I just had a bad

day today." Furthermore, the reasons for

getting drunk are varied; peer pressure,

the reassurance and security of a single

drink followed by a second. Berry suc-

cintly termed this process an exercise in

"mental masturbation."

Berry cited the disparity in the drink =

ing standards of Sewanee and society as

part of the problem.

The individual consumption of alco-

hol on college campuses is markedly higher

than that in your home town. Drinking is

all part of the fun and yet learning to con-

trol it is part of growing older. It is accept-

able for us to get loud-mouth drunk but

let dear Mom and Dad do the same on Pa-

rent's Weekend and it becomes an embar-

rassment.

The Sewanee community currently has

two organizations which assist the problem
drinker and drug abuser: Alcoholic Anon-
ymous and Narcotics Anonymous. Berry,

a member of these organizations, stresses

that they are indeed "anonymous." Any-
one who has or thinks they might have a

dependence on drugs or alcohol can seek

assistance without fear of being discovered

or ostracized. This fear is understandable

in light of our society's stress upon stre-

ngth and perfection. Indeed, we often take

a drink because we do not think we can

face these pressures without it.

Other sources of assistance are the

counseling services provided by the

Church. Many view the Church as an in-

strument of intimidation rather than a

sanctuary o< understanding and are thus

unable to seek assistance there.
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Cinema at Sewanee: Progress at a Price
graduating senior. The club did well its first year because of an enthusia-

stic student response, and it has prospered since ihen. Although Ponder

will graduate this semester he thinks "there will be a need in the future

because the Union Theatre is limited." He expects to entrus' the leader-

ship to other members, and he hopes more interested people will join the

club. Ponder thinks, "the demand is still there," but he warns that the

"whole existence of the club depends upon selection; we're just offering

Although the film community has flourished, problems have plagued

its growth and continue to do so. Funds have been a primary problem.

The Cinema Guild and the Experimental Film Club only began to receive

funding from the Student Activities Fee in 1969. Until then, when the

Cinema Guild was run by member's purchasing of season tickets, a practice

which was technically illegal by existing contracts. The Entertainment

Film Club is still running on its own profits.

Bates recalls when he and his wife Phoebe kept the Cinema Guild running

despite a persistent S500 debt. The club's first projectors were bought

with early profits. Today troubles continue. Thomas Spacarelli, present

director of the Cinema Guild, explained that "we have fewer films than we
used to because films are getting more expensive and I choose the ones

tha cost r rth i

Walter Givhan

Despite lacklus'er support from the University administration, Sewanee's

film community has flourished over the past 25 years and prospers even

today. A lack of proper equipment and facilities has not checked the ex-

pansion o* cinema on the Mountain. The film community continues to grow
largely through the efforts of interested and far-sighted individuals like

Scott Bates, Thomas Spacarelli, Ted Stirling, and many others.

Until 1950, there was only one show on the Mountain. At that time two
faculty members, Charles Harrison and Mac Owen, organized the Cure Club,
a film society for faculty members which took its name from the Charlie

Chaplin short, "The Cure." Showings became more available to the public

as students displayed interest. In the mid-50's, the film club moved to
Thompson Union, the present site of the student union theatre. There the
club showed the films in 16mm.

"Film has become what the novel was a hundred

years ago; it is the popular art form.
"

—Ted Stirling

Poor quality in equipment and facilities have been the direct result of

this lack of funding. Bad sound equipment, terrible acoustics, and primi-

tive projectors are a few of the inconveniences viewers have had to endure.

"The most pressing problem is equipment and facilities," said Spacarelli.

He also made it clear that irresponsible students who trash the auditorium

are a major problem. "If I'm going to be a janitor they're going to have to

pay me more." said the irritated director.

Opposition or reluctance on the part of the administration to foster

the burqeoning film community has also impeded its growth. The strides

that have been made are largely the result of individual initiative and effort.

"The school has not supported audio-visuals," complained Bates, "they

haven't opposed it so much as they just haven't moved in that way." "I've

been on the audio-visual committee for years and years," said Bates, "and

we've been pretty frustrated." Both Spacarelli and Ted Stirling, another

Sewanee film enthusiast and former director of the Cinema Guild, share

in Bates'sview, although they recognize the budgetary problems involved in

the situation. "We're obviously not ready to go to a film department yet,"

qualified Stirling.

see Cinema, p. 15

From Thompson, the club, now known as the Cinema Guild, graduated

to Guerry Auditorium in the early sixties where two new 35mm projectors

were used for the films. However, "the sound got worse and worse; and

cannibalism (of the projectors) became rife," according to Scott Bates, who
had become heavily involved since his arrival in 1954.

Bates was instrumental in moving the showings to Blackman Auditorium

upon its completion in 1968. Along with the Cinema Guild moved the

newly-formed Experimental Film Club, a progeny of Bates. "I started the

Experimental Film Club after I decided there were an awful lot of short

films we weren't getting to see," explained Bates.

fall of 1976 when Clyde Ponder, a newly-arrived freshman, started the

Entertainment Film Club as an experiment under Bate's sponsorship. "I

felt the film needs of students were not being met," said Ponder, now a

Professional Dry Cleaning Service
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Cameron:
Sisyphus Had
It Easy
Walter Givhan

unenviable posiDoug Cameron is a man in

As Director of the Student Union Theatre, a posi-

tion he assumed in December as part of his duties as

Director of the Bishop's Common, he endeavors to run

a theatre profitably with myriad difficulties; obsolete

nd equipment, and rapidly deteri-

seating.

Furthermore, he faces the competition of three

her film alternatives in a small community at a time

len film costs are escalating exponentially.

He has no previous experience in this field.

"I'm a real neophyte.

projectors, poor

liked had •
• for The

ntly breaking

on does not think all the reli

If you figure all the costs

ng Cameron is t

rally declined sin

theatre

ty print-outs, but C

costs are included

said Cameron, "Currently it's ;

The immediate problem c

meager gate receipts which h

1974. "Making sure it operates is my initial cone

said Cameron. As part of his first steps, Camero

begun utilizing the services of an agent to book

"Right now it's a seller's market," emphasized Carr

"It's hard on the little theatres because the agen

interested in a long run for a film at a theatre.

Competition from the Cir

mental Film Club and the Enter

hurt the Student Union Theatre.

supports the expansion of the filn

"I think it's a good thing,"

•ma Guild, the Experi

ainment Film Club ha:

Nevertheless, Cameror

said the new director

Cameron hopes to

npeting films by "fir ling the process the

audit This fir nng uld

the Sewanee au

ie less expensive 16mm 1

;ing the variety of films c

novies over the weekend

eron has already

/isions the establishment

ence, possi-

ns on slow

strong days

This is one

enacted.

electing the

a matter of

lat's making

films more acceptable

bly showing some les;

days, and

by having

Camen
munity advisory committee t

best films for Sewanee. "At
learning," said Cameron, "I've

money and what's not."

Equipment and facilities are also items which have

high priority with Cameron. The 35mm projectors

currently in use are vintage 1930 carbon-arc machines

which became obsolete in 1954. To replace them with

modern equipment would cost approximately 315,000,

estimated Cameron. Such a replacement was to have

been made this summer according to early budgetart

allocations, but the money was needed elsewhere. Vice-

Chancellor Ayres has agreed to "sit down and talk about

what the University wants out of the theatre," said

Also on the list for new equipment are the obsolete

sound system and the decaying seats in the theatre.

Cameron hopes to spread out the cost of new seating

by replacing a few seats at a time.

Another economic hurdle facing the theatre is the

increasing cost of films. This escalation is due t

rises in silver and petroleum, both of which ar

in the manufacturing of film.

Cameron's attitude toward these seemingly

mountable obstacles is open-minded; "I'm apprc ching

Geooooorge
j

Lauren Farrington

Anyone who has attended Sev
has probably yelled it at one tim<

to find out who he really was a

Woods lives on Willie Six Road

ee's Union Theatre knows his name and
-" another. I recently went to see George
if he indeed existed. He does. George
i white house with green shutters. He

invited me in to his home and charmed me with the warmth of his hospita-

lity and the unabashed flattery he felt over being asked for an interview.

In a gentle voice he said: "I was real surprised when you called. I didn't

think nobody cared."

The lights go out, leaving only the incandescent glow from the screen

until suddenly- all is darkness. Something has gone haywire and damn it,

it happened. Right when Reynolds was going to kiss Clayburgh for the first

time. The crowd is restless and begins moaning : "Gaororge!" In their ig-

norance they do not realize that George is not back there. But where is

George? Who is George?

His favorite films are old gangster movies with Humphrey Bogart, Jimmy
Cagney, Edward G. Robinson, and especially Wallace Beery whom he feels,

"Was so rough and so kind." George does not go to the movies anymore.

We sat in his living room and he recalled the many years he worked for
the University. He was born in 1918 in Winchester, Tennessee. When at the

age of two, his family moved to Seu

George Woods relaxes in retirement after 42 years of service t o

the University.

As a young man he held a number of jobs around the domain, including

waiting on tables at the Magnolia Inn and cleaning at Tuckaway. When
World War II broke out, duty called George overseas. With soldierly pride

he showed me his discharge papers which listed the campaigns in which he

had fought: Normandy, North France, Rhineland, Central Europe, and Ar-

dennes. "I was over there with Hitler- in the European Theatre. . . had

to settle him down- he like to get me too!" George said, softly laughing to

himself. He was about to be transferred to Japan when atomic bombs were

dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki: "The Bomb. . . That settled the whole

thing for me, for all of us.
"

After Ins return to Sewanee, he began working as the projectionist of the

Union Theatre. Every night he watched the movie screen: "I had to watch

it, case anything went wrong I had to fix it, when things go wrong they

holler George." George was surprised to hear that they still yell "George"

at the Sewanee Theatre. He recalls that people used to yell for him in other

local theatres in the valley: "They'd be hollerin' George in Winchester. . .

well I'm George!"

He retired in 1978, and spends his days working on televisions, radios,

and an antique clock for which he has a special affection. He also enjoys

gardening because. "I like to grow flowers.
"

With pride and sincerity George showed me a framed document which
reads: "The University of the South acknowledges with gratitude the de-

voted services of George Woods, who has been a part of the Episcopal

Churches' educational endeavor for 42 years." "That's all my work, all

these jobs is wrapped up in this. " he said.
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Surrealism: The Art of Dreams
Jonathan Horn ^^^*

Cinema has an hypnotic power:

the huge image suspended in total

darkness demands that the viewer

be absorbed into the imposed here

and now, whatever it may be. Many
great filmmakers, notably Luis Bun-

uel and later Ingmar Bergman have

harnessed this mesmeric nature of

the motion picture to draw the view-

er into their dreamscapes.

Bunuel and Salvador Dali's he
Chien Andalou ( 1927) and L'Age
d'CMportions of the script by Dali,

1930 ) constitute the first surrealism

brought to the screen. L'Age d'Or

was received with riotous rejection

and was banned throughout most of

the world. A woman I met in Paris

two years ago gave an account of the

actual riot that erupted December 3,

1930. The breaking of furniture

and the launching of projectiles ( in-

cluding purple inkl toward the

screen, characterized the melee. This

violent reaction was primarily a

combination of traumatized moral,
religious, and political sensibilities

Dr. Scott Bates

and admittedly the film is obscene
and blasphemous. Perhaps the

reaction was also mingled with
fear such as one feels in the foyers

of disturbing dreams which are

at times intensely sexual and blasphe-

mous. Marcel Proust and James
Joyce went to great lengths in their

writings to create the dream state.

Proust, who often wrote from the
crepuscule, the seam between wake-
fulness and sleep, provokes a pro-

fusion of images but, alas, cannot
hope to recreate the realm of dreams
in the reader. We are inevitably
left out in the analytical cold.

A sensory link is needed to approxi-
mate more closely the Proustian

or Joycian consciousness: the
stage for dialogue between con-
scious and subconscious, actor and
spectator: the interface between
images ascending depths of one's

being and the analytical clarity of
head above water awareness.

L'Age d'Or is a film of this inter-

face.

It becomes apparent with the ad-

vent of Surrealsim that the cinematic

cut could synthesize the sequence
nature of a dream. The viewer is dis-

solved or snapped out of a shot: he
dozes; the eye reopens and he finds

himself in another region of the

dream. Le Chien Andalou ( The An-
dalusian Dog ), the first Surrealist

progeny of Bunuel and Dali explores

this technique in a rather eye-open-
ing manner. The film uses frequent
cross-cuts at a swift and erratic pace
to string together an onflowing of
bizzare images (some with strong
Freudian connotations) in an intent-

ionally random order to affect the ir-

rational content and progression of a

dream. These films are landmarks in

the history of cinema in that they
are the first attempts to use the film

as a vessel for deep-consciousness ex-

pression.

The Surrealist movement was
fathered by a psychologist and poet
Andre Breton, who published the

first manifesto of Surrealism.
The major influences in the move-
ment, especially in film, were Marx-

ism: the Surrealists rebelled against

capitalism and the Catholic

church. Freud had probably the

greatest influence on the Surrealists,

according to Louis Giannetti:

"Freud's theory of the unconscious,

his preoccupation with dreams as a

mirror of existence with its own lan-

guage, and its emphasis on sexual

symbolism were to exert a profound
effect on filmmakers. By plumbing
the wellsprings of the subconscious,

they believed they could reveal a

truer reality, one that ultimately

trols all conscious external

The literary techniques of stream of
consciousness (Joyce) was widely
incorporated in Surrealist films. Le

Chien Andalou is an exercise in free

association.

The Universty owns prints of the
two great Surrealist experiment: V
Age d'Or and Le Chien Andalou. We
procured L'Age d'Or while it was
still under strict ban in the United
States. Even now it is one of the few
remaining copies of the film , since

see Surrealism, p. 15
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Walter Givhan

It's a cold night, and who wants to leave the fire. There are
things to be done. His granddaughter is crying. There are things
to be done. The grandmother runs to comfort the child of her
child. There are machines waiting, the people waiting for mach-
ines. He puts his coat on over his black shirt and pulls on a red
cap with "CO-OP" printed on the front. The fire is blazing; his
granddaughter is crying. There are things to be done, there are
machines waiting, and people are waiting for machines. He
operates machines; he must leave.

A 1971 Monte Carlo is the machine he drives past the cem-
eteiy to where the machines and people wait. The ride is short.
The air blowing from his heater is still cool when he arrives. He
opens locked doors to get to the machines. Supper was not
enough; he buys a coke and a bag of corn chips. The people
are not here yet. The machines are. The have been here since
his memory remembers. Constant, massive, immobile, they
might be here when he dies.

The images are on a celluloid strip which is wound on a reel.
People pay money to watch these images. People pay money
for him to operate these machines that show these images. He
feeds the celluloid strips into the machines. He sips his coke and
waits for the people. They trickle into the building slowly.
It is time. He starts the machines. The projected images roll
onto a screen which the people face and watch. The images
run through the machine, creating the illusion of motion on the
screen. The people watch in silence. He eats his corn chips.
There is something wrong. The people stir their voices to
complain, "Geoooorge!" He moves to the machines. His
name is not George, but Willie Lee Turner does not care.

Willie Lee Turner grapples with the antique

projectors in the Student Union Theater.

Dr. Thomas Spacarelli, Director of the Cinema Guild

"Another black man named Robert Holland taught me how
to run these projectors," remembers Willie Lee Turner, "I've
known how since I was eighteen.

"

Turner is a simple man. For 32 years, he has operated or
helped operate the ancient projectors in the Student Union
Theatre. For years he assisted the famous George Woods in
running the machines. Now the projectors are Willie's re-
sponsibility for the most part. Although Turner can remember
when he learned to operate the projectors, he does not know
the age of the machines. When asked if he knew how old they
were, Turner laughed, "Ooooh no! They were up here when
I was a baby. " Turner is now 50 years old.

If there were a world record for the number of movies
watched, not even the most avid movie-goer or critic could lay
claim to it. No doubt some projectionist, possibly George Woods
or Willie Lee Turner, holds the record. For over 30 years these
men have watched several movies several times a week, often
without the luxury of interest which belongs to the paying
viewer.

Despite the boring repetition which characterizes his job
at times, Turner enjoys his work because he enjoys movies. He
particularly likes restricted films which he calls "rated" movies.
"I like western pictures, too," he said, "but we don't get them
anymore. Wonder why?"

see Willie, p. 16



An Open Letter to the College Community
Tom Macfie is speaker of this year's Student Assembly.

of the Student Exe-

and the Regents to

years, this gathering

..bout

In addii

On the twenty-fifth of this month, the member

cutive Committee will meet with the vice-chancellc

discuss numerous topics of student concern. Over th

has proven to be an extremely effective means of

affords the Regents the opportunity to learn much i

and problems confronting the students of the Uni

it compels the members of the S.E.C. to re-evaluate the work of their

respective organizations to determine if they are performing with the best

interests of the students in mind. As speaker of the Student Assembly, it

is my responsibility to report on the state of affairs in student government

and to discuss the future plans of this body. Before doing this, however,

I would like to review briefly the work of the S.A. during the first six

months of this academic year.

The most noteworthy issue of the fall concerned the gownsmen require-

ment for student trustee. Prior to this year's election, many students ex-

pressed widespread dissatisfaction over the fact that candidates for this

position had to be gownsmen. In their opinion, this was an arbitrary aca-

demic requirement which did not measure one's ability to perform the

duties of this office. In light of this disapproval, a motion was made in

the S.A. meeting on October 4, recommending that the Trustees remove

this stipulation. After a lengthy debate, the body decided that a campus-

wide poll would be beneficial in determining student sentiment on this

issue. The results of this survey demonstrated that, of those students who
responded, over 62 percent favored removal of the gownsmen requirement,

and on October 25, the S.A. passed the earlier motion. Encouraged by the

results of this poll and the S.A. decision, the Student Trustees initiated

discussion of this subject at the fall meeting of the Board of Regents.

Due to the hard work of our student Trustees and several S.A. represen-

tatives, as well as the cooperation of the Regents, a motion to remove the

gownsmen requirement will be introduced at the spring Trustees meet-

ing. Having discussed this issue, it is essential to review the work of the

all-important student committees. Clearly, this is one area in which

several substantial achievements have been made

In September the Student Life Committee published the first student

government handbook. This makes it now possible for a student to locate

information on the Order of Gownsmen, the Student Assembly, the Honor

Council and the Discipline Committee in one concise booklet

The Food Services Committee continued its examination of SAGA,

services at Gailor, the Bishop's Common and the Sewanee Inn. After

extensive research, this body implemented the trial meal program featuring

steak night every two weeks, a change which will hopefully upgrade the

quality of all meals. This semester, this group hopes to investigate the

feasibility of a meal-ticket plan.

In November, the Housing Committee organized an energy conserva-

tion program for the dormitiories. Although the final results of this

project are not yet available, all have high expectations that it will prove

to be financially beneficial to the University.

The Finance Committee has been investigating the proposed increases

in fees for student Health Services-- no doubt this will continue this semes-

ter.
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students in the future will have

common experience. I hope ever

when the student campaign begins

February 24-26, the Board of Regents will be on the Mountain. If any-
one has an issue, complaint or concern which they would like to bring

to the attention of the Regents, please contact any member of the Stu-

dent Executive Committee.

Tom Macfie, Chairman Jane Mobley
Mary Cook Tom Doty
Ben Jackson Jim Engh
Sylvia Robertshaw Andy Kegley
Woody Register Bruce Dobie
Caroline Hopper Mark Johnson



Quarter Hole
Will Cate
"Don" look now, but here come the 80's.

So runs the opening line of side two of the ninth

studio LP from Styx, Cornerstone. I'm not sure

if I'm ready Popular music took some strange

twists in the seventies, actually quite comparable

to those in the sixties. When the seventies be-

aan, the psychedelic era which brought pop

music to a climax at Woodstock was quickly

loosing its force. In November, 1969, the Beat-

les released their lavishly over-produced finale

Abbey Road, an album which was almost a warn-

mg-by-example of what happens when musicians

their :raft.

What happened? American psychedelic music

thinned alarmingly within five years into the

"the California Sound." I've always thought how
ironic it was that the most outstanding of all the

i
artists lumped into this ambiguous category were

two Canadians, Neil Young and Joni Mitchell.

Heavy metal rock sprang up almost out of no-

where, leaving only a handful of memorable al-

bums, mostly British, such as Black Sabbath's

Master of Reality and the second and fourth

Led Zeppelin LPs. Also in England, the Who
and the Rolling Stones continued to play rock

and roll to those who still understood it. Several

other excellent recording acts reached their crea-

tive peaks in the seventies, bands like Yes, Little

Feat, and Santana, artists like Todd Rundgren,

Dan Fogleberg, and, of course, Bob Dylan, who
had the guts to sing about salvation when few

posed to be talking about the eighties. Moving

right along. . .

What I'd like to do is focus on three commer-

cially successful current albums by three well-

established bands: Pink Floyd, The Jefferson

Starship, and Fleetwood Mac. Each of these

LPs represents a single musical style, but Pink

Floyd's The Wall stands out as a major work in

conceptual rock, easily their most creative

effort since Dark Side of the Moon. The album

revolves around two basic themes, war and iso-

lation. The theme of war is perhaps best illu-

strated by a short acoustic cut, "Goodbye Blue

Sky." Roger Waters' lyrics reflect both a remem-

berance and a warning: "Did you see the fright-

ened ones/ Did you hear the falling bombs/ The

flames are all long gone/ But the pain lingers on."

Waters, as usual, wrote the lyrics for the entire

album, and is also creditied exclusively for the

music in all but four cuts. Lyrically, he attacks

motherhood, education and romance, not nec-

essarily in that order. Waters doesn't stop there,

however. On the loud, raunchy "In the Flesh"

we have the wasted Rock 'n Roller hurling in-

sults at his audience: "Are there any queers in

the theatre tonight/ Get 'em up against the wall. .

That one looks Jewish/ And that one's a coon/

Who let all this riff raff into the room?" Mu-
sically, "The Wall" is in a class by itself, with cuts

ranging from the disco-inflected "Another Brick

in the Wall" to the bizzare orchestrated climax

of the album, "The Trial." Pink Floyd has jolted

us into the eighties with a powerful and some-

times frightening concept album.

Quite the reverse is true of "Freedom at Point

Zero," an album by a group which, for some
reason, calls itself the Jefferson Starship. Marty

Balin and Grace Slick are both gone, and the

present assembly is no more than a relic of one

of the longest standing successful American

bands. Paul Kanter is virtually the only identi-

fiable figure left, and the only new member of

any merit is drummer Ainsley Dunbar, who has

worked with several notables including Frank

Zappa and David Bowie. "Freedom" is loud

from start to finish, with lyrics almost as banal

as Paul McCartney's. It is an exercise in the-

quickest-and-slackest-way-to-make-a-h it-album,

loud, overworked guitar riffs, thundering drums

and definite lack of songmanship. Leave it on

the racks.

Finally we have Tusk, a double-dose of

Fleetwood Mac which caught everybody by

surprise. I remember being extremely disap-

pointed when I first heard the album, but during

the two months since then my opinion has taken

an about-face. The basic problem with many
consumers' unreceptiveness towards Tusk is due

It's Alsi

high list price has scared away many record-

buyers. These were my arguments against the

album, but I soon began to enjoy Tusk's musical

simplicity and personal expression

Each song on the album is a distinct work
of either Lindsey Buckingham, Stevie Nicks,

or Christine McVie. Nicks' vocals take on more
harsh and haunting qualities than in her pre-

vious work, especially on "Sisters of the Moon"
and "Angel." McVie contributes mostly pop-

oriented love songs, and it is her material which
comes closest to the style of the previous two
albums. But the most memorable moments on

Tusk are from Lindsey Buckingham, who is re-

sponsible for nine of the album's shorter cuts.

As opposed to the semi-psychedelic rocker,

"Go Your Own Way," his most successful com-
position, his Tusk cuts are happy, quirky, upbeat

tunes with melodic hooks surpassing even those

of the better new-wave bands. His compositions

are slightly sloppy, yet always under control.

"What Makes You Think You're The One" seems

to best capture the freshness andspontanaietyof

the album within the four minutes, and the title

track was named the best single of the year by

Rolling Stone. Hopefully more people who dis-

like this album will give it another listen, with a

different ear. As Stevie Nicks tells us in "Angel,"

"Sometimes the most beautiful things/ The most

innocent things. . .pass us by."

CALL TO ORDER:

"Eat, drink &
love; the rest's
not worth
A FILLIP."

..FREE ADMISSIO Niniiiiihii

VARIOUS ENTERTAINMENT
FEA TURING

LOCAL and
PROFESSIONAL TALENT

SERVING.- MUNCHIES. PIZZA, MIXERS
DURING WEEKEND PERFORMANCES

OUlSIOtH



Lady Tigers 10-4
Elizabeth Brailsford

The Ladv Tigers dropped their fourth

same of the season to the Fisk University

Bulldogs Friday. Febuavy 1, 75-59. Their

record remains outstanding, however, at

10-4.
, .

The Lady Tigers held their ground in

the first half and led in rebounds. They

worked the ball to the inside tor Sophie

Brawner's shot from under the basket.

She continued her high scoring record

finishing the game with a total of 23

points.

Sewanee returned to the court Irom

the locker room a more aggressive team in

the second half. The Tigers scored with a

sharp pass from guard Susie Hine to Jetta

Mc Kenzie who put the ball up from under

the basket. Fisk's full court press fell

apart before the scurrying Tigers who

retaliated and put pressure on the Bull-

dogs causing three successive turnovers.

An outside shot from forward Jenny

Baker moved the Tigers up to tie 55-55

with seven minutes left in the game.

The Bulldogs refused to let up, and

the Tigers lost their hold with fouls and

hasty passes. The game ended with the

Bulldogs at 7 5 and the Tigers with 59.

Although the Lady Tigers faced defeat

against Fisk, they continue to exhibit

their improvement as a team. Their

finishino record last vear was 3-17, and it

stands now at 10-4. With four freshmen

starters, Susie Hine and Zanna Brawner

as guards, Soph
Jetta McKenzie as ce

taken on a new look

returns from last year

Women mwidballers tip off to a tough Fisk team

Lampley stated,

the bench whom
They all are

working the ball around until they can

pass it inside. The Tigers are more agg-

ressive rebounders, and they pulled down
50 rebounds to Fisk's 45 Friday evening.

Jan Kibler, timer for the Tigers, views

the improvement over last year and said,

"they now take advantage of fast breaks

and make better, effective passes. They
are a more versatile and more balanced

team this year."

Coach Lampley attributes the team's

improvement to recruiting, as he pointed

He 'added, "The improved attitude of the

returning players and the greater degree

of committment i:he entire team displays

is another major reason for the team's

improvement."
Lampley views the broad role of the

Lady Tigers as the improvement of the

attitude of and towards the female ath-

lete at Sewanee. The attendance at the

women's basketball games has been poor
crowd rith

-rounding the position of
eie The goal of the Lady
lamtain a positive a't'tude

Lady Tigers, p 16



Surrealism

many of the first prints were

ed. Scott Bates, the authority on
films at Sewanee, is particularly re-

sponsible for our having the films.

Dr. Bates has done much to enrich

film culture here through his many
contributions, chiefly having nurtur-

ed the Cinema Guild from its infancy

( the Guild was born in 1951, Bates

took over in 1955). and his course

on the History and Aesthetics of the

Film being taught now for the third

year. Bates uses both VAge d'Or
and Le Chien Andalou in the course

and has stressed their importance in

terms of their influence on filmmak-
ers such as Bergman, ( Cries and Whis-

pers, Wild Strawberries) Fellini, (La
Dolce Vita, Juliet of the Spirits)

Cocteau. (The Orpheus Trilogy),

Antonioni, (L'Avventura, Blow- Up)
Mike Nichols (The Graduate, Catch-
22) and Maya Deren ( Meshes of the
Afternoon, Ritual in Transfigured
Time). Bunuel, one of the greatest
and most prolifice filmmakers of all

time, is still turning films in his eight-

ies. That Obscure Object of Desire

(1978) is his most recent completed
work.

Cinema K. from p. 8

Perhaps no one has contributed more to the growth of the film commu-
nity and to the consciousness of film as an artistic medium at Sewanee than

Bates. Since his arrival in 1954, Bates has nurtured the fledging Cinema
Guild, started the Experimental Film Club, sponsored the Entertainment

Film Club, initiated the Erotic Film Festival, and offered non-departmental

courses in the history and aesthetics of film. He has also served on the

Audio-visual Committee since its inception. This fall, he will make yet

another contribution in the form of a comparative literature course on
film. and literature. He has continued his efforts in the face of opposition

and ignorance. "I think it's important that Dr. Bates keep up his work,"

commented Stirling, "I hope we don't lose his offering of some kind of

Despite all the problems, the leaders of Sewanee's film community
remain optimistic about its inevitable growth. "It is the art form of the

20th century," said Spacarelli, "A liberally educated person has to deal with

it in one way or the other." Stirling was willing to go further: "Film has

become what the novel was a hundred years ago; it'? the popular art form."

Applications are presently being received

for positions on the BISHOP'S CREW, a summer
work crew which does landscape and general cam-

pus improvements. A complete job description

with salary will be furnished upon request. The
primary requirement is that persons be students in

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
who plan to return to school the following year.

Inquiries and applications should be addressed to:

Albert S. Gooch, Jr./ SPO 1302/ Sewanee, TN
The University of the South

is an equal opportunity employer.
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Willie

When viewers yell "George," or "Willie," as they arc learn-

ing to do now, they are probably not aware that the problem

is usually with the equipment and not the fault of the projec-

tionist. "It's usually the machine that messes up," said

Turner. The 35mm projectors in the Student Union Theatre

date back to the early 1930's and were technically obsolete

in 1954. They are awesome black metallic monsters which r-

emble some sort of early artillery weapons. Wil-Ken Theatre

Supplies maintains the projectors, according to Doug Cameron,

Director of the Student Union Theatre, but even they have to

machine their own parts for the antique devices. Fortunately,

said Cameron,a "mechanical genius" named Zelma Pirtle also

helps with projection duties and works on the projectors when

he can.

With all their idiosyncrasies, the projectore require Turner's

full attention. He watches all the films in their entire length

from an observation window upstairs where he sits in a wooden

chair. He is reluctant to leave his post; "If I go to the bath-

room, I take a chance on the picture messing up.
"

The financial rewards are meager for Turner's efforts. "I

don't make no money running it," he said, "Last I can remem-

ber I was getting $3.70 an hour." Luckily, Turner's four

children are all grown and living in Atlanta. His only living com-

panions are his wife, Dora Irene, and one of his granddaughters.

Still, Turner intends to continue performing his thankless task;

"I plan on doing it until I can't do it no more, I been doing

it so long.

"

Lady Tigers cont. from p. 14

towards their abilities as athletes and team
members. Both Lampley and his ass-

istant, Coach Nancy Bowman, agree that

the team members take the game ser-

iously and are committed to their pos-

itions as female athletes. Lampley said,

"The improved record proves the ability

and potential of the Lady Tigers and of

female athletes in general." He added,

"I would like to see larger crowds at the

games. Support is important and nec-

essary in competition."
The Lady Tigers face Tennessee

Temple Febuary 12, and St. Mary's

Febuary 16, both at Sewanee. The team
hosts the state tournament Febuary 28

through March 1.

COWAN CAFE
PLA TE L UNCHES HOMECOOK MEA LS
BBQ ANYTIME 5: 30 A. M. - 4: 00 P. M.

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETE FLORAL NEEDS

FREE DELIWRIES

TO THE MOUNTAIN

University Market
iiiiiiiliiiMiiiiiiiiii illinium >i > Minimi iiimii

"MUNCHIES "KEG BEER AVAILABLE

•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS

•DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED"

MatadorSteak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester. Tenn.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar S2.45

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

now SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

NEW HOURS:

Mon _ Fri. 1 I :00am - 10:00pm

Sa t
4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Sun 1 1 .00 am - 3:00pm

Tel. 967-4535
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Life with

Jumana
Mary Lawrence Hicks

Jumana Ateyeh's decision to provide

concessions for patrons of the Outside Inn

almost cost her her life last fall. She
entered the building late one Saturday
night in October to find two men stuffing

their pockets and sacks with concession
foods. "It was one of the funniest nights

in my life," remembered Ateyeh as she de-

scribed the incident. "I walked in and saw
these two guys taking all our doritos and
potatoe chips and I was mad."

"You're committing a crime," Ateyeh
fearlessly accused the baffled men, "You'd
best leave before I call the police."

"What's your name, baby?" One of the
thieves dared to ask.

"That makes no difference-put those
things down now and leave."

"You wanna risk a rape, baby?" threa-

tened the same man.

"You don't scare me-- just get out."

retorted Ateyeh boldly.

Both men have since been apprehended
by the Sewanee police. Each has a criminal

record, and Ateyeh has been involved in

court proceedings against them. "The
Sewanee police were great," she beams.
"I love them."

Jumana Ateyeh (you know Jumana:
the Lebanese tornado with curlv black
hair and a Marx Brother's sense of- every-

thing!) is serving as chairman of Sewanee
Arts this semester in addition to directing

entertainment at the Outside Inn. This

fall she worked almost singlehandedly to

revitalize the coffee house type program

Jumana Ateyeh: The Lebanese Tornado

vhich /as nearly defunct at the end of last

year. Utilizing an abundance of fierce

enthusiasm, Ateyeh established a regular

program of both local and professional

entertainment. In addition, she has made
arrangements with the drama department

to exchange use of the building as an act-

ing studio for new lighting equipment.

\A/E AL.SO HAVE AN
EXCELLENT SELECTION OF CARDS ^ GIFTS

FOR ALL occassions/ J

By involving the drama department in the
activities at the Inn, Ateyeh hopes to help
bring together the drifting outlets of per-

formance at Sewanee.

Ateyeh's goal for the Sewanee Arts is

to organize the various forms of artistic

expression at Sewanee into a program
which encourages talented individuals to
share their artistic efforts with others.
The culmination of this attempt will be
the "Arts Alive" festival this April. The
festival will include a dramatic perform-
ance, a ballet performance, and arts and
crafts exhibition, and a music concert.

What will Jumana Ateyeh do when
she leaves Sewanee? She is interested in

South Carolina politics, but her love for

the entertainment field has lead her to con-
sider a stage career. "Everybody loves a

laugh," she muses, "and I'd like to be up
there providing them with a few."

In the meantime, Sewanee is blessed

with generous doses of hilarity bestowed

by this young lady whose first obligation

is the entertainment of others--from her

direction of the Sewanee Arts and Out-

side Inn to her daily antics. "I'm Leba-

nese and I'm damn proud of it," pipes

Ateyeh-"MisMofti Munkhari ma Lemu-
nie" translated: Don't blow your nose

with an orange.
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Students pivctice neck braces in the current EMT course.
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the state as an
bs in the course,

particularly the immediate needs of the

Sewanee community," comments Jim

Scott, who serves as training officer for

the EMTs.
Much of how the program is con-

ducted depends on the regulations of

the State of Tennessee. For instance,

no seniors may be admitted to the course

unless they are residents of this state and

plan to work for an ambulance company
or rescue squad following graduation.

Such a requirement is necessary so that

the community can benefit from the

program's "service return."

In the selection process for enroll-

ment, apart from some attention to a

first-come, first-served basis, local resi-

dents are given high priority, a sensible

means of maintaining an effective force

during vacation periods. In actuality,

though, most of the active EMTs are

students while only a few year-round

residents participate, backed up by a

couple of stand-by members.
Due to the state's emphasis on

providing service for Tennessee's citizens,

employees of ambulance companies rank

highest on the list of applicants, from
which only 25 may be accepted. Only
such employees from Franklin, Grundy,
and Marion counties and some of Coffee
county may sign up for the EMT course

at Sewanee. Freshmen at the college who
are willing to serve as an active EMT also

have a good chance of being selected, and
last to be taken are sophomores and
juniors, in that order. People wanting to

sign up because of a

not desiring to perfor

EMT fill the remaining
if there are any. He
sit in on the classes a

a person begins the training process, few
drop out.

Funding for the course comes from the

state. Since it is sponsored under the aus-

pices of the Chattanooga State Area
Vocational Technical School, the instruc-

tor here must be affiliated with this

institution. A chemistry professor at the
Sewanee Academy, Jim Scott, has
trained EMTs for three years. In addition

to his duties as training officer for the
Sewanee Emergency Medical Service, Scott
acts as a stand-by fireman and EMT and
has taken on the responsibility of review-

ing SEMS's standard of operation in order
to maintain and improve the quality of
patient care and equipment. Scott stated

that the EMTs primary duty is emergency
medical care, the secondary obligation

being to supply the fire department with

spected toand the EMT: firemen are .

have a shorter time of response than the

EMTs, for when a technician encounters

his patient he must have sufficiently

controlled breathing to think clearly

,

to inspire confidence in the injured, and
perhaps to assist the patient through
respiratory resuscitation.

Those interested in signing up for the

1980 fall semester EMT course should

SPO a note to Jim Scott, Sewanee
Academy, containing name, campus
address, reason for wishing to enroll, and
the date. Scott will probably complete the

selection process by May. EMTs who
receive notification that they must be

re-certified will be able to take the neces-

sary classes in April.

The
prograi

fire departme
are supports
together on

id the EMT
' each other,

budget matters,

among other things. Some of the partici-

pants on Sewanee 's emergency teams are

cross trained, and an EMT always responds
to fire calls for treatment of potential

casualties among the firefighters. EMTs
in the past have even dealt with firemen's

foot lacerations caused by their running

bare-footed in response to the siren.

One interesting point of contrast

between the performance of the fireman

EMT training, which begins during

the fall semester, c onsists of 103 hours
of instruction, 93 ir class and 10 working
in the emergency room of the South
Pittsburg hospital. One student said

the group she was with at the hospital

found the work so interesting that they
stayed on for a couple of extra hours



to observe more. The classes, held

the Academy auditorium, generally con-
sist of Scott's lectures, films which
reinforce the textbook, and a period
during which students learn techniques
and practice them on one another (a

ritual I was lucky enough to participate

in—they welcomed my presence by
adeptly placing my leg in a tractional

splint!).

One must be a dedicated participant

in the program, as no more than one class

may be missed. Progress is checked on
three written tests and as many "practical"

periods, during which the students demon-
strate their ability to use proper emergency
techniques. A final exam will be given this

year at the end of February and a final

"practical" will be held at the beginning of
March in Chattanooga at which other
instructors simulate medical emergencies
to which the student must react.

A recent upgrading of the state-wide
system has taken place. A former nun with
a background in nursing has directed the
improvements, and allegedly more difficult

exams are being issued. All changes in

the state's program must be authorized by
the State Medical Advisory Board to the

Tennesse Department of Emergency
Medical Services. Curriculum changes
have been extensive, for the board con-
stantly reviews the program and acts on
its obvious weaknesses. At the moment
advance modules, which will aid in the

teaching of I.V. therapy and advanced air-

way care, are being developed. The
national board has also just upgraded its

standards.

Reaction of the trainees appears quite
favorable toward the way in which the
course is being handled here on the
Mountain, and most participants exhibit
an enthusiasm for working under Jim
Scott's capable instruction. Dr. Thomas
Carlson, presently in the EMT course,
has been doing outside reading on wilder-
ness medicine. Tom Edwards and Overton
Thompson are active EMTs who are work-
ing with a group—also trained by Scott—
of residents, some being EMTs who desire
to extend their knowledge and partici-
patory service in the field of mountain
search and rescue. This group, already
functioning and backed financially by the
members, has been involved in three
missions, most recently in the case of the

Nashville television station chan-
nel 2 came to the campus recent-
ly to film background for their

newsmagazine show "PM." Pic-

tured at right, members of the
Student Fire Department mingle
with the film crew before staging
a fire call at Hoffman dormitory
for the cameras.

Blanton Miller death. They hope to
implement their search plan for the whole
Mountain by spring break.

Some graduates direct the Sewanee
Emergency Medical Service, the governing
body of the EMTs. Harry Tufts is director
at present and organizes its activities, such
as implementing Scott's suggestions which
warrant action. And Charlie Atwood, who
happily notes that SEMS is increasingly

being taken more seriously by Sewanee
residents, acts as assistant director of the
organization. SEMS must work with
limited funds; it receives approximately
$500 a year from the University and about
the same amount from the Community
Chest.

The certificates earned bv graduates
of the EMT course are in effect for two
years. Prior to the expiration date a tech-

nician must undergo 33 hours of re-certifi-

cation instruction and must re-take exams.
During the two year period, EMTs also

attend Sunday fire drills to provide
assistance, conduct their own re-training

activity currently led by Tom Edwards
and Kevin Miller, and discuss the previous
week's emergencies. Jim Scott believes

that a person must be involved actively in

patient care to retain their skills; "the class
alone does not make you an EMT." And
he continues by saying that the active

EMTs seem to display an "esprit de corps"
to which these weekly activities may
contribute.

Scott also mentioned that he, along
with Cathy Potts, wants to begin a

modular, or self-taught, course in CPR.
Other separate, advanced instruction can
be given in specific areas of emergency
medical care, and Scott declared that he is

looking for a certified medical instructor,

or someone willing to be trained, to take
some of the pressure off the EMT program,
as he is the only person at present available

to teach such courses.

One final fact-in 1979, out of 105
emergency calls, 27 specifically required
the response of EMTs, besides the
mandatory attendance of a technician at
the 78 fire emergencies. It is clear that a
qualitative performance by the Sewanee
Emergency Medical Service is vital to the
welfare of the community, and so far the
performance of SEMS has been commend-
able.

Doug Cameron, in his first year as the
training officer of the fire department, is

now considering applications for the six
available places on the volunteer force.
About 20 students have applied, including
three women. Applicants must undergo
21 hours of instruction. The actual appli-
cations which ask for a listing of skills are
scored for a total of 12 points maximum.
The entrance-level physical test, which
involves such activities as climbing a
ladder with a fire hose, counts for eight
points, and two final tests—practical and
written—are valued at 40 points each. The
six people with the highest total scores
will be notified as having been accepted
to the fire department shortly before
spring vacation.
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A Position as Assistant Director of Admissions

for the College of Arts and Sciences of

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
will be available in August. A job description will

be furnished upon request. Letters of inquiry and

applications with resurjie should be addressed to:

Albert S. Gooch, Jr./ Director of Admissions

The University of the South Sewanee.TN 37375

The University of the South is an

Equal Opportunity Employer

A COMPLETE UtfUfttAUTO PART*
FOREIGN & DON*$flC Jt
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218 CUMBERLAND COWAN

Remember BtSTSLLLLRS at ST. LUKE'S

Campus Paperback bestsellers
1. Star Trek, by Gene Roddenberry. (Pocket, $2.50.) Further

adventures of TV spaceship, U.S.S. Enterprise.

2. Mommie Dearest, by Christina Crawford. (Berkley,

$2.75.) Life with mother: actress Joan Crawford.

3. The Mr. Bill Show, by Walter Williams. (Running Press,

$4.95.) Story of TV puppet from "Saturday Night Live."

4. How to Eat Like a Child, by Delia Ephron. (Ballantine,

$3.95.) And other lessons in not being grown-up.

5. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Adventures of a son of a famous, feminist mother.

6. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett, $3.95.)
Multi-family saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction.

7. Mary Ellen's Best of Helpful Hints, by Mary Ellen

Pinkham and Pearl Higginbotham. (Warner, $3.95.)
Solving household problems.

8. Ashes in the Wind, by Kathleen E. Woodiwiss (Avon,
$4.95.) Southern belle vs. Yankee doctor: fiction.

9. Evergreen, by Belva Plain. (Dell, $2.75.) Jewish immi-
grant woman climbs from poverty on lower Manhattan.

10. In Search of History, by Theodore H. White. (Warner,
$5.95.) Personal adventures of a famous journalist.

Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information

supplied by college stores throughout the country February 4. 1980.

New & Recommended
Economics in Plain English, by Leonard Silk. (Touchstone,
$3.95.) Explained for laymen with wit and brevity.

Grave Mistake, by Ngaio Marsh (Jove, $1.95.) Nursing
home whodunit with Scotland Yard to the rescue: fiction.

Night-Side, by Joyce Carol Oates. (Fawcett/Crest, $2.50.)
18 stories treating dreams, madness, the mysterious: fiction.

Association of American Publishers

Anyone with previous

experience in magazine
LAYOUT

wishing to earn extra

cash, please contact

Richard Hill or Andy
Kegley

HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE
located next to Smokehouse Restaurant - U. S. Highway 64

MONTEAGLE, Tennessee 3/356

JACKIE WAKEFIELD, Owner phone: 924- 2267

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING
. DlSTlNCTIVbJEWELRY ...

CREATIVE GIFTS

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
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Fire is where when our trees are

crying with ice freezing rain ran its

course and began the winter that

:
-^••v:'^^:-:

froze our movement moment there

was light flashing brilliance of ac-

tive moment when confused con-
gested electrical systems devoured
transformers in Saturnalian mimicry
sound reaching ears with thunder
clap only after light searing eyes

with surprise we were huddled around

burning logs in primitive subjection

to nature she her woman mother for

days darkness concealing figures of
human form voices the only em-

bodiment of man when were you
there the ice crashed from the trees^

consumed by solar inspired kinetic

motion we raised our heads from
abject intercourse in the glow to

wonder at what had been wrought
and why.



wet sound pavement tires on headlights glaring off rumble vibra-

tion wheel in hands black world flashing into darkness straight

ahead stare streaked and dirty windshield seeing nothing, knowing

nothing, nothing ( ) ...but indifference, sheer boredom/

a qualification at last at least into the end ? there is none, no othei

but me for i cannot see a face in a window through this rain

slow down, slowing stopping a frustration reading a book where

you think youve got it all figured out until wham! the guy throws

something in that you never even expected, shattered glass, clutch

brake ease firmly nothing coming big red metal gravel under: lets

go. *this shaking keeps me steady, i should know* but its just

when i look in your eyes and see absolutely no not even a silk

scarf or a smile that i turn away in disgust, more at myself than at

anything else, is it more than words which lies between us? you.

me. where is this we anyway? ( i could not find you on the dance

floor) some party im buying no let me please i insist whatevers

right man. sorry, cant imagine what it would be like to touch you

i know think the same of me. or do you at all/ think, of me? "and

try not to laugh * dont forget your angel, sometimes i take a face

like yours in my mind and twist its lips until your smile suits me:

pretty baby tell me how i feel tonight, jealousy careresentment-

hopehatredlovethegreatest of these flipping the coin all for a

quarter: none given none asked. f***ing just be polite, we could

both stop sucking then, im so afraid of knowing that its all a

waste of time time time wasting me. whose dark eyes are these

which startle mine wildly eternally i could look at them forever

or scratch them bloodily out away— but my nails are gnawed

to the quick with too much time beneath the tower waiting for

someone who would never come, the fountain had been turned

off only that day but already it was filled with leaves dry brown

and dead, one i saved for you. *well it aint no use to sit and

wonder why babe* thats for damn sure, but then bslOl (required

course) doesnt exactly spell out why you cried that night at

greens view: or will your A turn you to toys keep you haphap-

happy in soft warm wool where the winds never tear you away?

just ease on down the road cause i dont want you no more-*

ninety miles an hour is the speed i drive* tell me do your dreams

make any difference or are they only vain lies (steal cheat out

you go)? everybody wants to be the only one, but for whom?
my part in this-why am i asking you, asking you, ask a-s-k...

clickety clack railroad track empty bottles in the back, no

lights in the sky coming or going, i saw the pub, the pub saw

Editor's Note: Anonymity was granted to the author of this imp"

istic - stream of conscience essay on death and dying, a subject we find

difficult, though relevant, to consider here at Sewanee.

me. thats all. i swear i tried, collective egoism: greater than the

sum of its parts, wonderful: ill invest today, my life has been

one moment of loss. is. i want so much more, more than i can

take and you can give. *if it be love indeed, tell me how much*

put it in a silver cup a keg and drink it tonight, all of this (rem-

ember me), and throw it up before you go to bed. somewhen

between heavenandhell, this here, this now, this paper cut on

your ruby red lips, i understand few things, red sweater, bare

feet, maybe a laugh, blurred springtime whirling around in green

to meet me. this music keeps me dancing- towards the edge.

*not weighing our merits but pardoning out offences* decor-

ative surfaces (what other kind is there), concerns, coffee spoons

and Christmas lights, white lines and souveniers. another chip

the

the

table felt *nu

?el *force the t

st loathe, be

of flan

mmg i

ike rii

no see. i think of the grea

how you create them for i

observation, an account,

silent in my memory, thei

of a soundless locomotive

you, you ooh hoo. *take i

all l
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I
recently explained the F

breakfast, and having

the Purple's budget requ

imittee <SAFC> offers an ex

on of the Purple, its purpose

Andy Kegley

)le state of mind to the Board of Re-

through the tedious paperwork of or-

for next year to the Student Activity

<cellent opportunity for more inward

; efforts toward realizing that

purpose.

Such introspection is more beneficial to us on the staff than to the av-

age reader, and particularly so this semester — after five rather experimental

issues and with the return of three students who lend themselves to the ob-

vious overall improvement in the magazine format. The combined exper-

ience of the staff, plus the untapped closet creativity of others here should

leave us, on paper anyway, no excuse for an imperfect final product. This

lesson is one of the first, if not most difficult at which to arrive. Once

though it is realized that perfection cannot be achieved, via this medium
or any other (with so many lines to be straightened, pictures to be cropped,

corrections to be made), a certain cynicism develops on our part which
oftimes shades the Purple's perspective towards issues, and towards reacting

be If stude fee

i arguable

. to striv

that we thusly lack concern towards the campus as a wl

that such insinuations towards our hegemony and po<

stories are just as closed minded as our own preconceive

for a truly perfect product.

Equally as important as are participation and attitudes as a means for

any other student organization, including the Purple, of achieving their goal

is the factor of SAFC money. Most of the 21 chartered organizations receive

a large percentage of their budget from the SAFC's allocation of our monies,
which is gleaned from each of the 1 000 student's $70 activity fee per year.

In return , we receive Purples, a Cap and Gown, participation in concert ser-

ies, lectures and Outing Club activities, not to mention such ludicrous SAFC
supported activities as equipment for the lacrosse club.

But what is more stifling to students through the years as the tuition,

room, board and health fees climbed annually is the fact that the student
activity fee has not risen from the present $70 since the fall of 1977. This

ans that the SAFC is still working with the same $70,000 to

ong a growing number of organize tions in ( n age when the c

rate is over 13%. The question i rises as t 3 how the SAFC
grant reasonable allocations whil their actual dollar value

be; ;ated

nflat-

i to

This n outright plea for an increase in our student activity fee. In-

deed, it is difficult enough to reconcile the $600 plus increase in total stud-

ent costs next year. The irritating fact is how all other student fees jump an-

nually, and even this year the health fee jumped $20, from $60 in 1 979-80
to $80 in 1980-81 -but what is misleading is how the administration covers

up an additional $30 increase in the same health fee by placing it within the

$205 increase in tuition payments.

All of which, in so many words, leaves us here in the spring, about to

ask of the SAFC our meek petition for x amount of dollars with which to
operate next year.Or that is, what's left of our deflatedstudent activity fee.

The only way for us or anyone else to survive fiscally in the years to come is

through a more positive approach of the administration in order to secure

a culturally and academic well-rounded education here at Sewanee.

Members of the Order of the Gownsmen are invited

to submit nominations for a new editor of the Purple by
Tuesday, March 1 8. Nominees should have one year
experience on a University publication and be in good
academic standing. Nominations should be in the office

of the Deans of Students no later than twelve noon on
March I 8.

The staff hopes that efforts made to improve the
visual quality of this issue have not been negated by
the somewhat incorrect and inconsistent spacing of

our IBM composer.

scuinncc purpic
vol- cii/%n©. vi
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The Monthly Newsmagazine

On Chemical Dependency

To the editor:

I'm writing in response to a story I recenth

heard concerning one of my friends, who shal

remain anonymous, and that peculiar socia

institution, the drinking club. The story, no

novel by any means, is one of near tragedy pow
erful enough in its implications to raise seriou

questions concerning the attitudes toward

drinking fostered by these socially honorabl

institutions. The fact that such questions ar

athe irbing

social i t at Se

The story is simple,

one we've all heard

before. John Doe
went through the

drinking club initia-

part of chugging a

lethal dose of alcohol

and didn't vomit as

expected. He was

passed out in an un-

occupied frat house

turning colors. After

being rushed to the

emergency room, he

simply passed out, unlike the

fellow who, during my freshman year, required

the electric paddles to get his heart started

again. Technically he was dead, for his heart

had stopped due to an overdose of alcohol.

In light of these and other hospitalizations

my question is: wouldn't any sensible person

interested in the welfare of the Sewanee student

body question the nature and desirability of a

socially respected honor society that requires

as an initiation rite the ingestion of a potentially

fatal dose of alcohol? Yet never in my time

Setter/

at Sewanee did

cerning these pr;

drinking club is

integral thread i

es. Quite the contrary, the

nsidered an honorable and

le fabric of Sewanee tradi-

In my opinion such unquestioning accep-

tance of the potentially fatal abuse of alcohol

is an indication of destructive social attitudes

concerning drug usage. As is pointed out by this

example, irresponsible drug abuse is not only

accepted, it is respected. Other examples of the

social acceptance of heavy drug use are party

weekends and fraternity parties, both of which
generally mask large scale heavy drunks. (Among
the fraternities of my acquaintance, the success

of a party was measured by the number of kegs

drunk by morning.)

In addition to these objective examples my
experience over four years at Sewanee would

confirm the assumption that heavy drug use is

accepted and reinforced on campus. My percep-

tions are colored by the fact that throughout my
Sewanee experience I was a heavy drug user and

drug dealer myself, but I can state with certainty

that at Sewanee a social environment that accepts

and promotes chronic drug use is readily avail-

able.

a term used to refer to pathological dependence
upon mood-altering chemicals, commonly known
as alcoholism or drug addiction. For these peo-
ple the drug experience becomes the most im-
portant part of their day to day life.

At first the drug experience is a heavenly
one, showering the user with beautiful new
feelings of freedom and joy. Gradually the drug
becomes a trusted friend, always there to ease
daily tensions, sooth an aching muscle, quiet an
angry moment, or console a broken heart. The
individual soon begins to rely on his/her drug of
choice to meet an ever-larger spectrum of needs,
and for a time it seems these needs are met in-

stantly and effectively. But in the end the trust-

ed friend becomes a fearsome tyrant. The per-

son finds he/she needs more and more of the

drug to meet the simplest situations. The drug
experience itself becomes increasingly more de-

manding of the person's time and energy, for

what once was a handy tool for fun becomes a

potent primary need. Values and goals once
considered of utmost importance lose meaning,

for they interfere with fulfilling the need of in-

toxication. Finally, the basic element of human
dignity, freedom of choice, is lost to the insa-

tiable needs of chemical dependency.
In short, to a person who becomes chemically

dependent the urge to experience intoxication

becomes a potent primary need, taking prece-

dence over all other needs. The person loses

control over the urge to use and cannot control

when they will use the chemical or how much
they will use. Chemical dependency is consider-

ed a disease because there is an uncontrollable

primary urge to use that can never be completely

erased from a person's psyche. If allowed to

progress the disease generally leads to either

death or insanity, but there is treatment avail-

able through which the disease can be arrested

and the person can resume a normal life free

of chemical use.

Being chemically dependent myself I know
these things to be true. I was dependent before

reaching Sewaneee, as I began using drugs regu-

larily at age fourteen. Throughout high school

I was able to use drugs and still meet my daily

needs, but upon reaching Sewanee things began
to change. I found

I was progressively less able

to meet my responsibilities and finally had to

leave school in March of '79 to seek treatment
in Minnesota. I was to have graduated in May

Congrats

To the editor:

I have just finished reading the February
issue of the Sewanee Purple from cover to
cover. Let me commend you on the great im-

provement you have made in the quality ' am
magazine since its first issue last fall. la m
referring not only to the variety of topics and
issues covered, but also to the quality of writing.

I think you have begun to achieve a commend-
able balance between informative articles (I

realize how difficult it is to be informative when
you publish only once a month in a community
such as Sewanee ), editorializings, and human
interest stories. I look forward to future issues.

Very truly yours,

Tom Watson
University Librarian

Truth is Futility

To the editor:

I'd like to register my moral outrage at what

I
consider a misrepresentation of the reality of

the ubiquitious water tower depicted on the

cover if your Jan. 1980 number. The censorship-

of-angte of the "Sperm Bank" motto I can tole-

rate, but "Sewanee Utility District" is simply not

the way it is. In an issue devoted to quagmires

and the decade passee, face it: truth is futility.

Sincerely,

Scot Oliver

Editor's Note: Truth may be futility, but the

truth is that we did not censor the picture.

In fact, on the print we delivered to the printer,

both "Sperm Bank" and "Sewanee Futility Dis-

trict" were legible. The drop out printing process

evidently and unfortunately consumed the vital

letters, which when intact, truthfully represent

the futility of the Sewanee experience.

see Drugs, p. 22

Sew

, Sew
nee goes without saying. Heavy drinking is con-

sidered a part of life, especially during college

years. It would seem that heavy drinking and
drug use is generally looked upon condescend-
ingly as something we all go through in college

while the majority of people can live through a

period of heavy drug use and come out
a certain percentage of people will become che-

If a brief history of

would be helpful, here it is.

I entered as a freshman right out of high

school in Huntsville, Alabama, in 1974. I did

well at first, but due to drugs, mainly pot, my
arades declined from a 3.6 to the 2.5-3.0 range.

I took a year's leave of absence following summer
school in '77, due to a suicide attempt resulting

from the depression often accompanying
chemical dependency.

I went to the Harpleden
Foundation outside Minneapolis, Minnesota,
for their treatment program. I returned home in

Nov. '77, began getting high again, and returned
to Sewanee in the fall of '78 to finish my degree.
Drugs once again got the best of me and I left

March 9, 1979 for Harpleden. I spent 5 weeks
there and 6% months in a halfway house in

St. Paul, where I now live. I work at Ramsy
County Detox Center in St. Paul and plan to
return to Sewanee for the remaining semester
next year or the next,

dependency.
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Five Day Week
Like coffee after wine, the six day Sewanee syndrome has

unfortunately evolved into a fixed and static way of doing things

from which no one feels comfortable in departing. Tradition,

in this instance however, leaves nothing to fruition.

With a five day week, the often cited problem of isolation

(and its subpoints which are a low retention rate and acute

social anxiety leading to insanity) high atop this paranoid peak

would go a long way toward being whipped. From Friday noon

until Monday morning, students would have a consistent opp-

ortunity to have a length of time in which diversions pertaining

to normal world status could be taken advantage of.

Sewanee's greatest problem, perhaps, is its addiction to

routine, once the year grooves into an habitually normal track.

An influx of ideas, experiences, and fresh insights which would

be afforded by weekend long treks are invaluable towards keep-

ing Sewanee sane. What students, teachers, and administrators

must realize is that as an educational institution, (not an aca-

demic one), those unproductive Saturday classes at which

students daydream about afternoon kegs could be changed to

a Wednesday, and a truly creative time slot consisting of sev-

eral days would have been realized. Perhaps (and a slight perhaps

at that), then would we be able to read those half a dozen books

d.b.d.

Registration:
No Exemptions

Vietnam: A poor man's war. A war involving the decision

of the ruling class (which is primarily composed of the upper-

middle class) exacting the blood of poor men for the defense

of Democracy. Not a very democratic process, would you say?

Along with the impending legislation on draft registration

comes the issue of who should register and who qualifies for

deferment. The Carter Doctrine supports the registration of all

citizens between the ages of 18 and 20. This does not make
allowances for students and in this way directly affects Univer-

sity life. Unlike the registration policies of the Vietnamese War,

students will no longer be eligible for Draft deferment on the

grounds of their status.

Is this just? Yes. If we live under a democratic government

then the registration of candidates for the draft must necessarily

be a democratic process. The majority of college undergraduates

are between the ages of 18 and 21. They are also composed

primarily of upper and middle class citizens. Unfortunately,

the education of the lower class largely ends either in elementary

school or upon receiving a high school diploma. College requires

financial means and this connotes class position. There is an

educated elite and it is grounded in^ our economic elite.

The question of war involves moral, social, and economic

interruptions in a society and in individual lives. Yet these

interruptions must affect all elements of our society because

we live under democratic rule, and they must involve all classes

at the heart of their being: their sons and their daughters.

L.F.F.

Theater Arts Major

Victimized by Politics

Beyond our dismay over the failure of a theatre arts major,

is the underlying concern with the basis on which this decision

seems to have been made. The proposed major was rejected

more on the grounds of financial straits than a consideration of

its benefits for the Sewanee community. An expanded theatre

arts program would not only serve the needs of the participants

but probably improve the quality and quantity of theatre on

the mountain.

The overriding concern of the curriculum committee for

financial matters, rather than academic or cultural concerns,

demonstrates a disquieting and dangerous set of priorities. We
feel that the benefits of a theatre arts major should have been

viewed in the context of the entire curriculum with an eye to

which majors best satisfy the needs of the students.

L.K.C.

Kamal Concert Cancelled;

He's Joined with Afghan Resistance

Expectations and interest have be

lately concerning the arrival of guitar virtuoso
Turan-Mirza Kamal in Sewanee for a March 6
concert. Unfortunately, though his engagement
was booked almost six months ago, Kamal's
performance will have to be cancelled.

Kamal has evidently swapped his guitar for

a rifle. Cancelling all March engagements in

the U.S., Kamal has joined with Moslem res-

istance in opposing the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.

His cancellation brings the distant Russian

used aggression the Middle-East

A telegram from Kamal's father was sent to

ICM artists (Kamal's NYC manager) informing

them of this development. They in turn relayed

the message back to their sponsors on the moun-
tain, the Guild of St. Cecilia and the Sewanee
Student Forum.

Kamal will supposedly be honoring all con-
tracts in April, and a rescheduling of his Sewanee

possible.
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Study Days Upheld

in Survey
A proposal to replace the 6-day week

system with a 5-day week met with defeat
in a student survey taken on February
12. Almost 70% of the student body
turned out to vote.

Two variations of the 5-day week were
under consideration. Under the "two-
week cycle" plan, classes which in Week 1

meet Monday, Wednesday and Friday
would meet on Tuesday and Thursday in

Week 2; they would alternate in this man-
ner throughout the semester. A variation

of this plan is to use Friday as a "swing

day," with Monday-Wednesday classes

meeting on Friday of Week 1 and Tues-
day-Thursday classes meeting on Friday

of Week 2. Under the "75 minute" plan,

each week is uniform, but Monday-Wed-
nesday-Friday classes meet for 50 minutes
and Tuesday-Thursday classes meet for

75 minutes.

Five day week proponent Scott Bates (left) and six day week supporter Doug Paschall,

above during the student forum on the proposed change. Below, Dean Webb and

Student Assembly and Order of the Gownsmen sponsors Tom Macfie and Sylvia

Robertshaw.
The faculty voted 40-24 in favor of

the idea of a 5-day week, but did not
vote on any particular variation. A pre-

sentation and debate meeting was held

on February 11. Dr. Scott Bates presented

the argument in favor of the 5-day week.
Two of his chief points were that Wednes-
day study days interrupt the rhythm of

the week and that Saturday classes are

relatively unproductive in the present

system.
Dean Douglas Paschall presented the

opposing argument, maintaining that the

6-day week creates continuity and balance

vhili adina

deadlines.

In the survey, students voted roughly

2-1 against the proposal. Of the students

who voted for the proposal, most sup-

ported implementation of the 2-week

cycle plan rather that the 75-minute

Plan - Guv Lvman

Alumnae Celebrate 10th Anniversary
Women alumnae are returning to the

mountain the weekend of March 14-16

for the Seventh Annual Sewanee Confe-
rence on Woman, and to celebrate the

tenth anniversary of the University as a

coed institution. This year's conference
theme is "Women: Choosing Success,"
and it promises to be a fun and informa-

tive weekend, according to co-coordina-
tor Barbara Hall.

The program begins with registration

Friday afternoon and will conclude with
a brunch on Sunday. Friday evening
the conference will be addressed by Nancy
Bell, C. '78. Saturday morning there will

be student and faculty-administrative pa-
nels discussing the present experience of

Sewanee's women.

The keynote speaker scheduled for

Saturday afternoon is Pat Cloherty, on

the topic of women and economic deve-

lopment. Cloherty is founder and Presi-

dent of Tessler and Cloherty, Inc., an

investment banking firm in New York

City- She is former Deputy Administra-

tor of the U.S. Small Business Admini-

stration and has been President of the

Childcraft Education Corporation.

Two sets of panels consisting of alum-

nae will follow the keynote address.

Various career choices will be the topic:

Law and Business, Teachers and other

professions, graduate students, and alter-

nate vocations. The Sewanee graduates

will represent many diverse careers: archi-

tecture, biology, clinical psychology, medi-

cine, and law. Also participating will

be a bartender, artist, woodworker, home-

maker-nurse, and a campaign worker.

There will be an opportunity to talk with

the individual panelists.

A banquet dinner with entertainment

is planned for Saturday evening, with a

conference wrap-up given by the week-

end's two coordinators, Barbara Hall and

Rosemary Drake, on Sunday morning.

All University faculty .students, and

members of the community are urged to

attend. The conference stresses the impact

and usefulness of the Sewanee experience

after graduation, whether it be for male

or female.
Rebecca Newton
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Teaching Our Children

Mary Lawrence Hicks

At the Sewanee Public School town meets gown in a com-

bined effort - elementary education.

Despite a wide disparity of children, social friction is not

created by rivalry between indigenous local kids and their

imported counterparts. Teachers, PTA members and students

from both university and local families work together to make

the public school a smooth operation.

The 270 students and fourteen teachers at SPS thrive in a

situation not uncommon in elementary schools - some students

are bright and motivated to learn, while others seem to dwell

at the opposite end of the scholastic spectrum. Teaching any

such group of diverse individuals is difficult; at SPS, the division

is more evident than in most rural Tennessee communities.

According to Mrs. Bayly Turlington, principal of SPS for

ten years, there are children of various levels from both univer-

sity and local families; however, ability to comprehend school

work at any particular pace does not seem to be determined

by the backgrounds of the children.

see Public School, p. 9

Town-Gown Sandwich
Ruth Cardinal

At Shenanigans, one of Sewanee's two downtown restaurants,

there are two doors. Three different kinds of people frequent

Shenanigans; those who walk in the front door, those who walk
in the back door and those who walk from the back to go in the

front. It is the meeting and mingling of these people that this

feature is concerned with.

Sure we have all been to Shenanigans; We take our mothers

so they can say how cute it is, we take our friends from home
so they can say how cool it is, and sometimes we take a friend

if we happened to miss Gailor that night. But how many of us

go to Shenanigans on a regular basis or go just for a beer and

For

appealing and

She
i hangout image one might expect
limited places to go in Sewanee. I

j are understandable reasons. But
quite so simple. These ,

of Shenanigans is trying to change and the ones the
jnity can profit from.

atmosphere and image of Shenanigans that is both
friendly decor

captured the

Its location and
: there are other

aspects that the

of wood and coffee burlap

casualness, but this casualnes:

being dominated by individ

there. Even though everyone

together in the ordering line tl

separation between those who
and those in the front. Often

cks ages

as a way of

personalities

entually goes

is a definite

of people

The
i

attractive

Shenamg
is entert

ndatmg effect on both gn

of community people is

jps

addition to a •

ns definitely ha

who doesn't like

watch Andy throw darts? It i

locals consider Shenanigans

college students think it their o\

change the atmosphere of She
it less hospitable.

Should s be? In any
lo characters.

type all the locals is unjustified,

mous student employer said,
"

uptown locals and your downto'

r when
ntruders

And
ey (the /ish that the

zing made

downtown locals didn

and cause fights."

Are the locals to be blamed for h

Shenanigans their hangout? Could
be a result of the typical Sewanee student

apathy? We all seem to fall into our ruts and go
to the Pub because it is only a minute walk
from the Library. We complain about the
crowds in the Pub only to sit there complain-
ing until twelve, because we are too lazy to go
somewhere more intimate, such as Shenanigans.

This can be changed though, as Shenani-

gans feels. Recently they have been making

efforts to make Shenanigans more appealing

to the University students and professors. In

an attempt to give it more of a college town
image, they have added happy hours, live enter-

tainment, free peanuts and expanded rooms.

The menus are also being changed to offer a

greater option for a meal instead of just a sand-

wich. They hope this change will bring in pro-
fessors and their families

set? Shenanieans, p. v
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Terry Bonner : from

Pel ham to Sewanee
Lauren Farrington

From the valley, this mountain is refer-

red to by local inhabitants as "The Holy

Hill," said Terry Bonner, a fall graduate of

the College and current teacher of history

and English at the Sewanee Academy. He
may seem presumptuous in assuming the

role of spokesman for the valley, but act-

ually he grew up in Pelham, 1 2 miles from
Sewanee. Bonner calls himself an example
of "upward mobility;" in other words, he
ascended this "Holy" mountain.

This ascension has not been without its

problems and sacrifices. His immersion in

the two communities (University and local)

produced a divided personality: "I am s-

chizophrenic of necessity. I speak differ-

ently, act differently here than at home."

The disparity between the two commu-
nities takes place on several levels:

economic and personal value systems. The

Baptist, Nazarene and Church of God sur-

rounding communities perceive the Episco-

pal Church as being far too radical.

A common local perception of the Univer

sity is that of " a drunken playground for

rich kids." Bonner stresses that this is all a

problem of perception: 'The problem in

the surrounding community is an image
problem. The locals see the frat-men who

"I am schizophrenic of necessity.

I speak differently, act different-

ly here than at home..." The dis-

parity between the two commun-

ities divides into "the Izod com-

munity and the overall commun-

ity."

These problems of perception are exa-

cerbated by the two communities disparate

definitions of civilization: "Civilization to

the University community is perceived in

terms of cultural refinement. The local

community perceives civilization in terms

of money."

This difference in values exists by neces-

sity: the University community has the

money to pursue cultural refinement,

whereas the local community must just

pusue money for the sake of economic ex-

istence. Unfortunately, the two often ex-

pect too much from a "culture foreign to

their own, from a culture which does not

not understand its basic principles."

These expectations are directed at social

behavior, cutural perceptions and moralist-

ic assumptions on both sides. They reflect

minimally the mutual benefits received by

both communities. The University is a

company town, and as Bonner put it, "the

University is the town and the town is the

University." The University depends vital-

ly upon the local community for its main-

tenance and the local inhabitants depend

upon the school for employment. They

work together and despite their differences

they are dependent upon each other. In-

deed, for the majority of the members of

the local community, their whole lives re-

volve around the University. The local

community possesses those puritan virtues

of hard work and sincerity which main-

tain the academic pursuit of knowledge.

Terry Bonner knows both worlds

and finds he can never quite go home : "As

a young man growing up in Pelham, there

was a right and a wrong. Today I don't

know. It 's an old theme — loss of inno-

cence."

go to Monteagle and get stopped or those

who go to Wonder Cave and make fools of

themselves. ..Conversely, the University

community sees the eccentrics in Shenan-
igans." This image problem contributes to

stereotyping and alienation dividing the

two groups into "the Izod community and
the overall community."
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Walter Givhan

He needed a ride to a friend's house, as I found out after he looking for one more ego trip coated with an altruistic icing,

climbed into the cab of my truck. He lived by the side of the One might get the impression that the "quaint locals" are just

road in a wooden house, and that was where I picked him up. another genus, species, variety to be studied, analyzed,

A loquacious and gregarious fellow whom I had never me before, dehumanized and held for observation in the Sewanee Game Park,

he struck up a conversation from the moment I let off the clutch. "Let me pat myself on the back! I tousled the head of a local

Although he only wanted a ride to a friend's house about a mile youth who was not the child of one of my professors. He look

and a quarter down the road to Sewanee, he managed to expound

upon his desire to go back to college (I learned that he was about
youth who was not the child of one of my professors. Hey!

40 years old and had a semester of college credit), his admiration Looke Look at me. World! I'm a liberal!'

for Sewanee, and his perception of the students' attitude toward

the local citizens. "You degrade us," he said, then asked, "Isn't

that the word?" We talked a brief while longer before reaching

his destination. After expressing his gratitude for the ride, he

invited me in. I protested that I had a meeting to attend, and he

nodded. Before closing the door, he informed me that "If you
are ever in trouble with the law and need a place to run to, you can

come here." I thanked him for his offer and headed toward my
meeting.

One could view this encounter with a citizen of the local area

as an incredible progression from the days when students of the

university and natives of the city clashed in armed battle in Ox-

ford, England, the seat of that great English institution of higher

education to which we so fondly compare ourselves. However,

there was a separation, a tension and a conflict present in our inte -

course lingering from years of delineating town and gown. The
tensions are with us even now. Everyday there is a war being

fought on a psychological level between town and gown which
occasionally explodes into ugly, unnecessary violence.

The spectrum of attitudes which characterize student responses

tp this situation range from knee-jerk reaction to cardboard
liberalism. The extremes can be perverse. A class isolation carry-

over from private or small school backgrounds plagues the percep-

tion of many country club students. These people prefer to have
as little to do with the indigenous population as possible. He/she
is a fine upstanding young man/woman. He/she just does not care

for the local color. It might be a good idea to build a fence around
the domain, lock the gates and the highway of entrance and ad-

minister a literacy test to everyone wishing to come in unless he
is covered by the Grandfather Clause. It is a why-deal-with-it-

when-you-can-avoid-it attitude. "Blacks? I like the music they
play on my juke box. What is the big deal? I say 'hi' to my janitor

every morning."

No less disgusting is the cardboard liberalism practiced by some.
Often the interested individual is just another self-righteous person

These pictures are not models of the average Sewanee student

nor do they take into account the countless contibution and

commitments made by the conscientious faculty members, their

see Local Impressions, p. 10.

»»*<
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Shenanigans cont. from p. 6

I must admit I was one of those Shenanigans patrons who
took their mothers there. The other night, as more of an in-

vestigating motive than seeking entertainment I went to Shen-

anigans at 9:00 for a* beer with a friend. I was surprised. Sure

the locals were there, but so were some college preppies. The

atmosphere was different than when I took my mother for sure.

I didn't feel like I was in Sewanee. The beer was good. It cost

a little more but I didn't have to yell to be heard. There was

live music, good conversation and all-around good vibes. I left

thinking that I should go back some night, but will I? Or will

I
just fall into my rut and go along with my friends to the Pub?

Or could I be the beginning of the new trend? I would like to

think that Shenanigans can change a little and become what it

has such a wonderful potential of being; a casual relaxing option

to the 'hot-life' at the Pub. Certainly we need the change of scene.

It will be interesting to see if the efforts of Shenanigans pay off

and the place becomes a hangout for both community and

college people. There is a lot to be said for being a Sewanee

community member as well as a Sewanee college student and

the two havea lot to learn and share from the other.

CALL TO ORDER:
5?8-53Z7

Public ScilOOl cont. from p. 6

Sewanee is a unique community, a fact evidenced by the

wide variety of backgrounds from whence the school children

come. On the playground, those wearing patched pants with

one-size-too-small shirts frolic happily with children in name

brand apparel . Groupings are determined more by athletic

prowess than anything else.

This homogenity is reassuring. The transciency of the

Sewanee community has perhaps worked to the advantage of

the relations of the public school. Many of the children are

accustomed to adjusting to new situations and most of them

readily accept children with different home lives. According

to Turlington, the disparity of levels in the classrooms may seem

to be more pronounced here, but not to the disadvantage of

the teacher.

One unique feature of the program at SPS is the assignment

of University students to tutoring positions in each classroom.

A majority of those perform this assistance through the

Work-Study program. Individual help may be given to either

quicker or slower students, thus not impeding the pace of the

class .

Some work-study students tutor, help small groups ,
monitor

classroom and playground behavior, grade workbooks and

generally aid teachers in their daily demands. Such assistance

leaves the professional educators freer from distraction,

a/lowing them to teach in the manner in which they are trained.

Turlington feels that rather than indicating a distinct problem

within each class, the use of tutors demonstrates harmonious

university service to the community. "Work-Study is something

the State Board of Education has never heard of," she says

with a smile. "We are very fortunate to have the additional

aid.

"

Thus, the uniqueness of the Sewanee community provides

an unusual advantage at the public school. "Town works with

gown very amicably," summated Turlington.

u- A
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Tankers Take Five
Phil Hejl

Sewanee's Varsity Swim Tear

the Third Annuan broiled

nng Diving

Championships whi

ferocious struggle. When the smoke cleared,

five swimmers had qualified for the Division

III Nationals and 14 of Sewanee's 17 school

records had been smashed.

In addition, the team finished second behind

Wabash in the overall scoring; however, it was

with a 1 36 point margin over the third place

squad.

While outstanding performances were turned

in by every membei

andir

sophomore Tim Walsh

Nationals in two individual

200 yard Butterfly) and t

and 800 yard Freestyle

Wlin

am, the most

achieved by

qualifying for

;s(the 100 and

vo relays (the 400

Relay), Tim also

smashed his own records in the 500 Free by

11'/> seconds, in the 1000 Free by 17 seconds,

and in the 1650 Free by 6.7 seconds. Tim also

turned in the best split on the 800 Free Relay

with a time of 1 :47.8 seconds.

Inspired by the performances of Walsh,

several other individuals broke records and

qualified for the N.C.A.A. Nationals. Juniors

Crayton Bell and Kent Gay both qualified for

Nationals in one individual event and two relays.

Crayton entered his name on the ecord books

by breaking the e isting record in the 400

Individual Medley by a rema rkable 1 2V4

nds jilh

also broke school records

beating the old time by T/t s

of 2:02.9. in the 200 Free

1:49.5, and in the 100 Fri

48.68 seconds. To add to thi:

both the 400 and 800 F

qualified for Nationals. Kent

Crayton swam on

ee Relays which

Gay established a

to Division III Nationals

school record in the 50 Free beating a record

which has been held since 1972. Kent's time

of 21.86 was enough to qualify him for

Nationals in that event.

sophon

Co-captain Sfe

Other qualifiers of N

David Friebert and co-captain Phil Hejl. Friebert.

finishing directly behind Kent Gay in the 50

Free, qualified with a time of 21.92. David

also split an impressive time of 49.879 on the

400 Free Relay which qualified for Nationals as

well as finishing right behing Tim Walsh in the

100 Butterfly. Phil Hejl swam his personal best

time in the 200 Free while qualifying as a mem
ber of the 800 Free Relay. The assemblage

broke the previous school record by 12Y2

seconds in the most exciting race of the meet,

Hejl also posted best times in the 500 and 1650

Freestyle events.

Co-captain Steve Raulston toppled the record

in the 200 Breatstroke by 3 seconds with a time

of 2:22.1, and while he did not qualify for

Nationals, his enthusiasm was a key factor in

the team's performance.

Personal best times were posted by Steve,

Peter Neil, and Jean Burrell in the 200I.M.

Pete's younger sister Amy, a determined and

hard-working freshman on the squad, turned in

her best times of the year in the 200 Free, the

500 Free, and the 1650 Fre pl icing 10th in

a field of thirteen competitors.

Another surprise perform i/as freshman

Dan Morns who showed great itility, placing

high in the 500 Free as well as fif h in both the

100 and 200 Butterfly events.

Sewanee's only first place fin ish, after as-

tounding performances, came diver Leland

Gentry in the 3 meter dive. Lelan d also placed

second in the 1 meter divin ahead of Fred

McLaughlin who finished just th ree tenths of

a point behind Leland in th e 3 meter diving

and earned a fourth place fin sh i n the 1 meter

competition.

One reason for the great performances turned

in by the swimmers after a mediocre 5-5 dual

meet season is the training they underwent over

Christmas break in Boca Raton, Florida. The

team paid for the trip independent of its

atheletic budget by selling programs at the home

football games during the fall. The training

which the swimmers received in Florida was

essential to their ability to gel together as a

team and turn in the type of year-end perfor-

mances which they did at Wabash,

mances which they did at Wabash.

Coach Bitondo and the five national

qualifiers will travel to Washington and

Jefferson College in Washington PA
for the National Championships being held

there on March 14-16.

Local Impressions Local Impressions Local Im
cont.fromp.8

spouses, and students who perceive the human community as

existing outside their home towns, their college, their classrooms,

their domitories, their fraternity house, the Women's House,
etc... To them cooperation and communication are not merely
for the sake of peace, a state of affairs mutually advantageous for

the achievement of goals. They realize the benefits accrued
through the contact with a way of life which may be totally

foreign to their own . The opportunity available is apparent to

them, and they seize the chance to learn. They exert an effort to

acquaint themselves with citizens in some way deeper than paying

pressions Local Impressions Local Impressions

for a tank of gas.

An attempt to extablish contact and communication with the

Sewanee community in all its facets is not a luxury of the
unselfish who want to give of their time. All of us who live,

work, or study in this community controlled by the University

of the South that our relationship with the University entails

more than academic or financial obligations. We ultimately have

the responsibilities and the duties, just as we have the rights and

privileges, of citizens in a community, however peculiar its cha-

racter may be.
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^SANDWICHES
^HOMEMADE SOUP
^DELICATESSEN ITEMS

598 - 5774

look for RECORD SALE

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

OfS THE BLUFF am. S&WAAfcf

y^^JF»\\s (urnvshftA, totahen, ft«. place,

ES=>I&

—

TEL.<;q?-0855

Sherwood I2A- no prts <><-

"awamee.tN 3TVr5" s<v*ui crul4rer\

Applications are presently being received

for positions on the BISHOP'S CREW, a summer
work crew which does landscape and general cam-

pus improvements. A complete job description

with salary will be furnished upon request. The
primary requirement is that persons be students in

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
who plan to return to school the following year.

Inquiries and applications should be addressed to:

Albert S. Gooch, Jr./ SPO 1302/ Sewanee, TN
The University of the South

is an equal opportunity employer.

MatadorSteak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester. Tenn.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar 5_.43

now SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

— NEW HOURS:—

Mon. - Fri. 1 1 :00am - 10:00pm

Sat. 4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Sun. 1 1 :00 am - 3:00pm

-Tel. 967-4535—

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION

A COMPLETE LINE OF AUTO PARTS

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

'ANYTHING FOR YOUR CAR OR
YOUR HOME"

218 Cumberland COWAN

happy hour
tiger bay

i ii ii ii mini

WED. 4-6
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Conservation

Ethic
IS SEWANEE DEVELOPING ONE?

Sissy Kegley

The glint of aluminum cans reflecting in the

sunlight brings to mind an association^with cap-

ricious moments and hints of our brazened att-

itudes towards a frightening future. With daily

worries demanding most of our time, we tend to

postpone any long term issues. The fact is that

the deteriorating (deteriorated??) condition of
our environment is no longer a problem for the
future—our concerned, yet continual motionless,

attitude about energy conservation has effected
the arrival of another daily worry.

Evidence of the ludricrous cycle we deal with:
not only are bottles and cans the most unsightly
form of litter, they are also the least biodegrad-
able. When we choosa to leave a bottle or can on
the highway, we are talking about 500 years for

an aluminum can to fully erode or 1 million years

for a glass bottle to be recycled back to dust. In-

crease the one container to a six pack and the

time and energy wasted totally nullifies your
cost-benefit curve.

Recycling trash ourselves is the obvious solu-

tion. Already, a recycling center has been
established in Sewanee, largely through the

efforts of two seniors, Laurie Fowler and Boyd
Gibbs. Twenty times as much energy is used

producing aluminum cans from virgin materials

than is used through recycling; one glass bottle
may be reused as many as 24 times.

ALuWNUM

AN IDLE ANSWER?

Richard Hill

Wood power is slowly becoming a movement to be

reckoned with on the Domain.

In a recent publication prepared by the Tennessee
Valley Authority and the U.S. Forest Service, "Wood
Residue for Energy", Sewanee's potential for energy

self-sufficiency is examined. A relatively optimistic

energy future is the study's precis, as a result of alter-

native sources -- trees.

Burning wood residue, which includes sawdust, bark and
chipped wood, can produce adequate heating for the 26 buildings

comprising Sewanee's core. Although not economically feasible at

present, the innovative process described in the study could pay
for itself within a decade, provided some difficulties are straight-

ened out.

If the problem of underground pipe installation is solved, this

unique system would be advantageous for the University, both
economically and environmentally. As the detailed booklet

A bottle bill for the state of Tennessee fei!

the Senate Commerce Committee on Februa
19. The bill, designed to create an incentive f

the consumer to prevent littering, would hs
made each beverage container sold in the state
turnable for deposit, the amount depending i

the specific material.

across the country as they attempt to discri

the Oregon success and to stop others states'

islation."

Ale

According to

;ost of beverages ;

n the amount of hi

Tennessee Gov

Proof of the success of such a program is seen in

Oregon's bottle bill passed in 1972. 1.4 trillion

Btu 's per year are the net energy savings as a result

fcuancc frcuctna Center

Proof of the success of such a program is seen
in Oregon's bottle bill passed in 1972.
1.4 trillion BTU'S per year are the net energy sa-
vings as a result of Oregon's legislation. As the
number of containers entering the solid waste
stream each year has decreased by 88%, the re-
turn rate of containers has risen to 80%.

In a 1979 report by the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality, it is cited that "There
is no basis for the rumors and misinformation
continually circulated by Bottle Bill opponents

of the bill in Tennessee. Statistics compiled by
state agencies in Oregon prove that such reason-

ing is, indeed, based only on rumor.

In Tennessee, a coalition of state bottling, re-
tailing, industry and labor groups added to the

defeat of the bottle bill by pushing for the passage

of a litter tax which they feel would be more ef

fective. The litter bill, deceptively tagged the

"Litter Reduction and Materials Act", has been

called a "license' to litter" by its opponents, a?

see License, u 13
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points out, $900,000 of the project's estimated Si,691,000 cost
is devoted to underground pipe installation. If the piping was
run above ground, no bedrock would be blasted, thus reducing
costs considerably. Such an alternative would hurt the aesthetic
beauty of Sewanee's campus, however.

Another alternative suggested by the study is to install the
piping via gifts or grants. With such a move, "the boiler house and
related wood handling equipment would produce savings in heating
costs the first year and would pay for themselves during the tenth
year of operation."

Despite discernable optimism in the report, the Administration
has yet to show a reaction. Speculation has it that most innova-
tive suggestions, including those in the Land Use Study, will remain
simmering on the University's back burner for an indefinite period

of customarily close inspection. The day-to-day operations of the

University are usually so complex that very few untried ideas are

actualized.

However, a conversion to wood now would eliminate the

uneasy dependence on natural gas. Wood residue which is now
rejected commercially will be utilized in the proposed process.

see Wood, p. 14.

License

it lends no

tering. Cre

cont. from p. 12

;rs to prevent lit-

he cost of bever-

ages, the bill would tax litter producing industries

and retailers to pay for state administered anti-

litter programs.

Which brings us back to Sewanee—since
starting on a local level would perhaps be most
effective. In national parks, local programs have
been proven to be very successful. However, op-
position by Sewanee merchants further blocks

of rgy saving recycling

handling andIncreased costs oi

inconveniences to local dealers are complaints a-

gainst a bottle bill for Sewanee. Also, by install-

ing this system here, local merchants would be
discriminated against; consumers could take their

businesses to other areas, such as Monteagle, in

Vice-Chancellor Robert Ayres
, who has with-

held approval of a bottle bill for Sewanee, sees

this discrimination against the local merchants
as the most important opposition. Ayres, how-
ever, supports such a bill himself, and says that
his concerns are for a litter-free domain, and the

eliminat!

the con
of the Ml

Ayrei

to deal

by edict

ferred o<

of •Ity of

nunity's population are causing most
ering problems.

would like to see a system where "the

take on the responsibility; I would like

k/ith this situation in ways other than

. . a voluntary system is by nature pre-

;r a forced one." Perhaps such a state-

ment may be anothe r exs mple of passing the

buck, but that is irreve ant.

We are now presented w th the perfect oppor-

tunity to control our future with ourovYn hands.

To pract ce energy-co ation is up to each

individua voluntarily without the force of the

government or the U nvers ty. Before this can

happen, \ve must real ze that our effor s are for

our own survival in the futu

As th issue cont nues to be reha hed and
recycled, each individ ual nust put a end to

passive attitudes and begi 1 recycling the real

stuff.

EPA To Study Effluent Use

Sewanee may soon lead the charge in innovative environ-
mental projects, converting sewage to saplings.

The Environmental Protection Agency has signed a
$2 7,000 contract to conduct a cost-benefit analysis concerning
constructive uses of the effluent from Sewanee's waste water
treatment plant.

Currently, the effluent, rich with phosphates and nitrates,
» being discharged into Lost Cove Creek from the plant.
Although considered safe, the practice has increased chances
tor dangerous eutrophication in downstream areas.

However, methods termed "innovative" by the Federal
government may be employed on the Domain to turn this
sewage into useful fertilizer. Pumped to a plot of land offSherwood Road, the waste is to be used in experimental
fertilization. This may entail creation of a small, three
acre l"" e f°r oxygenation purposes.

The EPA justifies the high cost of the study by pointing
out two factors that have a crucial role in the success of

the project: geology and soil potential. The EPA secured
additional Federal funds to intensify its research on the
plot's soil potential.

Originally conceived to be near the University farm, the

experimental site was moved to its present postion via an
agreement between the Universiy and the Sewanee Utility

District. Pumping the wastes to the farm would have
demanded more electricity and driven up the operating costs.

Since the community pays for the system 's operating costs
in entirety, this expensive pumping was the main consideration
when the site was switched. Federal monies cover 75-85% of
the installation of such innovative systems.
A natural resources seminar group is presently studying

waste water treatment plants in particular, and their potential
environmental and economic applications. Unfortunately,
interaction is not expected between the EPA and this seminar
group. The EPA will conduct the majority of its study this

summer.



British Studies at Oxford, Reeking of History and Tim

Every Sewanee student has the oppor-

tunity to participate in the British Studies

program at Oxford University.

Of course studying is not all you do

while at Oxford, but then examples of

material covered in class are everywhere.

The place "reeks" of history. Everywhere

you turn so and so was born here or such

and such was beheaded there. The close

exposure of what you are studying is one

of the reasons it is so easy to learn there

what seemed impossible here. On week-

ends there are organized trips to "places

of beauty and historical interest."

Oxford combines an intense four day

week; busy during the day. while at night

there is time to go out and diversify. Three

day weekends allow for extended trips in

the English countryside. Classes run Mon-

day through Thursday with one seminar

and one lecture in the morning ending at

three o'clock in the afternoon. A student

has a choice of two of ten subjects offered

in seminar: Art History, Economics. Gov-

ernment, History, four in Literature,

and Social History. The topic of this sum-

mer's Studies is England in the 18th Cen-

tury and students will earn six hours credit.

The seminars meet twice a week, have

twelve to eighteen students per class and

are taught by visiting American professors

from Universities participate ing in the

program. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

e to Diversify

The British Studies has one catch, and

that is the cost. The cost of the program

is $2145 which includes room, board, and

tuition but not texts or air fare. The high

cost is due mainly to the attraction and

entertainment of distinguished American

and British scholars.

This year twenty Sewanee students

along with Dr. Reishman and Dr. Ric-

hardson, will be at Oxford from July 13th

to August 19th. Oxford can be either a

pleasant introduction to European cul-

ture and sights or a boost to intellectual

and cultural possibilities. British Studies

at Oxford is another part of the Sewanee

experience which every Sewanee student

should look into.

aid therefore be

Wood cont. from p. 13

substituting Domain timber in times of crisis

immediate.

The study shows that two environmental concerns would

benefit from the installation of an alternate steam plant.

Sewanee is surrounded by forest product industries which dispose

of wood debris constantly. By converting "waste" wood into

usable heat, the University helps to solve the disposal diliema;

also, Sewanee could become a positive trend-setter by shifting to

a more efficient, alternate energy source.

Laws of thermodynamics explain why Sewanee would have

paid only $.02271 per kilowatthour for heating in 1978 with the

proposed system. Why is the University not jumping head first

into this lucrative field? Perhaps the weeks ahead will see the

Administration come out in favor of the conversion.

Pipeline problems could be compromised by installing the

system above ground. Although the uncovered pipes would be

unattractive for a time, they could be buried as monies became

available Thus Sewanee could become self-sufficient ,
all the

while disposing of wood residue and helping conserve gas and

electricity.
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When you come to The Mountain think of

MEETING ALL YOUR FRIENDS
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH, AND DINNER

TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN COOKING
PREPARED FRESH DAILY

A/BW VfiAfcS

1* of 3*oiy

ANYT/H£7
C0JLLU9 (fci*"Wl-'Zz *fe

IG35X3S 1

G

TTIfc(NDir»J<2j tpc>?r

on sew^Nce KO*p

THE TtZ^vP/hJ & POST "

* "Villas "Wme 3^

*OLD T/NE SOt*£Vt6P

^ootique

6jlt="r shop

**" HAlfZSTVUNfo- b*

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTRY HAM, HOT BISCUITS CATFISH
BAR B Q, VEGETABLES, CHARCOAL STEAKS, A LARGE SALAD BAR
FEATURING OVER 20 ITEMS, AND FINE SOUTHERN HOPITALITY!
OUR 'HEARTH ROOM' Wl LL ACCOMADATE 100 PEOPLE FOR PRIVATE
GATHERINGS!
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BIG BIRD
AND A

LOW EIRE

5499 s533
Roundihp from

New York

Roundcrip
from Chicago

No restrictions

th dn afterConfirmed reservations' frei

no restrictions on stavs to 1 vr. or advance purcha:

from U.S. from March 10 thru May 14. 1980. All schedules and

prices subject to change and gov

tickets in the U.S.

al. Purcha

See vour travel agent or write Dept. #C\
lcelandair P.O. Box 105,

West Hempstead. NY 11552.

Call in NYC. 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for th.

toll-free number in vour area.

Please send me: D An lcelandair flight timetable.

Your European Vacations brochure.

"~1

\j

ICELANDAIR.
Still your best value to Europe '

Sewanee Purple

Remember BESTSELLERS at ST. LUKE'S

B& II Supply Store
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN, TENNESSEE 373 18

„FREE ADMISSIO Nium

VARIOUS ENTERTAINMENT
FEA TURING

LOCAL and
PROFESSIONAL TALENT

SERVING: MUNCHIES. PIZZA, MIXERS
DURING WEEKEND PERFORMANCES

0UBI0EH
FLOWERLAND

COMPLETE FLORAL NEEDS

FREE DELIVERIES

TO THE MOUNTAIN

Phon.- 967-7602

HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE
located next to Smokehouse Restaurant - U. S. Highway 64

MOrMTEAGLE, Tennessee 3/356

JACKIE WAKEFIELD, Owner phone: 924-2267

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING

. DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY ..

... CREATIVE GIFTS

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
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A Position as Assistant Director of Admissions
for the College of Arts and Sciences of
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH

will be available in August. A job description will

be furnished upon request. Letters of inquiry and
applications with resume should be addressed to:

Albert S. Gooch, Jr. / Director of Admissions
The University of the South Sewanee.TN 37375

The University of the South is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Poetry Contest
The Bain-Swiggert poetry competition offers $150 in prize money and is

open to undergraduates of the University of the South. Entries will be
judged by Professors Douglas Paschall and Thomas Carlson of the College
English Department and by Visiting Professor C'B. Cox, editor of the

s English periodical. Critical Quarterly.

First prize is $100;
ded in any place,

purchase of volumes

nd prize $35; third pri

sum will be donated
ontemporary poetry.

! $15. If noprizeisawar-
> duPont Library for the

JbteTCJRAff.HW
PS # whole wbear Xg

M Sweets *rL
cahe 4»d muffin mWns T~^
& crackers ^coidyit-es

«j?moch3 pies

JJJdS. - Sat 11am.- (opm n<*i*> Shenanigans

rill be considered for public

ve been published, nor be i

n 'The Mountain Goat' and
consideration for publication

j than fix . the The.

ONLY.

poems t

t on length or topic, but each poem must be separately typed
itted with a cover page to Prof. Richard Tillinghast, SPO 1210.

nd address should appear ON THE COVER PAGE
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Death of a Major:

Theater Arts Falls to

Sewanee Politics
Lindsay Coates

Innovation is a slow and painstaking

process at Sewanee, and this fact of Sewa-

nee politics has both positive and negative

repercussions on the curriculum. This

seems to be the primary factor in the

strange death of the proposed Theatre
Arts major.

David Landon, who divides his time

between the French and Speech and

Theatre departments, had in mind just

such a proposal last year. According

to Dr. Gilbert Gilchrist (who was on the

search committee which hired the new
chairman and sole member of the Theatre

department. Dr. Richard Homan), part of

the function of that committee was to

draft a proposal for a Theatre Arts major.

This fall, Homan presented to the

Curriculum Committee, which is chaired

by Dean John Webb and at that time

consisted of Dr. Eric Naylor, Dr. Dale

Richardson, Dr. Timothy Keith-Lucas,

Dr. Hugh Caldwell, Dr. James David-

heiser, Dr. Larry Jones, Dr. Harold

Goldberg, Dr. Richard O'Connor, Peggy

Barr, Ramona Doyle, and Dean Douglas

Paschall (who meets with the committee

but has no vote) a detailed proposal for

a theatre arts major. Despite the long

gestation period, the major was never born,

since the Curriculum Committee voted to

table it.

What were the reasons for its demise?
that question one must first

examine the proposal itself. Homan
expressed to the Curriculum Committee
a need for two things: additional courses

and expansion of facilities.

The first request called for courses in

technical areas as well as speech and voice.

This would entail additional faculty.

Homan cited a recommendation published

by the American Theatre Association

which suggests a minimum of three faculty

positions to support a theatre major,

though Homan limited his proposal to two
and a half faculty positions to improve its

feasibility. With the return of Landon
from his sabbatical, this would mean the

hiring of one full-time or two half-time

faculty members. Homan and Webb dis-

cussed persons in Sewanee who could be

hired at the instructor level for these

positions. The Curriculum Committee
was aware of this option.

In the area of facilities, Homan ex-

pressed to the Committee an eventual

need for two things—an acting and

directing studio and improvements in

Guerrv Auditorium. Currently, the Out-

ude In is be ed for acting £

a coupledirecting studio, though it h

liabilities. The Outside Inn is too small and

is burdened with inadequate lighting. The
Theatre Arts department is also dependent

upon the good graces of the Sewanee Arts

staff for the use of the Outside Inn.

A Theater Arts class practicing on the Cuerry stage.

Dr. Richard Homan
Homan says that he has a "beautiful work-

ing relationship" with the students, but

the situation is "precarious." He dislikes

"exploiting hard-working students for an
,

academic department." Homan adds that

if a theatre arts major did exist and if the

department became more active there

would be more conflicts over the use of

the Outside Inn.

Guerry Auditorium is another facility

with serious drawbacks. Homan says that

since Guerry was designed as a lecture

auditorium, "the seats in front are lower
than the stage; consequently the audience
is looking up at the actors, which is not
ideal." The upgrading of the lighting and
technical equipment necessary to instruct

students in this area of theatre arts would
"easily absorb $50,000."

There is also a shortage of shop space.
Last fall, due to a University Concert
Series event, the set for the Purple Masque
production of The Importance of Being
Earnest could not be built until less than a

month prior to performance because of the
lack of sufficient shop space for both
productions.
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Homan does add that "I don't say i

could not have a major with curre

facilities. If we had 10 majors, th.

current space would be adequate." How
many students might be interested in such

a major? "I would not be surprised if with-

in two years we had 20 majors, including

sophomores, juniors and seniors. David
[Landon] is guessing 50 majors in two
years."

Homan cites a current "huge interest"

in studio classes. Carolyn Kinman, a

senior who has been active in theatre, con-
curs with the feeling that student interest

is sufficient to support a major. Last fall,

she encouraged prospective students who
were interested in theatre to come to Sew-
anee in light of the push for a theatre arts
major.

After discussing these complaints,
Homan was asked if he would continue
teaching at Sewanee in a majorless depart-
ment. Homan said, "I don't feel that it is

possible to do the quality of work that I

want to do in a non-major program."
So why did this seemingly simply and

uncontroversial measure fail to pass?

Dean Webb told the Purple:

"I don't think we have suffi-

cient manpower to support the

staff and facilities...and there's

no point in doing a half assed

job."

Homan was told by Dean Webb that the
Curriculum Committee tabled the measure
because they "didn't want to commit the
College to a major which couldn't be sup-
ported by staff and facilities. I am sympa-
thetic to that point of view." Webb also
told Homan that with the 1980-81 budget
request there was "no way to add positions
which couldn't be reconciled to current
faculty salaries."

Webb told the Purple that "1 don't
think we have sufficient manpower and
there's no point in doing a half-assed job."
He added, "The consideration is funds."
Webb also feels that the new dean, Brown
Patterson, "ought to make these
decisions." When asked for a ball park
estimate of the cost of meeting the very
minimum requirement for the creation of
the theatre arts major, specifically the
hiring of new faculty, Webb cited "up-
wards of $21,000 to $26,000." Webb
also stated that "we prefer to have three-
man departments."

Cultural Center Not Imminent
An innovation which is drifting in the never-

never land of "we would love to do it but we
don't have the funds" is one for a fine arts

center. Last fall, at Provost Arthur Schaefer's
request. Dr. Richard Homan drew up a pro-
posal. Schaefer cites the need for such a center
as "a gap in our programs." According to Schae-
fer, "The problem now is that we have the
elements of it. All these activities [theatre,
dance, music] take place in scattered areas and
often in inappropriate facilities." Schaefer's
feeling is that "performing arts are an essential

part of an educated person's equipment. A
well-integrated program would heighten the cul-
tural atmosphere of the campus, provide a

creative outlet of energies and a depth of under-
standing for the participants which is difficult to
get from reading texts,"

What are the financial barriers to realizing this

noble rhetoric. Schaefer mentioned items which
have a higher priority, such as student aid. "You
can't go to a potential donor and say, 'We would
like $500,000 for student aid,' and then go back
and ask for more for the performing arts." Are
any other sources of funds available? Schaefer
suggests getting together "a proposal for a sup-
port foundation." As to what sum might be

necessary, Schaefer did not know.
Vice-Chancellor Robert Ayres also spoke of

the financial impediments. He endorsed the idea
of a fine arts center but qualified his endorse-
ment by saying, "If we could find the resources
for it!" The current budget is too light for the
kind of expenditure required, said Ayres, but
"success with the capital funds campaign will,

give us an opportunity to look at things and
be flexible."

In constrast to the wild-eyed dreaming of
his admii

feels the

.llStK

Jill !

proposal for

He adds, "You
nble into.'

uperiors. Dean John Webb

v what you

Dr. Ed Carlos, chair

department, says that fir

any sense of priority

Carlos mentions probler

nan of the Fine Arts

? arts has not "enjoyed
i University politics."

s from a lack of mir-
rors for Fiona Fairrie's dance classes to the need
for a librarian for the collection of 40,000 art

history slides. Says Carlos, who is in a position
to have a genuine "realistic" perspective on the

issue, "I am not optimistic for any improve-
ment. Our real strength is in our faculty and

This preference, however, does not
seem to be a standard part of University
policy, as a look at the University Bul-
letin indicates. Of the two departments
(which are not interdepartmental areas)
with three faculty members, a student
can major in classical languages but not
Italian. Nonetheless, a student can major
in German, which has two faculty mem-
bers, or Russian, which has one. It could
be argued that a language major does not
require the facilities that a theatre arts

major would. Yet,

for

nly essential

theatre department
ne additional facul-

s that the proposal

how the

program
character
Ayres wa

requir

with 10 majors L-

ty position. It si

was not evaluated
best serve student needs, but purely on
the basis of financial conditions which in

effect dictated an academic decision.

is another question concerning
expansion of the theatre arts
light alter Sewanee's academic
When Vice-Chancellor Robert
asked about this issue, he said,

"1 don't know how to respond. One
English professor felt that the hiring of
another faculty member in his depart-
ment should take priority over expan-

sion of theatre arts." Gilchrist, who has

been active in the theatre department,
said, "The fear that by introducing courses

which involve practical application of theo-

retical principles, that this will cause the

University to veer away from liberal arts

to vocationalism, is partly justified." He
advocates "finding a balance between the
academic and the applied."
A comment, which came from another

professor, who perhaps should have been
on the Curriculum Committee: "Theory
without practical application is meaning-
less and practical application without
academic discipline is aimless."

John Piccard, technical arts director

ofGuerry, adjusts the light board of

the 20 year old facility.
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THE DRAFT Fighting Shadows of the Future

Children, have 1 apt />'dns for H«"/

Ben Smith

It has been said that no generation has
ever survivied the threat of war, and re-

cent weeks have indicated that this old

adage might be true. Only seven years

ago the United States concluded its in-

volvement in what many people believe

was a pointless war in Vietnam. After

that experience, popular opinion tended

to support the notion that the United

States should never become involved in

an overseas war again.

Yet in light of recent developments in

the Middle East, those ominous and fore-

boding words have returned to haunt the
minds of the American people. As yet,
there remain fifty Americans held hostage
in the politically unstable country of Iran,

while to the east of the Iranian border,
Soviet military build-up in Afghanistan

has increased to a point where it appears

that this small independent Moslem nation

has been secured as another satellite, in

the sphere of Soviet influence.

Popular American opinion also views
the Russian involvement in Afghanistan
as merely a stepping stone towards the oil

fields of Iran and beyond. If this is true,

then the security of the United States is

going to be threatened, since we have a

large dependency on Middle East oil.

And under such a situation, a confronta-

tion between the U.S. and the Soviets

might be imminent.
If such a confrontation should arise, the

United States would be largely unprepared

to handle it.

According to a recent Pentagon study, the

U.S. could engage itself in a tactical war
with the U.S.S.R. for only a month, and
then it would have to consider the poss-

ibility of the deployment of nuclear

missiles. Since that is undesirable, Pres-

ident Carter is submitting a plan to Con-
gress to revitalize the registration of 19
and 20 year olds, for the draft. And
since it seems quite likely that such a

plan will pass, a registration for the draft

will strengthen our military preparedness,
if such a crisis should occur.

This, of course, seems quite ironic in

the light of our recent history. It was
little more than half a decade ago, that
the U.S. went to an all-volunteer army
and stopped registering 18 year olds
after we left Vietnam in 1973. The con
flict in Vietnam also affected many att

itudes of Americans concerning Ameri

can defense. Not only did a large ma-
jority of the American public approve
of a volunteer army as opposed to the
draft (76% according to Burns-Roper,
1974), but in polls published hv Gallop,
in 1973 and 1974, there was an increased
anti-military sentiment in America. And
finally, it was only a year ago that CBS
News and the New York Times published

a survey in which 69% of those that had
responded, said they would not approve
of sending U.S. troops to fight overseas,

under any circumstances.

One major attitude that has not really

been determined yet, concerns how college

students feel about facing registration

and a possible draft. Although few actual

decisions have been made, some students

have already made up their own minds

concerning the matter. At three major

universities, polls were conducted con-

cerning the issue of registration. At

Northwestern, and the University of

Michigan, recent surveys indicated that

the majority of students did not favor

registration. In fact, at Northwestern

University, 25% of the respondents re-

plied that they would flee to Canada
instead of going to war. On the other

hand, at the University of Oklahoma,

the majority of opinion (60%) favored

registration, perhaps indicative of a

geographical basis for the difference in

attitude. Even with such variance, there

is some speculation that new anti-war

movements may begin on college cam-

puses.

And we are now led to ask, what

about our own campus: will Sewanee
experience such friction as a result of a

renewed registration, and a possible

draft? According to Dean John Webb,

who worked with Sewanee's draft board

during the Vietnam years, there does,

in fact exist a certain similarity in the

degree of tension students are exper-

iencing today, as they did during the

Vietnam crisis. However, it was never

so great as to promote large scale dem-
onstrations or any other activity of that

sort. "There were no marches or con-

frontations. The R.O.T.C. offices were

not occupied or picketed. There were

some meetings and discussions, but it

was all conducted quietly." Of course,

like other colleges, the students became
"increasingly disenchanted with the war,"

as it progressed, but their disenchant-

ment was never expressed in disruptive

ways.
Dean Webb continues by citing the

fact that both periods, the time when
the draft was being used, and the post-

Vietnam period, had their separate ad-

vantages. Ever since the inception of

the draft in 1940, "most people expect-

ed to serve in the army anyway, hoping

to at least finish college, first." The
idea of a "leave of absence," was non-

existent. Whenever men left college,

they left to join the military service.

"Some found it beneficial, and others

did not find it beneficial."
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It was not until after the Vietnam war

that the leave of absence program was

started. With this, students obtained the

flexibility of being able to spend their

leave of absence time as they saw fit.

Concerning the idea of the draft,

Webb contends that it is "the most eff-

icient way of expanding the military

service." He also points out that the
fears young men have concerning the
idea of being drafted are unnecessarily
extreme. When someone is confronted
with the idea of being drafted, often he
immediately "imagines himself as a rifle-

man in the infantry, and becomes scared,
because their life-expectancy isn't very
high." Actually, there are only a "few"
who have to serve in that dangerous of
a capacity.

Nevertheless, students are very an-
xious over the possibility of being draft-

ed. Many believe college students should
not be subject to a general draft, if a
crisis should occur. According to Mike
Kelly, "drafting college students should
be a second resort, at least." In fact,

the only justification for the draft at
all is that it is a necessary part of the
system. But that doesn't mean that it

is right to draft people into a war.
"Governments start wars, not people."

On the other hand, there are others,
like David Matthews who believe that
registration for the draft is completely
justified, citing that Soviet expansion
ism must be stopped. "We must be pre-

pared to stop them now. If we aren't,

we're inviting them to attack us."

In either case, it seems imminent
that all 19-20 year olds would be sub-
ject to a general draft, whether they
attended college or not. Commenting
on the lottery system is Dean Seiters:

"in this age of human rights,

should break out, everyone
eligible would go, because a
deferment would be counted as a dis-
crimination on the basis of socio-economic
status.

"

Another important question that has
yet to be answered is whether or not
women should have to register for the
draft. Practically all of the students
interviewed believed that women should
register, but there was some disagreement

to what capacity in which women

if wars

student

Gerry Master;
should register, ;

ed arise;

5 in combat roles,

nder such a systen
lp a large part c

thus putting moi

should actuall.
helieves that wome:
be drafted if the
they should not se
He points out, that
women could take
non-combat positioi
men out on the field:

Another student, C. Hinrichs, states
that she"doesn't really like the idea",
but if she were drafted, she would go.
However, she doesn't believe that
should be involved in the actual fighting

Still, there are others who see
justification for women
Potts states, "If men
go, but actually noone should go." And
according to Shannon Jones, "if the
necessity of the draft should arise, and
the men are drafted, I can see that it

mbat. Cathy
omen should

Ayres Considers ROTC
It is a quite standard feature. Every six months or so. Harper's, Saturday Review,

or one of those other neo-liberal magazines with their closet capitalist editors, will fea-

ture an article from some upper East side Manhattan 'thinker', who on his recent visit

to the Yale Club for a martini before his routine at the Athletic Club, came to the con-
clusion that college administrators havelost all vision, all sense of realityhigh aloft their

ivy covered towers.

Pity, for such individuals are obviously not Sewanee graduates. This University has
a Vice- Chancellorwho on a recent visit to Washington, D.C. several weeks ago, sought

out the stark reality, the true facts of the draft as it faces the University of the South's

WOO potential soldiers. Ayres deemed it necessary to drop in at the Pentagon for a chat.

There was certainly no ivy in this man's briefcase.

Ayres explains his reasons for going to the Pentagon: "Students need to look at all

options if we get into the draft - they need to look into their conscience and use their

good sense. So I went to the Pentagon to see if ROTC (Reserve Officers Training Corps)
was a possibility for us.

"

A draft-time situation would obviously enhance the formation of an ROTC unit at

Sewanee, in order that students might continue their education, and at the same time,

avoid active service by serving four years after college in a unit inside the U.S.

ROTC is nothing new to Sewanee and may be a future reality according to Ayers

.

"Air Force ROTC left us in 1975 because there were too few people in the unit.

I spoke with a man named Colonel Mines (Director for the ROTC Office of the Assis-

tant Secretary for Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and he says that we would probably
have an opportunity to affiliate ourselves with one of the units at one of the larger

colleges nearby." That is.without beginning a new unit, Sewanee could enter into a

ROTC program in association with colleges such as U.T.C., M.T.S. U., or Vanderbilt.

According to Ayres, such an option would be available by next fall at the earliest, should
it become a necessity.

Ayres notes that "If we institute a program, I'd like to get the one that would be
the most appealing to students. " He adds that ROTC would be very beneficial in terms
of financial aid and scholarships, and would enhance our capabilities of supporting more
students.

Overall, however, the Vice-Chancellor feels that after his discussion with Colonel

Hines, the draft is not part of the short-term situation, barring any unfortunate develop-

ments overseas. He explains : "Carter's announcement was predicted solely on regis-

tration of people. This is because we have been first, unable to get the recruits we need,

and second, faced with a national security problem in Afghanistan and Iran. There

is the possibility that once registration starts, people may realize the need and enlist.

If the volunteers don't come then they'll consider the draft. And during the debate

for approval of the draft in Congress, more recruits will come in. Thus, you may get

enough recruits simply by the talk of the draft.

"

With respect to the entire situation, Ayres says that "We're sitting well. I'm going

to call these other schools and check out the possibilities of working with them. The
point is that we need to look at the options so as to be prepared to use them once the

time comes.

"

Ayres was- surprised about one thing in his discussion at the Pentagon. And that is

that Colonel Hines had been contacted by only four people (including Ayres) about
forming ROTC units. Obviously, we can thank Ayers for foresight and concern for the

students here. None of us really wants to spend a semester abroad in the British Colum-
bia forests, do we.

would follow that women, should be
drafted, in light of E.R.A. demands.
Actually, I don't want to see men, much
less women, go to combat." Of all the
opinions that were expressed, there was
only one who didn't support the idea

registration at all, claiming
both went to

war, it would cause a tremendous strain
on the concept of family, which is des-
perately needed during wartime."

that, "if women and

One final issue, involved here concerns
the status of conscientious objectors if

war broke out. Of all the students inter-

viewed, there were very few who contend-
ed that they would not participate in a

draft at all, if the need arose. One of
them was James Hendricks, who would
be a conscientious objector for religious

reasons. He states, "I'm a Quaker, and for

see Conscientious Oojectors, p. 23
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Dean's List- Fail 1979
FRESHMEN

Pearigen, Paul D.
Downs, Anne F.
Ferguson, Kathleen R.
Ritter, Rynnett
Dickinson, Laura D.
King, Kevin L.
Barden, James G.
Hicks, Josephine H.
Teetor, Amalia C.

SOPHOMORES

Lewis, Nancy
Mathes, James R.
Clouser, Sheryl A.
Sherman, James C.

Wells, Gay C.

McComb, Rebekah A.

Pensinger, Melinda E.

Drewry, Steven B.

Nicholson, Henry H., Ill

Strickland, Melinda A.

Johnson, Daniel F.

Parks, Leonard G., Jr.

Prudhomme, Jeff O.
Sutton, Teresa Y.
Worsowicz, Gregory M.
Brice, Shirley F.

Ellis, Bernie W.
Grover, Lawrence M.
Holland, Robert M., Jr.

Ottley, Virginia H.
Selden, Karen M.
Brewer, Erin E.
Geitgey, Kay L.
Youngers, Coletta A.

JUNIORS

Stolley, Lisa K.
McKenzie, Stacey W.
Reed, John K.
Williams, Earl D., Jr.

Smapp, James R.

Thompson, George M.
Fox, Kevin L.
Rakes, Patrick L.
Bums, Phillip J.

Johnston, Shannon S.

Wakefield, Michael S.

Bunton, Susan D.
Bordley, Margaret B.
Raulston, Stephen B.
Lynn, Nicholas J.

SENIORS

He , Na ' H.

Dennis, Minna H.
Larisey, Kathryn C.
DeWalt, Suzanna L.
Kibler, Janet A.
Glenn, Blair R.
Mallonee, Steve A.
Jackson, Ben I., Jr.

Tucker, John N.
Greskovich, Frank J., Ill

Barfield, James A.
Robertshaw, Sylvia Y.
Ellis, Steffany G.
Kinman, Mary C.
Barr, Margaret C.
Grimball, Francis E.
Reynolds, Nancy F.
Ross, Robert F.
Andrews, Mark P.

Garber, Paula J.

Nicholson, John H.
Hoglan, Laura E.
Sharber, Hugh F.
Claflin, Scott D.
Rubsamen, Ann
Castelin, Regina L.

Pinson. Matthew H.

Keffer, Catherine C.

Local Burglaries

The recent outbreak of precious metal thefts

in Sewanee prompts me to take this forum to

examine ihe philosophy of law enforcement

here and further afield. I do not wish to increase

the sense of frustration with its appointed

officials that a citizenry must feel in the wake of

this kind of crime,nor certainly do I wish to

suggest that the Sewanee Police Department

unknown numbers of "corrupt" public

officials. How far might this go?

Examine a different case, that of a nearby

citizen who came home one day and found his

house had been broken into. On reporting it

to his local police he was told they had come in,

found a quantity of marijuana, and that he was

on this

Rather r

enforcem

growing

/ith due ire and dispatch.

the state of law

resulting impact on the community
3 faith structure

le cases of police brutality emerging fron

last Tn.

of lawweekend" present an e:

enforcement gone awry which surely onl\

worsens relations from both sides of the badge.

Similarly, I was gladdened that the suspec

was so quickly apprehended in a nearby arsoi

case, but the triumph was quickly tempered or

learning that the torching was most likely an ac

of retribution to that suspect's having been "rui

out" of town by police officers a few hour

before. Much of law enforcement takes plac

under nebulous authority: none of u

probably questions the methods in the recen

Grundy county auto theft operation "sting"

although we may wonder about the F.B.I.'

»r another recent

situation in which a community member called

to report his bicycle as stolen. As luck would

have it, the police recovered the bike, returned

it to his house in his absence, discovered some
marijuana plants growing in the back and placed

him under arrest.

Over forty million Americans regularly use

marijuana, and it is essentially decriminalized

in 10 states, yet law enforcement agencies in

this area have mounted a major offensive of

helicopters and chain saws against it. While they

are chopping away, the Ku Klux Klan is riding

our childrens' schoolbusses and someone is

making off with our grandmothers' sterling:

figure twenty% of the population is going to

think twice before it calls the police for help.

Obviously, i can't propose any quick solutions

to the present local crisis, nor do I see any for the

classic problem of law enforcement itself. We
here are lucky to live in a community whose

streets are still safe to walk at night, due largely

to the concerned efforts of the local police

department. But there are limits to what any

force can do in a given situation. I would echo

the February 8 Siren's call to "be vigilant,"

Drugs... cont. from p. 3

and had already passed comprehensives in Psy-

chology.

This is not to blame Sewanee for my chemical

dependency, for once having crossed the line

from social use to dependency there's no turn-

ing back. However, Sewanee does provide a

near perfect environment for the development of

chemical dependency. Prominent social accep-

tance of heavy chemical use coupled with a

lack of awareness of chemical dependency as

a fatal but treatable disease provides ample

reinforcement for chemical abuse with no good

non-judgemental input concerning the dangers

mvolved.

The lack of awareness of chemical depen-

dency constitutes a fatal flaw in the Sewanee

community . Many bright and beautiful peo-

ple suffer crippling blows to promising aca-

demic futures and, more important still, undergo

a soul-wrenching loss of self-respect and dignity

due to unrecognized chemical dependency.

In my case I have been fortunate,for I was able

to find the help I so desperately needed. Thanks

to the love and support of my family and the

ample treatment available in Minnesota I now
have eleven months of total abstinence behind

me, while eleven hours used to be a considerable

accomplishment.

But far too many more are not as fortunate

as I have been. Treatment for chemical depen-

dency and support for the recovering addict/

alcoholic are available much closer than Min-

nesota, but without social awareness and ac-

ceptance of the problem of chemical depen-

dency the victims too often have no idea of

what's happening to them. My appeal to the

Sewanee Community is this: take stock of

your attitudes towards drinking and other

drug use. Take the steps necessary to become

informed about chemical dependency and see

to it that those that need help can get it. A
great deal of responsibility lies with the admini-

stration to provide non -judgemental education

on the problem of chemical dependency, but

an equal share lies with the student body. Stop

ake you tude ards

drinking and drug using. Do you really feel that

drinking clubs, large scale mindless drunks and

daily partying are effective ways to prepare for

a fulfilling, responsible life? TAke it from one

who's been there- life can be much more reward-

ing when you don't have to get high to live it.

differ. tha

Son
informed

aling our

andle sticks because we allow it, because the

rice of gold is higher than the risks involved.

hat already gives us two solutions: up the risks

nd devalue gold. Law and order ultimately

ome from within, and happily this country

till allows a mechanism for that to out.

Orene Street
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that reason alone, I can't fight. We believe

that in every man, there is a part of the

Spirit of God, and no one has the right

to destroy a part of that Spirit." Another
student who would not become involved

in a war is Eden Thrower. He asserts that

he would not go overseas to fight for any
reason. The only justification he sees in

fighting the Soviets is ".
. . if they directly

attacked our main land," and if that hap-

pens. "World destruction would be immi-
nent, so it all seems rather pointless."

On the other hand, other students like

Steve Johnson argue that it is "under-
standable why people could have objected

to fighting in the Vietnam War, but with
the situation we're in now. and all its

potential, there's no reason for conscien-

tious objection."

The question we now ask is, just how
prevalent will the conscientious objector

be if war erupts from our present conflict?

According to Doug Cameron, who was a

conscientius objector to the Vietnam War,

"It will be less prevalent the more direct

the contact." Vietnam in many people's

opinion "was an obvious blunder, and truly

an indirect war " because American se-

curity was not directly affected. Since the

conflict we face in Afghanistan is more
direct,"If a crisis is to arise, the society will

successfully coalesce to fight a war," and

so in his opinion, we haven't lost our

ability to fight. However, he continues,

University Market
, i ii i t iiiriiriiiF ii

'MUNCHIES *KEG BEER AVAILABLE

'SCHOOL SUPPLIES "KITCHEN ITEMS

'DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

"There will always be conscientious ob-
jectors who believe that violence is not
a legitimate method towards solving pro-

blems." As opposed to the wide-spread opi-

nion that they are cowardly, Cameron feels

that the conscientious objector is actually

quite courageous. "He stands up for what

he believes, despite enormous pressure

from society." He also points out that

there are many different types of cons-

cientious objectors based on the "level

of participation. Some will become in-

volved in the war, as medics, while others,

like the Quakers, will not be involved in

any way at all." In fact, "During wartime,

the Quakers usually do not pay the war
part of their tax."

From a historical prespective, when we
observe the conflict this country is involv-

ed in we must realize we face the same si-

tuation that every other generation has

faced. According to Dr. Joseph Cushman,
a history professor at the University,

"The responsibility of defense always falls

on young people, that's the way its always

been and that's the way it always will be.

And although we're not a militaristic peo-

ple, we've always pulled together to get

the job done. However, in our present

situation it is necessary to keep our per-

spective. All we are facing here is the

renewal of registration , not an actual

draft. Registration for draft is a practi-

cal approach for having preparedness."

In his opinion, it is a necessary procedure

if we wish to be able to deal with our
opponents. And surprisingly enough with

all this talk of war, most people interview-

ed do not believe there is going to be one.

Both sides have too little to gain and far

too much to lose.

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES
BBQ ANYTIME

HOMECOOK MEALS
5:30 A.M. -4:00 P.M.

CUTS and STYLING for MEN and WOMEN

'Permanents * Coloring 'Tints * Hair removal

Manicure by appointment

Specializing in

LAMAR NATURAL WOMAN COSMETICS

relocated from St. Andrews

Phone: 598 0483 to the trailor at Midway

B00K&SCH00LSUPPLIES

NEWT-SHIRTS * SWEATPANTS

' COLD WEATHER WEAR

• REFRIGERATOR RENTAL and MORE!

WE ALSO HAVE AN

EXCELLENT SELECT lON OF CARDS & GIFTS

FOR ALL OCCASSIONS!
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the vapid air; all beauty gone, lying dark dn

down to drown unseen; and we alt strewn t<

many mental fragments that a gunshot seems

a tap on a timpany—-Wagner In The Park?

thus this screaming symphony will sound c

night long.

i thelost in the victory, sweet victory,

"yellow fog." Rub me to sleep, sweet smoke,

for the dreaming it has become so real.

i think back scared sick. Hell, there's no "more
enterprise in walking naked "than there is in

bleeding on that English professor's gradebook
and demanding the real answers, those profs never

told me about this career, as i count compromis-
ing with the minutes flying away, dying, groping

in the dirt, please don't tell me to stand in the

storm, sir. The force of the men their frighten-

ing friction pulling me, tossed like tumbleweed
in the worldwind, to falter, to cripple, they're

telling me to go somewhere and scoot along now,
'HI child, soar high.

Ihea
dies <

ny ) other calling for dinner as this daylight

see no beauty, feel no pain; nothing is but the

dank, dark sterility, turning slowly serene, the

pasted nonchalance on the wasted young stolen

faces. "Do I dare," to stare, grab a glance, to

seek? i do not care, i will not dare.

do not question

do not sigh

do not stick

your hand in fire.

the world is a party, the world is a mass, today it

is a war; from where i hunker, with knowledge,

with no mind; but with a flesh made turgid by the

apocryphal sinsinsin i feel, but do not know if

i know, here in this ditch with the serene dead

ones, the communing live ones, here in a space

"beyond good and evil" indefinable incompre-

hensible, might it be the final fall. DOG, where
will i go when the morphine runs out? not to

mention the hope.
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r spiritual rebirth in a small southern town
or

a sewanee success saga

(not the ubiquitous food provider)

A Pickle. ... a Predicament. Not even

close to the depths of a dePression, but a

definite distraught feeling pervades my life.

The Rites of Spring Break upon me, yet I

feel nothing but Pressure, the mind being

bent and twisted to PRODUCE: :::be mater-

ialistic, young man::::sure, self-confidence

in the midst of an Existential Crisis::: ::::::

it's O.K., Ma, I'm only failing ....

So the kids left school for an outrageous

recess. Sewanee weather remained as unpre-

dictable as my temperment. I've heard that

adage about April showers ... but March

flash floods? All seemed lost . . .the frisbee

photos gray and gettin' grayer . . . other

photos nonexistent ... my scholastic career

is shattered, I'm in tatters, sha-doobee . . .

doing the Mediocrity Shuffle on a shiny

stage, tapping muddy Vibrams in time to

a warped record . . . honestly.

The worst part is not my abs ence of

basic Motivation, but something I take much
more seriously: a semester devoid of journal-

istic accomplishment. My commitment in a

previous editorial to improve two factors of

our beloved newsmagazine is still pending . .

. . Hard News and Graphic Enhancement,
where are ye?:::: ::::::::::::

::::::::::::and I, without a milliliter of

value judgment remaining.
The few reviews I managed to discern

of the first two issues were encouraging,

but then again, so are SALT talks deemed.
My intense Fear and Loathing of rejection

forced me to listen to the ground, ear-groping

to hear the Real Stuff ... the blue one
looked good, but the writing sucked ....
sounds like the KKK wrote that Shenanigan's

piece . . . how could you guys run that

bullshit?: ::::::::all this on top of my reali-

zation that I can't get tenth gear anymore and
a 5.8 overhang still terrifies me.

Despair.

Then things began to click. Pick-wielding

gnomes plowed up the service road overnight,

the new Frisbee photos panned out.:::we're

jamming, jamming in the name of the Lord::
:::after a cold cloud of Doubt, the sun
brought wildflowers and hope. Nature.
Rebirth. The Whole Bit, right here on campus
when most were just hitting the coast.

Well, here's the third ish, kiddies . . . I'm
all open for slurs, suggestions and help.

The hard news angle is an "lusive one to
incorporate into our newsmagazine structure,

or lack thereof. I blew the hottest story of
the year, when Klu Klux Klan members
visited our public school. Albeit, no violence
was reported, but our readership still deserves
a more detailed report.

Out & Abou
Richard Hill

Ah, yes, and our graphic improvements.

These are a bit more observable, although far

from satisfying my usual scrutinization.

Sloppy at times, but at least the pages show
a bit of creative, imaginative effort. We even

splurged on additional color this time.

All is not lost. Two issues to go ... .

I believe I can handle it. But the miniscule

modifications of the newsmagazine thusfar

can be improved exponentially if we receive

one thing:::::::::: Honest Criticism,

rhill
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Take it Away, Johnny A.
Although the odds are stacked against him, John Anderson's

"campaign of ideas and principles" does not make his quest for the

presidency insurmountable, unobtainable nor unachievable. In-

deed, the long shot campaign of the Illinois Republican, whom Sat-

urday Night Live endorsed inadvertently with a blurb on Anderson

being lost on the current campaign trail, is gathering momentum

Not unlike the 1968 election, Anderson is resembling Gene Mc

McCarthy's strong student supported bid for the Democratic nom-

ination, and should the past be a guide for the present, Anderson

may do well solely on the basis of his early impact on the nation's

liberal voters. Republicans, easy Independents as well as Demo-

crats.

What is more appealing to the young though, is his staunch sup-

port in ideas in which he believes, and not in ones he would have

been expected to believe purely on the basis of his party

What George Bush calls "an anomaly," when speaking of Ander-

son's campaign for their party's candidacy at the Detroit convent-

ion this summer, is to us the candidacy of a man of utmost integ-

rity, not only to the voters of the country but also to his own cons-

science as well.

White haired and eloquent, Anderson is considered by many to

be the smartest member of Congress. He has not been afraid to

take pro - Abortion stands, pro — gun control, anti — registration

and draft and for the transfer of the Panama Canal; often ideol-

logies contrary to those of his fellow party members own ideas.

A man of principles, Anderson need not be appealing and elect-

able just on account of his being a liberal, honest Republican ( how
long has it been since those three adjectives were juxtaposed in

describing a politican). Indeed, The Daily Beacon, the student

newspaper of University of Tennessee at Knoxville said of him,

"Honest Republicans are about as hard to come by as liberal Re-

publicans, but Anderson has proven himself worthy of both titles."

In order that the Republican party flourish, or indeed survive,

in the future, then it needs the injection of new blood which the

young of the country can provide via support of John Anderson.

Perhaps even if the political process is to incite the enthusiasm of

the young again, it needs the sort of activism which Anderson is

inspiring. He should be taken seriously by all voters, not just Re-

publicans. He may well be a Republican incapable of winning the

nomination, but the only Republican capable of winning it all.

^^_^^_^^^^_^^^^_^^^^^_ GAKjr.

Give 'til it Feels Good

We cannot overemphasize the two goals of the Capital Funds

Drive. First and most important is the achievement of an 80%

participation rate in the drive. A secondary and subordinate target

is the reasonable financial goal of ten thousand dollars. With

a little help from everyone, we can accomplish these goals.

The Student Capital Funds Drive has the potential to be a

significant accomplishment and strong statement of a concerned

student body. If we believe that in some way we share in the

vision and purpose of this institution in all their manifestations,

then we should consider making an ongoing commitment to

support the University of the South. To cultivate a habit of

continually giving a portion of our available resources, especially

financial ones, would be the first step in fulfilling that

commitment.

This habit of giving constitutes a third goal to be added to the

two others. Perhaps it is the most important objective since

it extends beyond the present and would ease the anxieties of

a private university plagued by future financial concerns. Although

the ,'uture will remain uncertain, there will be some security

in the knowledge that the dissolution of the Sewanee vision is

not imminent.

WDG
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Regents Approve
Funds Drive
Jomey Self

The Board of Regents has voted unanimously to approve

a proposal for a Capital Funds Drive for the University.

According to Provost Schaefer, an estimated goal of twen-

ty five million dollars has been established for the first phase

of the prospective program. The drive is still in the planning

stages, however, until the meeting of the Board of Trustees

in late April when a specific program will be adopted.

The success of the drive will necessarily depend on the

support of alumni, friends, and parents. Several members of

the Board of Regents have volunteered their active support

for the project, according to Provost Schaefer. He adds that

the major problem in an effort such as this is competent

leadership, and it is hoped that someone vitally connected

with the University will be able to take charge of this im-

mense task. cont. on p. 9

Students Initiate Drive
D. Bruce Dobie

Beginning April 7, the Student Committee for Capital

Funds will sponsor a campus wide funds drive. Every student

at the Academy, College, and School of Theology will

be contacted through a network of class representatives

and will be asked to donate money to the University

Corporation. If successful, the implications of this drive will

be enormous.

As is becoming common knowledge, the University is

making plans to sponsor a Capital Funds Drive over the next

cont. on p. 9

Capital
Funds:

The Art

of Giving

Ay r e s Airs Answers
As we approach one of the

most significant financial

adventures in the 123-year

history of this University, you

have asked why this Capita

Funds Campaign is important to

students. As a former student

I understand the concern, and

assure you that there is a

ber of very specific and significant benefits which

will accrue to the student body as a result of a sue

cessful venture.

It will undergird the life of this University foi

years to come, enabling us to continually strengthen

our programs without having to increase tuition be-

yond reason and ability to pay; provide increased

scholarships and financial aid; improve immediately

many of our facilities which are in need of repair and

refurbishing; provide increased salaries and wages for

all University employees, in order to offset the rava-

cont. p . 9
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Solving he Dilemma Women Short on Housing
fiowanpp does not seem canahle ofSewanee does not seem capabb

meeting the basic needs

students, even though the ladies have

graced the mountain for ten years. This

fact is glaringly apparent in that the

number of single-dorm rooms available to

women is appreciably less than the number
open to men.

Though the student population is

approximately 40% women to 60% men,
the number of singles (according to Dean
Doug Seiters) for men is 90-100 while only

30^0 are allotted for women. Dean
Mary Sue Cushman cites 75-80 men's
singles and about 30 women's singles.

No matter which set of figures you
accept, the situation is clearly unfair.

Both Deans of Students, as well as

Vice Chancellor Robert Ayres agree

that a remedy is essential. Says
Cushman, "The singles ought to be more
evenly distributed. Not even all the senior

women who wanted singles got them."
Seiters concured, and added that a couple
of sophomore men got singles while senior

women did not. Ayres feels that "we've

'HEtfjT WE HAV£ THE- <JA//»/£tf5JTT5
LATEST M>Pt~[iaN to kvoME/v'j

' \ouS)NG. \aJ£ <.all.
-

HQFF*1A# AMMtZK

got to do better, but the question is "how
best to accomplish this."

The issue of how to solve this problem
is where the administrators disagree.

Converting Elliott to a women's or
perhaps co-ed dorm, as Head Proctor
Jane Mobley says, "is what everyone
has suggested." With Elliott slated for

renovation this summer, it could be easily

converted to a women's dorm.
However, Elliott which has 24 singles,

making an all female dorm would tip the
balance unfairly against the men, though
some irrate women might argue that this

would be just retribution.

The next option would be converting
Elliott to a co-ed dorm. As Seiters said

"Giving a section of Elliott to women
would be an easy route to go as it is really

almost two distinct buildings. There is

a possibility for compromise in a design
which could include separate entrances

and common rooms.

There are, of course alternatives other
than Elliott. Both Deans and the V.C.
were amenable to the suggestion of
making Tuckaway a women's dorm,
despite the fact that it is one of the most
popular men's dorms on campus.

Head Proctors Jane Mobley and Woody
Registar investigated the situation last fall

and concluded that Elliott and Hoffman
might be swapped, or that lower Gailor
might be made into singles for women.
They have yet to present a specific
proposal to the Deans of Students.

In terms of fairness, to both sexes
and practicability, making Elliott co-ed
emerges as the most viable option.
Nonetheless, the Vice Chancellor objects to
the introduction of another co-ed dorm.
Ayres believes that our priorities in

solving this problem should be "starting
on the basis of what's fair and keeping
men and women separate." Ayres would
"rather not even have McCrady and the
Old Hospital co-ed." Ayres dislikes co-ed

id believes that it does not please
peopte'who give money to the University.

In contrast, the Deans do not express

such objections to co-ed dorms.
Cushman's primary concern is giving more
singles to women, since "room conditions

affect retention and morale. There are

eiters . . . added that

uple of sophomore men gc

singles while senior wome
did not.

Late one evening in February, six Sewanee
students raided the SAE house with vinegar and
syryp filled balloons during a SAE activity.
To say the least, the SAE's were not thrilled with
their unexpected visitors; there is an unwritten
rule that says that non-members just do not
enter fraternity houses during house activities.
A small brawl developed shortly afterwards.

Nevertheless, the culprits were soon
apprehended by Dean of Men, Doug- Seiters,
who, by chance, had been in the vicinity taking
care of another crisis at Trezvant Hall at his
usual 2 a.m. inspection.

The incident, by no means, was sanctioned
by Beta Theta- Phi, to which fraternity five of
the intruders belonged. For that matter the

incident can neither be i

between the two fn

independent act performed by a group of Betas

who were supposedly tired of the SAE's

seating arrangement in Gailor Dining Hall.

A friend of theirs, an SAE pledge, had not been

allowed to sit with them at Gailor because he was

forced to eat with his fraternity brothers.

Even though Beta Theta Pi did not condone

the action, they have taken responsibility for

it, and are prepared to suffer the consequences.

The Beta Theta Pi house has been closed until

the week before spring party weekend. The
individual Beta members that participated in

the raid have been banned from all fraternity

houses until the end of this

here students really need the
privacy." Seiters says that there has not
been a significant increase in dorm hour
violations in McCrady though there has
been an increase in Hodgson (Old
Hospital); however, Seiters believes that
this is because Hodgson "caters to a
different clientele" than McCrady not
because it is a co-ed dorm.

When questioned about his philosophy
concerning co-ed dorms, Seiters said that
while he does not believe in "enforced
morality" he does feel that "a school

make a legitimate statement of
standards". But with the existence of two
co-ed dorms is the University really making
such a "statement of standards"? Seiters

answered no.

If the issue is ever to be resolved, the
Deans, according to the Vice Chancellor,
must make a recommendation, "though I

don't know if it would get to my office."

The V.C. promised The Purple that he
would be meeting soon with the
Deans to discuss the problem. Seiters, at

the close of his interview stated that "the
message is that both of us agree that men
are going to have to accept the fact that
they are going to lose. If we can't do it

any other way, then we will exchange
dorms, though a semi-co-ed dorm would
be the bext, least disruptive way."
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34 Percent in Precarious Position

Colleges Prepare

the

*S*
Ben Smith

Higher education will face a serious

problem in the 1980's: and that is, the

possibility that private colleges could
enter a decline, ending in ultimate

disaster for liberal, arts education in

this country.

Indeed, there have been many

ment study was conducted among pri-

vate institutions which discovered

that 34% "were in precarious posi-

tions." Projections into this decade,
although unclear, have been largely

pessimistic as well. It is the general

consensus that there is little chance
of improvement in the next ten

years.

The reasons for this decline are

multi-faceted, and one is thai growing
numbers of people simply cannot
afford to attend private colleges. Ac-
cording to the same government
study, the costs for fees and tuition
at many colleges have skyrocketed
as much as 26% or higher in the last

several years.

During this period of economic un-
certainty, there has also been a grow-
ing tendency among college students
to seek specialization in their studies.

This tendency has been based on the
contention that those who have pur-
sued a more specialized education are

Xhere will always be a

place for liberal arts. It

has withstood the test of

time."

more immediately marketable. And
evidence confirms the truth of that
statement. According to two separate
surveys published last year, job offers
in the technical fields, like engineering
increased more than 10%. On the
other hand, job offers for liberal arts
graduates declined 2%, and they also
declined 10% for master's degree
holders in the humanities. Since the
concept of specialization is not pre-

of the 80s

velent in private colleges, it appears

that there is a growing trend to seek

vocational training.

Although there is little evidence
to support the claim of the occurence
of a general migration to state uni-

versities, there is definite proof that

students are much more vocationally

oriented at state schools. In a speech
delivered at Sewanee on February 18,
1980. F.B. Burnham cites such evi-

dence. Alluding to a survey published
in the Chronicle of Higher Education
last month, he points out that well

over three-fourths of students across

the country believe that getting a

better job is the most important rea-

son for attending college. He also

points out that 69% of the students
(in that study) believe that a college

education is equally important in

helping a student make more money.

Consequently, there has been a
drastic drop in student interest in the
humanities, while participation in vo-
cational studies has risen sharply.
"In fact," Burn:, irj continues, "busi-
ness administration is now the most
popular major in the country."

Indeed, with this change in atti-

tude, many people wonder how this
nation will be affected. As Mortimer
Adler of Newsweek magazine puts
it, "we are producing a generation of
well-trained but uncultured young
people." And it is questionable
whether this generation will be any
more capable of dealing with the
immense problems that society faces.
In fact, it may even be less capable,
for as E.F. Schumacher once said,
"Education which fails to clarify our
central convictions is mere training
or indulgence;" and is therefore lar-

gely inadequate. Marvin Feldman,
on the Chronicle, follows this idea
when he states, "there is plenty of
work-but not enough jobs. God
knows there is plenty of work to
do." But the vocational training
of today only teaches young people
how to get jobs, which are always
"scarce."

Perhaps, as a result of all this
rhetoric, the situation will get bet-
ter. In fact, in a series of telephone
interviews conducted by the Sewanee

Purple, the administrators who were
contacted all had a confident outlook.
Mark Forgea, assistant treasurer of the

Hobart and William Smith colleges,

argues that the "liberal arts colleges

in New York are doing quite well."

Hobart is a college raising costs by 9%
(with an endowment of 7 million),

and is also "expecting a rise in the
number of applications." Forgea con-
tinues that even though the "anti-

liberal arts attitude definitely exists,"

private institutions "will remain suc-
cessful."

There are others who are in agree-

ment with Forgea. Associate Trea-

surer Monroe of Smith College for

Women claims that enrollment in the
Massachusetts "private colleges are

up, while at the state university, the

enrollment is down." In the parti-

cular case of Smith, (which has an
endowment of 9 million), "the wo-
men's movement, along with the dete-

rioration of colleges that have recently

gone co-ed, "have both been factors

that have contributed to its improved
condition.

/e are producing a generation

of well-trained but uncultured

young people."

Thomas Bondurant of Hampden
Sydney states that the situation is

looking better there, as well. He
points out that enrollment at

Hampden Sydney, "has nearly
doubled, in the last several years."

And finally, according to treasur-

er Harold Dodd, Sewanee is expecting
a greater number of applicants this

year, also. Speaking for the necessity
of liberal arts, Dodd asserts "There
will always be a place for liberal

arts. It has withstood the test of
time."

Nevertheless, even with the possi-

ble resurgence in the liberal arts con-
cept of education, there is going to
be one major problem that will affect

all colleges in this decade; that is,

the projected drop in the population
of eighteen to twenty year olds over
the next ten years. According to the
U.S. census, the population of this

age group will decline as much as

20%, dropping from 4.2 million to
3.4 million by 1990. The economic
impact of this decline has not yet
been fully determined, although
college administrators are fearful of
the impact it will have on enrollments,
and the general financial situation.

This general decline in the applicant pool will

be explored in the May edition of the Purple.
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Hiring Procedure to Follow Affirmative Action

Rebecca Newton

Have you heard the news around

campus about the womanhunters pes-

tering the faculty? I have heard them
spoken of contemptuously and briefly

dismissed with flippant sarcasm.

The woman hunters are a breed

of students who are usually strong,

short-haired, full-bodied females with

no legs showing and always carry

the latest copy of the N.O.W. news-
letter. Here's the story: they lurk

about the faculty offices and Deans'
offices and simply everywhere doing
anything to obtain more female teachers

on the Sewanee faculty. The woman-
hunters invade, nose around, and march
down Walsh-EIlet's hallowed halls

chanting, "wo-man, wo-man, wo-man."
They listen through keyholes and in-

sist on sex as the conclusive criterion

for hiring faculty.

The news is reactionnary rumor and
the stuff of which myths are made.
The time has not yet come that we
need reverse discrimination squabblers
on soap boxes. There is no need to

avoid the womanhunters or disdainfully

discredit their feverish cause because
they don't exist. There is a small group
of students who still compose the OG
Task Force on the matter of women
faculty reported by The Purple last

semester. But, the group's not hunting
anything but the assurance that every-
thing is being done to ensure of broad
choice of applicants for the hiring

of a faculty which is representative
of, and serves the needs and goals
of the student body and the Univer-
sity.

The real this: lo and behold
the group has found that they need
not be feverish hunters. Enlightment
has dawned and progress has begun.
At the first faculty meeting of this

semester the recommendations made
by the Task Force's study of the causes
and solutions to the problem were
endorsed.

In doing so, the faculty agreed that:

1) the percentage of qualified female

teachers in the job market and the

hiring of so few at Sewanee indicates

we may not be getting the best teachers

available, and 2) it is important that

Sewanee's female students, as well

as its male students, have contact with

members of both sexes as role models
who have been successful in their edc-

cational and professional lives. To
that end, the study recommended
actions to be taken during the hiring

process. The Task Force emphasized

year, indicates they sha Webb's
on tin

Special recruitment efforts to assure
that qualified women are represented
in the applicant pool are not always
fruitful. Oil companies pay bunches
for women with Ph.ds in geology, and
how many women with Ph.ds in

mical physics do you know? A
reminder, however: 66% of the PhD'S
awarded nationally inl978 in Classical

Languages and 47% of those awarded in

English, are held by women. Despite
the extra time and effort required to

Enlightenment has dawned and progress has begun.

the positive recommended actions

to be taken during the hiring process.

The postive environmental aspects of

the University, instead of citing, by
way of defunct reasoning, that Sewanee
is unattractive to female teachers.

Dean Webb and Laurence Alverez,

the University's Affirmative Action

Officer, have been urged to follow

the hiring procedures of the

departments more closely and effec-

tively implement a defined, understood
affirmative action policy.

Alverez has defined Sewanee's volun-

tary subscription to an affirmative

action policy as an effort to "affir-

matively, conscientiously represent

those under-represented, "primarily

women at this time. He hopes the

faculty does indeed follow the study's

recommendations and calls the faculty

resolution endorsing them "real

progress". Dean Webb is quite a woman-
hunter himself: he wants departments

to be prepared to prove that a search

for qualified women to fill faculty

positions has been made.
The awareness, it appears, is

catching. Inquiry with the Forestry

History, Physics, Philosophy and
English departments, all hiring for next

obtain women the effort has been made
by some faculty departments in the past,

and should be made by all in the future.

There is no need for hounding,

woman-hunting feminists or federal

quotas when the problem has been

acknowledged and a goal is being

acted upon. Criticism from the student

body, in the interest of a more
representative and qualified

has been heard. Yet keyhol

not be monitored while the

works.

faculty,

3S need
system

FLOWERLAND
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FREE DELIVERIES
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University Market

"MUNCHIES 'KEG BEER AVAILABLE

•SCHOOL SUPPLIES *KITCHEN ITEMS

•DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITYCHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

MatadorSteak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester. Tenn.

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar S-.45

now SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

NEW HOURS:

Sat.

Sun.

— I 1:00am - 10:00pm

—4:00pm - 1 1:00pm
—-1 1:00 am - 3:00pm

Tel. 967-4535

NEW INDIAN CL0TMW6 ROOM
Dr<zsses,Bio^ses,Skirts *.5"-18

Bedspreads *Q>

* Seconds on clos£-outs *-

plants « cclnd(<2,s vdpurwt Mtch&n otcnsils *

-naad )<zv/crk • • Vfott <s.ry. •St ained dlass •
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AYRES SPEAKS cont. from p. 4

ges of inflation and enable us to attract and keep the

best personnel available; to keep our campus and im-

mediate environment beautiful and attractive; pro-

vide for the strengthening of our library by having

adequate funds for book acquisitions; to improve our

equipment in the academic and sports areas through a

less stringent budget than we currently have; to have

funds available to broaden and enrich our social and

cultural life here together.

From my perspective now, as an alumnus of this

University and a parent of students here, I believe the

REGENTS APPROVE
cont. from p. 4

Along with the proposal for a general Capital Funds Drive,

the Regents also approved a plan for a Student Capital Funds

Drive, presented by Tom Macfie. The Board was extremely

impressed by the intiative and enthusiasm of Sewaneee

students in formulating plans for improvement of campus
life. This favorable impression was primarily gained at the

breakfast which the Board of Regents had with the Student

Executive Committee on the morning of February 25.

Provost Schaefer and others commented on the positive at-

mosphere of the meeting. In past years the mood has been

or<e of criticism on occasion, but there were very few com-

plaints aired at this meeting.

The students attending the breakfast informed the Board

of various student activities such as the Women's Conference

focusing on "Women Choosing Success" and ten years of

women on the mountain. In addition, Caroline Hopper dis-

cussed the need for a larger facility for dances, parties, and

other large gatherings. The Board decided the best solution

would be to buy a covering which could be used on the gym
floor on such occassions.

Sylvia Robertshaw presented the controversy over the

five-day week at the breakfast. The Board of Regents seemed
to prefer the present system. Bob Ayres informed the group

of the Christian Felloship's activities, giving the schedule

of speakers expected for this spring. Mark Johnston, student

trustee of the School of Theology, thanked the Board for

the improvements in maintenance of the housing for

theological students. He did express a concern that the

number of seminary students should be increased since the

College had thirteen representatives compared to two from
St. Luke's. Overall, the meeting was an excellent chance
for students to inform the Regents of changes being made
or changes needed;

most significant aspect of this Campaign may well be

that it will provide the opportunity for all of us con-

nected with this University—current and former stu-

dents, faculty, administration, staff, and friends and

supporters around the country—to join together to

express tangibly through gifts what our association

with this place has meant to us and claim for the fu-

ture the promise of greatness envisioned by our

Founders.

Robert M. Ayres, Jr.

STUDENTS INITIATE DRIVE cont. from p. 4

several years in which it is hoped that 25 million dollars

^^HIM will be raised. The Board of Regents has already given it

—
their unanimous approval.

Before that decision by the Trustees, however, several

students have decided that the larger Capital Funds Drive

would be given much more thrust if the student body itself

conducted its own funds drive. In conversations with the

Deans of Students, the Board of Regents, and primarily

Beeler Brush (Alumni Director of the University), Tom Macfie

began planning a program to canvas the student body for

contributions to the University.

Says Macfie; "At present, only 21% of the alumni

contribute to the University. If the student body were to

reach a high giving rate, then it will be made clear to potential

donors to the University that students care deeply for the

college, and alumni and others with resources should as

well."

The Student Capital Funds Drive will thus primarily ease

the task of University administrators in their search for

donors, and will have the long term effect of solidifying the

University [s financial situation in the years to come. As

Beeler Brush notes, "a student sponsored drive will be crucial

in developing a larger financial base for this University."

Naturally, such an operation is going to be a momentous

task, for the entire student body will have to be mobilized

for the dri ve to be a success. The Student Committee for

Capital Funds has devised a system of approach which will

emphasize personal contact with every student in its

solicitation for funds.

In late February, class meetings were held in which Tom
Macfie described the nature of the drive and asked for

volunteers to serve as class representatives around which the

core of the drive will be structured. The representatives will

be responsible for approaching about ten students, explaining

to them the nature of the drive, and the importance of their

contribution.

The goal of the drive is primarily to reach an 80% giving

rate. If every eight out of ten students contributes in some

form or fashion, the student body will have displayed its

interest and support for the school in terms of sheer numbers.

The secondary goal of the project is to raise a total of ten

thousand dollars. Macfie explains that "I hope that students

don't confuse our goals in this drive. We're looking primarily
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Variations

on a

Frisbee

(^JJudging by the reaction of many
Sewanee residents to seeing me throwing

my Frisbees against the trees in Manigault

Park, few of them are aware of this rela-

tively easy yet exciting new form of recre-

ation.

Actually, the sport is called "Disc Golf,"

with the word "Frisbee" being left out be-

cause it is a brand name of Wham-0 Mfg.

Co. and not all flying discs are Frisbees; it

is much like the distinction between

"tissue" and "Kleenex" .

As part of my developing the sport here

in Sewanee, I have set out an 18 hole

course in Manigault Park, the large area be-

tween St. Luke's Chapel and Hall and Uni-

versity Avenue. It is a challenging course

with numerous long fairways, various

forced curve shots (as in "dog legs" in ball

golf), and even a few easy close-up throws.

For me, what is even more enjoyable than

playing the course itself is showing new-

comers how to play and seeing the excite-

ment on their faces when they make a long

putt.

The game is basically like ball golf, but

instead of hitting a small ball with a club

and trying to putt it into a little hole in

the ground, the object is to throw the disc

from the tee area towards some designated

target. This is known as object golf, with

the most common objects being trees, lamp

poles, trash cans, or any other relatively

permanent fixture. If, by chance, one

doesn't hit the object on the first throw, a

second throw is made from the spot where

the disc lies, with successive throws being

made in a similar manner until the target is

hit. The total number of throws is the

score for that hole.

Sounds easy, right? Well, it is, and I

have taken it upon myself to spread the

gospel of the relative simplicity of the

game and the fun that one can have playing

it. I mean, if some clumsy football player

like Peter Samaras can have fun playing

disc golf, who can't?
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As the weather gets warmer, I will most
often be out playing the course in the

afternoons between 1:00 and 3:00 and in-

vite anyone to bring their discs (or I may
even have one to lend) and join me in a

round of disc golf. I also drew a detailed

map of the course, which Doug Cameron
has promised to make copies of, to be

available at the B.C. front desk. Finally,

we have plans 1 for several tournaments this

semester; no dates have been set, but keep

your eyes and ears open. Until then, I

hope to see many of you out there on the

links, just having a gool ol' time. Fly well!

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

THURSDA Y NIGHTS _

ANYONE INTERESTED CALL 598 • 5774

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan



Ijtm&rrb QDaks (£asllp SUaiaurant
NOW PRIVATELY OWNED and open

for Dining, Weddings, Private Parties and Antique Shopping

Open TU ESDAYS through SATU R DAY 1 1 am - 1 pm

SERVING LUNCH 11:00 - 2:00pm

and DINNER 6:00- 10:00

^OPEN EVERY SUNDAY and SERVING 1 2 :00noon - 8:00pm

Special Dinner Menue featured each Sunday

CLOSED MONDAYS

U.S. 64 W
WINCHESTER, TN. 37398

*" 615~-967-0100 615-967-9709

ftMfflft
EAK & PIZZA

HOUSE ON THE BOULEVARD
WINCHESTER

STEAK ROOM opens daily at 4:30 pm

PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY @ 10:30 am
6 DAYS A WEEK!

NOON BUFFET IS NOW SERVED Monday - Friday

11:00am - 2:00 pm

I

WE FEATURE OVER 20 ITEMS
IN OUR DELICIOUS SALAD BAR

CLOSED
* BANOUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE SUNDAY

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 967 - 1111

BIG JOB
Little job... ^, ^t

-'--'
Ijfca v! i

#**.

. . .We've got

what it takes!

l?\UUtEWMY PRINTERST^^ QUALITY LITHOGRAPHERS

P.O. Box 400 Tullahoma, Tennessee 37388 967- IE
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On St. Mary's Road AN 18-ACRE ESTATE^

•Excellent educational and cultural community #In the

midst of 2 0,000 acres of wildlife tOn bluff with view of

valleys and mountains in park-like setting with majestic Blac"

•est pines •
Cumberland Piatt

Large and Stately

pansion attic and

ched . b.-dr

Magnifice
au • Architectural quality and value

• 8,0 square feet of living area plus ex-

cut-stone Cloister • Rolling lush perma-
estock, and fish pond and small baxn

s home • Fifty-seven hundred square feet
n«i furnace hat hnt water radiators

ith 2,3 6 5 sq.ft.

of living area with heat pump (19 73) # The m.

five bedrooms (three more bedrooms available

rated as needed), two full baths, upstairs. «D.

large living and dining rooms, spacious country kitchen, an<

large master bedroom, 1 &. 1 /2 baths, large foyer. • Terrac

on bluff side of home • Rear stairway leads to expansion al

tic with approximately 3 ,0 sq.ft. of useful space. Could b

made into fine ballroom. • One fireplace • adequat

„. .finished ba
gal. and 120 gal. size. •

gal. heater. $225,000.00. Ten

• Thr>
he;

of Estate with Surrounding area

, PRICELESS! At 1,850 feet elevation,

quality of air is superb.

SEVERAL OTHER BEAUTIFUL ESTATES AVAILABLE

OPEN THE DOOR TO GRACIOUS LIVING in a well built, structurally sound, antiqued white brick 2 story home adjoining golf course.

Separate heating units for each floor. Included is a wood unit downstairs that heats living room, dining room, den, kitchen, utility, study,

and 3 bedrooms with 2J4 baths. Upstairs are 3 B/R, 2 baths, adequate closets and storage. Extra: a completely remodeled 4 room guest

house (now renting for $150.00 mo.), 4 car car-port. All in perfect condition including hardwood floors thou

A GREAT DO-OVER IS THIS LOG HOUSE that has been covered with asbestos shingles. 4 bedrooms, Ibath; V/, in. hardwood floors

and knotty pine panelling in large foyer, living room (with stone and brick fireplace), and dining room. Large kitchen with flue for wood
stove. Lovely porch across front. Structurally, it is one of tfia best built houses in Sewanee. Fairly new roof and storm windows.

Located on Maple St. All furnishings included in price of $33,500.00

ON STETSON ROAD, 1 mile east off Jump-Off Rd. is this 3 yr. old home of Western Cedar, board and batten. 1 bedroom, 1 bath, with

L -shaped K/D and L/R with fireplace. Large Utility Room with washer & dryer. Large loft for extra sleeping and/or study. Perfect for

a single or couple as is. Expansion space for a family. Andersen windows and doors, with year-round Air-conditioning & storm shelter.

2 decks, good well, and all appliances. Carpeted, with draperies. On 2 wooded acres. Excellent buy at $40,000.00 Immediate possession.

TRULY A HIDE AWAY, 8 wooded ; t of Jump-Off Rd. $5,000.00

OWNER WILL SELL 35 fenced, partly pastured, pastoral type acres with large lakesite, or will divide into 3

Must see to appreciate its beauty. This is cheap dirt for $40,000 00 On Gudger Rd. just east of Jump-Off.

to sell seperately

NOW SELLING IN DEEP WOODS SOUTH (adioining St. Andrew's) 5 or

Roads, electricity, and city water. Terms available.

bluff or lakefr.

OTHER PROPERTIES, LARGE AND SMALL TRACTS OF LAND

3.4 BEAUTIFUL BLUFF ACRES on Sherwood Road, $15,500.00

THE PERFECT HIDE-AWAY FOR R&R 14' x 28' Dutch barn type cabin. Well built and insulated, with wood burning stove.

Deck across front on 5.1 bluff acres on Sherwood Rd. $26,000.00

390 ACRES Sweden Co
Between noO'1500' ele

on Co., bounded over 1 mile by 7000 acres State Forest, 3 creeks, excellent timber and low taxes,

large br ,ch about 50% of tract, suitable for camper sites. Access rd. to 1-24 exchange.

GOOD LONG TERM INVESTMENT' $97,500.00 cash.

Nina B. Helvenston, affiliate broker, Sewanee-

(615)598-5832

MATHEWS REALTY & AUCTION, Winchester

(615) 967-0522 or 967-7185



LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
-\

STUDY THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

The London School of Economics and Political Scier

postgraduate diplomas, one-year Masters degrees

in the heart ot London in a wide range ot social

olfers junior year study,

research opportunities

Subjects include

Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies.

Econometrics, Economics, Economic History, Geography. Government. Industrial

Relations. International History, International Relations, Law, Management Science.

Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Social Administration, Social Work,

Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences

Fees £2000 (approx $4500) a year Limited financial assistance available

Application blanks from:

Pro-Director, L.S.E., Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE. England.

Please state whether junior year or postgraduate

®ma®zm
BOOK&SCHOOLSUPPUES

NEWT-SHIRTS * SWEATPANTS

' COLD WEATHER WEAR

' REFRIGERATOR RENTAL and MORE!

WE ALSO HAVE AN

EXCELLENT SELECT ION OF CARDS & GIFTS

FOR ALL OCCASSIONS!

A COMPLETE LINE OF AUTO PARTS

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

-ANYTHING FOR YOUR CAR OR
YOUR HOME"

218 Cumberland COWAN

Dry Clean ng Service

'ten
\^uJ2fJ

Professional

-- E 615 ' 598-5703

^OHN N1CPHERSON . Owner

SAFC Cranks Up
Timm Engh

Every student pays $70 per year for student activities. That money

must be divided among twenty-one student led and student managed

activities —soon to be twenty-four. These activities included the year-

book, radio station, this news magazine, music concerts, auditions for

student musicians, debates, forum's, a variety of extra-curricular sports,

the student government, films, other clubs, activities, and communities.

The committee which is responsible for dividing the sum total of

your activity fee is called believe it or not, the Student Activity Fee

Committee, or SAFC. It is comprised of seven members: five elected

from the Student Assembly and two from the Order of Gownsmen. One

representative from the Student Assembly is elected for a two year term.

This year the SAFC has met at least once each month to review the

financial spending by the various agencies. A member of the SAFC has

been appointed for each of the 21 organizations to act as their contact

point, spokesperson, or what not to the entire SAFC. An attempt has

been made by the members of the SAFC this year to pinpoint financial

problems before they became an embarrassment to the agency and the

students. This system has allowed a personal contact between the

committee and the students which did not exist prior. Through this

process the SAFC has also become more responsible to its function of

monitor and auditor for your fee.

Recently the SAFC became conscious of a need for tighter financial

management of budgeted funds within each of the organizations. The

SAFC discussed various ways and avenues it could take to toghten up

this process and to protect the fund managers in each agency. The
Treasurer of the University was consulted and recommended a number

of steps which would allow and affirm student responsibility yet protect

the spending of funds and the student officerd. These proposals were

discussed and a resolution was submitted for approval by the Student

Assembly.

Basically that resolution states that each agency requesting funds

from the SAFC must designate one of their elected officers to be

financially responsible for the Treasurer and the SAFC for the entire

budget period (including variations); that a written account must be

kept of all monies; that an annual inventory of all SAFC property must

be kept and that the organization must revise its by-laws by February 1,

1981 to reflect these changes. The committee also recommends that

at least two signatures be required for the expenditure of funds and that

a definite policy be spelled out within the by-laws concerning the use

of the agencie's funds and facilities by its members.

The SAFC now starts its annual budget process and has asked each

student organization to submit it's requests for next year. This is a very

difficult process as more is requested than is available, so budgets have

to be reduced, reshuffled, argued and debated. The members of this

committee are concerned about getting the best value it can for each

student dollar it allocates; with encouraging student organizations and

total student responsibility; and, with making available the funds to

the organizations which the students themselves want most. Sometimes

these high ideals are not always met and mistakes are made.

A series of meetings has been scheduled during April and an open
debate will be held around May 1st for anyone interested in this budget

process. Student comments are welcomed through either your organ-

ization. Student Assembly representative, the Order of Go
through any member of the committee.
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When you come to The Mountain think of

I

MEETING ALL YOUR FRIENDS
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH, AND DINNER

{ \
TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN COOKING

PREPARED FRESH DAIL Y

for-- CHRivr/4/*
A/BW ygAKS

^* of 3*01/

Any t/Key

h
G

om S&v/ANee koap

^a&^ ?et\Toe.ev> at
THE TP^P/kKs POS-T •

* 'VfUaae. Wine and

* Coving tfoy AvriqocSHOP

»0U> TYNfc 50C*£W&P

^irr shop

•* HAl(2STVUM(r fc>«

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTRY HAM, HOT BISCUITS, CATFISH
6AR-B-Q, VEGETABLES, CHARCOAL STEAKS, A LARGE SALAD BAR
FEATURING OVER 20 ITEMS, AND FINE SOUTHERN HOPITALITYi
OUR 'HEARTH ROOM' Wl LL ACCOMADATE 100 PEOPLE FOR PRIVATE
GATHERINGS!

THE VILLAGE WINE & SPIRITS SHOPPE SMOKEHOUSE TRADING POST
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f Hall was full for a reason

that night. The Julliard String Quar-

tet is famous world over; and I am
sure as many people came to hear

music written for the most endear-

ing of the chamber ensembles, as

to hear the great Juliard defend its

reputation.

My least favorite key is A-major.

The composer who taught me that

was Mozart. It is therefore ironic,

in a way, that Mo2art should be the

composer who would teach me to

alter my opinion. That is the im-

perative of genius. Not only did the

quartet, K. 464, change my opinion

about A-major, it also gave the lie

to the rather annoyingly facile ex-

planation encounteres in music app-

reciation courses that major is happy

and minor is sad. This quartet is

subdued and rather fervent.

In addition to those qualities,

the Julliard chose to give it a rather

romantic interpretation, playing with

tempos and dynamics. The first

chord played was arresting; the

ensemble did not need a few

measures to warm up, they were

sympathetic to Mozart's message

from measure one and the audience

was forced to settle down quickly

to this eighteenth century treat.

The similarities between this quar-

tet and Beethoven's Opus 18, Num-
ber 5 was immediately striking,

especially in the Theme and
Variations. I discovered later that

Beethoven had given this quartet

special attention before writing the

six quartets in Opus 18. This is an

important, rather personal, bridge

between the classical and the rom-

antic. The passion of Mozart for

humanity can be easily covered by

Mozart stands to me, though, as the

example of the homogeny of the

classical and the romantic, the

perfect marriage of Apollo and

Dionysius. The Julliard did not

miss that.

IBVILA they the time the second selection

on the program, Alban Berg's Quar-

tet. Opus 3, was written, the tech-

nical vocabulary of the string quar-

tet idiom was substantially more
complex. Members of the audience

were quick to notice the bows
being played on the edge, the play-

ing on the bridge, the placing and
removing of mutes and a great

number of other special effects

required by Berg. I am devoted

to Berg. I think he, above all others.

iic-dn

JIJILUABE)

They
Proved
It

All

Night

as I did with thp Julliard's inter-

pretation of the Opus 3. forget

completely that I am listening to

music, that the emotional resp-

onse or experience is being con-

jured by magic and what to me
is the greatest magic of his craft,

that it is all written down, that

it is calculated and translated into

a set of symbols which make it

possible to reproduce this state-

I enjoy hearing what people

have to say about music, esp-

ecially people who are less involved

in it than I am. It is always a rev-

elation to see your own art through

another's eyes. It brought me
great pleasure, therefore, to hear

that many people previously un-

aware of the existence of Alban

Berg, were won over to his as a

valid mode of expression through

the musical art. It is difficult,

as our century is difficult; but it

is also empathetic to our exper-

iences and gives us a sense of

sameness, which is about all we
can expect from an age of such

null

d
John Michael Albert

Aplomb in the midst of gushing

admiration, the Quartet proved once

again that their reputation is not

altogether unfounded.

needs to hear Berg with

different ears from Mozart. I am
sure that many were taken by sur-

prise by the Berg and perhaps, did

not revive for the duration of the

piece. With me, it was the other

way around. I was still suffering

from Berg-shock when the Smetana
started and only returned to con-

sciousness well into the first move-
ment. Smetana, it turned out,

was the perfect way to cap the

.see Julliard, p. 17

what needs to be said about our
century and the problems of the

task of being human in our cen-

tury He was an astonishing and
painstaking craftsman. I often.
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Brubeck & Co
Prove It Too

1
1
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Another packed house in Guerry Auditorium saw Dave Brubeck

and his band cut loose with some of the best mainstream jazz that

has been seen in Sewanee in a long time. Brubeck's straight-for-

ward yet energetic style, backed by a playful trio of musicians kept

Guerry rocking all night. The perfect mixture of old hits and pro-

gressive jazz cuts by the silver haired performer gave people of all

musical tastes something to be happy about.

From the second tune of the evening, a tribute to Duke Elling-

ton, it was obvious that frenzied toe-tapping would be unavoidable.

As the band loosened up, so finally did the over abundant Concert

Series required ties of all males.

Brubeck's band did an incredible job of blending together and

changing volume, using a minimal amount of sound equipment,

(most of which the stage crew had spent all afternoon borrowing

from local frustrated guitar players). By nine o'clock, the band

had surged into a frenzied rendition of some old Count Basie tune.

The contrast between quiet cymbol brushing and piano tinkling,

interspersed with a full-tilt boogie-woogie complete with teetering

drums stands and electric bass at full volume was enough to bring

out the lunatic in us all. Even Martha McCrory was tempted to do

the jitterbug.

Brubeck himself was cool throughout the night, preferring to

tinkle softly in the background and let the younger members of the

band show off. There is something about a silver haired pianist

that lends respectibility to the most bohemian of groups. One had

the secure impression that once he had had enough of a quacking

trombone solo, Brubeck had to only wave his arms and the band

would come back sounding more together and polished than be-

fore. Bass player Chris Brubeck could probably make Bachman—

Turner Overdrive sound decent.

After a much needed intermission, (Dave looked a little ragged

on the last number ) the band summoned forth their mythical god

Tritonious to help them on their new music set. A new Brubeck

tune, tentatively entitled "Yeah, Sewanee's Right," by an anon-

ymous fan was well apprecitad. It was followed by a bouncy little

improvisation in 5/4 time on some ancient hymn that was prob-

ably the high point of the second set. Sax player Jerry Berganzi

also had his moment, although Sewanee did not seem to appreciate

it as much as some of his earlier playing. The audience was haunt-

ed, I suppose, by the spectre of the lead trombonist. His playing

was easily the most creative tromboning since Ed Roper used to try

to pick out the Star Bangled Banner in the wrong key out at foot-

ball games. Finally, Brubeck did a job on his well known "Take
Five" which left the audience ready for multiple encores.

The encore was memorable for a bluesy, smoke filled room sort

of number, which could have been called "Playtime in Middle T
Tennessee." Bassist Chris Brubeck was the showoff in this one,

playing everything from John Entwhistle pounding to bee-bop

sounding Chuck Berry.

All in all, Brubeck provided an outrageously fun show on a ty-

pical Thursday night in Sewanee. Muzak listeners, old -line jazz

people, bee-boppers and progressive jazz fans alike all were fascin-

ated by the old man's act. Of course, th drum solos were too long,

aren't they always, but this fine performance by a rightfully well-

known artist left us all hoping that Brubeck lives to a 1 20.

Julliard. nply the advantage of

cont. from p. 16
evening. If one did not like the

Mozart for its stiltedness or its

rather laid-back quality, the eve-

ning could have been redeemed
by the Smetana with its bio-

graphical intensity. If the Berg

were offensive for its overnch

live performar

individual mus
eyes or buy
is more borir

ord. Nothing

thai the

exprt

iing ould

be redeemed by the Smetana with

its lively tunefulness. Mozart

seemed to doggedly insist on no

program, simply music for music's

sake; Berg required a deep, personal

self-examining program. Smetana

struck the balance. He allowed

us music which was enjoyable for

its own rite and which told a

story in which we had control

over the degree of personal par-

:ipatu

nk oft made me
i fire at the end of win

ain drizzled down outs

he background, Smetana

The nly disturbing

ssionless ex-

ecutional style of some profess-

ional artists or the marionette

quality, generated I presume from

a kind of paranoia of aggeressive-

ly critical audiences, characteristic

of the music school. Personally,

I think that the objective of music

is enjoyment both on the part

of the audience and on the part

of the musician.

So, did the Julliard defend its

reputation? Yes; and well. The
three radically different pieces

were executed with aplomb. New
and cogent insights were tried,

especially in the Mozart; and the

single fault, the whistling of

strings in the Smetana, is easily

overlooked in the light of the re-

quisite zeal of the piece. Zeal, a

what one is doing, is al-

redeeming moral value.ways a

the frequent whistle

nplayed string which

It not nly ude

str> the al of

ting a fast sequence, or more

nply, a dance. Some, I have

ard, were disturbed, or rather,

itracted by the antics of the

of sins but it also enhances the

intensity of the musical exper-

ience itself. As good musicians,

as good dramattcians, the Julliard

has zeal. It was from these skills

that the Julliard produced a

spledid evening in Sewanee.

COWAN CAFE
PLA TE LUNCHES HOMECOOK MEA LS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BV
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION
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Sewanee students, seeing the Bishop's

Common upon returning from break,

will probably stare in disbelief.

No, the Bimham Wood did not move

The magical metamorphosis of pave-

ment to park, symbolic of spring regen-

eration, may spread to other sections of

campus is the Campus Planning Commi-

The Committee is one of three

standing committees established as a

University follow-up to the Land Use

Study of last year.

"The whole idea is to look after the

planning and development of the cam-

pus," states Albert Gooch, chairman of

the Commission. Previously, beautifica-

tion of University grounds such as tree

planting was carried out independently

uthority.

effo

eful foresight by

Gooch, Commission member Mary
Hughes Frye, and Forestry Club officers

Boyd Gibbs and Sam Breyfogle.

"Mr. Gooch already knew what he

wanted," said Frye, "and Boyd and
Sam knew which tree varieties would

The uprooting of asphalt at the B.C.

is a premonition of sorts. Proposals are

being considered by the Commission to

"unpave paradise" by Guerry, Gailor,

behind Carnegie and in front of the

library. All this is dependent upon the

construction of an alternate road, which

The final obj

beautification, a

infects even Sewanee. B\

via way of roads, the Coi

walking and discourage

Gooch thinks this i;

ves of the Commission, besides campus
to undermine the petroeconomy that

e. By removing the easy access to class

>n hopes to encourage more

y driving.

uldf affi< ngestu

;o point out, however, that many projects

i without an inordinate amount of funds,

xes as the Bishop's Crew during summer
oned that a renovation of Gailor's front

of Thompson Union, may be undertaken

his is a good move. "People at Sewanee are

so used to convenience, though the convenience is not for the

real good of the University."

Besides Frye and Gooch, the Campus Planning Commission
is comprised of Bishop Gerault Jones, Warren McCrady, Maury
McBee, D. Roderick Welles, Carl Reid, and the Provost and

Vice-Chancellor of the University. In later issues, the role of

both the Natural Resource Management Advisory Committee
and the Business District Improvement Committee will be

examined.

STORY BY RICHARD HILL ARTWORK BY PAT LLOYD
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ecotactics

STUDENT ACTIVISM WITH A
NEW TWIST

The Sewanee Recycling

Center, operated solely by

student awareness since its initia-

tion five months ago, has already

turned a profit.

Senior Laurie Fowler, one of

the Center's founders, is to

present a detailed cost/benefit

analysis to the University. The

study offers a conservative esti-

mate of the Recycling Center's

worth- $900 per annum. With

collection of recyclable material

proving to be feasible both

environmentally and economi-

cally in Sewanee, one can't help

bemoaning the fate of Tenne-

ssee's recently deceased Bottle

Bill.

According to Fowler's study,

the benefits, both tangible and

intangible, exceed costs.

Furthermore, the University

would profit more by investing

in the maintenance and
operation of the Center than by

investing the same amount in

a long term government bond.

Intangible benefits of the Recycling Center include a

"reduction in load to the county landfill, as well as re-

duction of the environmental degradation resulting from

landfill activities, energy and natural resource savings

from using recycled materials- renovation and use of

University property that was previously an eyesore and

health hazard; production of community-service jobs for

work-study students; and personal satisfaction in taking

positive and significant action toward controlling our

environmental and energy problems.
"

The costs, most of which have already been borne,

include building material, building labor and operation.

No intangible costs were listed.

Regents Approve... com. from P . 9

In the Regents' Committee on student life, the need for

a counseling service for students was discussed. An effort

is being made to hire a full time in-residence psychologist

for next year. The Regents were very supportive of this

measure. Caroline Hopper also brought up the idea of

sending students to Episcopal diocesan meetings. The

purpose would be for students to promote the school rather

than leaving this job solely up to the Board of Trustee

members who attend these meetings. Mary Cook who spoke

on the matter said that the Bishop of Kentucky "hoped

that guys would go too because he thought that many of

them would be 'house Husbands' in the future and would

need to understand a woman's perspective."

Of course, the most exciting outcome of this session

of the Board of Regents is theapproval of the Capital Funds

Drive. The benefits of a successful drive will be

innumerable. General improvements of all campus facilities,

higher salaries for an extremely hard-working faculty, new

equipment, etc. could all be expected. The need for more

money seems to be a continuous clamor at present, but

Sewanee, after all, is undeniably unique and any effort to

maintain or improve its quality seems unquestionably

worthwhile.

Stu dents
cont. from p. 9

for participation in this campaign, but we feel that we must

establish some sort of amoung toward which we can strive."

In fact, adds Macfie, "due to some early support, we're well

on our way towards reaching our goals."

There will be competitions among various groups at

Sewanee, such as fraternities, sororities, and dormitories.

It is hoped that interest in giving will be generated through

a competitive framework, and plaques of recognition will

be awarded to each group that has the highest percentage

giving in its category.

The student campaign will be concluded just prior to the

Board of Trustees meeting beginning April 24, after all

students and organizations have been contacted. If the drive

is successful, there is a great chance that the Trustees will

approve the administration's plan to conduct an intensive

Capital Funds Drive. Our efforts as students will create the

impetus toward approving the drive which will insure

Sewanee's survival in the upcoming years.

It is up to every individual and organization at Sewanee

to decide whether it would like to see Sewanee grow and

become more influential in its standings with other colleges.

One organization has already decided that Sewanee is worth

it: the Volunteer Fire Department has contributed 100%

to the funds drive. You can do it too.

The front entrance to the Bishop's

Common was plowed up during

Spring Break to alleviate traffic

problems outside the S.P.O. and
the Pub. As a result, the B.C. lawn

is prettier, and business vehicles

can now enter via Alabama Avenue.
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The Sewanee Environmental Group and the Forestry

Club are celebrating Earth Day 1980 with an Environmental

Careers Symposium. The purpose of the event is to show

University students interested in outdoor jobs, in environ-

mental protection jobs or in natural resource management

jobs, that doors are open for them in all fields— in science,

communications, economics, computer science, law, etc.

On Ti esday evening, April 22nd, the symposium will

open with a lecture on "Where we've come since Earth Day
1970" by Dr. Charles Foster, Dean of Yale's School of For-

estry and Environmental Studies. The following afternoon

representatives from various environmental careers will talk a-

bout their jobs and the steps each took to prepare for and

earn his or her position. They will offer advice to and answer

questions from students interested in similar careers. The
majority of these speakers are Sewanee alumni, who will talk

about their temporary service as forest rangers, Peace Corp
Volunteers, etc., as well as their present jobs.

Representatives from the following fields will be speaking:

forestry, geology, tropical ecology, solar engineering, wildlife

management, EPA economics, computer science, environ-

mental plannin, environmental law, environmental writing,

and lobbying.

Both the lecture and the career discussions will be held in

the combined lounges of the Bishop's Common.
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Sewanee Purple

lleliolropily
Detractors

of space, (for

issues of this

some told us n the

r the following fev

, they probably co

, both a waste of

Purple !

and t

shall plunge

forth as usual and consider the paradox that the Purple has been

plagued with all year.

Within a week of garnering the results of the poll (clearly two

to one against the present monthly format and in favor of a

"swift" return to the old format, which will be discussed later),

the Purple received in the mail a second place certificate for the

Columbia Scholastic Press Association. While this sounds suspi-

ciously of backslapping our own backs, it brings to light the para-

dox that experimentally the monthly glossy magazine format has

been somewhat successful (though not nearly as successful as it

could have been nor as the editor knew was possible). However,

fundamentally the present format has been a gross failure in the

eyes of the fundamentalists of the community. It reflects Sewa-

nee's committment to the status quo and a fervent fear of change

on the one hand, while on another, grander scale, it exemplifies

our generation's dependence on a frequent serving of whatever

the local and national media can muster.

Opinions from the two outside critical audiences ranged from

poll, to "The decision to offer a newsmagazine format is well-

deserved, and certainly a wise decision when the former newspaper

is analyzed." as our Columbia critiquer noted. Last fall's three

issues received ascoreof771 out of a positive 1000, to deserve the

second place rating, and the observed strengths were the format,

content and writing/editing categories. The professionals found

weaknesses in our graphic design and creativity.

Nevertheless, with praise from some and criticism from the

honestly say that this "grand experiment" has

ucceeded to my own expectations. An allusion last semester

i the Purple being a balloon floating on the cur-

untain air comes up short of actually describing

More accurately, the adversity that the idea

es here, coupled with the inherent apathy of our

k that the dirigible Zeppelin ought

in this

of change provokes r

student body, leads r

to have been christened the Purple.

Which leaves us with the last printed word on the subjei

With the new editor, senior Judy O'Brien, and an inexperieno

but capable staff, the Purple will enter stage II next fall as a I

weekly publication. The outcome of this stage should see t

Purple in its most efficient schedule, format, and productic

Happy sailing. . . .
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Scarsdale
Emaciation

Emaciated as I was, the Purple recruited me to write this

story on Gailor's production of the Scarsdale diet for the

1/4 of the student body who obviously exhibit masochistic

tendencies. After all, Sewanee's saner students certainly

would not subject themselves to a lunch of tortuously dry

tuna, carrot shavings, and celery, all served in microscopic

portions so devoid of moisture that it wouldn't stick together

but lay like scattered peas on the plate. Or stand in a crawling

line just to ravenously tear at a tough mass of fish flesh -

what a pitiful degradation of our lofty liberal arts devotees!

If this article is not exactly first-rate, it is only because

at this point I am too weak to write well. After only three

days of this project, the conversations during meals switched

from snide comments about the slop we normally eat to who
can eat the least and survive the longest and to tales of the

metamorphosis of vivacious students filled with youthful

enthusiasm into feeble creatures hobbling about on weak

legs. Of course, since this diet seemed Gailor's latest attempt

to serve us the lowest quality food for the least cost, the

dieters fell like flies: as the more serious weight watchers

picked at their unappetizing rations, they gleefully observed

more and more of their fellow pound reducers give up in

despair and attack the ice cream bar or those piles of cookies,

but they can say they never broke the diet, regardless of how
many times they fainted in P.E.

We Think iniiiiiJimmmiiii

Than t he 3peH °f 3
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It was a bleak season for the Tom's machines around

campus, and the Coke man had to visit daily to fill up the

rapidly emptying Tab slots, thus cashing in on our agonizing,

but oh so satisfying, misery. We would be able to prove on the

beach this summer that we are not your typical gluttons who

become tubs of lard while at school, and hopefully we too,

like the Scarsdale creator himself, will get our "just deserts."*

Editor's Note: Dr. Herman Tarnower, developer of the

Scarsdale diet, was murdered in March by a jealous ex-lover.

Mildred Inge

letter/

WEST COAST SYMPATHIZERS

To the Editor:

We are watching the Pacific Ocean in

San Francisco, thinking of all you
suckers at Sewanee. We herewith wish
to be formally recognized as the West
Coast Party Weekend Observance
Committee. We offer a short, but sweet,
belated toast to those we left behind.
We regret our absence at this year's
festivities, rest assured that we are up-
holding the sacred tradition of this spring
ritual another beer stain. We send ad-
vice from the real world don't take
it seriously. ...another round please.

Sewanee West,

Lee Taylor, Bill Willcox, Scott Rector

ANGERED HODGSONIANS

To The Editor:

I have copied below a letter that I have

sent to Dean Seiters in response to his com-
ment on those who live in Hodgson in the

last issue of The Purple.

Sincerely,

L. Paige Wood

Dear Sir,

Enclosed is an article from a nationally

published newspaper magazine that may be

of interest to you. You may be able to

learn something from it. You have angered

many of us who live at Hodgson with your

thoughtless comment made in the last issue

of The Purple. I, for one, certainly do not

"cater to a different clientele," and resent

being talked about in such a way.

Parents who worry about their daugh-

ters residing in coeducational college dormi-

tories may find reassurance in a survey

which holds that more than 50% of girls

who live in such dorms have little or no

Almost 85% of male students who live

in coed dormitories say they make it a

rule not to date girls living in their own
dorms. The survey, conducted by McCalt's

magazine, reveals that coeducational living

makes it easier for students to enjoy non-
sexual relationships with members of the

opposite sex. The pressure to engage in

i fall :
i
stu-

dents who live in single-sex dorms. Ap-
parently those students are convinced

they're missing something and seek to com-
pensate for it.

HONEST CRITICISM ON ANDERSON

To The Editor:

In his column in the April issue of the

Purple, Richard Hill asks for "Honest

Criticism" of that particular edition and

its contents. Well, ladies and gentlemen,

here goes. . . .

Andrew Kegley's editorial endorsement

of presidential contender (heavyweight or

lightweight? one might ask) John Ander-

son is full of implications which demand
responsible reply. First, not wanting to be

coy, I'll state my unyielding preference for

president-George Bush. But that has

very little

my friend

Instead, I want to address several issues

raised by the column.

I have no qualms with Kegley's incor-

rect assertion that Mr. Anderson's cam-

paign is "gathering momentum", for my
candidate Bush is even more guilty of the

sin of predicting momentum (remember

the Big Mo?). It is the first of several

See Anderson's Validity, p. 15
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Honor Cod
To Protect the

This year the question has arisen:
what if the Honor Council of the Univer-
sity of the South were brought to court
for having denied the accused their
rights under the constitution? Would
the University be confident in backing
the Honor Council in the face of a law
suit? In response to this question the
Rules of Procedure for the Honor Coun-
cil have been revised and brought in line
with proper legal procedure.

A few of the intents of the change
must first be stressed and clarified
The Honor Council itself has not been
changed, only the Rules of Procedure:
i.e., how a trial is conducted through
all stages. The new Rules of Procedure
have not turned the Honor Council into
a courtroom, yet they continue to insure
that the person accused has all their
rights preserved. The old Rules of Order
have only been clarified and amended
so the Honor Council can function
more smoothly. The main intent of the
new Rules of Procedure is to make a
legally sound proof set of orders, that
if followed closely by the Honor Council
would allow the University to confi-
dently back the decisions of the Honor
Council if taken to court.

An Honor Council committee in co-
ordination with Vice-Chancellor Ayres
and Mr. Ed Watson, the University's
legal council, have ironed out the new
changes. They wanted to make sure of
and clarify the right of the accused to
council, to remain silent, and to appeal
the decision. The old Rules of Order
only allowed the accused to be represen-
ted at a trial by another student. The
new rules expand on this so that the
accused has the option of having legal
council. In most cases it is recommended
that a student not seek legal council.
If the student does choose to have a
lawyer as council then the Honor Coun-
cil would also have the right to legal
council. The accused also has the right
to remain silent, though in most cases
it would be to their advantage to tes-
tify.

An added provision of the new rules
concerns circumstantial evidence, and
how it may be used. In the old rules
there was nothing concerning the use
of circumstantial evidence. Now it can
only be used in "cooperation" with
factual evidence.

e Revised
Council, Schoo and Defendant

Another main change concerned the
appeal system. The Old Rules of Order
reads:" It is the priviledge of the defen-
dent, if found guilty, to appeal the deci-
sion of the Honor Council to the Vice-
Chancellor for review, and if the Vice-
Chancellor so desires he may appoint
a faculty discipline committee to review
the case."

The new Rules of Procedure reads
on the subject: "If the Honor Council
finds a student 'guilty' a certification to
that effect, with a transcript of the evi-
dence, shall be filed with the Vice-
Chancellor without delay. The student
involved shall have three (3) days from
this filing of the verdict and record within
which to request a review by appeal to
the Vice-Chancellor. The notice of that
appeal shall be given in writing. The
Vice-Chancellor, acting alone or with the
advice of a faculty committee appointed
by him, shall act on this appeal without
delay. If the verdict of the Honor Coun-
cil is not appealed within the time pro-
vided, or if on appeal it is affirmed by
the Vice-Chancellor, student involved
shall thereupon depart from the campus."

In addition there are a few changes

that might appear to weaken the Honor
Council, but they actually strengthen it.

Before, the Honor Council had to follow
a very strict time table. The Executive
Committee had to meet within 24 hours
of the offense and the trial had to be
held within 3 days. Now, if extenuating
circumstances arise, the Honor Council
will be able to use its own reasonable
discretion in scheduling the trial. The
idea is to be fair both to the accused and
to the Honor Council.
A quorum has also been instituted.

Seven out of the nine members of the
Honor Council constitute a quorum, and

a two-thirds majority is required for a
decision. The Rules of Order enable a

member of the Honor Council to be a
material witness and still have a vote in

the final decision. This was considered
unfair, whether the Council member had
evidence for or against, because they are
liable to be biased. Now, if a member
of the Honor Council is a material wit-
ness to the offender, they shall not have
a vote in the decision. With these revi-

sions the Honor Council will proceed
more smoothly and be more fair to all

concerned.

Hunter Buchanan

First Study Day Earlier

The long hard push until the first Study Day of
the semester has now become shorter! Dean John
Webb decided on the basis of complaints about the
6-day weeks of the first month of each term and on
the basis of input from the other deans and the
former 5-day week committee to re-adjust next
year's schedule of study days.

Several of the days in question were removed
from a penod close to a holiday and redistributed
throughout that first three weeks of the semester
thus the first study day of the fall session will be'
September 6. There will be, however, three weeks
of each semester in which classes will meet 6 days
Perhaps this change will modify some of the gripes
about the present system of class days.

598 - 5774
For sandwiches, quiche, kegs, and -

an occassional cookie .. . 11:30am - 12pm
Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

Professional Dry Cleaning Service

JOHN MCPHERSON -
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Chitty Office Reorganized
After many years of service to the

University, Financial Aid Director

Elizabeth Chitty is transferring out of

the Financial Aid department, to take

up another position of responsibility.

This change in position, as explain-

ed by Dean John Webb, is due to the

"reorganization process" that is occur-

ing in the department. Recently, part-

ly due to government regulations, the

responsibilities of the difficult job of

Financial Aid Director have increased,

bringing about the need for adjust-

ments in the department. With this

reorganization, the decision was made
that Mrs. Chitty should divert her

many talents to another aspect of Uni-

versity life.

For her many years of service to

this institution, Mrs. Chitty has re-

ceived much praise from both admi-

nistrators and students. William

McKeachie, chaplain of the Univer-

sity, exclaims, "I can't think of any-

one who has served the University so

sacrificially and so enthusiastically as

Mrs. Chitty. There is no one who
cares more for the students."

The Provost, Arthur Schaefer also

commends her. Referring to the len-

gth of work at Sewanee, he states,

"Mrs. Chitty has served this Univer-

sity with integrity for over twenty
years." And, she has been especially

important to those students who have
been guaranteed an education here,

through the support of financial aid.

In fact, to many students on finan-

cial aid, the efforts of Mrs. Chitty have
"been essential in making it possible

for them to come to Sewanee." James
Yoe, a rising senior, points out that for

him, "The aid has truly been a posi-

tive thing." For if he had not received

such a reasonable amount, he, ".
.

wouldn't have been able to come here,

or anywhere else, for that matter."
He continues, "The financial aid sys-

tem here is a good system because
it requires some sacrifice on the part

of the recipient, making it an equit-

able system." Another student ex-

claims that getting financial aid has

been a fairly simple process, "it's al-

ways been handled well, and it is very
prompt and thorough. Mrs. Chitty

has been a very important part of the
system."

Despite the fact that Mrs. Chitty is

leaving her position as director, it

is expected that she will be assuming
a role that could call for greater in-

volvement with the students. Al-

though that role has not been deter-

mined yet, it is expected that she will

many talents in thatbe devoting he
area, and continu
able asset to this c<

valu-

Printing Improves

in ting

ew manager of
Printing and Purchasing and the Uni-
versity Press, is in the process of vast-

ly improving the efficiency and com-
petitiveness of the Press through the
purchase of new equipment this

spring. Offset presses and composers
will not replace the old typesetters

and plates, but the new sophisticated
machines will take on the great bal-

ance of printing work of the Univer-

sity.

ntly, much of the University

,
brochures, the Purple

and Mountain Goat, is done off the
mountain. In the very near future,

the increased capacity for printing

photographs, "half-tones," and other
processes available on offset presses

will make much of this work conceiv-
able here at Sewanee. And in fact,

Baggot is optimistic that printing from
outside Sewanee will avail itself to
the University Presses.

Baggot's arrival at Sewanee follows
an in-depth review of the printing

situation here. His position is in-

tended to alleviate the costs of print-

ing now done at as many as eleven

outside presses.

BIG JOB
Little job...

. . .We've got

what it takes

!

1$\LAKEWMY RRIMTCItS
T~j^ QUALITY LITHOGRAPHERS

P.O. Box 400 Tullahomo, Tennessee 37388 S67-1

KUSTlC COTTAGrr

Off THE. BLUFF a* Sf-WAXBt

X/
J-"V—&t\\y ftrwshftA, totehen, fine place/

ESSlS-—
'

TEL.<m- 0855

Shewocx* Ed- no (>rts or

awowiee.TM Vt'WS Swan CKildr«.r\

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES
BBQ ANYTIME

HOMECOOK MEALS
5:30 A.M. -4:00 P.M.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
STUDY THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN LONDON

The London School of Economics and Political Science offers junior year study,

postgraduate diplomas, one-year Masters degrees and research opportunities

in the heart of London in a wide range of social sciences. Subjects include

Accounting and Finance. Actuarial Science. Anthropology. Business Studies.

Econometncs. Economics, Economic History, Geography, Government, Industrial

Relations. International History, International Relations, Law, Management Science.

Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics. Social Administration, Social Work,

Sociology. Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences

Fees C2000 (approx. $4500) a year. Limited financial assistance available

Application blanks from

3t. London WC2A 2AE. England

r year or postgraduate
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The Schnoz

Ascends

the

Mountain

'The Schnoz " wishes to remain

anonymous in order to

protect his sources and

his/her own life.

The Schnoz
I got this picture on my wall of

my ex-wife. She has this ugly gap
between her teeth. That day I was
throwing darts at her gap when this

cat comes in with my next assignment.
He was what you call a religious man.
He was wearing "I found it" buttons
on both lapels and his belt-buckle
was a brass crucifix with Christ
holding the two sides of the belt

closed. ' My first reaction was "get a

gun, the guy's an undercover agent
for the boys in Tullahoma." But

before I could grab my holster the guy
starts shaking my hand and telling me
about this doll in Hollywood who
needed my services.

My name is Daryl Licht, but the

boys in the business call me 'The
Schnoz." I specialize in missing

persons; got a nose for dames in

blonde wigs hiding from their pimps,

12-year olds in high heels running

away from their folks and jokers

faking death so the wife collects the

insurance. Nobody escapes the
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Schnoz. I can smell missing people in

crowds of a thousand.

Back to the office and the fanatic

from Hollywood. His name was

Noah Jones and he worked for Born

Again Studio. The Studio was in

financial trouble: The public didn't

buy their last picture, "I Found It

In Prison," the story of John Dean

finding God in a prison urinal. They

lost a lotta dough and now they were

hoping to make it up in their next

flick: "I Found It In Florida," the

Anita Bryant Story. Bryant had

tythed them the rights to her life, but

now insisted on selecting who would

fill the roles of Mr. and Mrs. Bryant.

Unfortunately ther weren't any actors

or actresses who fit the bill. As

Noah put it: "Mrs. Bryant does not

feel immoral people should hold a

job."

I leaned back and put my feet up

as Noah laid out the tale. It seemed

that about a month ago Mrs. Bryant

was reading 'The Rolling Stones

College Papers" while preparing a

speech on the declining morality

among college educated Americans.

She ran across this Article in the issue:

"Living Single, Sleeping Double"

which had a piece about these two

kids at an Episcopal College who
reached Nirvana holding hands. Well,

Anita Bryant called up the Studio

screaming she had found the two

who could play her and her husband.

Only catch was she didn't know their

identities.

The Studio had narrowed the col-

leges) down to the University of the

South and though Mrs. Bryant was not

fond of Episcopalians, she felt these

two children of God needed a break.

As Noah was leaving he gave me the

Rolling Stones article and told me :

"I hope you find it - er - I mean
I hope you find them. We'll be in

touch." After he left I suddenly

remembered that I forgot to settle

my fees with him. However, it really

didn't matter because in Hollywood,
saved or damned, it ain't the meek
inheriting the earth.

After I read the article I was certain

the Studio had come to the right

place. Though there was no specific

mention of which Episcopal College,
the clues were all there. It had to be
the University of the South.

The kids' names were Harris and
Nicole (no last names were given.)

They were members of the choir and
sang every Sunday. They were virgins,

though Harris had a hard time of it.

They had met at a Frat Party and as

the article put it: "Looking back now
they wonder why they stayed at that

lousey party, though the answer is

quite simple: they had just met and

neither - certainly not she - had the

nerve to make a proposal like, "Let's

go for a walk."

Definitely not my style but if a

paying customer likes it, well -
I give

it a try. So I went up the Mountain

with my nose to the ground. Since

the article emphasized that they did

not drink, I knew they would not

be in the Pub or at a Frat House.

Thus, I decided to check out the

church on Sunday morning.

During the sermon it struck me
that wine was on the menu for

communion. I remembered my
ex-wife telling me I ought to quit

drinking beer with the boys. I

remembered telling her that Jesus

drank wine and her saying: " Yeah,

but he didn't drink no beer."

As the sermon concluded I noticed

a girl with a bun staring at this guy

folding his hands over his crotch.

It had to be them. I determined to

investigate.

I followed them to the Sewanee

Inn and asked to join them for lunch.

I put on an act so I could be certain

they were Harris and Nicole. I told

them this story about me being down
on my luck. That I had no money,
my wife died and since then I had
taken to fast women and cheap liquor.

As I was talking they both said

I had come to the right place. That
they each knew of a love which could

save me from my temporal misery.

The girl said, "Dear one, do not

worry any longer, I have the answer

for you." As she said it she slid her

hand under the table and began rubing

my left knee. (It couldn't be Nicole.)

I was about to run out when
Harris did the same thing ... His

hand grabbed my right knee and
started carressing. That was the end.

Not that I objected, but Anita Bryant

would never allow him to play Mr.

Bryant. Too bad though 'cause the

kids were O.K. in my book.

I left them bewildered over their

chess pies and headed home.
I

notified Noah about the episode and

he said he knew Episcopalians weren't

the answer. I really didn't care until

he said there would be no forthcoming
fee because "only the deserving were
rewarded and I didn't deserve it."

That was the first case I lost.

Since then I no longer leave the

Winchester area, as I attribute my loss

to the altitude. This"Schnoz"was not
made for ascension.

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY
THE AIRPORT FOR INFORMATION
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Talks Weigh the Moral Dilemma
Jim Morris

With thee crisis in Iran and
the Soviet invasion of Afhganistan,
college students across the nation
are beginning to ponder the renewed
possibility of conscription into the
armed forces. Members of Sewanee's
Christian Social Relations Board felt

that because of Sewanee's "isolation"
it was necessary to do something that
would make students more aware
of the importance of the current
situatio ung
A series of Monday night discussion
open to the proble is of military

is objection,

by RemingtonThe first lectu
Rose-Crossley, concerned the Bible
views of war and pacifism. On
view involved the Christian obligatio
to disobey evil authority. Th
problem is that the individual mus
define evil for himself. Each of th
five lectures involves a similar pre
blem that is not to be dealt witl
lightly.

The second lecture

to iter

d the

ilitary

Air Force, and currently enrolled
in Sewanee's School of Theology.
Engh began the lecture by stressing
the current importance of military
service. He continued by saying that
man has several basic needs. One need
is that of survival, which we have
taken for granted during peace time,
and times of economic stability!
When inflation occurs, or the threat
of war arises, we become more aware
of the need to survive.

He elaborated on man's various
needs, and then proceeded to dis-
cuss the government's military power.
Although a declarartion of war is a
"last resort" the government does
have the power to initiate draft
registration and conscription. The
challenge, Engh stated, is to eliminate
the belief that declaring war is an
easy decision to make.

Ironically, there is a Christian re-
sponse to war, which is to establish
boundaries. The use of napalm,
Engh pointed out, is not a Christian
response, nor is allowing no escape
for demonstrators as occured in the
Chicago and Birmingham demonstra-

CSR Board Grows
to 2nd Biggest

Terri Sutton
With a membership

University Choir and i

Christian Social Relatioi

of outreach

Sewanee.

iverse than the Bv far the largest of the programs is the

the O.G., the B '9 Brother-Big Sister Program, which occupies

is a unique type "early half of CSR's members as "brothers"
nistry established last year at an<* "sisters" for elementary school age children

in Franklin County. University students spend
Through it, students from all branches of the about an hour each week with their "little

University, St. Andrew's students, and b™ther" or "little sister" to play games, take
community members combine their efforts to walks, bake cookies, and generally provide
deal with the needs of the University, the P°sit've models for children who need someone
mountain, and the world. to spend time with them.

Last year a group of about five students met Bob Lce > the chairman, stresses that the
with University Chaplain Charles Kiblinger to Pr°9ram is not just for underprivileged or
discuss community needs and the ways students P">blemchildren,but provides children with a big
could help. Several sessions of brainstroming brother or sister which they might not have
and hard work followed. had otherwise.

Students researched various areas of need. Along similar lines, the Senior Citizen
made reports at bi-weekly meetings, and began to Visitation Program provides friends for the
categorize these areas for appropriate outreach elder,V ln Franklin County who may have limited
programs. By the end of fall semester 1978, the contacts with the community
Christian Social Relations (CSR) Board was born. Usually teams of two students visit a senior

A program established and operated by citizen once a week. The emphasis according
Sewanee students, the CSR Board now consists to David Dearman, program chairman, is to make
of the chairmen of nine different outreach friends with the visited person. Once ties are
programs, coordinating board members under established, the students are in a position to
the direction of Chairman Rob McCracken, and give whatever help the visited person may need,
a professional advisor, the Rev. Al Jenkins. even if it is just to have a friend.

The board itself serves as a support group for "We feel successful as visitors when we gain
outreach programs, which deal with both the trust and confidence of the people we are
spiritual and material needs. Some programs are visiting," says David,
small and still trying their wings, others
taking off rapidly. See Chaplaincy Outreach, p. 9

tions during the sixties.

In closing, he presented the
problem we must face. If one chooses
to fight, he is obligating himself to
the military. If one chooses to run
away from the problem by not re-
gistering for a draft, he is obligating
himself to a penalty; however, one
can legally claim to be a conscientious
objector, and avoid combat. The
moral decision involves asking- "Can
I kill another human being?" This
question is not an easy one to answer.
It is especially difficult to answer the
question: "Can I kill another human
being if he is a threat to my family's

The third discussion involved the
decision to become a conscientious
objector. Dr. John M. Gessell, Pro-
fessor of Moral Theology at the se-

minary, was aided in delivering the
lecture by Bill Melnyk, who is a
student at the seminary. Melnyk
served as a volunteer in the Army
and became a conscientious objector

during the war in Vietnam. His de-
cision was partially based on
experiences such as being made to
shout:"I want to go to Vietnam and
kill some Viet—Cong" during

After inevitably receiving his orders
to go to Vietnam, Melnyk decided that
he could not carry a gun with the
intention of using it to kill human
beings. Rather than fight the Army
and face a court martial, he submitted
an application to claim In-Service
Conscientious Objector, or 1AO
status. After one year, and suprisingly
little trouble with the Army, Melnyk
received 1AO status. He didn't
object to staying in the Army;
however, the Army had no use for
an infantry officer who had become
a conscientious objector; therefore,
he was dismissed.

On the surface, it may appear to
have been an easy decision for him,
but it wasn't. He stated that it took
a great deal of thought and wrestling
with his feelings in order to extract
the key point that was used in making
the decision.

Dr. Gessell then told of his decision
to become a conscientious objector
during World War II. Unlike Melnyk,
Gessell refused military service
completely; however, both men were
faced with the same problems. The
military will not concede to give
someone 1AO status or allow someone
to refuse conscription, unless that
person can provide ample reasons
for deciding to become a conscientious
objector. One must be able to arti-

culate his beliefs on paper. Dr. Gessell
was aided by several people in under-
taking this difficult task The reasons
must be well presented and well de
fended. In addition to the paperwork

See Moral Dilemma, p 9
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Moral Dilemma

Cont. from p. 8

tests are given in order to further con-

firm the solidarity of a person's re-

quest to become a conscientious

objector.

Both Gessell and Melnyk
elaborated on elements used in making
making the decision to become a con-

scientious objector. A person must
decide if he is willing to allow the

government to demand his service.

Some people believe that this ability

to demand an individual's service

is slavery, and that only the indivi-

dual can decide what to do with his

body.

Another element used in making
this decision is the "Just War" theory.
The individual must decide which
wars are just and which wars do not
warrant conscription. One must
know if he would refuse conscription
for all circumstances, including self

defense. The circumstances must
be clearly defined.

Since World War II, registering for

the draft, but refusing to be drafted,

and claiming to be a conscientious

objector has been a legally defined

alternative. Refusal not register is

not legally defined, and is an act of
civil disobedience. As stated in the
second lecture, this act of civil diso-

bedience warrants a penalty.

In closing, both men stated that

an individual must never disobey his

conscience. The conscience creates

the basis for making decisions.

When one decides to enter the

military, this decision also comes from
the conscience. At this point, it may
appear that deciding to enter the mili-

tary entails only one decision, which
is whether or not to join. This is a

fallacy. The fourth lecture dealt

with the options lor those who decide

to enter military service

The lecturers were Steve Miller,

a veteran major in the Marine Corps

Reserve* and a junior in the seminary,

and Cecil Radciliff, who is also a

junior, and enlisted in 1970 as a

member of the National Guard.
Miller stated that the present system
involves only voluntary service, and if

one decides to volunteer, he must

choose either reserve or active duty
One advantage of joining the mili-

tary now is that the Armed Forces
need men. A person joining now can
usually choose any of the 76 or more
vocational fields that are made
available to him. If there is a draft,

it would be difficult to "pick your
own route" through the military be-

cause there will be greater competition
for the vocational jobs. The present
problem presented here is if one is

not opposed to serving in the military,

should he join now or wait, and
possibly be drafted, and risk being
assigned to do something that he
would rather not be doing.

From all that was discussed in these
lectures, it is palpable that there is

a greal deal of thinking and decision
making to be undertaken. The draft

may come, and it may not, but it

would he beneficial for a person to
be prepared, and know where he

stands concerning military service.

The Christian Social Relations Board's

counselors are available to consult

students concerning military service

and conscientious objection.

Cont. from p. 8
To deal with international concerns,

the CSR originally created the World Com-
munity Program. During the past year it

became so large that it has separated into

two sub-units. Projects concerning world
hunger, such as the Hunger Meal and the

Wednesday Lenten fasts, come under the

leadership of David DeSalvo. Ellen

Thompson directs events on world peace,

such as the recent lectures on "Military

Service and Conscientious Objection," as

reviewed in the above article.

One of the newer units is the Comm-
unity Chemical Dependency Team led

by Jim Berry. An anonymous committee
of ten provided the necessary ground-
work to begin the program.
On the basis of this information, members
of the team provide counseling, support
groups, and sometimes refer problems
to special clinics. Team members work
through the Chaplain's Office, and all

work is kept confidential.

Students from the CSR Board also

work with existing programs such as the
government-funded Headstart Program, and
serve the material needs of the comm-
unity through the Community Action
Program.

Among other projects are an outreach
group for those in psychological crisis

and a program which provides various
alternative recreational activities for
Sewanee students and the community.

Already the second largest organization
at Sewanee, CSR continues to be the
fastest growing one. The secret, says
the Rev. Al Jenkins, is that "the real
leadership comes from the students,"
and that "We are following Christ in

Chaplaincy Outreach
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find a spare

s or simple

nd partying

! must obey
tr how busy

while (or I

Ruth Cardinal

For the Sewanee student it is often difficult to

moment for creative expression, literary pursuit

contemplation. Between tests, papers, books, a

there is rarely a moment of repose. But since oni

nature, there is always one moment that no matt*

you are, (I mean I don't care if you do have 3 i

4 tests, and even comps), we all must sit for a

guess some stand in the nearest water closet).

It is during this moment that some of the more creative

students find time to express their idle or profound thoughts

in a most unique and not so new art form. The medium
they choose usually ranges from a pen to pencil to paint to

chemicals to whatever happens to be handy at the time.

What they use is not so amusing as what they say or draw.

And although this art is seldom displayed in public, we feel

it is time to educate Sewanee about what they might have

missed all depending where you live, what sex you are or

what you eat.

ome of you out there who are wondering
alking about and when I tell you you are

ay to the guy next to you in Gailor, "hey
; this article about bathroom graffiti being called

an art-isn't that gross." Weil don't—not that my feelings

will be hurt, but I just think it is better that this subject

not be brought up in Gailor, as some of the hereafter comm-
ents might insult Gailor and/or one's stomach and Gailor is

not the place for this.

We have all seen graffiti and somebody had to write it,

so some of us have written on bathroom walls. Sociei

.

being as it is we don't often get to see each side of the ar*

This being the case we have provided a thorough critique

of the bathroom "galleries" around Sewanee.

Now there ar

what the hell I'i

probably going t

did you see this

To begin with, there are always the Rembrandts that

are annually written after each fresh coat of institutional

paint. "God is dead"—Neitzsche "Neitzsche is dead-
God". "For what we are about to give let us be truly

Sewanee being a typical college (who says?), there are

always those drug related anecdotes floating around in our

conversations (who says?) as well as on our bathroom walls.

"Reality is for those who can't handle drugs"

I'd rather have religion as my opium than opium as my

And some artists feel they have a sense of humor that needs

expression with cracks like--"My chromosomes are swimming

in the toilet. Please don't flush!" or "Q. If Gailor was a

famous restaurant, which one would it be? A. IHOP
(In al Ho

these jokers,

nave the bad advic

down for trying

ire how much he

I. But neverthele;

will not let

say like
—

"Let's

t it does not seen

t bother, they ar

ind out the past history of parties just

m wail's murals. The Bahama scene is

s in Woods Lab. And if one is in love,

ght reflect that, yet this style is pass-

jde expressionism, the use of four let-

3 bath-

ight be

if they

I would settle for a pretty pictu

To counterbalance the bad humor we h;

Now I guess I shouldn't cut someone d'

help his fellow brother, but I'm not sur

someone can be if they spell help—hepl.

that is the nice thing about this art—ther

space (except for maybe 3rd floor Carnegie which is

filling up). If these artists, savers of our souls, feel

pelled to help their fellow neighbor, the least we
is give them exposure.

"Creating is a way of life which says yoi

your spirit be shackled by the past, but to

limitation to you limit." (?)

"Man pull your own weight."

The Sewanee Academy often ha
party with all those cool college guys," — but

to agree with the college girl

all gay!"

Often times one can find

by watching the bathroom v

one of the best depicti

their graffiti writings

ing in favor of a more

The Sewanee tradition is often questioned

rooms. What Mr. Gooch in the Admissions Of

telling the prospective students might confuse

were to visit some of Sewanee's finest. Teachers are becoming
immortalized with this new art but not always like what one
would want on their tombstone. One of the best is "Wentz
lives-Arcadiais dead" and the others remain printless.

Speaking of printless, I remain speechless. We all know one
favorite in several bathrooms that I cannot write. And rumor
has it that some of our more traveled students have spread this

now meaningless but traditional graffiti to all corners of this

world. Initials often speak louder than words.

But besides the creative pornography, the amusing jokes,

the confusing advice, and the usual cracks, we have the battles

of the departments. This perhaps has given birth to some of

the better graffiti on the mountain. The most famous battle

scene at the moment seems to be upstairs Carnegie, between
the art majors and the English majors. It seems to be the bat-

tle of the pen vs. the paint, an "indication of insecurity and
a longing to be accepted into the low class society which is all

that is within one's reach. This generalization is true of Art
majors as a group! Sad but true." "Don't the English majors
wish they had their own bathroom. .

."

"Everything is art therefore art is everything. However not
everything is English, therefore English is not everything."

And in Woods lab one can always tell what happens to

those who would spend too much time in there. "Bioligists

don't have sex, they replicate and replicate and replicate and
replicate. ... ad infinitum." "Bioligists don't die, they lose

their response memories."

(Mo matter what opinion you have on graffiti, it is going to

be written, so it would prove better to keep an opened mind
about it while reading Bull ship. Kpqlpy 1 cant.t finish this.

I realty don't like it. The ide.i has potential and probably
shouldn't be wasted on me. I'm nor ip.jliy worked about this

a- tide, it is the three 'esis monday 3 labs due, 'he lab note-
book due Monday, the whi'p animal omJ plain panic ihat

I'm worried about. See you m graduation line



MatadorSteak Room
Decherd Blvd. Winchester. Tenn.

w^ MS
NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar 5,2.45

now SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

NEW HOURS:

Mon. - Fri. 1 1 :00am - 10:00pm

Sat. 4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Sun. 1 1 00 am - 3:00pm

Tel. 967-4535

n

University Market
iiiimmmmmimiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiimimiHimHiiiiimiHiilliiiiiiiiiiiiii

"MUNCHIES 'KEG BEER AVAILABLE

"SCHOOL SUPPLIES "KITCHEN ITEMS

"DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.
The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students needs.
If we don't have it, we will get it for you!

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

I(EW INDIAN CL0ITIHW6 ROOM
3)resses,Blouses,Skirts *5*-18

Bedspreads %

* Seconds on close-outs p-

plants « cclndfos t-ckpuxwiLt Kitchen utensils «

Umvws\ty cf {h&Smth 2ml^%DL£Pom
Ope// /fONDA/ throu9k $A7LRDAy fo 3/K.^fpm.

FHEE OFT WRfiPPFMG
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Spring

itching
Doug Murchie

a strong feeli of along the road.

stranger will let you off somewhere you've never

i before and you will wait for another stranger to take

in. You are totally controlled by the weather; dark-

and rain make hitchhiking hazardous and unpleasant.

( Nevertheless, there is a thrill in the adventure for all.

frequent complaint I've heard while hitching

is that no one knows if the person picked up by them will

turn out to be mentally unstable, or something nice like

that. Physical appearance is important in getting rides, to

the effect that one who looks subversive will have much
more trouble succeeding in getting anywhere than some-
one who has somewhat of a "decent" look about them.
This is an important bit of preparation whenever I take
off, as I did over spring break.

When I talk about my experiences on the road, the

thing that surprises many people is that women driving

alone will pick me up. This trip was no exception, in that

three of my seven rides between surburban Augusta (Geo-

rgia) and Birmingham (Alabama) came from women driv-

ing alone. For some reason, I must look like a college

dressed in blue jeans, flannel shirt and checked

cket. nptic . women made
nps of 1-20. I

able

hey picked me up off the

that this is the reason th;

so quickly, and it ties in with my assertion

onal appearance is imperative in succeeding on the

as far as to shave off my beard for ap-

peanffipe before taking off (although

of i _
nade the trip especially interesting was the variety

of peo^fe encountered on my journey. Although norn

an 35, they all were quite different in thei

nming from what I could get from conver

Jt I could easily deduce (music preference oi

radio, g^jgral topics of conversati

onal i

of Ma:

surprised to find that there is little trouble here in the

South in getting started on the road, except that it's a lot

longer between cities in the South. In the North, the
cities are much closer together, and it's only 314 hour:

from Boston to New York, which are two major cities ir

the northeast (sorry, Philly). People go to the "City" or

a much higher level in the North since it is so accessible

and hitchhiking is easier. 1 plan to try again in the fall

and head for New Orleans; or maybe I'll save that fot

Mardi Gras.

The Fallacy
Andy Kegley

Sun over the shoulder, glaring

by nine a.m. while southerly breezes

from 'Cub.i buffet us, this contin-

gency truly deserves a name like

Heliotropes. For it is spring break

come to pay homage

nun
. they

befo ring

! last

the

the pie

frorr sight -ish elev

of the hellish brightness

inside to lackadais

n a life contributes

beer-rum sipping ar

"fantasyless world of mvestme
mg and graduate schools.

But this Jimmy Buffet inspired

escape is a last whim of all

antics on another level; a level which
the reality of will be much
harsh and steadfast in alterim

lifesty than

the

the

side >rld. The
beer filled cooler station wagon jaunt
to the Gulf for break, or to Tusca-
loosa for a football game and frat-

party may well be some
children and grand-

scubain sightseeing, pretty tho- The seriousness of our self indulged
roughly satiating each and every selfisheness is st.ll in th 1 eaxLy staaes
sense o each body to the point where of becomiirl||Lapparentj In 1973,
return o Sewanee ominously threat- rew or us wlffi^nvmd |70mph ar^
ens. paying the 40 cents to ' a gallon of

No one has the insurmountable gas. Uui lolksdid thlv
problerr of being oblivious to school lines, and told us stoiy

though Tunnel vision it may be. rationing in the forties
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Splits
On the Road

The Last

Trucking Sh

' MBI

the Beat Argument

And so it w
In high school we climbed into the
biggest guzzler in pursuing beery
night dreams. Summers followed, and
we trekked to Myrtle Beach and
Destin, and the gas flowed from pump
to the then medium sized "economy"
car. but there were still more of
us on the road, which negated gas

tfor

qoes

vill

serving, worst rewarded and least

appreciated in their occasional self

indulgences. For the few affording

Winnebagos, Sevilles and summer
homes at Destin, condominiums and

season tickets to Tide football games,

life won't change. True, there'll

be some heated bitching for a buck

75 gas, maybe even some second

thoughts.

But fortunately for us all, our genera-

tion's adaptation to life on the road

will have to be altered. Eventually

society will atone, and the romantic

tales and lifestyles of Kerouac and

the other Beats will seem as if nothing

but the romantic wanderings of a

long lost generation.

is coming to a boil, t

ieveral hundred miles sout

'Keys proved to me anyway

on the road, is a passing ide;

limiting financial and

resources were the evidence.

1;

w
D. Brewster Dobie

"We've lost aljJBmpression, Bruce," said ChSEk at about 23
hours roadtime somewhere around Virginia's wasteline, uphill

and definitelymon-emotional. My mind Hit like a popped
baggie, and heHe I had no worries that thf

ling Scout II carroomed ontftthe shoulder,

linds began to apply themselvea

the ordinary technical, not to men'RHMrie comple
2 string, Chuck," I commanded,^(B»ffh a little bit

'of Southern Engineering, our Sec
rated vehicle, altogether an organic

plunging further into the urban cqjssus known as the Ea
Coast Metropolis

Oddly enough, Washington D.C.Rpeared right about cock-
tail hour, and before we knew it, « were lumbering through
posh Georgetown in our mud-browHtruck, honking like mad,
and in general getting a wicked case bfiepiphanies on the Yankee

ound front stage seat w&rtaSall of a sudden occupied.

slinked past like tum* a bayou, the air tingled

;ost a dollar and a half.

The gasoline prices were only c

After frisbee on the MStaBnd art, and train tickets,

bounded northwards on a sleek Amirak, hours later surfacing

in a cacophany of city soundsrct the core of the Big Apple
Manhattan-N.Y.C, U.S.A. Temptation triggered in <

tion, vectors of possibilities sky-r^Uceting from our mi
every corner. And yet, I had a jol^raterview to attend I

coat and tie syndrome soon to rejfflffi the mutating blut

In New York City, everytjffi^m&is like an emergency,

Tfloods, the people, light;

and buildings will play Jerick^Wnd come a tumbling down,
certainly arp no porch sWings for easy reflection. And yet

anaged, stumbling ujOTn a smokey lounge seeping jazz,

e entered, discovendgPevery lost Prmcetonite in the wes-

irld. New York^communicate with their hands,

briefcases, their

Jipped, and thankedj^^rejection slips from the Ivy I

; grilled in a job interview for all that I

worth, andAT^Ieft the offices of technocratic supremacy
feeling like ajBteshed cigar butt discarded from a Wall Street

/ith this in mind, my friends and I decided to

discard oy^ispositions as businessmen, and become bonafide

SOHO and Greenwich Village, smoke the unfil-

tered^HC wax eloquent on the nouveau and avant-garde. Grab-
bing $? Tokay wine, we set out in search of a real artist, genuine

his boots, with authentic angst pouring from his tra-

We didn't find him in the Chinatown restuarant, nor
|shmgton Square dealing dope behind windshield Pola-

he was in the Village Corner Bar, sipping imported

joined him for a round in our hour of triumph, while

and sleet began to blow down through the asphalt

were on. I wondered what they were doing down in

aped on to more bars, discovering the "funky" in a

<vn as the Mudd Club, where Punk prophets scream

i paroclisms of the new wave. Bianca Jagger would
The clientelle barked in the wierdest, con-

xual displacement, and the potentiality for

while we conferred about fishing and picnics

horri^k New York that night became a pinball machine
|[lt, yet^mnaging to ring and flash eternally in a mad des-

july apocalyptic. The saturation of our minds
nplete that evening. We smelled the fried

nd the subtle belt of a sweet glass of

ir away the hooting of rebel yells could

) truck up and head home.
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The student government officers for
next year are shown in a rather cama-
raderious pose, Lindsay Coates, presid-
ent of the Order of the Gownsmen and
Brent Minor, new speaker of the Stud-
ent Assembly.

Fereydoun Hoveyda, former ambassador to the

United Nations under the Shah, spoke to a pack-

ed audience and TV cameras in Convocation re-

cently.

fl-AWK*
STEAK & PIZZA

HOUSE ON THE BOULEVARD
WINCHESTER

STEAK ROOM opens daily at 4:30 pm

PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY @ 10:30 am
6 DAYS A WEEK!

NOON BUFFET IS NOW SERVED Monday Friday

11:00am 2:00 pm

WE FEATURE OVER 20 ITEMS
IN OUR DELICIOUS SALAD BAR

CLOSED
* BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE SUNDAY

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 967 - 1111

WUTS STAFF POSITIONS FOR 1980-81

Will Cate General Manager

Chris Bellows Asst. Manager

Ruth Ann McDonald Program Director

Rob Pentland Chief Announcer

Dawn Shepherd, Dennis Johnson Music Directors

Stewart Low Classical Director

Nancy Heck News Director

Ford Congers Prodution Director

Eden Thrower Business Manager

^/assssa®
B00K&SCH00LSUPPLIES

NEW T-SHIRTS " SWEATPANTS

" COLD WEATHERWEAR

' REFRIGERATOR RENTAL and MORE!

WE ALSO HAVE AIM

EXCELLENT SELECT ION OF CARDS & GIFTS

FOR ALL OCCASSIONS!
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SAFC
The following is the proposed

budget for student activity fee or-

ganizations for the next academic
year.

Agency:
Lacrosse Club

1980-81 Reques
1400

1980-81 Approved
1400
350
9037
6740
275
9100

Mountain Goat
SOC
Student Forum

350
9037
7000

Student Assembly 346
WUTS
Cinmea Guild

10,430

3000
689
2000 2000

Guild of St. Cecilia 1000

St. Lukes

WIDC

10,000

3600
1665

8000+1191 surplu

3300
1665
4500+1

Sewanee Arts 5000
Sewanee Canoe Team 1010

9900 8000
Cap and Gown 13,000 13.000
Forestry Club 350 350
Womens Soccer 547 500
IFC 700 650
College Bowl 300
Contingency

73,607

For a further breakdown:
Sports allocation: $3430, 5%
Communications: $30,450,41%
Music: $12,950, 18%
Recreation: $10,007, 14%
Films: $5,000,7%
Others: $11,740. 16%

Anderson's Validity
Cont. from p. 3

to really make me question the validity

of the entire mess: "What is more appeal-

ing (about Anderson). ... is his staunch

support in (sic) ideas in which he believes,

not in ones he would have been expected

to believe purely on the basis of his party."

Does this mean that Ronald Reagan or

George Bush or any Joe Blow believes

in a controlled bureaucracy because he is

a Republican? Of course not! Rather, the

inverse is true; he is a Republican because

he advocates controlling the size of the

government, among other things.

voting blocs, shouln't the fearlessness

be attributed to candidates who do not

take such stands?

Indisputably, the most egregious error

of the editorial was the implication that

there are few honest Republicans. Either

you really do believe that or you made the

>rder

addtt -here be

onfusi about what the word "ano-

maly" means, in view of the fact that it

is somehow related by you to considera-

tions of "integrity" and "conscience."

Mr. Bush was quite correct when he term-

ed the Anderson effort an "anomaly",
for, in accordance with Webster's defini-

A deviation which, by the way
seems intent on public suicide via an in

dependent run for the White House.
Moreover, it seems odd (not to men

tion confusing) that you say that Mr
Anderson "has not been afraid to take

pro-abortion stands, pro-gun control, antr

registration and draft." Since those art

positions favored by majoritii

or kudos for your forthnghtness. In

either case you made a serious mistake.

If you think there are very few honest

Republicans, you are ignoring the facts

brought out by everything from Korea-

gate to Abscam, from Bert Lance to

Herman Talmadge, from Former Mary-

land govenor Brendan Byrne to former

Tennessee governor Ray Blanton, As for

the idea that the comment was made just

to draw high-pitched replies- - - well,

that would be irresponsible.

Finally, the statement which says

Mr. Anderson is possibly "the only

Republican capable of winning it all"

ignores the desires of an electorate fed

up with the vacillation and all-encom-

passing ineptitude of the Carter Admini-

stration.

Sincerely,

Tucker Eskew

The Grundy County

Rescue Squad is sponsor-

ing Meadowlark Lemon's

new basketball team, The

Bucketeers, in a show on

Saturday, May 24 at 8 pm.

The public is invited to at-

tend this benefit at the

Grundy Co. High School

in Tracy City.

help reduce foreign trade

deficits, lower inflation,

strengthen the dollar,

decrease unemployment,
improve the environment,

increase national security,

help people through hard
winters and .

SAVE
MONEY?

Simple

SAVE
ENERGY!

We'll all be the
richer for it.

Sierra Club
San Francisco, California

ny

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORAL NEEDS

FREE DELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

^al.. T.-nn.

Phoni- 967-7602
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Tiger Baseball Myth Debunked
Jim Morris

Once upon a time (last year, to be
exact), a prospective student asked
"What's the baseball team like up
here?"

A distraught senior answered,
"Well, put it this way, their

record is and 20."

The joke concerning Sewanee's
"Sultans of Swat" is no more. The
baseball team now has four wins under its

belt, and the season is not over yet.

The question is: has it ever actually
been a joke? Mallory Nimocks possessed
a .444 batting average after nine games
this year, and that's no joke. Coach Yogi
Anderson said that in only 7 or 8
last year's losses were they not in

ballgame. The win-loss record does no
always indicate the team's ability oi

performance on the field.

For instance. The News-Free Press o
Chattanooga's coverage of Sewanee';
Covenant game failed to mention
Covenant's coach delayed the game
was getting late, and Cove
switched pitchers several, what seemed like

a hundred, times. The rule is that if it

becomes dark, and the present inning has
not been completed, the final score is

that of the last completed inning. The
game resulted in a tie because of this
rule. The umpire was supposed to have
prevented the stalling, which aborted any
Sewanee scoring attempt.

When asked about this incident. Coach
Betz shook his head, and Robert Holland
said it was the most frustrating experience
he had ever had.

At the pitcher's mound against Southwestern, from left, third baseman
Robert Holland, Coach Betz pitcher Stuart Bickley and catcher Mallory
Nimocks confer on the weather. Below, Bickley pops one up.

Frustrating experiences, such as 'hose.
have not caused the team to lose then
"will to win". Coach Anderson said that
this year's team has been bound and
determined to do something, after having
suffered through last year's twenty losses.

If the team attitude is so good, why
can't Sewanee win more games? Coach
Betz replied that "because the team has
not been accustomed to winning, they tend
to get too excited when they need to be
the toughest." He further explained that
they have been on top of the fence every
game, but have often fallen onto the
losing side.

Another problem has been Sewanee's

ather cool winter and spring practice

weather. To put it in the eloquent words
of Hunter Keller: "It's hell on an arm,
and it's hard to get fired up in the cold."

Still another problem has been the

lack of pitchers, and the lack of a super
strike-out king. Jim Fleming, dead serious

during a game, but leader of the team in

humour during practice, had the following
to say about last year's season: "After

we'd lost 10 or 15 games, we'd be up by 5
in a game, and then drop behind. We
wonoered what we had to doto win a

ballgame. At times you felt like giving

up." Coach Anderson and Coach Betz
added though, that last year's team never
gave up.

Concerning this year, Fleming stated:

"When we won, it was like winning the
World Series. We forgot all about last

year."

John Hill, Robert Holland, and Jim
Fleming all agreed that last year they
felt that they didn't stand a chance against

a division one team. They now feel that
they could play anyone, and stay in the
game.

Fleiming added, "It feels good after
winning against Temple, and then looking
in the newspaper and seeing that they lost

to U.T.C., who beat us."

It doesn't appear the

jokes about Sewanee'!
if there are, whoever \

probably will not ha

game.

/ill be any more
baseball team, and

'ill make the remark
/e been to a single
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When you come to The Mountain think of:

MEETING ALL YOUR FRIENDS
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH, AND DINNER

f X
TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN COOKING

PREPARED FRESH DAIL Y

?wk OjLivui

anywhere

A/ew veAfcs

"i* of 31)1/

OT3JX33

5H&PS- PeAvtoeEP AT
THE Tf2^vt>irt& post

SPicuts snoppe

* Country J3oy Mriq^Sttop

*THe Hi<=m.MJD cm
^OUTlQvJE

*"Tl2W>iMfe! POST
6»irr shop

** HAIJZS.TVUM6- bn

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTRY HAM, HOT BISCUITS CATFISH
BAR-B-Q. VEGETABLES, CHARCOAL STEAKS, A LARGE SALAD BAR
FEATURING OVER 20 ITEMS, AND FINE SOUTHERN HOPITALITY'
OUR 'HEARTH ROOM' W'l LL ACCOMADATE 100 PEOPLE FOR PRIVATE
GATHERINGS!

THE VILLAGE WINE & SPIRITS SHOPPE SMOKEHOUSE TRADING POST



Lacrosse Team Loses Games, Wins Beer

Sewanee Purple

LaCrosse team has
had another remarkably bad spring,

managing to lose all six games played
thus far. Apathy, lack of coaching,
poor conditioning, and the abundant
social life at Sewanee are just a few of

for this year's dismal

In spite of the team's ineptitude,

however, fans have turned out in

record numbers to watch Sewanee
play their famous bungling, violent,

chaotic brand of LaCrosse which has
made them one of the most popular
opponents in the South.

The season started out on a bad
note with a rainout of Tennessee,
the only team to lose to Sewanee
last year. The team suffered another
bad break when Fred Hoffmeyer,
last year's goalie, in a rare fit of
intelligence, decided not to play the
position again this year. Without an
experienced goalie, the Egg Yolks,
as they are locally known, fell easy

17-4, Vanderbilt
gia 23-0 in a 5 keg
no one really remem-

bers the end. Richard Garbe, Sam
Dumas, and John Oliver provided
most of Sewanee's meager offensive
attack, while whoever wanted to
played goalie. Defensemen Jake
Spillman and John Price also contri-
buted to the other team's high scores.

The lacrosse team hoists a few after

winning a chug off the field; while
their pursuits at faceoffs, below,

were not as successful

.

victinl to CI
23-2, and G
affair of whi

A torrential thunderstorm and the
rapid improvement of goalie Keith
Cartwright kept Sewanee close in their
next game against Emery and Henry.
(Captain Hank Simpson credited their
improvement to keeping their oppo-
nents at the Sigma Nu house until
the wee hours of the morning.) De-
spite Bemis Smith's first, and probably
last career goal, the bad guys slipped
by, 5-3. Had the other captain, John
Oliver, known about the game, the
outcome might have been different.

Following a Party Weekend skir-

mish with the alumni, a dedicated
group of 13 managed to make it to
Atlanta to take on Georgia Tech.
and Emory University. The outman-
ned Sewanee team played their best
game of the year before falling to

Tech. 6-3. Against Emory Sewanee
actually led at halftime before suc-

cumbing to their many training rule

violations of the night before, 9-7.

The best hit of the day was defense-

man Simpson's accidental check on
teammate Charlie Fowler, who had
to be helped from the field.

With only 3 games left in this

rebuilding year, Sewanee will try

and finish with respectability against

South Carolina and the Atlanta La-
Crosse club on the road. Regardless
of their final record it has been an
exciting year, as LaCrosse continues
to thrive on the mountain. Should
an experienced coach show up, the
team could be a contender; without
a coach, they will be probably about
the same. Sjssy Keg|ey
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A COMPLETE LINE OF AUTO PARTS
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-ANYTHING FOR YOUR CAR OR
YOUR HOME"

218 Cumberland COWAN



fTHE CLOISTER"^
^On St. Mary's Road AN 18-ACKE ESTATE^

•Excellent educational and cultural community fin the

midst of 200,000 acres of wildlife ffOn bluff with view of

valleys and mountains in park-like setting with majestic Black
Forest pines • Magnificent country manor house on the
Cumberland Plateau • Architectural quality and value

Large and Stately • 8 ,0 square feet of living area plus ex-

pansion attic and cut-stone Cloister • Rolling lush perma-
nent pasture, livestock, and fish pond and small bam
• Small caretaker's home • Fifty-seven hundred square feet

of living area, oil furnace has hot water radiators

Attached two bedroom elegant town house with 2 ,3 6 5 sq.ft.

of living area with heat pump (19 73) ft The main house has

five bedrooms (three more bedrooms available to be deco-
rated as needed), two full baths, upstairs. •Downstairs has

large living and dining rooms, spacious country kitchen, and

large master bedroom, 1 & 1 /2 baths, large foyer. • Terrace

i fine ballroom. • One fireplace • adequate storage

• Three-quarter unfinished basement has two hot water

heaters-4 gal. and 120 gaL size. • Townhouse has its own
40 gal. heater. $225,000.00. Terms available.

al view of Estate with Surrounding area

Privacy with this location is PRICELESS! At 1,850 feet elevation,

the quality of air is superb.

SEVERAL OTHER BEAUTIFUL ESTATES AVAILABLE

OPEN THE DOOR TO GRACIOUS LIVING in a well built, structurally sound, antiqued wl

Seperate heating units for each floor. Included is a wood unit downstairs that heats living n

and 3 bedrooms with 2% baths. Upstairs are 3 B/R. 2 baths, adequate closets and storage.

lory home adjoining golf course,

aom, den, kitchen, utility, study,

npletely remodeled 4 room guest

ting forS150.00 mo.), 4 c r-port. All in perfect condition including hardwood floors thou

A GREAT DO-OVER IS THIS LOG HOUSE that has been covered with asbestos shinqles. 4 bedrooms, Ibath; V/2 in. hardwood floors
and knotty pine panelling in large foyer, living room (with stone and brick fireplace}, and dining room. Large kitchen with flue for wood

stove. Lovely porch across front. Structurally, it is one of t'w best built houses in Sewanee. Fairly new roof and storm windows.
Located on Maple St. All furnishings included in price of $33,500.00

ON STETSON ROAD, 1 mile east off Jump-Off Rd. is this 3 yr. old home of Western Cedar, board and batten. 1 bedroom, 1 bath, with

L-shaped K/D and L/R with fireplace. Large Utility Room with washer & dryer. Large loft for extra sleeping and/or study. Perfect for

a single or couple as is. Expansion space for a family. Andersen windows and doors, with year-round Air-conditioning & storm shelter.

2 decks, good well, and all appliances. Carpeted, with draperies. On 2 wooded acres. Excellent buy at $40,000.00 Immediate possession.

A CHOICE LOCATION overlooking Lost Cove. Purchaser of this 12.5 acre estate could name it "Six Mountains"... for this plus a

waterfall is the view from the 10'x30' deck; the 18'x30' living-dining room with beamed ceiling; the kitchen;and 2 of the 4

IK ceramic tile baths. An 18' stone wall at end of living room surrounds a beautiful fireplace. THE EXTRAS: I. A feed room and

2 -stall barn built to last a lifetime, with a wooden fenced & cross-fenced 2 acre pasture. II. More than 1000 two-year old Christmas

trees. . .some already showing their third year growth. III. A bluff bldng. site near the waterfall with same view of mountains.

IV. A workshop and carport. V. 2 springs suitable for making a take. THIS COULD BE THE AFFORDABLE ESTATE YOU
Move rffm LOOKING LONGING FOR'. . . AWAY FROM IT ALL. Call for further details & appointment.

TRULY A HIDE-AWAY, 8 wooded acres west of Jump-Off Rd. $5,000 00

OWNER WILL SELL 35 fenced, partly pastured, pastoral type acres with large lakesite, or will divide into 3

Must see to appreciate its beauty. This is cheap dirt for $40,000 00. On Gudger Rd. just east of Jump-Off

.

MOW SELLING IN DEEP WOODS SOUTH (adjoining St. Andrew's) 5 or more acres (mini-farms) on the bluff or lakefront or wooded
Roads, electricity, and city water Terms available.

OTHER PROPERTIES, LARGE AND SMALL TRACTS OF LAND
3.4 BEAUTIFUL BLUFF ACRES on Sherwood Road, $15,500.00

THE PERFECT HIDE AWAY FOR R&R 14' x 28' Dutch barn type cabin. Well built and insulated, with wood burning stove.

Deck across front on 5.1 bluff acres on Sherwood Rd. $26,000.00

390 ACRES Sweden t

Between noo' 1500'

1 mile by 7000 acres State Forest, 3 creeks, excellent timber and low taxes

50% of tract, suitable for camper «tes. Access rd. to 1-24 exchange
on Co., bounded

large bf'.ch abi

GOOD LONG TERM INVESTMENT' $97,500.00 cash

Nina B. Hclvenston, affiliate broker, Sewanee-

(615)598-5832

MATHEWS REALTY & AUCTION. Winchester

(61 5) 967-0522 or 967-7185
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ctivy Trevor- Kop e r Interviewed

On Comparisons, Fascism and Lord Blunt
Lindsay Coates

Purple: Would you comment on Sewanee's desire to be like Oxford

It was the intention of the founding fathers that Se<

adaptation of Oxford or Cambridge.

TR: Yes, 1 think that's t

parti :ularily in the 1890
speci al force in Germany
Socic I Darwinism. That rr

ophy which grew up in

* respectable model. for ny othe orgai

struggle

Purple: Would you comi

tional system and the An
merits of each?

i the difference between the British educ;

one, what you might think of i he relate

TR: Oh, that's too large a question, I think,

universities differ from universities within (

America. Some are good, some of them an

don't honestly know enough about the Americ

them, should govern them, for thei

cessful in this struggle and all is justified wl

of the species, roughly. This Social Darwinisr

it all began in France, you know. As I said

tions were strong enough somehow. Now th

in Germany by the German historical tradi

nd biological life is to be

vhich ministers to the sui

;m began, I suppose in Fr,

P: Do you feel that the tutorial method which is used in England to b>

particularity effective?

TR Yes. It's expensive, I mean it is a rather luxury system. One couldn'

apply it on a mass scale. Our university systems are small compared wit!

SOf 30,000; Oxford is 10,000.

If you have a society that is defeated, bewildered,

filled with social and racial tensions, and it by an

economic problem which seems insolvable, you

would have something resembling German fascism

e, the idea that the

d have a bad effect. I'm again

e. 1 nlean it's rather good; w
going to want to come, why
often not always, be measure

theTR: Well it's bound to have an effect, \

it, because I would like people to coi

don't want to lose them. If people ar

think the real quality of a university ca

by its attractiveness to foreign students. But I suppose people would and was

pay in an ideal world; people should pay the cost of what they get. They but they

shouldn't subsidize foreign students Of course it operates against the has its o

people who finance themselves, and I'm much against that I think 90% different

of the world is being spoon fed. So I'm rather in favor of those who pay what the

has the right, the state is an organism and has

right to have its own morality. Its own morality consists in whatever

iures are necessary for its success, survival, etc. . . And when you put

3 two together, of course they become stronger, and this certainly was

n over by Facism. I don't like the word Facism, as I said last night,

t doesn't really apply, or it applies only to a limited extent in

But there is such a thing as Facism which really began in

taken over in Italy. So I certainly agree with Windsor on that,

would say they are not ammoral; they would say that the state

wn morality, that society has it own morality which is quite

form ordinary morality, and is not absolute. This is especially

Germans say, it is not the absolute. When we talk of morality

well argued, you know
iidized by their governr

night as well pay thei

It's awfully in theI don't like to put it up for thi

ise people from the third world; they come sub- nature

t and we pay their governments anyway, so they lute.

That is all very well, but then there are people bad f

jld-fashioned way, '

law and human reason being v

/hereas facists said, no, good is

me and it may be quite diffe

vhoc tthe xpen nd I feel sympathe ;for

P: When I was at the London School of Economics, I heard a lecture by

Phillip Windsor about the rise of facism in Germany. One of his claims

outside of the historical, militaristic traditions of Germany, was that fa-

cism called for a renunciation of our moral sense and that those who be-

came invovled in the Nazi movement cast aside all typical bourgeois?

ideas concerning morality. It was this element that made Hitler such a

dangerous phenomenon. It also makes every society which is in an econo-

mic or a cultural upheaval very susceptible to a phenomenon like facism.

Could you comment on that?

ng the eighteenth century concept of

id, with good and bad being abso-

/hat is good for me, bad is what is

it form what is good for you and

bad for you. And I agree that is the concept, the German concept of rea-

son of state which has pushed by any respectable German philosophers

and historians; gave an added justification to the Social Darwinism, and

that philosophy was accepted in the facist world. I would agree with

Windsor basically.

P: Do you think that any society in a state of social upheaval, other than

Germany, might be susceptible to the same sort of thing and this might
attribute to the rise of something resembling German facism in another

TR: Ye s. If you have the sarne conjunctu e. f vo h
defeated bewildered, filled w th social and :ial t

econom c problem which seen s insolvable. hat the bi

have per laps something like it But it will n rbec u

if you t ike German Nazism, t depended s luch o
always depends on the exper ence of the ger erati

And Hitler spoke to a generation which had been through the first World
War really, and these experiences are non-repeatable, the situation is so

different now.

TR: Yes, yes, the Anthony Blunt thing is quite interesting quite straight-

forward really. He may be a contemptible person but that's in-

evitable He was quite good at his job (as keeper of the Ql een's Pictures)

and there he could have been left. 1 think two errors we e made. First

was, 1 think that the Queen should not have been involveo What I think

did happen was that, the Queen's private secretary was told, and the

Queen's private secretary couldn't conceal it from the Queen. If some
representative of government said to him, these are the facts and don't

tell the Queen, he would have had to say 1 can't give such a n undertaking,

1 am the Queen's servant and 1 simply can't do that. So 1'
r\ sure that he

told the Queen, and I'm sure also the Queen was told that it was the

government's wish that nothing should be done to distL rb, to arouse
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suspicion, so the Queen was in effect put in a position of having to keep
him on. After this, now everyone is entitled to their opinion. My opi-
nion is that he should have been kept on for a little, and then he should
have made a statement, that for reasons of health or the pressure of his
duties, that he, with the Walburg Institute had found it increasingly dif-
ficult to perform these two functions and could he retire as Keeper of the
Queen's Pictures. That I think would have been better and then the Queen
mould not have been involved. That's the first mistake, I think. The
second mistake in my opinion, is a thing which
the facts started leaking out, (and that couldn't

silly journalist went and got hold of some silly

put up a question and a question in Parliament

ment to answer. Now this is exactly wh;
don who was found innocent at the timi

member of Parliament. And Gul
had to clear Filby, because you

;er without beginning ti

ch is adequate or you n

you have to give him a

es undesirable because

ugh to make it undesii

t prevent. When
uldn't have been stopped) some
e silly member of Parliament to
ament which forced the govern-
t happened over Filby. Hal Ben-

time, had some person put up some
on asked about Filby and Hal Bendon

t by priviledge, ruin a man's
• produce evidence.

clearance and this

if you have very

employ a

Mther you giv

> position which i

ng suspic

vidence

uspic

and yet you can't at
the moment prove anything, then you are entitled to leave someone in

limbo. That was the position that Filby was in, but once the question
was put, he had to be cleared and once he was cleared then he suddenly
had to be re-instated and all kinds of things, so the only alternative would
have been to produce factual evidence which justified the question. Well
in the case of Blunt it was possible to produce factual evidence, I mean
it wasn't a question of mere suspicion. If they'd asked about Blunt in
1960, he'd have had to be cleared and that clearance would have been a
thing he could produce on any occasion and then he could sue people
for libel. Since 1964 there were facts and so one didn't need to clear him,
one could simply state the facts. And Mrs. Thatcher then stated the
facts and stated them very fully. Hence the farce. But Blunt has shown
his nerve still. He's been conspicuous as a person, he's an unmistakable
face which is recognized everywhere and it can't be a very agreeable
position to be in, but he stands his ground, quietly goes on. Stills sends
testimonials all about art history. There's a move to expell him from the
British Academy, I'm against it, I don't know whether it will succeed.
I think that the British Academy, you aren't made a Fellow of the Bri-
tish Academy for, because of your loyalty, all because of scholarship.
I think as long as he doesn't come to meetings, if he came that wouldn't
be very agreeable.

P: Now that you've been raised to the Peerage, could you comment on
the political effectiveness of the Lords in legislation in the Commons,
if any and if you see any sort of role for the Lords in European Comm-
unity Legislation?

the Peer
TR. I'd have commented on that, whether I've been
age or not-yes the House of Lords has a function, it

a revising chamber. It, bills have to go through it, and they are scrutin
ized there and very often amended in detail, often quite considerably
And it's also a delaying chamber. It can give people time to think ant
for instance under the last government, under the Callahan government
introduced ludicrous bills for the devolution in Scotland. That bill, anc
the Lords played quite a considerable part in a, in effect in impendin
that bill, which I feel was a bill that ought to be impeded.
Lords has a function. About the European Community, I d
I don't see why not. I mean the people who are elected ti

the Lords are obviously fairly intelligent. You don't elect I

woods Peer; they're at least as intelligent as the representat
Commons.

thin

epresem

ne back

s of the

P: I was wondering if you would also comment upon the effective-
ness of Mrs. Thatcher How do vou feel she has done as Prime
Minister thus far?

TR: Well she's done p-etty well. Everything really depends on whether
she can control tf-e economy, control inflation. If she can't then she
"ill be in for rouble as anyone will be and she will particularly bec-
ause she has tsken a lo' of unpopular decisions. Now any respectable
government does a lot unpopular things at the beginning of its period
of office. That's me time to do all the things that people will hate you
for. Because you've not got to risk an election for five years. Also she's
got a very substantial majority. She can do anything she wants. So, I

don't think I can say more than that. She's made people pay, or rather
she's ordered people to pay the cost, the return to this is to be in con-
trol of inflation and recovery of the economy. And if she can't give

the goods for which the tax payers have paid the money,
obviously she's in a very vulnerable position at the moment and for the
moment. We must wait and see there too.
P: How do you teel about the initiative by the United States to dis-
courage attendance at the Olympics in Moscow? Do you think that will
have any real affect on the Russians, or does it mean anything to them
at all?

TR: I honestly don't know how they react. I think probably they do
mind, because they will turn the Olympics into a great propaganda
thing. I don't know, I hate athletics, I have no interest in the Olympic
games whatsoever. But, and 1 think that the idea that the Olympic games
spread good will in the world, or that sports spread good will is false,
sports spread more hostiliy and fury than anything else.

So I cannot feel the slightest interest in the Olympics themselves. But
I cannot help remembering the tremendous propaganda use to which
the Olympics were put by Hitler's Germany in 1936. And they will be
used as propaganda undoubtedly in Russia. And the whole, I don't think
they ever should have ever been held in Russia. The Russians are send-
ing everyone away who might possibly speak to foreigners, from Moscow,
the whole background is fraudulent anyway.

lit Supply Store
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN. TENNESSEE 373 18

Kemembcr BESTSELLERS at ST. LUKES

Campus Paperback bestsellers

1. The Americans, by John Jakes. (Jove, $2.95.) Kent fam-
ily chronicles, Vol. VIII: fiction.

2. The Matarese Circle, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam,
$3.50.) American-Soviet spy thriller: fiction.

3. The Stand, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $2.95.) Wide-
spread disease followed by unknown terror: fiction.

4. The Complete Scarsdale Medical Diet, by Dr. Herman
Tarnower & Samm S. Baker. (Bantam, $2.75.)

5. The Third World War: August 1985, by Gen Sir John
Hackett and other NATO officers. (Berkley, $2.95.) An
account of the global war to come: fiction.

6. How to Prosper During the Coming Bad Years, by
Howard J. Ruff. (Warner, $2.75.) Investment techniques

7. Hanta Yo, by Ruth Beebe Hill. (Warner, $3.50.) Teton
Sioux Indian life before the whiteman.

8. SS-GB, by Len Deighton. (Ballantine, $2 75.) Nazis oc-
cupy England during World War II: fiction.

9. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to
riches in the fashion world: fiction.

10. The Stories of John Cheever, by John Cheever. (Ballan-
tine, $3.50.) Short stories about life in New York: fiction

Compiled by The Chronicle ol Higher Education from informati
supplied by college stores throughout the country May 5, 1980d
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The Arts

Modern Art

Comes to

Town

D. Brewster Dobie

The Fine Arts Department was recently

given a valuable collection of twentieth

century prints by the Front Line Corpora-

tion of New York City. The gift will

greatly enhance the University's existing

collection which heretofore has been com-
prised of largely pre-twentieth century

works of art.

Dr Ronald Jones, professor of Fine Arts

describes the prints as a "valuable asset to

our existing museum pieces," and adds that

the prints will probably go on exhibition

The prints are valued at approximately

10,000 dollars, and with the recent boom
in print collecting and art pieces as a whole,
it is likely that the gift stands to make
substantial gains in terms of the apprecia-

tion of the prints over time.

The collection of eight pieces includes

works by such well-known artists as Robert
Rauschenberg, Alexander Calder, Red
Grooms, and Larry Rivers, and in addition

is made up of lesser known works by Fran-
sisco Zuniga and Mary Bavermeister, Over-

all, the collection is an outstanding one,
and every student should make an effort

to see it once the prints are put on exhi-

bition.

The Alexander Calder print is the most
outstanding of the collection and is one of
the finest Calder pieces this viewer has

dering his sculptures). Calder is a safe ar-

tist, not a theoretical blockbuster, and he
demonstrates his attachment to formal
aesthetic concerns with this print

The print is dominated by large circles

of varying colors, which are connected by
thin lines which have the appearance of

having been poured onto the surface. All

of this flow of color into a mass at the

bottom of the print is a successful articu-

lation of how an abstract expressionistic

idea can be transferred onto the surface of

a print. Many artists have tried to achieve

such an effect, and Calder does a good job

at it, with a purely formal, very pleasing

work. This Calder print is an excellent

example of his work, and even though the
man's fame may be overshadowed by his

conservative aesthetic, for the time being

it would be a mistake to ignore his mastery
of basic form and color as seen in this

piece.

An artist with whom one should have no
doubts in terms of his volition to break

with past traditions in the art world, is

Robert Rauschenburg, innovator of Proto-
Pop Art, not to mention the wealthiest

living artist in the world. He is represented
in this collection with one of his photo-
lithograph collage type arrangements (can

you think of a better name for them?). Al-

though it is not one of his more brilliant

compositions, the work is very representa-
tive of his style wherein he luxtaposes
various photographic silkscreen images in a

collage type arrangement The formal
arrangement of the piece, therefore, is com-
posed of certain colors which are presented
not through paint, but by actual objects,
or photographs of actual objects. As should
be observed in this piece, the specific ob-
jects as depicted by photographs are not to
be understood as icons but as elements of
color and shape. Thus, this work, which
includes scenes from a beach at sunset, a

black child with a balloon, and a hand
working a New York Times crossword
puzzle, is not to be interpreted as a civil

rights appeal for the relaxation of beaches
and crossword puzzles. Rather, one is to
see the objects as representations of color
and form as determined by everyday objects
that we are familiar with. And this print
certainly points our concern in this direc-

The Red Grooms print is also pop art,

but in a Californian vein. Grooms presents
the popular image of the gangster smoking
a cigar, dressed circa 1940 in baggy suit and
creased hat, with the female accomplice
sitting upon his knee. The very American
imagery, the typical subject matter, is

altogether altered by the bold colonstic
expression, and the square featuring he gives
to the figures. The patterns flatten out the
surface, and the traditional gangsteresque/
Hollywood hyped/bad guy subject matter

becomes transformed into a more animated
and almost costume like appearance. Thus,
Grooms hearkens back to tradition only to
alter it, and as such he engages in a rather
subtle way, into a bit of criticism as to the
nature of change in the world of painting.

The collection overall is only a beginning
for the Fine Arts Department. Although
there are some very fine pieces in this series
of works, there are still gaping holes in this

University's existing modern art collection.
It is hoped that this gift will serve as an
incentive to other benefactors, as they look
to unload their truckloads of Picassos and
Warhols on the University world.

At last, a Calder of our very own.
Below, Dr. Ron Jones inspects

the prints.
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Robinson Sculpture Installation

The Arts', ii*

Roy Gary

This April the Department of Fine Arts initiated its Visiting

Artist Program with a sculpture installation by Chris Robinson.

Robinson is presently a professor at the University of South

Carolina. Robinson's work, now being exhibited in the University

of the South Art Gallery, documents both his relationship with

ronautics and the influence his experience with aeronautics

as had in the development of his aesthetic beliefs.

Robinson admits to having always been technologically

nclined. Searching to synthesize art and technology he

.ipproached the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to

collect knowledge and experience. Receiving a grant from the

National Endowment for the Arts allowed Robinson to spend

time talking with scientists at NASA. As an outsider, Robinson

felt frustrated by the distance with which the scientists talked

to him. "When talking with scientists, the knowledge I was given

was always second hand," says Robinson. To gain first hand

knowledge and experience, he joined the U.S. Navy's aeronautics

division.

Robinson's experience with NASA and with the Naval air force

are recorded in his work. For example, he has xeroxed

photographs of his NASA clearance card, Naval identification

card and a xeroxed photograph of himself in a Navy trainer jet

prior to his first solo flight. The hanging of these works and

others form a crude representation of a jet aircraft.

When asked whether this work was typical of previous work,

he responded, "No, I have never included myself in my work."

Robinson believes these works are more "intuitive" whereas his

leviouswork has been "coldly calculated".

Robinson's work continues to trace his concern with "light"

and "sight". Although at first this may not be evident to the

viewer, he stated, "I consider this work to be very sculptural...

the placement of the works in the gallery...the lighting used".

He believes that light's capacity to displace space is equal to that

of a three dimensional object.

A close examination is necessary to see other suclptural aspects

of his work. For example, there is a relationship between the

small identification photograph and an enlargement of the same

photograph. Both of these are used in the same art work.

Another sculptural aspect of his work according to

Robinson is a photograph's ability to record depth. The time

spent in Naval reconaissance taught him how to calculate the size

Chris Robinson, left, and his show above.

of an object in a photograph by knowing the altitude at which the

photograph was taken and the distance between the camera and

the object being photographed.

Robinson is also concerned with depth perception. This

concern is shown in the xeroxes of two eyes. It is stereoscopic

vision that allows one to perceive depth.

Another interest represented in his work is the function

of the brain. The left side controls the verbal functions

and right side controls the visual functions. He expresses

this in a dyptic of eyes and mouths. A dyptic is two works meant

to be displayed together.

Robinson takes his art work very seriously. His art is as serious

to him as the landing of a jet aircraft onto an aircraft carrier.

The distinction for him between a good and a great artist is the

latter's attention to meticulous detail.

His installation is, however, not without humor. The night

lights in the corner of the gallery are part of his exhibit.
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